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ACOUSTIC VELOCITY IN TWO-PHASE FLOW, 

s.w. Gouse, R.G. Evans, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, U.S.A. 

This paper will be distributed at the Conference. 
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l'l\lif SPEED QF SOUND ;Q'f MIXTURES OF WATER AND S'l'EAM 

by 

A. L. Davies 

Abstract 

The speed of sound in a. homogeneous mixture of water and steam has been 
calculated from the equation, a..= ,JLlp/IAp)-..D.,.:..C , for two different sets 
of assumptions. In the first case it is assumed that there is no mass transfer 
between the phases and therefore the water and steam are independently isentropic. 
In the second case it is assumed that the water and steam are in continuous 
thermal equilibrium on the saturation line with mass transfer between the phases. 

It is suggested that in general compression waves propagate according to the 
first set of assumptions, whereas rarefaction waves propagate according to the 
second set of assumptions. The effect of various flow regimes and slip on the 
application of the results to two phase flow is discussed and some other work on 
the speed of sound is briefly described. Recommendations are made on the 
application of the results to the propagation of pressure waves and the 
determination of critical flow in water reactor systems. 

A.E.E., 
Winfrith. 

October, 1 965. 
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Fig. 1 Temperature entropy diagram for water and steam• 

2 Sonic Speed variation with mass fraction in a mixture of steam 
and water. No mass transfer assumed. 

3 Sonic speed variation with mass fraction in a mixture of steam 
and water. Thermal equilibrium assumed. 

4 Sonic speed variation with void fraction in a mixture of steam 
and water. No mass transx'er assumed. 

5 Sonic speed variation with void fraction in a mixture of steam 
and water. Thermal equilibrium assumed. 



1. Introduction 

In a compressible fluid the propagation of pressure waves and the critical 
flow are governed by the speed of sound in the fluid. Since a mixture of water 
and steam has some of the characteristics of a compre.ssible fluid it seems 
likely that the speed of sound in the mixture may be relevant to some prvblems 
in water reactor design; for instance:-

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

propagation of pressure changes through a boiling channel (e.g. for 
boiling boun~ movement); 

choking flow in a boiling channel; 

flow rate through a fracture in high pressure circuit; 

propagation of depressurisation wave due to a fracture. 

Sinoe the fluid mechanics of a two phase system are as yet imperfectly understood, 
it is natural to approach these problems from the well developed theory of a 
single phase compressible fluid. 

In a single phase compressible fluid sound waves - which are pressure waves 
small enough (by definition) to be isentropic - propagate through the fluid at a 
speed, o.. = ,J{d.f/Ap) ioa .. t;...,.;. {ref. 1 ). Larger pressure disturbances have their 
shape and speed of propagation modified by the particle velocity; expansion 
waves become less steep and remain isentropic, whereas compression waves steepen 
and eventually become shock waves in which there are non-isentropic processes 
due to viscosity and heat conduction. The maximum, critical, or choking flow 
rate in a duct is reached when the local veloci~ becomes equal to the local 
sonic speed. 

If it is assumed that a two phase fluid behaves as a homogeneous mixture and 
that there is no slip between phases, then the equations for conservation of 
mass, momentum and energy can be put in the same form as those for a single phase 
compressible fluid. This leads to a corresponding dependence of wave propagation 
veloci~ and critical flow on the sonic speed defined as o.. = ,J(tl.r~/J.p) •• u: .. .,..;.. 
in llhichp is the densi~ of the mixture. The sonic speeds presented here have 
been determined from this equation and are therefore strictly applicable only to 
a homogeneous mixture of·water and steam with no slip; but the effects of slip 
and various flow regimes on the propagation of pressure waves and critical flow 
are considered in paras 2 and 4. 

In a two phase fluid composed of a homogeneous mixture of a liquid and a gas, 
the speed of sotind defined above may be.very different from the speed of sound 
in either of its constituents, since the mixture will possess both the 
oompressibili~ of the gas and the mass of the liquid. In a two phase fluid 
composed of a liquid and its own vapour there may also be mass transfer between 
the phasesdue to a pressure disturbance. Both these factors result in a speed 
of sound in the mixture which is ver,y much lower than the speed of sound in 
either of its constituents. 

2. Theory 

A mixture of saturated water and steam at pressure p is conventionally 
represented on a temperature/entropy diagram (fig. 1) by a point such as G 
where FG/FH • x =mass fraction of steam in the mixture. Isentropic pressure 
changes are apparently represented by movement up and down the constant entropy 
line CGK. Such changes imply that the steam and water remain in thermal 



equilibrium on the saturation line, and that, in general, there is mass transfer 
between the phases since the fraction of steam in the mixture changes 
(BC/BD-;k FG/FH~ IIVIJJ). To investigate the transient behaviour of a mixtur& 
ot water and steam it is necessar.y to consider the processes leading to thermal 
equilibrium between the phases in more detail. 

2.1 COIJll'.,FOSsion waves 

An isentropic pressure increase for the water phase alone results in 
the water becoming subcooled (at point A on fig. 1). Similarly, an 
isentropic pressure increase for the steam phase alone results in the 
steam becoming superheated (at pointE on fig. 1). The temperature · 
difference between the steam and vrater leads to heat transfer bet'~teen the 
ph..<l.ses rthich eventually restores both the water and steam to the saturation 
line with some ~sa transfer be~een the phases. The rate of heat and mass 
transfer depends on the slip velocity and tho flo\7 regime (e.g. size of 
stoam bubbles or water droplets). 

Thus the front of a comprezsion wave '17ill be governed by th9 ic:-:l"t·~:r.opic 
l.lt~htLviour of sub cooled \7a tor and superheated s teem without any ch~"'lze of 
phase but the \'lave speed behind the front will be influenced by tho heat 
an•l r.m.os transfer rates bot'.·;een the phases. 

In an i&ontropic pressure reduction it iG po:;siblc th.~t instc..."'lt.'\lleousl,y · 
the ua.ter tl(ly become "superheated" above its satm"'aJ'ion tomp,;ratm"'c (at point 
R on fie;. 1, \·:hero IR is a continuation of a const.1.11t pressure lino from the 
water rocion). \later above its saturation ter:1pero:turc i:::; L"l :::n un~tcble 
condition and if thoro are nucleation centres, such as dus".; p::-.rticlcs or 
st~:;:..ra bub1lles, soue of the water \7ill "flash" into st~am re::;ultin~ in a 
mb:tura of saturated water and steam (at point J on fi13. 1 ). 

The ti~aa lag involved in flashing water to st~n.m is very uncerta,in but 
as a roush guida sor..1e work by Hunt, ·~:alford and \Jood (Ref 2) may be relevant. 
In ~:~.n inve~ti.ga.tion of the failure of o. pressure ·.ressel co11taini:'lg hi::;h 
temp:m:~.tura prcssurised water they found a discrepancy of about 10 liillGCS 

bc~ .. ireen experi1:tental results and calculations based on continuous therw.."!.l 
equilibrium betvreen stea:n and water on the saturation line. I:t' there are 
nun0rous sten.:n bubbles in water these would be expected to act as nucleation 
centr9s and reduce this time delay to negligible proportionso 

In an isentropic pressure reduction steam on its O\m uill ini tiall,y 
becot1e "super sa tura. ted",. i.e. cooled ·-belovl its so.·tura tion temper::l. tul'e (at 
point rr on fit;. 1, r:horG l.:tf is a continuation of o. consto.nt pressure line 
fro1u. the superhen. t region), but some vupour \7Ul subsequontly condense to 
form a mixture of saturated ~ater o.nd steam (at poL~t Lon Fig. 1). 

Sl.tporsaturr~ted vapour can only e:;dst in a. rcr;ion near tho (steam) 
s :l tur~.i. tion 1 i Y!o,. the limits of tho I"OCion (\'Tilson line) o.re poorl,y defined 
but fror.1 Rof'. ) appear to be about 50oc -·100oc below the saturation 
tc<llpor,::..ture. Jn tho supersaturated region condensation occurs around 
nuol•3i such as dust particles or water droplets, but uhen tho supersaturation 
limit is roached vor,y rapid condensation taken place irrespective of tl~ 
presence of those nuclei. One familiar example of the condensation. of 
supersaturated vapour is the condensation shock visible on an aircraft 
i'lyill£) in regions of high relative humidity. A more complete account of 
the condensation of supersaturated vapour is given in Ref. 3· 



·It is concluded that in general a rarefaction wave will propagate with 
continuous thermal equilibrium between the water and steam which remain on 
the saturation line with mass transfer between the phases. However~ .in fog 
flow with a very high ratio of steauv'water, there is a. possibility that 
the steam may become supersaturated due to a sme.ll rarefaction (small enough 
not to exceed the supersaturation limit) if there are not enough water 
droplets to act as nuclei for rapid condensation. In this case the steam 
behaves as if there were no mass transfer between the phases. 

3· ,\na!xsis 

The speed of sound (a..) has been calculated from the equation given in Ref. 1 

a. • ,j( ~) '-o.r.- (1) 

Sinoe the numerical values are taken from the steam tables (Ref. 4) it is more 
convenient to reWl"i te this aqua tion in terms of specific volume ('\I"' • \ /,o) and a. 
pressure in gravitational units • 

.... 
CL : _.. 

The specific volume (~) 

'l 
( !; ) ;....·~p;., 

of a ·mixture of water and steam is given by 

(2) 

(3) 

where ?CI is the mass fraction of steam in the mixture, and'11'.., and v~ are the 
specific volumes of water and steam respective~. The void fraction (~) 
corresponding to a mass fraction (~) is given by 

,. : 
(4) 

. It was shown in para 2 that there are two distinct ways in which a mixture of 
water and steam may respond to a pressure disturbance. 

(a) No mass transfer between phases, wate~ and steam are isentropic 
independently and both depart from saturation line. 

(b) Thermal equilibrium between the water and steam which remain on 
the saturation line with mass tr~sfer between the phases. 

The speed of sound has been calculated for both oases. 

3.1 No mass transfer between phases, steam and water isentropic independsntg 

Since the water and steam remain isentropic independently 

(5) 
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It is assumed that the derivative for supersaturated steam near the 
saturation line is the same as that for superheated steam near the 
saturation line. 

To determine the derivatives at constant entropy. (~) from the tables 
of Ref. 4, which give the specific volume and entropy of compressed liquid 
water and superheated stoam at a number of pressures and temperatures, the 
following method has baon employed 

-- + 

where the suffices f> and 11 denote the variable which has been held 
constant in the partial derivative 

(6) 

The partial derivatives on the R.H.s. were determined by taking linear 
differences near the saturation line from the tables for compressed liquid 
water and superheated steam in Ref. 4• 

The speed of sound calculated from equations 21 3 and 5 is plotted 
against mass fraction on Fig. 2, and against void fraction on Fig. 4 at a 
number of pressures. 

The sonic speeds at 7C- = 0 and?(,= 1.0 are respectively equal to 
the sonic speed in water alone and steam alone with these assumptions as 
can be seen from equation 5· 

3.2 Ther~~l equilibrium, water and steam on saturation line, mass 
transfer botrman phases 

Since the water and steam remain on the saturation line 

( a-v-) = l \ _.,) (~) + "' (~a) + \ -v-~ -v .. ) (!.:!!:.) (7) 
f3-p • "r ~ .a., hk i'(J ; 

To determine (J~) consider the first law of thermoqynamics 
d() # for an isentropio change ftq = bE. + p. $-.r/"S :: 0 

This expression can be rewritten in terms of enthalpy ( h = E! + 'Pv) 
s"' - '\)"' ,., /-:s := 0 

For a mixture of water and steam 

h = ll- -,c,) ~ ... 1- """\, ~ :.;:::. "'- .. ~ L. 
Thus for an isentropic change in which the water and steam remain on the 
saturation line 

(8) 
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Th9 derivatives (~~~)>.t• (~)I(~").~ I (~)>J 
have been determined by taking linear differences from the tables of saturated 
steam and water properties in Ref. ~ 

The speed of sound calculated from equations 2, 3, 7 and 8 is plotted 
against mass fraction on Fig. 3~ and against void fraction on Fig. 5 at a 
n~ber of pressures. 

The dif.ference between the "thermal equilibrium" and "no mass trans.fer" 
assumptions can be seen by rewriting equation (7) in the following form 

'» ( ~) ~ [< t- ""')(av..,) 
\ a,o , a ¢ I, (~) + 

arp ,...... 

+ "' ( !3) (~) + (v,.--v-to~)(ti) J 
'·· , ~~ ~ ~f ; 

(9) 

The tenn in square brackets represents the di.fference between the 
assumptions. Since this· term does not reduce to zero at%= 0 there will 
be a discontinuity between the sonic speed in an 11all water" mixture and 
the sonic speed in water alone with the assumption of thermal equilibrium. 
Similarly at ?f.= 1.0 there will be a discontinuity between the sonic speed 
in an "all steam" mixture and the sonic speed in steam alone. 

4• Discussion 

4.1 Slip ratio 

Although there are available a number of empirical correlations for 
determining the slip ratio in a two phase flow under steady conditions, no 
satisfactor,y quantitative theory of slip, based on the fundamental equations 
o.f .fluid motion, and applicable to transient conditions, has yet emerged. 
Since the propagation of pressure waves is essentially a transient phenomenon 
there is little incentive to seek a more difficult solution of the fundamental 
equations - conservation of mass, momentum and energy - which incorporates an 
empirical steady state slip correlation. Qualitatively it seems likely that 
i.f the sonic speed is much greate~ than the velocity of either phase then the 
propagation of a pressure wave would not be much affected by slip ratio. 
Conversely, if the fluid velocity is comparable with the sonic speed then the 
critical flow cannot be simply defined by the condition that the local fluid 
velocity is equal to the local sonic speed if there is a~ slip behveen the 
phases. Under these circumstances the critical flow is not necessarily related 
to the sonic speed calculated from equation (1 ), and is better determined · 
from more direct work such as that o.f Fauske (Ref. 5) described in para 4-3• 

4.2 Flow regimes 

The validity o.f the assumption that a two phase fluid behaves as a 
homogeneous mixture of the two phases clearly depends on the stea~water 
ratio and the flow regime. For many s~ll bubbles o.f steam uniformly 
distributed in a mass of water (bubble flow), and for m~ small droplets 
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ot water uniformly distributed in a mass of steam (fog flow), it· is a 
reasonable approximation. The influence of bubble size, droplet size, and 
slip velooity on the heat and mass transfer rates between the phases has 
been indicated in paras 2.1 and 2.2 For flow regimes in which the phases 
are well separated (e.g. annular flow and slug flow) the assumption of 
homogeneity is clearly invalid, each phase would transmit pressure 
disturbances at its own sonic speed. 

In annular flow pressure disturbances would effectively propagate at 
the greater of the sonic speeds of the two phases~ The sonic speed in each 
phase can be determined from ftgs. 2 - 5, taking account of the appropriate 
conditions for compression and rarefaction waves from para 21 and choosing a 
void or mass fraction to include the presence of any steam bubbles in the 
water anq/or any water droplets in the steam. 

In slug flow the transit time of a pressure disturbance would be the 
sum of the transit times through the "water slugs" and the "steam slugs". 
Thus the apparent speed of sound through the mixture (Q. .. ) would be given 
by:-

= 
\-i 

a. .... 

where 5 is the void fraction, Q.w and Q. • are the sonic speeds in the 
"water" and "steam" phases respectively determined from figs. 2 - 5 as 
described above for annular flow. 

4e 3 Other work 

The most comprehensive work on the propagation of pressure waves in a 
mixture of water and steam appears to be that by Karplus (Ref. 6)••. He has 
calculated the sonic speed from equation (1) assU!Iling that the water and 
steam are in continuous thermal equilibrium on the saturation line and hence 
deduces sonic speeds similar to those shown in figs. 3 and 5· His justification 
for assuming thermal equilibrium is based on the transient conduction into a 
sphere (e.g. bubble) when the surface temperature is changed. This 
treatment of the heat and mass transfer phenomenon seems an oversimplification, 
since there will be something akin to a "boundary layer" at the stea.nVwa ter 
a~faoe. He has also determined the propagation velocity of a compression 
wave large enough to condense all the steam bubbles, by applying the 
equations fo~ conservation of mass and momentum across.a discontinuity. His 
experimen:ta.l results for this case are in general ·agreement with his theory 
and compare favourably with the resUlts shown on fig. 4. in this memo. 

Christensen (Ref. 7) confirmed that Ka.rplus' theoretical results for 
the sonic speed could be obtained from. the equations of conservation of 
mass and momentum for a homogeneous mixture of water and steam, assuming no 
slip between the phases 1 and continuous thermal equilibrium on the 
saturation line between water and steam. 

**j1ork by Semenov and Kosterin {Ref. 9), which has only recently become 
available,. contains an analytical treatment similar to that in this memo. 
Their experimental results on stea~water and air/water mixtures support the 
predictions of Fig. 4e 

-6-



Collingham and Firey (Ref. 8) have measured the velocity of a 
rarefaction wave in wet steam and found that it was independent of the 
quality and approximately equal to the velocity of sound in dry stea.m1. 
However, they observed that some annular flow existed in the test section 
and this may explain their results - if the rarefaction wave was 
propagated t~ough a core of dry steam - alternatively the explanation ~ 
be· due to supersaturation of the steam as described in para 2.2. 

The work of Fauske (Ref. 5) is not relevant to the speed of sound but 
is directly concerned with the critical flow of a mixture of water and 
steam. His theory fUld experiments are devoted to the maximum flow rate 
through a long parallel pipe with an annular flow pattern, and~ therefore 
be relevant to choking in a boiling channel.· The fundamental basis of his 
theory does not appear to justify its extension to flow through an orifice 
or to other flow patterns. 

5· Conclusions 

The sonic speed calculated from the equation, a..: ,J( rA-p/tAp);-.,.tF.,.·
depends markedly on whether it is assumed that there is no mass transfer betv1een 
the phases in which case the water and steam are indepancantly isentropic and 
both depart from the saturation line (figs. 2 and 4), or that the water and 
steam are in continuous thermal equilibrium on the saturation, line with mass 
transfer be~·een the phase (figs. 3 and 5). The latter assumption gives lower 
values for the sonic speed than the former, and both give lower speeds than the 
sonic speed in either water or steam alone. With the assumption of "no mass transfer" 
the calculated sonic speed at ~ = .0 becomes equal to the sonic speed in water 
alone, and the calculated sonic speed at"'= 1.0 becomes equal to the sonic 
speed in steam alone. 

The applicability of the sonic speeds so calculated to the.propagation of 
pressure waves and the determination of critical flow depends on the flov1 regime, 
the slip velocity, and- for wave propagation - on whether the wave is a 
compression or a rarefaction. The evidence is by no means conclusive, but the 
following suggestions are based on the considerations discussed in this memo. 

5.1 Propagation of pressure waves 

The sonic speeds calculated here will on~ be applicable to the 
propagation of pressure waves when the fluid velocities are small compared 
with the sonic speed, since the derivation does not include the effect of 
slip. 

In a·homogeneous flow regime. (bubble flow or fog flow) the propagation· 
velocity nepends on whether the wave is a compression or a rarefaction. The 
front of a compression wave will propagate with no mass transfer between the 
phases, i.e. water subcooled and steam .superheated (figs. 2 and 4), but the 
llave shape will be influenced by the heat and mass transfer rates between 
the phases which depend on the slip velocity and the size of steam bubbles 
or water droplets. A rarefaction wave will, in general, propagate with 
continuous thermal equilibrium betwee~ the phases, i.e. water and steam on 
the saturation line (figs. 3 and 5), although there is a possibility that 
the steam may become supersaturated under some circumstances {see para 2.2). 

In heterogeneous flow regimes (annular flow and slug flow) each phase 
will transmit pressure disturbances at its own sonic speed. In annular flow 
pressure waves will propagate at the ~ghar ot the sonic speeds in the two 
phases. In slug flow the transit time through the mixture will be the sum 

-7-



of the transit times through each phase determined from the void fraction 
and the sonic speed (equation 9). For both oases the sonic speed in each 
phase can be determined by considering each phase independentl,y as a 
homogeneous mixture - thus including the possibility of steam bubbles in 
the water and water droplets in the steam - as described in the previous 
paragraph. 

5· 2 Critical flow 

The critical flow is not necessaril,y determined by the sonic speed 
calculated here. The maximum discharge from a long parallel pipe with an 
annular flow pattern oan be determined from Ref. 5, and this could be 
used to determine the choking flow in a boiling channel and the . 
discharge from a fractured pipe (if the :f'ractured ends were well separated). 
The same work does not seem appropriate for discharge from a fracture like 
an orifice or for other flow patterns; if no other· data is available a 
critical flow based on the sonic speed for a rarefaction wave (see above, 
figs. ; and 5) could be used as a first approximation. 

-8-
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List ot SY!!lbols 

SY!!lbols 

... speed of sound 

E internal energ 

f void fraction 

' 
acceleration due to gravit.J 

h enthalpy 

J" mechanical equivalent ot heat 

L latent heat ot vapouriaation , pressure 

G heat addition 

"\1"' specific volume 

-,(., mass traction 

p density 

4> entropy 

Suffices 

\AJ water 

s. steam 

m mixture 

~ saturation line 

• constant entropy . 

p constant pressure 

T constant temperature 



FIG.I.TEMPERATURE ·ENTROPY DIAGRAM 

FOR WATER AND STEAM 
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FIG.2.SONIC SPEED VARIATION WITH MASS 

FRACTION IN A MIXTURE OF. STEA~v~ AND -- -
WATER.NO MASS TRANSFER ASSUMED. 
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FIG3.SONIC SPEED VARIATION WITH MASS 

FRACTION.~ A MIXTURE OF STEAM AND 

WATER.THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM ASSUMED. 
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FIG.4.SONIC SPEED VARIATION WITH VOID FRA.CTION IN A MIXTURE 

OF STEAM 
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FIG.S. SONIC SPEED VARIATION WITH VOID FRACTION IN A MIXTURE 
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PROPAGATION OF PRESSURE DISTURBANCES 
IN TWO-PHASE FLOW 

Hans K. Fauske * 
Argonne National Laboratory 
Argonne, Illinois, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

Published experimental data and analytical models describing the 
speed of pressure wave propagation or the velocity of sound in two-phase 
one-component systems are briefly reviewed indicating a lack of data as 
well as disagreements between existing data and model predictions. A 
simple expression for examining the velocity of sound is suggested which 
takes into account the effect of momentum transfer between the phases 
(slip) in addition to the effects of heat and mass transfer (phase 
change), treated in previous analyses, and appears to explain the 
existing discrepancies. 

INTRODUCTION 

How fast can pressure disturbances propagate in flowing liquid-vapor 
mixtures? And how rapidly can two-phase coolant flow from a channel? 
Answers to these fundamental questions about two-phase compressible flows 
are important to reactor safety design [1]. 

The purpose of this article is to focus attention on the current 
status of understanding the velocity of sound in two-phase mixtures. 
The first part of the paper summarizes previous experimental and 
analytical work, while the second half attempts to explain the dis
crepancies between existing data and models. 

PREVIOUS WORK 

Experimental 

Summarizing previous work, this paper will deal only with one
component systems, i.e., steam-water, liquid sodium-vapor mixtures, 
etc. 

Only three experimental studies on the velocity of sound appear to 
be available for steam-water mixtures [2-4], and no data exist for 
liquid metal syst~s. Further, for low quality one-component mixtures, 

* Work performed under the auspices of the u. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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only the propagation velocity of compression waves has been measured [2,4]. 
No direct information exists for rarefaction waves, except in the high 
quality region [3], which are particularly interesting in connection 
with propagation of depressurization waves caused by a vessel fracture 
or pipe failure. However, indirect measurements pertaining to rarefac
tion waves have recently been obtained at Argonne National Laboratory 
by measuring the critical velocity of low quality steam-water mixtures 
using the gamma attenuation technique [5]. 

The experimental data in Fig. 1 illustrate the low sonic velocity 
that occurs in a steam-water mixture and its dependence on void frac
tion [4]. However, in the high quality region (20-100%), the velocity 
of sound appears to be independent of quality and approximately equal 
to that in pure vapor as displayed in Fig. 2 [3]. Figure 3 illustrates 
critical velocities of low quality steam~water mixtures [5]. 

Analytical 

Analytical derivations of the velocity of sound have been limited 
to the case where the two-phase fluid is assumed to behave as a homo
geneous mixture, i.e., no slip between the phases [2,4,6-8]. This 
assumption leads to an expression for the sonic speed in a two-phase 
mixture similar to single-phase flow [9], 

2 2 a = v /(av/aP) 
s 

where v is given by Eq. (2), 

v = 

(1) 

(2) 

Two limiting cases in which the mixture of liquid and its vapor may 
respond to a pressure disturbance have been calculated from Eq. (1): 
(a) no transfer of mass and heat between phases (no phase change, 
constant quality), liquid and vapor behaving independently isentropic, 
leading to 

{!;) = 
s 

[ 
dv f) [dv ) 

(1 - x) dP s + x --;rf- s (3) 

and (b) mass and heat transfer between the phases according to thermo
dynamic equilibrium, liquid and vapor on the saturation line, leading 
to 

(!;) 
s 

= [dv l (dx} [dvf) x --;rf" + (v - v f) dP + (1 - x) dP 
sat g s sat 

(4) 
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Equations (1), (3), and (4) result in two widely different values for 
the velocity of sound in the low quality region, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4. The sonic velocity is plotted as a function of the void fraction 
a , which is related to the quality x , according to 

XV 

a • (5) 

It is important to note here that the large difference in the low quality 
region is mainly due to the assumption of whether or not mass transfer 
takes place between the phases (dx/dP). In the high quality region the 
difference is seen to be considerably less; this difference is not due 
to the assumption of phase change (dx/dP is negligible) but rather due 
to the evaluation of dv /dP, i.e., heat transfer between the phases. 
Figures 1, 2, and 3 sho~ the same two solutions (Fig. 4) displayed to 
illustrate the deviations from measured steam-water data. Reemphasizing 
that the data in Fig. 1 represent the speed of propagation to compression 
waves seems important. Thermodynamic considerations indicate that a 
compression wave may travel without phase change (no mass transfer) to 
agree with experimental observation [2,4], while a rarefaction wave may 
follow closer to an equilibrium cycle [8]. However, the data in Fig. 2, 
representing rarefaction waves, do not follow an equilibrium cycle and 
fall above even the predictions from a no heat and no mass transfer 
model. On the other hand, the data in Fig. 3 (critical velocities, 
decrease in pressure) are seen to be bracketed by the predictions from 
Eqs. (3) and (4) but considerably removed from an equilibrium analysis. 

From this brief discussion (see Figs. 1, 2, and 3), it is clear 
that existing velocity of sound models only partially explain available 
experimental data. This suggests that the velocity of sound in a two
phase mixture is not a thermodynamic property as it is in single-phase 
systems but rather is a transport property, i.e., mass, heat, and 
momentum transfer between the phases require finite equilibration 
times. While limiting cases of heat and mass transfer have been 
treated in previous analyses [Eqs. (3) and (4)], apparently no attempts 
have been made to include the effect of momentum transfer between the 
phases. In the second half of this paper, a simple analysis will be 
presented to illustrate that most of the above discrepancies can be 
explained by considering the effect of momentum transfer in addition 
to heat and mass transfer. 
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INTERPRETATION OF EXISTING DATA 

Analysis 

The following assumptions are made in the formulation of the 
propagation velocity model: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

The flow is one-dimensional. 

The flow is initially homogeneous (u = uf ) in a duct of 
uniform cross section (see Fig. 5). go 0 

vg >> vf, i.e., low or intermediate pressures. 

The liquid phase is incompressible, i.e., avf/aP + 0. 

Changes of the properties from their steady-state values 
are small, i.e., the variations produced by the wave, dP, 
dp, du , duf' etc. are such that dP << P , dp << p , 
du <<gu , and duf << uf • 0 0 

g go o 

Accordin~ to the basic definition of the velocity of sound in 
any medium, a = (aP/ap) , the above assumptions lead to the following 
expression for the two-pgase propagation velocity: 

-1 
2 v2[-x (~] vgo(~~) + x0 (1- x0 ) vgo(~:J] (6) a = o o aP 

where 

v = v X + vf (1- x ) 
0 go o 0 0 

and 

k = u/uf 

The derivatives av /aP, ax/aP, and ak/aP in Eq. (6) are determined by 
the amount of heat~ mass, and momentum exchange taking place between 
the phases. The derivative av /aP is conveniently bracketed between 
the cases of adiabatic and isothermal expansion: 

~I aP 
... 

where 

1 < A< K 

v 
A .....&2. 

p K 
0 

(7) 

(isentropic expansion coefficient) 
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The derivative ax/aP is bracketed between the cases of no mass transfer 
and phase change according to equilibrium: 

(ax/aP) - (8) 

where 

0 < B < 1 

Likewise, the derivative ak/aP can be bracketed between the cases of 
momentum exchange according to equilibrium (ak/aP = 0) and no momentum 
transfer (duf = 0, i.e., the liquid is accelerated or decelerated only 
by transfer of momentum from the vapor phase, the effect of pressure 
gradient being negligible in accordance with assumption c): 

where 

= 

0 .::_C.::_l 

A 
C p K 

0 

Substituting Eqs. 

2 [ XV 2 A o go a = vo P K 
0 

(9) 

(7), (8), and (9) into (6) yields: 

U X (1 - r - Bv [ax) -
X ) 

AC go o 0 

go aP E p I 
0 

(10) 

The values of A, B, and C to be used in Eq. (10) will strongly depend 
on the frequency (wave growth time), flow regime (flow patterns), and 
probably on the type of disturbance (compression or rarefaction wave), 
in addition to the usual fluid transport properties. For example, 
in a system wherein disturbances occur in much shorter times than the 
relaxation times of the mixture (high frequencies), no heat, mass, and 
momentum transfer will take place between the phases, i.e., A~ 1, 
B ~ 0, and C ~ 1. While in the case of very low frequencies, an equi
librium cycle may be approached, i.e., A~ K(l- v P /hf ), B ~ 0, 
and C ~ 0. In order to describe the above rate pr§ge~ses~0the mode of 
heat, mass, and momentum transfer must be specified requiring information 
about the flow regimes. The dependence on the type of wave was illus
trated by Davies [8]. From thermodynamic considerations, he concluded 
that compression waves may travel with no phase change (B ~ 0), while a 
rarefaction wave may travel closer to equilibrium phase change (B ~ 1). 

Discussion of Low Quality Mixtures 

For low quality mixtures, it is convenient to write the equations 
in terms of the void fraction a , rather than the quality x • The 
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following 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

From 
mixtures: 

2 
a = 

additional assumptions will be made: 

Pgoao << Pfo(l - a ) 
0 

1 - X :t 1 

[~;)E 
c v T 

:t 
o go o 
h2 

fgo 

Eq. (10), the following expression is obtained for low quality 

-1 

Pfo] - ACa (1 - a ) -o o P K 
0 

(ll) 

The result for the speed of sound given in Eq. (11) is the general 
expression for low quality one-component mixtures. A number of limiting 
cases can be derived: 

(a) heat, mass, and momentum transfer according to thermodynamic 
equilibrium [equivalent to Eqs. (1) and (4)}, 

2 
a = C T fo 

( 
p )2]-1 

o o hfgopgo 

(12) 
(b) heat and momentum transfer according to equilibrium but no 

mass transfer, 

2 
a = 

p 
0 (13) 

(c) no heat and mass transfer. Momentum transfer according to 
equilibrium [equivalent to Eqs. (1) and (3)}, 

2 
a = 

PK (14) 
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(4) no heat and mass transfer. Momentum transfer deviates from 
equilibrium (slip is occurring), 

2 
a • 

p K 
0 

a (1- a )(1- C) 
0 0 

or in nondimensionless form 

a (1- a )(1- C) pf 
0 0 0 

(15) 

(16) 

It is apparent from Eq. (11) that if slip occurs it results in 
an increased propagation velocity. If it is assumed that the compression 
wave data [41 travel without phase change [8] and since the effect of 
heat transfer is minor [the ratio of the adiabatic velocity, Eq. (14), 
to the isothermal velocity, Eq. (13), being equal to li ] , Eq. (16) can 
be used to explain the discrepancy between previous model predictions 
and data. This is illustrated in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. The decreasing 
values of slip (decreasing C ) used to explain the data for increasing 
pressures are in agreement with decreasing value of the ratio pf /p • 

0 P:O That a constant value for slip (C • constant) appears to fit the da~a 
for a given pressure over a wide range of void fractions may seem 
surprising at first since existing steady-state slip correlations 
strongly depend on the void fraction. However, recalling that the 
propagation of a pressure wave is usually a highly transient phenomenon, 
where the average velocity difference is caused primarily by local slip 
rather than radial void distribution (steady-state slip), the constant 
value of C does not appear unreasonable assuming the wave growth time 
and the flow regime remain·essentially unchanged. 

Rarefaction wave data in the low quality region are not available 
except for indirect measurements in terms of critical velocities [5]. 
These are displayed in Fig. 3. It is readily apparent that only partial 
phase change is taking place. If the effect of slip is neglected 
(C = 0), a value of B = 0.15 makes Eq. (11) ·fall through the experi
mental data as seen in Fig. 3. However, the actual deviation from 
equilibrium phase change (B) cannot be estimated since the effect of 
slip is not known. Furthermore, it is expected that constant values 
of B and C will not describe the data in Fig. 3 over a wide range 
of void fractions, as was the case with the data in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, 
since the characteristic wave growth time most likely does not remain 
constant in the critical flow data. 
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Discussion of High Quality Mixtures 

For high quality mixtures, the following additional assumptions 
are made: 

(a) The effect of mass transfer is negligible, i.e., dx/dP ~ 0. 

(b) Vf (1 - X ) << V X o o go 

Equation (10) then reduces to: 

2 
a = 

V x P K go o o 
A[l - (1 - x ) C] 

0 

(17) 

Equation (17) is the general expression for the speed of sound in high 
quality mixtures. A number of limiting cases can be derived: 

(a) heat, mass, and momentum transfer according to thermodynamic 
equilibrium, 

2 
a = 

V X p 
go o o 

(18) 

(b) heat and momentum transfer according to equilibrium, but no 
mass transfer 

2 
a == v x P go o o (19) 

(c) no heat and mass transfer. Momentum transfer according to 
equilibrium [equivalent to Eqs. (1) and (3)] 

2 
a V X P K go o o 

or in nondimensionless form 

= X 
0 

(d) no heat, mass, and momentum transfer, 

a 
a 

g 
= 1 

8 
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(21) 

(22) 



As previously discussed, available data in the high quality region 
(dispersed droplet flow) indicate that the velocity of sound is very 
nearly independent of the mixture quality and approximately equal to 
the adiabatic vapor sonic velocity [3]. This behavior is explained by 
considering the rate of momentum transfer in addition to heat and mass 
transfer between the liquid droplets and the continuous vapor phase, 
as illustrated in Fig. 9. The case of no momentum transfer [Eq. (22)] 
implies that the droplets remain essentially unchanged by the passage 
of the sound wave. 

The above interpretation of the velocity of sound data is in 
excellent agreement with conclusions made in a recent article on high 
quality choked flow [10]. Considerations were made of the transport 
processes of heat, mass, and momentum between the phases in the approach 
region to critical flow by evaluating the respective time constants. 
Comparing these to the time rate of change of pressure seen by the 
continuous vapor phase resulted in insufficient times for heat, mass, 
and momentum transfer to take place, i.e., the two-phase critical flow 
phenomenon is related to the velocity of sound as obtained when the 
two-phase mixture is subjected to a high frequency disturbance 
[Eq. (22)]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Data are few on the velocity of sound and pressure wave propagation 
in two-phase nonmetallic fluids. For the low quality region, only 
compression wave data are available, and none are available for the 
speed of propagation of rarefaction waves. No data exist for the 
velocity of sound in two-phase one-component metallic fluids. 

By including the effect of momentum transfer between the phases 
in addition to heat and mass transfer treated in previous analyses, 
existing experimental data can be explained. In the high quality 
region, good agreement exists between the sonic and critical velocities. 
In the low quality region, insufficient data are available to make a 
similar comparison. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a = mixture sonic velocity 

(KP V ·)l/2• vapor · 1 it , sonJ.c ve o~ y o go a = g 

h = specific enthalpy 

k = ug/ue velocity ratio 

K = isentropic expansion coefficient 

p = pressure 

T = temperature 

u - velocity 

v - specific volume 

X = quality 

(l .. void fraction . 

p = density 

Subscr.ipts 

f - liquid 

g = vapor 

fg = change from liquid to vapo-r 

0 - steady state 

s = isentropic 

sat = saturation line 
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PROPAGATION VELOCITY 
OF SMALL AMPLITUDE PRESSURE WAVES IN STEAM-WATER MIXTURES 

J.B. Kielland 

Institutt for Atomenergi, Kjeller, Norway 

ABSTRACT 

The velocity of pressure waves produced by a centrifugal type pump in a small 
boiling loop has been measured. This has been done by crosscorrelation of the 
signals from two pressure transducers, situated one above the other immidia
tely after the electric heating element. 

The signals from the two piezoelectric pressure transducers were amplified by 
two charge amplifiers followed by two voltage amplifiers. The signals were 
then recorded on magnetic tape in the FM mode. Thereafter, they were analo
digital converted and processed on a digital computer. The computer program 
estimated the transfer function between the two transducers, From this, one 
gets the velocity of the pressure waves as a function of frequency. 

The results have been compared with available theory. 



In order to obtain a more thorough understanding of the two-phase flow 
phenomena, it is desireable to know the speed of sound in such media. This 
paper presents preliminary results of an effort in this direction at Kjeller. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of calculating the velocity in two-phase, one-component media 
has been attacked by several authors. Frequency independent approximations 
nave been given by Karplus (1) and Boure (2). Boure also accounts for slip 
between the two phases. His result reduces to that of Karplus when there is 
no slip. Davies {3) and Semenov and Kosterin (4) give two approximations. 
They assume either complete mass transfer between phases, i.e. thermal equi
librium, or no mass transfer at all. In the first case they get results si
milar to that of Karplus. 

Karplus and Semenov and Kosterin have also made measurements of shock wave 
velocities in steam-water systems. 

The velocity and attenuation as a function of frequency have been calculated 
by v.d. Walle et al (5) and Bencze (6). They calculated the effective com
pressibility and density of the medium and obtained the sound velocity and 
attenuation from this. Trammel (7) has treated the same problem as one of 
multiple scattering of an incoming sound wave from the individual vapor 
bubbles. His work follows mainly the lines of Foldy (8, 9), who treated the 
air bubble-water case. This approach is perhaps the one that is capable of 
giving the most detailed account of the problem. 

An integral part of the theories of v.d. Walle et al, Bencze and Trammel is 
an expression for the complex compressibility of a single bubble as a function 
of frequency. Bencze has calculated this bubble-compressibility by means of 
Laplace transform theory and arrived at the same expression as Trammel. Bree 
(10) has also trated this part of the problem along similar lines. v.d.Walle 
et al have arrived at a compressibility which seems to be different from 
that of Trammel. 

The bubble compressibility as given by Trammel is: 

where, 

ld.V 1 
Kb •- -a:p•· v ca 

pv v 

V = bubble volume 

R = bubble radius 

p • pressure 

Pv = density of vapor 

C • adiabatic sound velocity in the vapor 
v 

k = thermal conductivity of the water 

t = heat of evaporation 

Eq. 1 



dp v slope of the vapor pressure curve dT = 

c = specific heat of the water per unit volume p 
w = 2 TT f, f = frequency 

From this, Trammel obtained the square of the complex propagation constant 
as 

4 ...,3 2 

[ 
... p • -3TTrt w Kb J 1 

= k2 +n ( r) ( w . ) - a 
1 - ! p w2 K R2 (1 + ikR) l + 2a 

3 w b 

Eq. 2 

( ) indicates an average over bubble size. 

The bubble size distribution is assumed independent of position . 
... 

n(r) the bubble density, i.e. the average number of bubbles per ... 
unit volume at position r. 

= density of water 

= void fraction 
w2 

=propagation constant for water, k2 ~cz-, where Cw is 
velocity of sound in water w 

k 

The speed of sound is then given by 

w 
C = Re k' 

and the attenuation constant is 

6 = Imk' 

(6 gives the attenuation in neper per unit length, 1 neper corresponds to 
8.7 da). 

2. 

The effect of the surface tension (higher pressure inside a bubble than out
side) is ignored by Trammel. This is a, permissible approximation as long 
as 2a/R is small compared with the ambient pressure (a = surface tension). 
For a pressure of 1 at, it is then necessary that R >> 10-6m. 

A second limitation in the theory is that the bubbles must not be allowed 
to grow or shrink, much in one period of the sound wave. 

When all bubbles are of the same size, and the density is constant throughout 
the medium, the expression for the propagation constant may be simplified to 

1 - a 

1 + 2a 

(The root having a positive real part must be choosen). 

Eq. 3 



5.4 3. 

The sound velocity and attenuation resulting from Eq. 3 have been evaluated 
numerically for pressures of 1, 10 and 50 at and a range of the other para
meters (void, bubble radius, frequency). The results are shown in figures 
1 - 7. 

EQUIPMENT 

Measurements have been performed in the Yo-Yo loop. This is small forced 
circulation electrically heated boiling loop with a maximum power of 30 kW 
and maximum working pressure 50 at. The heating element is a thin-walled. 
stainless steel tube (22 mm i.d.), rigidly mounted inside a pressure tube. 
The steam-water mixture created in this section, passes through a riser to 
the steam dome where separation takes place. The water phase then passes 
to the downcomer and via a pump back to the heating section. The steam is 
condensed in a heat-exchanger at the top of the loop, and the condensate 
mixes with the water phase at the downcomer top. The downcomer is equipped 
.with a subcooler. 

Between the heating section and the riser, a short thick-walled tube is in
serted. In this are mounted two Kistler pressure transducers, type 701 A. 
The height difference between the transdu.cers is 10 em. An impedance void
needle is also mounted in this section (test section). 

The loop instrumentation consists of a precision pressure gauge at the top 
of the loop and two de Havilland turbine flow-meters, one situated before 
the pump, another in the two-phase flow mixture just downstream of the test 
section. The turbine flow-meters are used for void measurements. 

PROCEDURE 

The contrifugal type pump serves as a sound source. The charge signals de
veloped by the pressure-transducers, are amplified by two Kistler charge
amplifiers followed by two De-amplifiers. The signals are then recorded on 
magnetic tape in the FM-mode. The tape is played back at a lower speed and 
the signals are digitized and transferred to digital tape at the Kjeller 
Computer Installation. 

At KCIN the data from the two pressure transducers are auto- and crosscorre• 
lated. The correlation functions are Fourier-transformed to give the power
spectra and the cross-spectrum. From these, the transfer function is ob
tained. The computations are performed by the program BIMD 35 (ref.ll). The 
sound velocity is then obtained as 

where 

h C=q;· f 

h = distance between transducers 

f = frequency 

~ = the phase angle from the transfer function 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results from measurement at 10 at, 35~ void is shown in figure 8. For fre
quencies higher than }50 Hz the ooherence function is zero, and these points 
ar~ therefore not ·significant. The straight line corresponds to a sound 
velocity of 200 ~s. The deviations at SO, 160 and 320 Hz are due to a 
distortion 1n the data introduced by the sample and hold-gates of the analog
digital converter. The gates had a tendency to oscillate. As could be seen 
from plottings of the digitized data, this introduced sudden spikes in the 
data. These spokes occured at intervals corresponding to repetition frequen
cies which were subharmonics of the sampling frequency, 3200 Hz. The source 
of this trouble will be removed before more measurements are performed. 

The obtained experimental value of 200 ~s at 10 at, 35% void is rather high 
compared with theoretical values. But the present high uncertainty and the 
lack of more data does not warrant any conclusions. 
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Theoretical sound velocity as a function of frequency P = 1 ·at 
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Theoretical sound velocity as a function of void fraction for 
different pressures. R = 1 mm f = 200 Hz. 

Theoretical sound velocity as a function of bubble radius p = 10 at 
f = 200 Hz a = 10~. 

Experimental sound velocity. 
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ABSTRACT 

ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF THE SONIC VELOCITY 
IN TWO PHASE FLOW 

Dn Giuseppe Basso 
CNEN- Roma(Italy) 

The flow of saturated or subcooled liquids in a 
heated channel (often called "diabatic flow" as opposed to 
adiabatic conditions when the system is thermally isolated) 
presents phenomena of thermal and/or hydrodynamic instability, 
generally known as bubble flow, slug flow, annular flo~, D.N.B., 
burn-out and similar commonly used designations, indicating 
different flow patterns, their range of apparent stability and 
the related transitions. 

Several theoretical and experimental studies have 
been carried out on these subjects; empirical or semi-empirical 
correlations are now available to the designer of a nuclear 
reactor core, which are more or less accurate, but generally • acceptable for the purpose of ensuring an adequate margin of 
safety against dangerous-conditions which could jeopardize the 
core integrity. Such correlations, however, do not offer a 
physical interpretation of these instability phenomena, such as 
why, when and where they happen; furthermore, their range of 
application is normally limited to some well explored areas. 

In a previouB report, dealing with the case of sub
cooled liquid flow, equations were found for the onset of 
instability and burn-out. It was shown that burn-out occurs 
where the liquid attains the local diabatic sonic velocity. 
The scope of the present work has been to find the corres
pondent equations in the case of saturated vapour-liquid 
mixtures, the liquid being the continuous phase and the vapour 
the dispersed one. 



As it is known from the theory of aerodynamics, 
instability phenomena in gas flow (shock waves, detonation and 
condensation waves, etc.) begin to occur when the comnressibility 
of the fluid is appreciable, i.e. when the flow is transonic or 
supersonic. 

The flow of liquids through channels of constant 
eros~ section and with an intensive heat addition at the wetted 
wall gives rise to instability phenomena which are to a certain 
extent similar to those occurring in gases at sonic or super
sonic velocities, and namely: density, pressure and tP.mperature 
discontinuities at the liquid-vapor interface, ex~losive bubble
formation patterns, liquid jet separation from the walls in the 
case of film boiling, etc. 

However, the range of velocities within which such 
instabilities occur in liquids, which is appreciably lower than 
the sonic velocities reported in many technical publications 
dealing with acoustics [1] and. aerodynamics, often leads to the 
erroneous conclusion that the main causes of flow instabilities 
in liquids must differ from those applicable to ~aseA. In effect, 
the sonic velocity in an indefinite and isotropic medium (both 
conditions forming basic assumptions in acoustics) differs 
widely from the sonic velocity in the same medium, but when (a) 
the flow field is limited, and (b) an intensive heat addition 
takes place through the channel walls. 

In the former case (indefinite medium), the .thermo
dynamic transformation of the fluid taking place coincidentally 
with the transit of pressure waves is adiabatic for the system 
is practically isolated. In this case the equation defining the 
sonic veldcity is; 

where ~~)A is calculated 
formation of the fluid. 

VB~)A 
for a reversible adiabatic trans-

In the latter case, i.e. when the visco-elastic medium 
is dimensionally finite, it is intuitive that boundary conditions 
must play a major role in determining the value of the sonic 
velocity. For instance, the heat addition through the channel 
walls may cause density and temperature variations which widely 
differ from those predictable for an adiabatic transformation. 



In this context, a new analysis of propagation 
phenomena has been carried out [2](3] on the following bases: 

Let us consider a physical system consisting of a 
cylindrical channel of constant cross section and shape, with 
stationary and non-porous walls, through which flows a liquid 
in permanent flow. The system's boundary conditions, which are 
assumed to be known and stationary, are: 

- at the channel intake cross section: pression pi, temperature 
Ti, density ..L f: and velocity C&Ji • 

- at the outle~ cross section: pressure p 
0 

The heat flux ~ at the heated wall of the channel is 
instead assumed to be an unknown function of the abscissa x. 
The heat flux is assumed to be positive when the fluid is heated. 

Under these conditions at its boundaries, the physical 
system is not univocally determined, since the variables involved 
are five (i.e. temperature, velocity, specific weight, frictional 
resistance ahd heat flux), while there are four independent 
equations of motion, i.e. the mass, momentum and energy con
servation equR.tions and the state equation of the fluid. 

1 • 

2. =!f. 0 
dx 

). 

4. 

This means that the physical system thus conceived, 
has, at least in appearance, one degree of freedom: for instance, 
we can arbitrarily fix the heat flux q and determine univocally 
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the other four magnitudes, T, f , c.J , ~. However, if parti
cular conditions occur, such that one of these four variables 
becomes constant, then the system is univocally determined, arid 
so is the heat flux. The system can adjust itself to receiving 
or yielding energy within certain limits, determined by the 
attainment of critical stationary conditions of velocity, 
density, temperature or frictional resistance. In other terms, 
the system will remain stable until the heat flux will not be 
such as to cause the fluid to attain the said critical conditions. 
Conversely, if the heat flux dictated by external environmental 
conditions, i.e. by the heat source, is such as to require the 
exceeding of the critical values ofT,~ ,GJ ,~, the system 
will become unstable. The existance of any conditions of 
instability of the system must therefore be demonstrated by 
determining the stationary solutions of T, j , c.:> , ~ ·as a 
function of each pre-established value of the parameter 9 . 

A first study of the set of 1-4 permanent-flow 
equations brings out two critical conditions: the first relates 
to the attainment of a maximum or minimum velocity of the fluid; 
the second is that of the attainment of the thermodynamic 
conditions for phase change. 

Li.mi ting the analysis to the former type of critical 
condition, in the case of an unsaturated liquid, the condition 
of maximum or minimum velocity means that its derivates, space 
and time, are zero. Therefore, under this condition, the set of 
flow equations becomes: 

5. j== CONST. 
G -G,) 

~ 4~ - -- :D .. clx 
6. 

49 dH 
~ cPdT = 

'JJTG dx clx 
7. 

Differentiating equation 5 we find: 

8. 4_E = o = f( 13 ie- v dT). 
dx I dx ~ dx 
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and since by assumption the pressure gradient is constant and 
known, as a regulated magnitude of the system, the tem~erature 
gradient is determined: 

g. 

I 

and•therefore also heat flux q , consistent with the conditions 
of the fluid at the channel in{ake and outlet: 

1 o. Q I == .:D,-G (~) ~ 
' 4 r d>< 

If heat flux '1 , corresponding to the heat source, 
differs from this calculated value, the system becomes unstable, 
i.e. all parameters become a function of time, as well as of 
position. 

Therefore, the type of instability and the position of 
the channel section where such instability occurs must be 
determined through the analysis of the disturbed system, i.e. 
through the set of equations relating to the non-permanent flow: 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

4 



Provided the fluid velocity GJ is stationary, these 
equations can be simplified as follows: 

16. 

17. ~ + 4?;; = 0 
/()X J:>e 

18. 

Equation 16 admits the general solution: 

which is the equation of the progressive density waves, moving 
with the fluid velocity CtJ, • 

Equation 17 shows that the pressure gradient and the 
frictional resistance are equal and of opposite signs, when the 
fluid velocity is maximum or minimum. 

Finally, equation 18 shows that the energy exchanges 
in the fluid depend on the variation of the product f H , i.e. 
on the variation of the energy density of the fluid. 

Under these conditions, the physical system is 
unstable from a fluid-dynamic viewpoint, for to a constant in
take flow corresponds a flow varying in time in one part of the 
channel. The system, however, can be considered stable from the 
thermal standpoint, for the heat transmitted by the walls is 
absorbed by the fluid. 

This first flow instability may be 
followed by other more marked instabilities, depending on thermo
dynamic outflow conditions. 

An examination of the set of equations 16-18 shows 
that when the heat flux ~ is such as to induce a thermal 
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expansion of the fluid causing the following equality to occur; 

19. 

the continuity and momentum equations become identical, and 
therefore the following equalities occur: 

-20. 

21. 

The following results are thus arrived at, which are 
of major interest towards the solution of fluido-dynamic 
instability problems: 

the velocity of the fln~d equnl~ the sonic velocity: the first 
form of equation 20, in effect, is the well-known form of the 
sonic velocity. 

under sonic outflow conditions, the local pressure gradient is 
equal to the frictional resistance. 

-the local density variations, represen~d by~f~t, are 
proportional to the pressure gradient~df~~. T{e~efore, the 
variations in temperature and in the heat power which the 
fluid can receive are determined by the characteristics of 
the components of the loop in which the channel is included 
(pumps, pressurizer, steam drums, etc.). This means that, in 
general, the thermal power transmitted to the fluid will be 
different from that generated. The further evolution of the 
phenomenon will therefore depend on the thermal capacity of 
the source and of the channel walls. 

The attainment of the sonic-outflow condition corres
ponds to the total, thermal and fluido-dynamic, instability not 
only of the flow itself, but of the entire system comprising 
the loop and the heat source. 
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These results of mathematical analysis can be 
explained qualitatively by the fact that the thermal expansion 
of the fluid, in channels of constant cross section, causes an 
increase in velocity. When the velocity is sonic, any further 
expansion of the fluid is prevented by the so-called 11 sound 
barrier". This, however, is inc6mpatible with the heating of 
the fluid by the heat source which instead requires a con
tinuous expansio~At this point a stationary shock must occur 
and therefore downstream of it the flow must assume a new pattern,. 
permitting the expansion of the fluid to the extent imposed by 
the heat source. 

The above theory, and in particular the possibility 
that the sonic velocity of a fluid may be determined pre
dominantly by the heating intensity rather than by pressure 
variations, find quantitative confirmation in the formulae for 
a two-phase flow which are readily deduced from the set of flow 
equations 12-15. 

The main hypothesis, which are assumed to be verified 
upstream of the critical section where the s6nic velocity is 
attained by the fluid, are: 

(a) The liquid velocity GJL is lower than the local sound 
velocity in the intake section of the channel. In other 
words, the flow is initially subsonic. 

(b) The steam quality is zero and the liquid is subcooled in 
the intake section. 

(c) The enthalpy change due to the heat input is predominant 
in comparison to changes induced by pressure variations. 

(d) A small bubble may be regarded as a weak perturbation 
traveling in a continuous medium: the liquid. In fact, the 
pressure gradient inside a bubble is equal to j'4 , while 
outside (i.e. in the liquid) it is df'/dx. To equalize the 
internal to the external pressure on its surface a bubble 
must travel with such a velocity (relative to the liquid) 
that the hydrodynamic resistance on the front of the 
bubble is equal to 

~ (~+f.r)·d 
being ~ the bubble diameter. 
This pressure wave in the front of the bubble travels 
with the same velocity. Taking into account that the 
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sound velocity is also the speed at which small perturba
tions propagate in a continuous medium, it is assumed here 
that a bubble, shortly after it has been detached from the 
heated wall, will travel at an axial velocity equal to the 
local sound velocity. 

(e) Coalescence of several small bubbles is thought as to give 
place to a strong perturbation, i.e. a shock wave, which 
will propagate with a velocity CJ~+G:), in the same direction 
of the flow. The recoil perturbation gives places to a 
shock wave traveling with velocity (IJ,_ -l.Jc. • 
In particular when the liquid reaches its maximum velocity 
UJ~c., (critical sound velocity for saturated liquid) the 

shock wave will reach its maximum speed tGJ~cand the recoil 
shock wave will become stationary. 

With the above assumptions we have for a two-phase 
fluid: 

22. df -d)< 
-j~~~,.. d X 

clx 

23. dX 49 
---~ 
dx I>·G-AJ-1 T ::f L.l J....,. 

f. 2. 

24. z;= Ji G)L 

g 
25. CU, cv . f·.Dr· ~ ·flli~v·G 

L 
D.· f~ L11{,·1 

26. M- -
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From the above equations, which are valid( 1) for (1 
amounting to, or larger than few calories per sq.cm X sec, We 
can draw the following remarks: 

1) The sonic velocity is a decreasing function of the local 
heat flux ~ • ~ 

2) The Mach number increases with 9 2.. 

3) If G , 'f and the other flow parameters have such values 
that the flow is subsonic in the inlet section, the fluid 
velocity can increase as required by the fluid expansion 
until the sonic velocity is reached. The critical values of 
velocity, steam quality and void fraction can be derived 
from the equations 25 and 26, setting M = 1: 

27. ())L = 

where 

28. 

29. 

.:o.· .6 ~,.· 1· G _ 
f.; D.,: ,6 H ,,; ~ 

c: =· ft ,6 11~.,· g . 9 
c .1)T · .6 HLv 

G,)'\7 = G)Lc: ..:D,·Ll~v 1 
1:. • J)T • LJ J..ILV 

5 G.)"" G* -= 
"'L -=.:.s-

G 

30. G ~ (d-ol) CIJ, + ~.ot.cv,. 

:i -
G 

~~ fi cv~ :4.-
31. o{C4. --

J.- ~ J.- £.~ {1. fi. G 
(1) See Appendix A 
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32. 
f.ro( cu..,. f.r G: i- I§:. - ~ . ....._ . ---~----
~ f. G i-t;·~ 

Note that when G-?G, the flow is sonic in the inlet 
section. Thus G! is the critical flow rate of the 
saturated liquid and GJ~c= ~ is the critical sonic 
velocity. .. 
With this condition we have from equations 29, 31 and 

Sc= j 

otc. = D 
XG=O 

32: 

Further, when G: ~G."we haveJi~=/; X= I • Thus the 
above formulae are valid for ., G.,. -~ G c:: G 11 

fi • - -·· . 
4) When the liquid attains its maximum velocity as a con

tinuous phase, we have tN~.,=GJL~= GJ..,.and then the 
properties of the fluid are: 

l -
G 

34. 
I -

35. 

·- : 

5) When the flow rate (; is greater than the critical value G: , the flow is subsonic, being j\1 c:: ~ • However the 
liquid velocity is larger than its acoustic velocity. In 
this case the progressive vaporization of the liquid is 
not arrested by the attainment of a critical fluid 
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36. 

37. 

.38. 

39. 

40. 

velocity. The first flow discontinuity occurs when the 
propagation of pressure waves is prevented in the direction 
opposite to the fluid flow. At this point a stationary 
shock occurs and the flow pattern must change. The analy
tical determination of the average properties of the fluid 
behind the shock can be carried out as follows: 
The steam quality by weight is: 

X== ~cX·W..,-. 

G 

and then: 

o( - X·G -
~(A)"' 

Substituting 37 in the equation 30 and solving with 
respect to (JJL , we find: 

G (t- X) 
UJL: 

P,_ . ( :f. _ XG ) 
I" ~w11 

The velocity of vapour bubbles is equal to the local sound 
velocity. Thus, setting (JJ.,=lJJc and substituting this 
expression of in equation 25 and solving with respect 
to [A)~ we find: 

cv, = 
G (1- X). f£)i 

J \G: 

The existence of two different sonic velocities is con
sistent with the non-isotropic nature of a saturated two
phase fluid. The direct perturbation such as bubbles 
propagates with a speed 

X·G + 

~ 
G(1-Xl/ G )t 

j ~-G: 
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41. 

42 •. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

while the recoil perturbation propagates with a speed: 

- G(t-X).(~)i 
. f G: 

Note that at the onset of boiling we have X=o, f=fi 
and then: 

= G (G )f- ,_, .fG )-i -tf . G: - """"L t~ G: 
UJG tl : - G.Jc:: ~ 

Setting C.Uc:.1=~we find the critical flow conditions up
stream of the shock: 

XG._ 
~-

;_/ _j_ 
lAG : ~ 

t,G = _,.,;;..---
~+(1 

'It 
6) When G~Gc, the maximum speed of direct perturbations 

is <A.t"+"'~c. and that of recoil perturbations is c.,.,-41.&.c.o • 
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48. 

50. 

The stationary shock occurs where UJ~.- W~,.':Pand thus the 
flow conditions behind it are: 

J. --- ~ 

Xc= &tX·..S·G.>,--G 

7) Beyond the section where the fluid attains the acoustic 
velocity, the average speed of the fluid must continue to 
increase due to further vaporization, so that the flow 
tends to become supersonic. 
This is in apparent contrast with the thermodynamic gas 
flow theory which states: 
"Since the flow process is such that the change of state 
of the gas must involve an increase in entropy, the 
velocity of a gas flowing in cylindrical pipes can never 
exceed its acoustic velocity, unless the gas is cooled 
down-flow of the critical section" 
In effect, this rule does not apply to two-phase flow 
because of the vapour-liquid surface tension. Discontinuity 
of the fluid makes possible new flow patterns, beyond the 
critical section. What happens is a redistribution of 
bubbles in such a way that the local acoustic velocity 
corresponding to the actual void' distribution is not 
exceeded. A fair example is the so-called plug-flow, which 
is basically a pulsR.ttng flow with supersonic velocity, if 
reference is made to the average fluid velocity while is 
slightly subsonic with reference to the time-averaged 
liquid or vapour parameters. 
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8) 

9) 

1 0) 

The sonic velocitypin a heated channel is function of the 
friction factor i , as defined by equation 24. Since it 
is known that the friction factor is a function of the · 
Mach number M, a careful determination of this parameter 
is needed for obtaining exact values of the critical fluid 
properties at flow transitions. This is being done and the 
preliminary results are quite encouraging. 

The attainment of a critical velocity for set values of 
?Jc; and pressure, (and then the occurence of stationary 
s~~cks in diabatic flows) is caused by lack of friction. 
In this light roughening of heat transfer surfaces seems 
to be the best method of widening the stability field of 
bubble flow. 

Although the present definition of two-phase flow patterns 
is rather rough being based on geometric analogies instead 
of dynamic properties the following correlations seem to 
hold between experimental results and the analytical 
formulae derived in this study: 

- For G > G:, equations 43-46 describe the transition 
bubble - to annular flow. No plug or slug flows can 
occur in this range of flow-rates. 

- For G.cC G:: transition to "churn" flow occurs when the 
fluid attains the limits set by equations 27-32; 
transition between churn and slug flow occurs when the 
fluid attains the limits of equations 33-35; transition 
to annular flow occurs when the local flow conditions 
are those of equations 47-50. 
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APPENDIX A ----· 
The exact form of equations 22 and 25, valid also for 

very small heat fluxes are: 

1 • 

2. 

5. 

6. 

=- J'~ {(;j,_~; ~ + 

+~)i',;dX + ~ ),.,.; ~ j 
/\1 = ~- x).11L + x '17,. 

we.= J (~Y +~ (zt-Y 
where: 

fl?r· fj: tj 1-l:j; 
X>e :f ~ ~'IT,;.. 9 

is the diabatic sonic velocity 

fJ-xJ-v-.ra. +: -11",f, 

'f = (r- X)~y. +}'IT.r·Y,. 

isothermal compres
sibility factor 

thermal expansion 
factor. 
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Nomenclature, definitions, 1xnits 

Specific weight 

Specific volume 

Fluid velocity 

Slip ratio 

Void fraction 

Steam quality by weight 

Flow rate 

Pressure 

Temperature 

Time 

Axial abscissa 

Acceleration of gravity 

Equivalent hydraulic diameter 

Equivalent thermal diameter 

Cross section area 

Wetted perimeter 

Heated perimeter 

Conversion ratio of mechanic 
to thermal energy 

Thermal flux 

Enthalpy 

Symbols 

f 
'\:1 

"' cu, 
a = -c:.c.>~o. 

()(, 

X 

G 

p 

T 

t 

X 

g=981 

n· = .4! 
E P;.. 

D = 4A 
T PT 

A 

P• .. 
PT 

E = 4~000 

q 

H 

Units 

em/sec 

number 

number 

number 

sec 

em 

2 em/sec 

em 

em 

2 em 

em 

em 

g-em 
cal 

2 cal/cm sec 

cal/g 



Evaporation enthalpy 

Variation of specific volume 
with evaporation 

Compressibility factor (at 
constant stpq,m quali t~r a.nn 
temperature) 

Thermal expansion factor at 
constant steam quality and 
pressure) 

Friction factor 

Frictional resistance 

Mach number 

2 

M 

cal/g 

2 em 
g 

number 

2 g/cm 

number 

- velocities, specific weights, void fraction, etc. are 

all Eulerian variables. 

- q, heat flux, denotes the average flux along the heated 

perimeter: 

- subscripts: L = liquid 

v = vapour 

c = critical value 

i = value at the inlet section 

0 = value at the outlet section 

a = adiabatic flow conditions 
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THE OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR OF HEATED CHANNELS 
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Alexand:ru. ~1IH.AILA- Institutul de Fizica Atomica- BUC.A..ttESTI (Rumania) 
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a 1 1Energie Atomique. 

ABSTRACT 

- A density effect meoha.nism, involving delay times, is proposed to explain 
the oscillatory behavior of heated channels. The''basic sketch" i.e. the 
simplest model based on the above mechanism is used to demonstra:.t;e the 
reality of the density effect mechanism. 

-Another density effect model, a little more sophisticated,is presented 
and its results are summarized. This density effect model allows the cal
culation of the driving and damping terms in the so-called threshold 
equations. Typical results are discussed. 

• 
- The parameters of the model are used to scale experiments made at three 
different pressures. The pressure controlled parameter is found to depend 
on p 0,25. -. 

- Four series of experimen1a,made on two different loops at 8 and 80 ata, 
are compared ~~titatively to the results of the model. 

- It is concluded from all the above results that the density effect me
chanism is generally the preponderant cause of oscillatory behavior. 

- Al thC11.J8h more cot::~.prehe!U!!i ve modele including this ~~~eebamSill ~ be deve
loped, the density effect model presented here yields a good agreement with 
e:x.peritlental laws and trends and a fair agreement with experimental 
quantitative results. 

* 
* * 
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I - Ilrr.RODUCTIOH 

Although most of the experiocntal and theor~tical studies 
concerned with the occurence of self-sust2~ncd oscillations in channels 

ore devoted to boiling flow, this chnr~ctcristic behavior is shared by 
other systems. There ere e:x:anplcs of such systems in {.-1 J, {.-2] , ["3]. 

A co~on feature of these systems is the presence of delay
times. In sorvOI:lccho.nisos, the presence of dcley-ti.mescan result in 
oscillations. There is no reason to think that it cannot be the case 
for the systOQs under considcrction. In other words, a heated channel 
can be regarded as a pc.rticular ldnd of servoocchaniso. 

The idea that deley-t:ines cnn pley a part in the susta.i.nmant 
of oscillations is not new r 4 7 r5 7 r6 7. il n'Lll:lber of phenor.:~ena 
occuring in heated channels-involve dcl~-tincs. Exenples are : propa
gn.tion of pressure or density waves r? /, flovr pattern disturbances, 
conduction and heat storage in the w011; and, in nuclear reactors, power 
void relD.tionship. 

The importance of tho dcnsity-enthclpy relationship has also 
been pointed out in the pl.lSt /!J, {9 _7, {6), z-7 7. In the. so ccl~ed 
"density effect" oechanian, illustrc:ced on fig. 1, the delay-hnes lduch 
ccuse the systen to oscillate are introduced as a consequence of this 
relationship. hry disturbcnce results in deleyed varintiona of the densi
ty, therefore of the pressure drops grn.die'!lts. These 1n turn result 
in delcyccl flow rate V3.ridions. If the dcley-tines are appropriate, 
oscilldions ca.."l be suotrined. The density effect Hecha.nian includes, or 
is sioilnr to,nechnni.SIJ.S already proposed - sec, for exanple, r5 7, /T07 
LT1f. - - - -

The density effect nechanian and simplified oodels based 
on this nechnnisn have been presented in previous papers /i~1 /J37. 
To avoid duplication, the results alrc~dy reported are only briefly 
sULitlnrized hereunder, before the discussion of some new theoretical and 
expcrinontal ones. 

As a prolir.inary reoark, it must be emphasized 
that the density effect oocha.nism is only one ns-_l)oct of the cac.pl.ex ectual 
nechcnisc- WhenCe\ 

... / 



1. Although aJ.wa;ys present, it mJ3'S' in some eases not be the main cause af 
tho behavior. 

2. Even if it is preponderant, it mey be necessary for quantitative studies 
to take into account other phenomena. Quantitative studies ore .B2,i 
the prioary aim of the present paper. 

. .. / 



4. 

The density effect moch?,.nism has been studied at first w:l. th 
as simple a mathematical model as possible ( the "basic sketch" ) in order 
to obtain a ;eur,e density effect J a homogeneous fluid, the density of 
which is a fUnction of the enthalpy only., flows throll(Jhta1hon.ted ... tb.a:rrnsl.The 
heat flux is constant and uniform. The pressure drop between the inlet and 
th~ outlet is maintained constant. 

The equations are derived from the equation of state Dnd. the 
conservation laws. The "ba.aic sketch" is presented and studied in r14 7. 
The liiE.dn purpose and the main result obtained with the bnsic sk:etcli ware 
to demonstrate the reall ty of the density effect mechanism : 

* The equations of the basic sketch do have oscillatory solutions. 

* The orders of magnitude of the flow rate (or power) and of the fre
quenc.y at the onset of oscillations are in reasona~le agreement 
with the experimental results. 

* Among other facts concerning the onset, the basic sketch accounts 
fcr.r the influence of pressure, for the relation between period and. tran
sit time, for the possibility of oscillations with horizontal 
channels Lf31 and for the possibility of multiple threSholds for a 
monotonic variation of an operating parameter. 

Prom the peysical point of view, important re~can already 
be made s 

* In the linearized case, the equations of the basic sketch are solved 
rigorously by numerical methods. It is in particular possible to 
know whether a g1 ven term is a driving or a damping one. 

* The transit time is explicitly present in tho equations, as the 
resultant del~-time. 

* The behavior of the systesn is strongly influenced by the distribution 
of tho mass along the channol. This distribution acts through all of the 
terms(gravity, inertia, friction) of the momentum equation. Phenomena 
which affect the distribution of the mass (local boiling and thermal 
non equilibrium between phnses, slip) also affect the stability • 

... / 



III - A SD-IPLE DENSITY EFFECT NODEL 

3.1 • The tlOdol 

As an intcrraediate step towards the establishnent of 
a qucntitutive computer code, a simple model, bused on the densi~. 
effect mechanism, hue been developed, The mnin objective was to 
npproach the physicnl rccli ty by introducing in the above equations 
some of the complexi ~ of the actual systco, without a1 toring the 
interesting annlyticcl features of the "basic sketch". 

The model has been;-resented in {13 7 and is an 
improvement of c. previous one 12 7. The geometry ocy include an 
upstream adiabatic length and a doW.Ostrean adiabatic length ( a 
riser if vertical upward), It is possible to take into nccount flow 
restrictions and geotlotry changes, if they are in the upstream 
length, between the heated length and the downstream length or at 
the outlet of the dowr£tre~ length. 

The significant assumptions are 

* incompressibili~. 
* single phase, vcriable density-fluid, 
* specific volume l is either a constant L (for enthalpies 

R Ro 
smaller than a given one, taken as the origin) or a linear 

function of the enth..'!lpy H : 

(1) 

* the total pressure drop, as imposed to the chc.nnel by the 
"external loopn is the SUil of a function of the inlet velocity 
U0 (steady state cxternnl characteristic), and of c. linear func-
tion of its tille derivative dUo (inertia of the external 
loop) ~ 

l1 P = ¢ (U ) - J ~ (2) 
0 d T 

... / 
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* the thermal properties of the woll are not taken into account. 
* the power density is constant ond uniform. 
* the ratio of the IJirture frictionnl pressure gradient to the 

frictional pressure gradient for the sane flow rate flowing as a 
liquid (~!ortinelli-I'lelson 1 s ~0) is a linear function of the 

enthalpy (This nssumption is close to the well !mown M.."l..'tinelli
Nelson correlation). 

Inportant restrictive asSUtlptions are those on the spe
cific volume, the power density and the properties of the wall. 

3.2. Non-linear eetions 

Owing to the above assumptions, it is possible to 
proceed with analytical calculations sufficiently far to transform 
the oomentum boundary condition (2) into a so called "besic 
equation". The whole calculation is given in r13 7. The IU>in 
steps are : - -

1 •. After sicyle transforoations, the equations (conservation laws 
and the equation of state ( 1 )) are oade dimensionless, using the 
heated length Lc, the inlet densit-y R0 , and a time 9c= He Ro , 

\i 
as units. 
It is interesting to note that the power density W influences the 
behavior of the systeo only through Qc • 

2. The ld.nematics of the different sections of the channel 
are described in terms of the unknown functions u o ( t) (reduced 
inlet velocity) and f (z, t) (reduced density). 

3. The pressure drop toro.a are expressed the Sllllle way, put in (2) 
and the steady state tems t.re rill.owod to oiJllCel, letting 

uo (t) = Uoo + v (t) (3) 

6. 

4. The resulting e<tuation is called the "basic equation• (equation 
(27) in r137 part :o. As on excmple, this equation is llritten here 
in the siople case when there is neither exit restriction nor riser. 
Under each tern its origin is given J 

... / 



inartia of the Ste~ state external friction 
channel characteristic upstream length 

2 
- g < " - )\ ) - tv( u + .!.2) A - f u.~ ( tt- 1\ '0 00 0 

gra.vi ty friction .. ..J -------·------ ..... ,..-·---------·---
Single phose heated length 

d) 
- g (mo - moo)+ mo dt ' - (c.1 - ~0) 

gruvi ty ___ :_::::~~ 

Two phase heated length 

_ f [v<~- ~>- < v- 1Hm.,- m-,0) J 
friction - Two phase heated length 

* The reduced length 1 i represents the inertia of the external loop 
plus that of the ups~reem adiabatic length. 

* ~ is the reduced length of the single phase heated section. 

7. 

(4) 

A )_t u
0 

{t) dt is a function of the inlet reduced subcooling s • 

t -a 

*The reduced length lot represents the friction in the upstream 

* ~;:~:z~: ~ (t) = ;~ ru dz ~ (t) = J; f/ dz 

aro respectively the reduced oo.ss, IJ.OO.ent'UII and kinetic energy of 
tho fluid in the two phase heated section. 

. .. / 



f 
1 f>2 . 2 

* 0, (t) =,,.. ·-r ds 

* ~")is tho reduoad form of the function ~ (steady state erlernal 
characteristic) • 

* f = ASP ~ is a. friction pm-~r of the heated length, 

built with the single phase friction factor /'sF, and the 
hydraulic diaueter of the heated section Do. 

* ~ is a two phase friction par~tlter defined in r13 7. 
(H R )2 G - -

* g = c ~ , where G is the projection of the acceleration 
LeW 

of the gravity on the IJ.Xis of the heated chnnnel (G >O far 
upward flow). 

The basic equation has been discussed in rn 7. In 
particular, it has been used to describe the density effect nechani~ 
Because of integration effects through ,\, mo, n1, 1ll2 , n3, the terms 
of the right hand side of (4), except the first ones, are delayed 
on v. When the sign of v changes, they~ become ~~taros for 
oscillations, becc.use they ney cause v ~ = 1 .!J!.!L to be 
positive. dt 2 dt 

The following ren..1.l"ks can be added to those already 
Dade in chapiter II 

* ~ae influence of the external loop is introduced only through 
loi and :.p ( U

00 
+V) - 'f' ( u00). In ne.tural circulation operation 

with a constant driving head ~P, 'f ( u
00 

+ v} - f( u.00) is 
zero. 1 
In forced convection Op.)ration V ~ i.f( u 00 + V } - 'f' ( Uoo)_t is 
negative and tho corresponding tern ~in the basic equation is a 
d mping one. It is the explanation of the well-known experimen
tal fact, that natural circulation operation is less ste.ble then 
forced convection operation, 

* An increase of the friction of the upstre&l length (for example 
by introduction af a flow rcst~ction) has a stabilizing influence 
as it is also well known froo experiments. 

* The gravity terns are not the only possible driving terms. 
Horizontal channels ( g = o} can present oscillations, as observed 
expcric.ontally {" 15 J, {'2 _i. . .. / 
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3.3. Tho onset of osoill~tions 

Linearizing the equations allows further analytical oolcula-
tiona. 

Let ( ) iWt v t = v e 
0 

where 1.·.• is a real nu.ober. 

The function P and nll the quantities in the basic equction 
can now be written explicitly in teras of v, w, nnd the describing 
parancters of the systeo. Separating real and inaginary pcrts cr the 
basic eque.tion results in the two "threshold equc.tions11 • All the 
describing pcraoeters but one being given, the two threshold equc.tions 
can be solved siooultaneously and rigorously by a nuoerical oethod 
to yield : 

1 • The vo.lue of the reocl.ning parnoeter at the onset of oscilletions. 
2. The reduced frequency VJ of the oscillntions. 

271 

9. 

The geooetry a:<1d the fluid physical properties enter ten 
dioensionless paraneters for the above nodal. These pm-aoeters are 
detniled in L-13]. Two of theo represent the upstrecn length as well aa 

the external loop. It nust be eophasized that they are sufficient, in 
the linearized case, to cover forced convection as well as lk'1.tural 
circulation operations. Two other pnra.neters represent the heated lengt~ 
four the downstreao length and two the restrictions (or goooetry 
changes) at the outlets of the heated and downstreao lengths res~pecti
vely. 

There are three di!:.1ensionless operating parao.eters : The 
reduced subcooling s (also the reduced tine rc~uired for a given 
pcrticle to nove throUgh the single phase heatfisb,lc~h), the 
steady state reduced inlet velocity u = ~ ~0 (U00 00 Lc n 

being the dioensional inlet velocity) e.nd the reduced gravity 

(HcRo)2 G 
g = Lc W2 

... / 



Three d.eley-tines, which ore functions of the above 
parc.r:1eters ore explicitly present in the eq'l.le.tions {this is to 
be compared to the single dcley tine in the "bnsic skotch ~ 
clk1.pi ter II ) • They are the three tronsi t tilJes, required in 

" . '" 

steady state for a given particle to nove respectively through the 
single phase heated length, the two phase heated length, the 
downstrenn length. They coobine with each other in different weys : 
The total trnnsit tine (heated plus downstreao lengths) appco.rs 
as such, in sooe teros, but other p~:.rtia.l transit tine do also 
eppear. It r.tay be the ex-plana.tion of the approxina.te, yet sure, 
relationship eJ~orincntnlly observed between the period of oscil
lations end the total transit tine. 

A discussion of sooe results obtained with the density 
effect nodal was included in {13/ and is notgiven here. To the 
facts already pointed out above (Chnpitor II nnd section 3.2.) one 
can ndd the f~cts that the influences of the heated channel geometry 
end inclination, of the riser length end of the inlet subcooling ore 
correctly rendered by the nodal. 

. .. / 
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6.1 

IV - MORE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4. 1 • Stability; lbp 

A typical stability o.ap for the nodel described in 
chapter. III is represented in fig 2. It corresponcls to the fol
lowing case s no upstream length, ir.lot pras~:trc dJ.'cp (flow 
restriction) equal to that of the he;c.tcd l:;r:,:,"'ih 'tThen ill single 
phase, downstroa:c adiabatic leno<rth etiUd t:o tl1e hclf to the heated 
length, no exit restriction-and is given here for discussion 
purpose. 

The three di.t:l.ensionless operating para.:-o.eters are plot
ted in a u

00 
versus s plane, withg ns a parnneter. This plot is 

convenient for operD.tion at a given constant power and is equiveJ.ent 
to a flow rate versus eubcooling plane. Three kinds of curves are 
represented. 

1. The boiling curve (zero quality at the exit) is the bO\mdary 
between single phase and two phase regions. It is the hyperbola 
u 

00 
= 1 . Operation is alweys stable for u 00 > 1 (single 

s . s 
phase). 

2. The flow excursion bounda17 (one for each value of g) corres
ponds to the Ledinegg instability r16 7. It can be shown that 
the threshold equations of the oodei (section 3,3) have elweys 
a solution for w = o, nnd that this solution sc.tisfies the 
Ledinegg a!i.terion. The flow excursion boun:1.ary bounds a region 
where opordion is inposs;J.ble. Tho iupossible region is large 
for negc.ti ve values of g (downward flow) 1 Due to tho large 
buoyancy created by the vc.por phase, the flow may reverse. 
The inpossible region dillinishes and di&:!.ppoors repidly when 
increasing g above zero. Because of the approxL~ations cede 
in the nodel {two phase pressure drops for oxru:iple) it is felt 
that the calculated flow excursion bOUDK1ary has only an 
indicative value. Fig. 3 gives the influence of the two phase 
friction peronetor v ( v = 2.5 is oore or loss cquivcl.ent to 

the Mnrtinelli-Nelson correlo.tion. v = 1 is equivcl.ent to 
¢ ~ = ( 1 - ~:/ )- 2, c/... being the void fraction). 

. .. / 
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3. The threshold curves (onset of oacillc.tions). Operation is stable above 
::md on the left of a given curve. Three segnenh r:l!lY be distinguished on 
a threshold curve : 

12. 

n) At low vclues of subcooling, !!D. incrense of subcoolizlg onkes the system 
less stable. This is !!D. ~eeoent with erJ?eri.I::!entnl observations (see 
for e:x:m1ple r11 7, r11 J) nnd Can be explained physically in the 
density effect r.10del'; beccuse two kinds of terns are introduced in the 
bnsic equction when a. subcooling is present c 

Sooe terns ere due to the tine vorintion of the boiling bOWld.nry during 
trnnsients end it can be shown froo the threshold equations that they 
are nlweys driving terns for an oscillatory behavior. They ore prepon
dercnt nt low subcooling because the tice variation of the boiling 
boundary tukes place ns soon as there is subcooling. Other teres are due 
to the single phase heated length. They ore dcnping terns and incroo.se 
frOD zero when the subcooling increases fron zero. 

b) \fuen the above dcoping tems becODe preponderant 1 a further increase 
of subcooling nnkes the s.ysteD oore stcble, as observed expericentnl~. 
On this segt1ent gf the threshold curve, and for sufficiently low values 
of g (which soeos the usual case - see expcriDental do.tn hereunder) 
the boiling length dependence on subcooling is weok r12 7. The sooe fact, 
tllso observed in his oodel, lends Shotld.n ;-18 7 to introduce a "crucial 
boiling length" concept. - -

c) The third sego.ent of the threshold curve is in the proxioi ty of the 
boiling bOWldary o.nd thus correS'J?Onds to low vdues of quality. Here, 
nn increase of aubcooling D.lao makes the systeo oore stable, but the 
rcmge of subcooling concerned is rather sooll. Becc.use of this, and 
beccuse of experinental scatter in the region of low quc.lity (influence 
of local boiling), it is diffioult to say-.ther expericentcl points 
hc.ve c.ctually been observed on this segnent or not (see for exnnple 
fig. 18). 

1 For a. given pressure, the exit qunli ty is proportionnol to 
( u;:::::- - s) • As a. conseg.uence, the iso q'I.Ulli ty curves ney be deduoed froo 
the ogoiling boundary {the hyj_)crbolo. u-h- = s) by o. translation parallel 
to the s D.Xis. The higher the pressure0~ the sonller the trnnalo.tion 
for a. given e:x:i t qucl.i ty. As it cnn be seen on fig. 2 o.n increase of sub
cooling results in genernl in o. decrease of the exit quality nt the 
onset of escillo.tions. The reverse is true for low qualities (third segoent 
described above on the tl1reshold curve). 

Fig. 4 gi vee the reduced frequency o.t the threshold versus 
the reduced subcooling w1 th g ns n poraneter, for the sone case ns in fig 
2. 

. .. / 



4.2. Driying end Dru:J.pipe; toms 

Aa noted in chapter II end de::1onstrc.ted in r13 7, it 
is possible to esteblish, when solving the thres""old eqlic.tions, 
whether a given tcm is c. driving or a denping one for the oscilla
tory behavior. The cooplote calculations have boon nnde for the cese 
of fig. 2 and tho rGsults ore S\lr'iDc'U'ized in table I. The following 
gencrcl conclusions o.cy be drawn : 

* Depending on the geoootry end operating conditions, oost tems nay 
be either donping or driving. This results in the necessity, for 
any ooclel, to take into account tho three kinds of torus (gravity, 
inertia, friction). 

13. 

* Nevertheless and as expected, tho single phase friction toms nrc 
clweys d.nnping terr1s. The inertia tom introduced by the (two phase) 
downstreon length is alwt>.ys a driving tom. 

* Tl1c influences of tho two phese heated end unheated sections are 
very sinilar. 

* For the usucl. case of upward flow, the gravity toms pertaining 
to the single phase heated section are dncping terns and according 
to often-proposed nochanisos (see for excoplc ;- 57~, the grc.vity 
terns pertoird.ng to the two phase sections are -driVing toms. 

* In oust cases, when adding up all the terns of a given kin4, 
gravity and inertia are driving and often of the saue order of 
cagnitude and friction is daoping. 

4. 3. Sealing La.ws 

For the case when the heated clwnnol is operated in 
parallel with a le.rge by-pass (total pressure drop 0. P = Cat) the 
geonetry pcranctcrs of the nodel ere pra.ctioDlly independant on 
the pressure. Thus, for a given geonetry end a given fluid at 
different pressures, the scnling laws t:ll!\V' be established, using only 
the three operc.ting par[U:l.Cters, i.e., s, u 00, g. A good test of 
the va.lidity of the oodel is to check this possibility. For this 
purpose, three series of experinents have been nnde with water as 
the working fluid, on the sene loap, at respectively 20, 40, o.nd 
80 eta.. Two others series were also nnde, with a slightly different 
goooetry, at 40 and 80 ata.. 
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4. 3.1 • ScaJ.i.ng nothod 

.A:3 Already pointed out (sea /:13)tmd nbova) the donsi
ty affect nodal prosentcd in ch.o.pter In 1mB not intended far quen
titative calccl.utions. Its use for such an objective rises twO 
inportant problens, one of which is of no natter here and will be 
dealt with in section 4.4. The other is that of the evaluation of 
tho perotJ.eter H0 in equation ( 1 ) • 

To obtain onolytically tractable equations (one of the 
purposes of this study), :U: was necessary to a.ssune in tho nodal a 
linear relationship between the specific voluoe of tho fluid end its 
enthalpy • The characteristic enthalpy He is related to the slope 
(HcRo)~1 of this relationship. The actual relntionship,although 
not well known, is certdnly not a linear one, nnd, depending on the 
a.ssur:rptions rm.do to substitute a linear relationship to the actucl 
one, He ncy Var:f by a factar of 4 (influences of local boiling, of 
tho slip ratio, of the quc.lity). 

14. 

Incidentally, it is interesting to note that it is 
sufficient fran the enalytical point of view, to have 

W d~/R) = est, instead of the above linear relationship. For tho 

equctions of tho nodal, a non linear relationship is thus esuival.cnt to a 
:o::n uniforn power distribution. Ce.lcu.lntions are under wey I 19 1 
to evaluate, for a conprehensive conputer code, the influence ofa 
ncnuniforo power distribution on tho onset of oscillations and 
this rennrk will be useful to evc.luate the consequences for the 
quentitutive results of the density affect oodel, of the asswp-
tion of a linear specific voluoe vexsus enthalpy relationship 
(soc section 4.4.3.) 

For tho scaling tests dealt with here, the problen of 
the eve..luation of He ncy be disregarded. The throe pare.noters to be 
considered here (operating paronet!!me) are defined by : 

~ HQ Ro Uoo _ (He Ro&2 G 
8 = H oo = L vl g - L c \:1 

c c 
(6) 
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where-Bo is the inlet subcooling, expressed with the enthalpy unit. To 
these parar.J.etcrs shcll be added the redueed frequency, 

:~. = F --~aR .. ~ F t ._., n where is he dinensional frequency. 

He is a. function of the pressure only. To crek the possibility of 
sca.ling on pressure, it is not necesscry to know He but only the 
ratios. 

H0 (P = 80 ata.) 

H (P = 40 ato.) c 

H (P = 80 o.ta) c 

H (P = 20 a.ta) c 

Assuning values for these ratios nede it possible to plot the experinents 
at different pressures on the saue graph. 

The results nre presented in figures 5 to 10 for the 
oscill~tions thresholds end in figure 11 to 16 for the frequencies 
at the -threshold. It has been found convenient fror:.1 (6) to plot 

Ulresholds in a L versus Ks plD.!le with E.... as a. paraoeter end 
uoo K2 

periods in a -~flli versus ! plane with ~ as a porooeter, the 
U( uoo K-

15. 

va.lue of the unknown ccnsta.nt K being the vc.lue of H0 for P = 80 ata. 

Becnuse of the rather narrow range of experinentol values 
ot g end becc.use of the rather week influence of this pcraneter 
it ho.s been possible for each geom:Jtry to consicler only the three 
cc.sos of low, nccn end hicrh values of g. For en.ch eeor:1ctry these 
three cases correspond tc three grr.}.1hs (fig. 5 to 7 • 8 to 1 0, 
11 to 13, 14 to 16). 

For f.'.ll the grc.phs, a good scaling hc.s been obto.ined with 
the sane vo.lues of the ratios. 

H (P = 80 c.ta.) 

H
0 

(P = 40 a.ta} = 1•
31 

c 

H (P = 80 c.ta) 

H 
0 

(P = 20 ato.) = 1
•
66 

c 
It can be ooncluded thc.t the scaling laws deduced fron the nodel 
are satisfactory. 

. . ./ 



Tho law of vnric.tion of (HeRo) ·versus pressure 
as deduced fran the above ratios is, between 20 nnd 80 atn : 

He Ro = est P 0.25 (7) 

4.3.3. Discussion 

Assuuing, a.s it has been done as a first approach 
in /-12)' a vclue of slip and the~~ equilibriuo between phases 
wou!d have yield a dependency on p0.6. The foregoing result (7) 
shows thc.t tho actucl doponc1ency is ouch weclce.r. It seens possible 
to erplnin the difference pertly by the influence of thcrrJCl non 
equilibriuo between phc.ses (locc.l bOiling, for instance, results 
in an incrnc.se of He c.nd is oore inportc.n.t at low pressure) r>crtly 
by the influences of slip c.nd quality (slip ratio is sweller and 
qunlity is higher c.t hi3h pressure, and this results in a wealter de
pendency on P). 

4.4.~~titntive conparison of the nodel with experiuents 

16. 

Quantitative results of the nodel wore coopered to two 
sets of experinents, ace obtained at low pressure (8 eta, ref ;-15 1) 
and the other ( data used in section 4.3.) obtained at higher - -
pressure, on c. different loop. 

Besides the problen of the evaluation of the pnroneter 
He (see section 4.3.1.) the results of the conpc.rison depend 
obviously on the values nttribued to the "gco:1otry11 pcraneters. 
There nre ten such pcroneters in the oodel. It is a fairly high nunber 
for a. sin:;;>lified oodel, but it is still not sufficient for qUt.~ti
tative description of the nctualgeonetry. In particular, on the 
loops, tne risers were divided in two sectionsof differents diane
tors. If further cooplicc.tion of the eqU£.tions is to be avoided 
(a two section riser would need the developnent of a nodel with 
four nore pareneters), the corresponding paraneters in the nodel aan 
only describe sene "equivnlent" risem. whicham defined oore or less 
arbitrcrily. Owing to the inportant influence of the riser (see 
notice 4.2.) a fairly large uncertainty will result. 

4.4.1. Low pressure mxperinents 

The product HeRo was given the value of 3.107 J/n\ 
It is larger then the value (1.85 107) used in /-12 7 and /-13 1 
accordingly to the results of sections 4. 3. 2. anCI 4.;. 3. Due to
the lack of experinental data for He, the value of 3.1 o7 was 
chosen oore and less orbi trarily. · 

... / 



Two series o:r experincnts have been coopared to theoretical 
results. One with no inlot restriction (lot = 0.8) ond 
one with a fairly~ inlet restriction (lot = 11.6). 

1. No inlet restriction 

Experincntnl data lead to 0.2 <. g <2.5 with the 
exception of a single run which corresponds to g = 4.4~. Results 
arc represented on fig. 17 in terns of u 00 (reduced flow rate) 
v ..::rsus s (rccluced subcooling) • TheoreticQJ. curves arc the boiling 
boundnry Uoo s = 1 and the twofhreshold curves calculated for 

g = 0 end ~ = 1. For g = 0 the curve (E) is tho flow excursion 
boumltry (sec section 4.1 • ~ The region between the boiling bounc.W.ry 

and the flm1 excursion boundo.ry is "iopossible". 

On fig. 17 nost of tho oxpcrioental points ore near 
tho boiling boundr.ry • For tho rcnge o:f paraneters covered by 
the e:x:pcriaonts, the ~:1odel, like the OX"Jorioents, leads to oscil
lations as soon as boiling occurs. As a consequence, the ccl.culu
tcd"i1::1.roshold curves" cannot be :bested here. 

2. High inl~t rest~cti<?,U 

Expcrinental data lend to 0.16 ~ g "- 0.8. Results 
are represented on fig. 18 for the onset of oscillations and on 
fig, 19 for the frequency at the onset. Tho coup~rison conf~ 
the ability of the nodol to yield the correct orders of ongnitudes 
Md trends. 

4 .4. 2. High pressure e::ocri,n~n;t.§. 

Data at 20, 40 and 80 at a bet!lg correctly scaled using 
the po.raneters of the oodel (section t; .• 3.) orily the data e.t 80 ata 
hc.ve been used hero. The product HI},.1.0 has been given, rlore or less 
o.rbi trm-ily, tho value o:f 8 .. 1 ::.7 .r,/~13. This yield, between 8 ond 20 
atn a pressure dependency on p0.6~ to bc cooparcd to the value of 
p0.25 found in section 4.3.2. between 20 and 00 ata. Two series 
o:r c:x:pcrir.1cnts hove been coc.parcd to themetical resUlts : one 
with no inlet restriction (l~t = 0,4) end one with a rather soall 
inlet restriction (10t = 2.1J 

... / 
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18. 

1. No inlet restriction 

Experioental data leed to 0.03 < g < 0.26. Results are 
represented on fig. 20 for the onset of oscillations and on fig. 21 
for the frequency at the onset. AB expected cxperinental and theori
tica11hresholds are now fcx frm the boiling boundary u 00 s = 1. 
The oodel is pessioistic, i.e. the experinental tlresholds correspond 
to flow rates lower thnn theoretical ones, the deviation being 
approxinatively 25 %. The tloasured frequency is l.nrgcr than the 
predicted one. These results are to be coopared to those obtained 
with ouch oore conpliccted oodels (see for ex~ple the reviaw in ;-107) - -
2. 'Vlith inlet restriction 

ErJ?crinentcl data lend to 0.08 <. g <. 0.82. Results 
are represented on fig 22 for the onset of oscillations and on fig. 
23 for the frequency at the onsot.The ovnolusions are the sooe cs in 
the case of no inlet restriction. 

4.4.3. Discussion 

DcS',!?ite the large r:nge of :i)rossura:>covered by tho o.bove 
experisents (8 to 80 oto) tho quantitative results predicted by the 
uodol ore consistent end in fair agroe!J.Ont with eX'.t>erincntcl 
do.ta. The true influence of the po.rcnetcr g seens larger thoo 
predicted by the :::oC.el, especially ot high prcsru.re. At low pressure 
as e~,!?cctcd, local boiling has an inporto.nt influence. 

Unfortunately, and due to operating lioitations of the 
loops, it he.s been uJpossible to obtain sufficiently low a subcooling 
to observe the reversal of the influence of the inlet subcooling 
on the onsbt ,Bf oscillctions. However, this ~sDl , present in 
the oodel,.z. hos been er_.;>criuentally established elsewhere (see for 
CXll:..'PlC L 111 and [ 171 ) . 

The exit quality at high pressure is higher than at 
low pressure (about 60% instead of about 10 %). As a consequence the spe
cific voluoe versus oaf;]~ relationship is farther at high pressure 
of the assuned linear one end the actual slo1,)o of this relationship 
increases froo the boiling boundcry to tho exit of the heated secti~. 
It has been established in sectiOn 4.3.1. that such an increase is 
equivalent, froo the ;:odel point of view, to a non uniforn power 
distribution, the heat flux increasing froo the inlet to the outlet 
of the heated section. 

. .. / 
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Studies with o. conputer code r19 7 hc.ve shown tho.t, far a 
given tl.Odel, such a power distribution yiel&oare stable a 
behnviar than an uniforo power distribution. The difference oo;y 
exceed 10 % on the power a.t the onset of oecillntions1 (i.e. on 
the parru:1eter Uo9-1 here) for a. linear increase of 100% in heat flux :ftom 
inlet to outlet \which is the order of oogni ture of the vm-io.tion to 
take into account). This explnins why the density effect oodel 
seeos oore pessiv.istic at high than at low pressures. 

. ... / 



V-C011CLUSIOU 

It has been pro~osed to erplnin the oscillatory behavior of 
heated channels in terns of delay-tiL1es. 

Anon& possible oechnnisns involving delay-tines, the "density 
effect nechonisn11 >'ms sh01:m to have interesting chnrncteristics : It is 
ol:t-rcys present in the nctu.al systens under consideration, it io a. oere 
generalizo.tionofpreviously proposed nechnnisns, it cllows the developoent 
of si::J.plo nodels. Tho si:J.plest of those oodels, the llbnsic sketch11 was used 
to dononstrnto the reality of the nochQniso. 

20. 

Another density effect nodal, a little nore eophistibctoc1, but 
still siople fron the ncthennticcl point of vimv, has been developed and its 
results have bonn suonarizecl. It covers trds c~tcus of naturel circulc.tion 
as ,,n::ll as forced convection oporctions. The donsi ty effect Doc:ol accounts 
fo~ the correct orders of ongnituuo at tho onsot of oscillations~ The trends 
predicted l'd.th the uodel £>.re in sood agreouent with the ox;?orincnts. 

Tho density effect nodal developed above allows the calculation 
of the driving and der:;_Jing toms in the so-called threshold equt'..tions. It 
has been shown that Gost toms ncy be either driving or danping, clo:pencling 
on tho geonetry o.ncl on tho operatine con._.litions. For upward flow, gravity 
and inertia pressure drop terns in the two phnse section are often clrivi:ng 
toms of tho sene order of r.1aeni tude. It was nlso fou.."ld thc.t horiz:mtal flow 
ncy present oscillc.tions. 

Series of experioents at three different pressures wore correctly 
scaled, usi~ the po.rc~oters of tho nodel. ~1o ~ressuro controlled ~otor 
depends on pU,25 bo1;1rlc;1n 20 end 80 ate.~ 

Two series of experinonts tmde l'Tith two different loops at 8 and 
80 ata ht.we been conpared quantita.tivly to the results of the nodal. The 

· ogreonent is fnir for the onset as well o.s for the frequency of the oscill.,.. 
tions. For the onset the deviation is about 25 %. 

Fron the foregoing, it can be concluded that the donsit.y effect 
oeoha:n.iso is gencro.lly the propondoro.nt uechnniso to cause oscillations • 

... / 
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21. 

Although nore eocprehcnsive oodels including this oeohnn:l sc 
cay be developed for quentitntive puuposes,the density effect oodel 
presented here yields a good agreenent with experinental qualitative 
results (laws and trends) and a fair ogreeoent with erpcriuentnl 
quantitative results. This agreenent has been tested for pressures 
ranging froo 8 to 80 nta. 

. .. / 



NOMENCLATURE 

F Frequency ( c a-1) 

G Acceleration of gravity ( o s-2) 

H Enthalpy (J lrg-1) 

K Constoot 

L Length ( o ) 

P Pressure ( N n-2) 

R Density (Kg o _,) 

T Tine ( s ) 

U Volocity (n s-1) 

W Power density ( W o-') 

f dioensionless porlltleter 
Lc 

f .1\SP Do 
g 

h 

l 

II II g = (He Ro)2 G 

l!....Lc 'rf 

p 

8 

t 

u 
v 
z ,, 

11 

n 

It 

" 
" It 

" 
" 
" 

enthalpy 

length 

pros sure 

h = Ho 
L 

l• tO 

inlet subcooling s c: 1!9. 
Hc 

TW' 
tioe t = 'HaRo' 

UHoRo 
velocity u = 
velocity disturbance WLo 
c.bsct.sso. 

two phase friction paraneter 
R 

density ? • Ro 
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Subscripts 

c Characteristic value or boated length value 

t friction tero 

g gravity taro 

i inertia tero 

0 reference value or upstreCL'l adiabatic length value 

oo stee.Ccy' state, heated section inlet value 
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~ 
channel 

Nature 
of the terms 

Gravity 
(mass) 

Inertia 
(momentum) 

Friction 

i Total 

TABLE I 
DRIVIllG AND DAl'!PIJ\.TG TERMS FOR OSCILLATIONS 

Extemal loop Heated channel ~wnstream length 

upstream +length Single phase region Two phase region (Two phase ) 

no influence Dam;E:in~ term for Driving terms for upward flow 
(no term in the upward flow 
equatiom) 

Dr1Yi:n,g term for Either driVing or damping terms for downward 
downward flow flow 

Influence only on the frequency Generally : 
Driving term. Ma.y be Dri villji term 
damping term 

always 
Damtd.~ terms 

May be Driving or Dmnping terms 

always Damping Generally Damping Generally Driving Tern:s, may be Damping 

'roTAL 
(whole channel) 

Driving 
or 

Dam.'j;ing 

Driving 

.2£ 
Damping 

Generally Damping 
may be Driving 

,~,, 

• 
-~ . 



STATE, CONTINUITY MOMENTUM 
AND BOUNDARY 

ENERGY EQUATIONS CONDITION 

.. MASS -.. .. 
ltr 

... MOMENTUM - ,, 

... .. 
dv ~ DENSITY p ( z, t 0 ) ... - -.. .. .. dt (to) 

. KINETIC ENERGY -.. -.. 

j ~ 

'·. V(t0) INLET VELOCITY DISTURBANCE --
(GIVEN FOR ANY TIME t < t 0 ) -

?igure 1 Densi~y Eff~ct Model: the driving mechanism 
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ON THE DYNAMICS OF A VARIABLE DENSITY SINGLE-FLUID MODEL FOR 

ISOTHERMAL TWO-PHASE TWO-COMPONENT FLOW 

Herbert Eigner 

6.2 

Osterreichische Studie.ngesellschaft fur A tomenergie Ges .m. b .H. 

Vienna, Austria 

ABSTRACT. 

Assumi.ng a linear barotropic equatio.n of state the one

dimensional equa tiona of a variable density si.ngle-fluid model 

for two-phase two-compo.nent flow are treated. Two frictio.n 

laws are applied: for small velocities the Newtonian friction 

and . for large VE;!lOci ties Darcy r s frictio.n law. The static 

equatio.ns are solved rigorously, the dynamic problem is 

linearized. The co.nventional quanti ties as void fractio.n, 

flow quality and slip ratio are determined for the stationary 

and dynamic case. Transferfunctions and frequency responses 

for pressure, density and velocity are derived. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The expression "variable density single-fluid model" means, 
that the two-phase mixture is treated like a compressible 
monophase fluid. As can be shown (see Appendix 1 !) this is 
allowed to be done for slip ratios about unity. The linear 

" I barotropic equation of state has bee.n assumed since it is 
the simplest equation of the kind 

( 1) 

and on account of its analogy to the isothermal equation of 
state of an ideal gas. Equations (1) are especially interesting 
from a mathematical point of view, since they together with 
the equations of co.nservation of mass and momentum allow to 
evaluate the -p -<F- u..-4ield without co.nsidering the equation 
of conservation of energy •. With the foregoing remarks the 
following equations must hold: · 

Conservatio.n of mass: 'i' + ~.)(, (<fU.}= ~+U i~ +~{: =Oj.2) 

Conservation of momentum: 

Linear barotropic equation of state: 

J!. For the computation of Ct see Appendix 2 ! 

It is convenient to introduce dimensionsless 
this purpose we multiply (2) with t~ 
and (4) with ! = f The.n we have ,.,. a f',. 

(3) 

(4) 

quantities. For 
(3) with Lr , r:>;. aa 



2 

(5) 

(6) 

1- + 
f =Cf • 

I (7) 

p+= F1-~ • (8) asrp,. I 

c/ _ . fLr ' (9) a e. I 

~ - ~.,.. • 
fr I ( 1 0) 
..:ff. - .41. + • a. . I 

( 11 ) 

~ -= .x.+' I L,. I ( 12) 

b=_- t a - r I (13) 

1. = t+ • ( 14) tr I 

1J + ( 15) -p;- p • 

Since in the following sectio.ns we are mainly co.ncer.ned with . 
dimensio.nsless quanti ties we omit stars and me.ntio.n 1 t 
separately if there occur dimensional expressions. 



2. SMALL VELOCITIES: 
VISCOUS MODEL 

We now choose ~5_7 

Jr 've.u 
F = - 3 ~ ~, -~2. • 

I ( 16) 

~ might be evaluated from 

..,tt. - X i r;'u ~ + ( 1-- X~.)~"'~ I 

I ( 17) 

• ( 18) 

Further we neglect gravity in order to avoid the mathematical 
complicatio.n of solving already for the stationary case a 
nonlinear ordinary second order differential equation of 
polynomial class. With these assumptions the following 
equatio.ns hold: 

I ( 19) 

(20) 

(21) 

2.1 Stationary case. 
Eliminating from (19), (20) and (21) we get 

'/) . 
~(<f")==o I 

(22) 

6.2 
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... 

(23) 

the solution of (22) and (23) is (see Appendix 3 !) 

" ~fs!1' {A~+C) = (-8+-/'8'1-1 ')~~ ~+B-fB4-t ') + (24) 

. + ( B+PBJ!-1 ')A (~+B+f~-1 ') i 

so~ if£ ~ = p / (25) 

the integration constants A, B and C in (24) and (25) can 
be obtained from the boundary values: 

. 
X = L : -'Ptr ; 1'& - a:z~e- j 

+ X = 0 : (26) 

(27) 

for simplicity we put L = Lr; then we have from (24),(25), 
(26) and (27) 



(29) 

E/B.Il.1 ' (A+ C)= (- B +I Y-1 ')A (u.e-.,.. 8 - f f3'l-1 ') + 

+ ( B + /Bil-1 ')A. (u,. + 8 + JIBA_ 1 ') i (30) 

from (28), (29) and (30) we have 

+ ( B + tJFJlC 1"' )A """' + B + P se-1 ' 
'"" + B+ YB•-t"" 

t 

I ( 31) 

if (31) has more than one real solution B this might be 
interpreted as a kind of instability. For additional 
computational aids see Appendix 4 ! 

2.2 Dynamic case. 

Whereas the frictionless equations (19), (20) and (21) can 
be linearized exactly this is not possible for non-zero 
Re. We therefore linearize approximately. We put 

""-a~ It) ,. u (.X) + Su (~,1.) · 1 (32) 

(33) 

6.2 
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6.2 

co 

oC ~-u - j-t?.-si:. ~u d:l:. == U (.x., s) 
1 

0 (34) 

(35) 

and get from (19), (20) and (21) neglecting terms multiplied 
more than once with 6'-u or ~ and applyi.ng u and cp 
accordi.ng (22) and (23) 

(36) 

we now introduce the new independent variable ~ instead 
of x using (A31) and (A32) and get from (36) and (37) 

(38) 

• • 
CfR+ u.crR + rpuc; V+<p(c;+.s)ll-~ (c;I!O+ctl;O} + <39> 

+flU./ 

from (38) and (39) we have (see Appendix 5 !) 

(40) 

(41) 



with 

. (42) . 

. (43} 

~(u)---u.Aq."' {tt{rf(1rizF)- _:,. q.)r(q-(11-;!F)+s)(f:._~)+ 

f ~ {cCft-S l + c;")} 1 (44) 

(45) 

a further evaluation of (42), (44) and (45) gives (see 
Appendix 6 ! ) 

I (46) 

f_s(~)- - -1 · {- A (1t!I.+ZI3-u+ 1) . /As, 
Az("'~28<U.+ 1)3 Auif+2ABu.3-(J!AB+s)-u.- A 1.../ 

~ (s.u/'"+.f/.8«.3+ -t<.JL-1- -!P ~ 1z: )1-ZA2(-uG+ lf81tJI. _,.. . 

+/f(~+1)-tt31-128tt~f-11-(282+ f}-«.. +/fB- ir- !1· -· -1
3 

))+ 
J!. .. M 

1- s 4t- + .2As {-u.-2 + 2 8'(.,(. + 1) + 2A2 (u.:5 + .ft-81.(.::. + 

+ 2.{21¥+ 1)u + 4B + .,1 j I 
(47) 

. 7 



6.2 

... 
~ ) 1 { A (4

2+28""1-1) r.. 
(.U = - A12 (·u:* +ZB"' + 1 )3 A ulf+2AB-u3-(J>AB+s)u. _ A 1... s(-u..t+-1) ~ 

+(itR-1).2. 2A (-t.t+B)) + S uzJ-= 
_.- ~ f A(-«-z+-eB<~£.+1) (._ G 

A1t(-uk.+-28'£1..+1)a -Au~+~A8u.3-(2A8rs)«-A <._2A-u. + 

+2AB-«.JI.- .lt-A -u. 3 + (s- #-A8)-u.2 +~A-u.+ 

+2AB+s) +su.j; (48) 

we now get a first approximation for (40), (43), (46), 

(47) and (48) for #, ~1: 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

I (52) 

(53) 
I 

the solution of (53) is (see Appendix 7 !) 



(54) 

the same degree of approximation used in (49) to (53) we 
now apply to (41) and get (see Appendix 8 !) 

R.;. _1_ tA(--A .:L + B .:L -c .;..S .2AB+-s 41..)+1')
1
, 

~ zr- 1-u.3 , u 1 &AJ!! ; (55) 

the integration constants A1, B1 and c1 in (54) and (55) 
we evaluated from boundary conditions similar to (26) and 
(27) (see Appendix 9 !): 

X= 0: 

X = 1: ~ i e = Rrr i 

A ( _t_ - _::!_) u: uf 
I 

ll- R· ,, I ~ 1. 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

6.2 
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(60) 

inserting -u- u, , (58), (59) and (60) into (54) gives 
the transferfunctions for the velocity; the frequency 
responses we obtain putting in these latter formulae 
s-j2- jwt,. . Void fraction, slipratio and flow 

quality we obtai.n from (A6), (A10) and (A13) using (21), 
(32) and (33). 

A further mathematical investigation of (40) will follow 
in an additional paper. 

3. LARGE VELOCITIES 

We now apply as in £"7_7 

F- 2~ f>Uz, (61) 

F+- ~~ r+u+-2 - bf+U+2. ' J (62) 

6.; 



6.2 

the dependence of ;t o.n the velocity .c-s_7 we neglect to avoid 
additional mathematical difficulties. The following equations 
must hold: 

1£.. + u 1£.. ~ t0 ou = o · 'H: ~~ ) O..t , (63) 

(64) 

(65) 

:;.1 Stationary case. 

Eliminating p from (6:;), (64) and (65) we get 

~.X (~u.)- 0 I (66) 

~u; ~ 1...,.. /!. 
pu ~~ + 'OX. + U)"u +<f'~ == 0 ; (67) 

the solutio.n of (66) and (67) is (see Appe.ndix 11 !) (A108) 
and (A109). 

The integration constants A and B in (A108) and .(A109) can 
be obtained from the initial co.ndi tiona: 

w,· w· 
v.., 0 • "~• _.,, . 'h•-= D· W.· • d'-• U· • _.!:.__ """ -"- - U• • 
~ ' ,.,., ! rt. I r'l- T ~ f .~. Y" " I "fJi f>i. " I (68) 

from (68), (A108) and (A109) 

(69) 

11 



6.2 

8- M ; (70) 

in this case the problem o~ stability arises ~rom evaluating 
.-u,. ~rom ( 69) and (A 107): 

i~ ( 71) has more than one real solution u.- this might be 
interpreted again as a kind o~ instability. See also 
Appe.ndix 12 ! 

3.2 Dynamic case. 

Again we linearize approximately using (32), (33), (34) 

and (35) and get ~rom (63), (64) and (65) applying U and 
~ according (66) and (67) 

~~ + (~+s}~ +so:tf +ifU=<f I (72) 

we· now introduce 

• 

I 

the new indepe.ndent variable u instead o~ x and (A 109) and 

get ~rom (72) and (73) 

fi> I I I 

.-u-u KJ + {u 1+s) 'R +- Bit U- /3 ::.2 U =- B~ 1 (74) 

12 



using -u1 from (A105) we have from (74) and (75) (see 

Appendix 13 ! ) 

(76) 

(77) 

with 

~(1t)== E ( /,;-- l>uf1- f ~(:_-u.:z-) ) I 

{2(11..)= 2(u~-3) _ -1r-u&_ bu.t-c; 1 

(78) 

(1- U.Ji )" -1- u_l OU.! +- f- u,z -

5lruA +2su. +g. S (2'hur-s ){1-u~) 
-uz(ou:'i+g.) -ul(bul.,_ g.)ii 1 (79) 

• 
I 

(80) 

we now get approximations for (78), (79) and (80) for 

~,..1: 

f (u.) - -2 ( s + "" ) - - J) ( .s 1 71 bu.:~·+ ~ -1- u_Z- c:... { ))11./1. 1 + -f 1!. -
- i.- 1! .:L ). -2.(ii?(1- -1-/i.a 1-··)- .:L. 

u& u 

·(1+1_z+,))-= .: (1- ~: +-.!tz. +-
+ ~~ :3 .f m) / ( 81) 

6.2 
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h(-«-) == .:,. (-1!. -1- t (2 ~ -1- ~J?. )~ -1- "') I 

(see Appendix 14 !) (82) 

(83) 

we .note that gravity in.flue.nce in (81), (82) and (83) .first 

appears with .:4 • 

As a .first approximation we get .from (81), (82) and (83): 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 

.from (76), (84), (85) and (86) we obtain 

II 2 I .2. 2. {/-1--U--:etJ---..:L. 
U U l> "tt..JI. I (87) 

we .note that s does not appear in (87). The solutio.n o.f 
(87) is 

6.2 
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(88) 

with the same degree of approximatio.n as in (84), (85) and 

(86) we get from (77) and (88) 

~ = lJ- (-1>-u.J!.U+ou.U-u) = ~ u (t>(-uO+V)-1)-

-= ~ u (1>(81+-i;-) :."li. -1) i (89) 

the i.ntegratio.n constants A1 and B1 in (88) and. (89) we 
evaluate from i.ni tial condi tiona similar to (68): 

If- 0 , M I :p_ • • :p_. = R' . '4o> , ..... , 1> l.l (90) 

from (A90) and (68) we have 

(91) 

or 

(92) 

from (88), (89), (90) and (92) we get therefore 

B1 - (-£ s;<.. + u~) -«l _ ..:!__ -1s ?J.+ w&) 1 Xi.. -1 ):f_ 
&. . 3b b ({8 Wi, fJ;. y p;. r;·b ( 93) 

and 

,41- (tJ;,-{jf.~;+1)z;~J:.._ - :.;. r-; (kli-4l~l.J-(-: !::-~~+ 
+tJ£)-,;; [111-i,f;+i Tftf}-ffp.); • <94l 

6.2 
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inserting u = u
0

, (93) and {94) into (88) and ~9) gives 
the transferfunctions for velocity, density and by virtue 
of (65) pressure. The frequency responses we obtain putting 
i.n these latter formulae s-J..2=iw-tr. Void fraction, slip 
ratio and flow quality we get from (A6), (A10) and (A13) 
using (32), (33) and (65). 

New we calcul~te also a second approximation and get from 
(81), (82) and (83): 

f,(u)~! (1- %-1t) 1 (95) 

I (96) 

(97) 

from (76) we have with (95), (96) and (97) 

II 2 /., S .:L) ~ 12. 
V.,. ~ c1- T u U- -ul· U- --fi!J:ce-ft); (98) 

the solution of (98) is (see Appendix 15 !) 

() -j.;. '~ 2. 
= ~ Jli?z(Aif-A;l; ~-i~ +is +(-j+~)~ ~ t=. 

- £l(zjz:))Jf: (~) + i (BJr -A.-r +i ~ + 
1 ~· 

-1- ~Jl - (-i + ~)-1- ~ ;.: + Ei (~ir.) )· 

·:Z1 (:)} f { f-1-- , 
(99) 

with 

16 



( 1 00) 

Applying the same degree o:f approximatio.n as in (95), (96) 
and (97) we get :from (77) and (99) 

(/i = ~ (-ou/·(J +- (but-s)U- u) i ( 101) 

the integration constants A4 and B4 in (99) and (101) we 
can evaluate :from (90) and (92). 

Trans:fer:functions, :frequency responses, void :fraction, slip 
ratio and :flow quality are obtained in the same man~er as 
:for the :first approximation. 

A :further mathematical investigation o:f (76) will :follow 
in an additional paper. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The salient :features o:f this analysis are (4), (A12), (A14), 
(A 15), ( 17) and (A21). By comparisio.n with experimental results 
e.g. with those o:f Lockhart and Marti.nelli £:16_7 they have 
to be checked,this will be carried on in :future investigations. 

6.2 
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APPENDIX 1 

The basic o.ne-dimensional hydrodynamic equations of two-phase 

flow are .!:1_7: 

Co.ntinui ty equatio.n: 

Momentum equation: 

~ (f.e.(1-.x)u.l!. +f,oc u.,)+ ~(<f'~(1-o<)u1 +f>,oc u:J + 

+ :J: +- F + (f.e. (t-O<) +f, l1<) t:j .. o ; 
(A2) 

considering 

~+~ (fu)= ~f +U~ ~f ~: = 0 1 

~(fU.} 0 /. :e.; ?Jt:_ (~ ~ ) u + ~.\<f>tl + 'Di + F -1-fif == ~ : +U1~ + 

+ ~+- F +fg. +U (~+f~ + u ~l )
-~(~U. +U ~i)+ ~1 + F +<f'j = 0 

(A1) and (A2) are ide.ntical (2) and (3) if 

~af'£ (1-()( )+ <p,-.o< (local average density) 1 (A3) 

cpu..- <p.e (1-lX )u,e. +<pgJX u,. (local mass velocity) 1 (A4) 

Cf>U
2
-'jJ.t (1-()()u; rfg.IXU: (A5) 

6.; 

A1 



and F is give.n in appropriate terms. Given f 1 f..c '~f 
and u we obtain from (A3) 

from (A4), (A5) and (A6) we get 

eliminating ~ from (A7) and (A8) we obtain further 

('"L)ll.f1- ff(f-f-'L) -2_ f.e(ff-f) !!:L + ft(f,-f) 

(A6) 

u..~. r f(~,-f.,) ~(<p,-9~) u,~. ~,(~- f-') 

__ £: (f,. -£)2. ... («tr~(ft:-e> _ 2 ~(ft -£) -u-. + 
!p(ff -f'_,)f, (((-f.e) u-~. ~ (~~ -f.e) ~(tff -~.£) u,~. 

+ f.c Cf•-f) (f-~) - ("'" \"'f!(~-f') 
~f' (~-~.e) f>(ff.- f~) u.~~. I -)O(ff -f.~.) 

- 2.. f.t(f, -£)_ .:!!:.f. + - f?e(ff -f) == 0 
~(f, -f~) -t£.e )O(ff -~.e) 

or 

~; == s == 1; (A9). 



6.2 

(1).9) is the proof of the original statement; it can be supposed, 
that our model is also valid for slip ratios slighthy deviating 
from unity. In this case 

(A10) 

where the 5.4 may be obtained by experime.ntal results or by 
some addi tio.nal theoretical considera tiona. 

In this analysis we put further 

const 

(for the computation of Gl; see 
Appendix 2 !). 

(A 11) 

(A12) 

(A3), (A4), (A10), (A11) and (A12) allow to compute f.£ 1<Pt
.-u...e, uf- and G(. The flow quality we get from L2_7 

S- X 1-x 
1-o< 

ex 
.. (A13) 

Of course, the method demonstrated can easily be exte.nded to 
no.n isothermal two-phase flow facing the same mathematical 
problems as in general heat transfer theory L3_7. 

APPENDIX 2 

Both a2 in (4) and a~ in (A12) may be evaluated from inlet 
quantities in analogy to ideal gases L4_7: 

(A14) 

A3 



6.2 

(A15) 

Now if there are gi ve.n Wt• fi. «.o. 1 Pi 1 X l 
(A3), (4), (A12), (A13), (A14) and (A15) 

we obtai.n from 

tr = e1::.:_>f'! + "'.!!:l )[«,~'IL + (-f-IXt~.e] I (A16) 

(A17) 

(A18) 

Eliminating <f>t-' from (A 16) and (A 17) we get 

0(?- ~ ft'''lXL '(1+ :;)o(J«: + 

+ ( $J:;r4; .-tl?. )0(~ + ..:!__ u fi."'~tZi '(1+ 'Ill.~) 'V-"' +: 
J so~ r· ~c.r ., 'IX" i 

f 1- . ;~ -~ = 0 
. f£ 1lc.T-

(A19) 

from (A19) we obtain o<1.., from (A17) f·t;. and .from (A18) u,.l . 
I.n order that our model can be applied the insertion of 

lX.:_ 1 ~f"- and z, into (A 13) should give S.:.. 1 . 

But it can be supposed that the .first term o.n the right hand 
aide of (A14) is a very rough approximation. We theretore put 
instead o.f (A14) 

(A20) 

Now we assume the validity o.f our moc).el and compute .from. (A13) 

A4 



6.2 

with S.:.. 1 and from (A 17) o<.t, and SOil ; from (A3) and 

we finally get a 2 • 

APPENDIX 3 

~ I 
We put '7>i.:"- ; the.n from (22) and (23) 

<,D·u.l + «ft == o I 

<P-t.l«' + <fl == ~ ull I 

from (A22) and (A23) follows 

11., 
f=- I Ilo 

f'== ]}A 
DQ 

with 

I 
u', IL-

-uu : 1- «.
1 
(1-uk-J 1 

(A21) 

(A22) 

(A23) 

(A24) 

(A25) 

(A26) 

A5 
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A 

0 -1.J., 

I 
1 II 

= -li""uu 
1 (A27) 

.-u..' 0 

(A28) 

from (A24) and (A25) we have 

De. - D/ + D1 -x~ = o ; (A29) 

inserting (A26), (A27) and (A28) into (A29) we get 

II 1. R.) A. 12. 
~ 1 II Ill I « \1-U -..r::.U.U Q 
~ u u +- u U - U U. «'(1 - uiJ - i (A30) 

i.ntroducing the .new independent variable u and 

(A31) 

we have 

U rlnA 1 • 
"(,£ =- jif- U = CfCf I (A32) 

(A33) 

and get from (A30) with (A31), (A32) and (A33) 



(A34) splits into 

2 cr-o 
and 

we neglect the trivial case (A35) and obtain from (A36) 

cf ... A (1--if:) 1 

from (A31) and (A37) follows 

c; -= u I-= A ( -u + i:.B + t:) ; 

(A38) leads to 

with 

rl.,l.. - - B ::1:::. f B£..1 I 1 ~ • 

6.2 
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(A35) 

(A36) 

(A37) 

(A38) 

(A39) 

.(440) 



APPENDIX 4 

Using (A40) there are the following 16 possibilities for 

I «• I I ~~ J I u~ I I u er I ~ I ~ I «, f «a 

{<1 
I 

<1 <1 <1 ][ 
f 

Jr 

>1 <1 { >1 <1 2' 
Jl 
.l1L 

>1 { <1 
:mr 

<1 >1 ' { >1 
lft 

>1 >1 >1 D 
:D' 
.llr 
.:DZ 

Then the following approximations may be used in evaluati.ng 
(31): 

I: (1L1-U&)~IV~ - u. (- :: + ~:)- U,a (- :: + ~~) = 0 1 

:B:Z.- 1 == 0 I 

1B:.. - :t:.1 i 
i.n this case we obtain by a limiting process for (28), 

(29) and (A39) 

:i: 1 
- (u:t; 1) --e ue1 i (A41) 

6.2 
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II: 

it is remarkable that (A41) shows no dependence on outlet 
quantities; it is to consider as an unstable flow. 

:n. A-u., (1-*) (- -u.e- «i) 
(-u.,- uR.) 'ft..e Wi - u.., Ui /1- _!f!._) - "U.z. - ua +-:;;::;- = 

l' Ui, 2. 

p -u.., ~(-u1)-~u.)--u.s- + ;:~ + u .. -u._ • 

(A42) 

(A42) shows no dependence on outlet quantities. 

).,A ; -«2 (1-~) (- u.. -u;. ) 
III: (u., -u.J! 'itCWi- - «.z ~ • (. 'ft.a) + U1 -u- + -;u- ,_ 

""· 1-- 1 ., u; 

(A43) also shows no dependence onoutlet quantities. 

-uaA -u.e(1-~) 
Alj (1- :::~ ) 

a " z 
.... '«-.,{4(-uJ-;4uJ-u, + =~ + u(t- ~: 

(A43) 

-1LR. (4(-u:z)-k-u.;.)- u.,A(-u,)- u./1.4(-ua)-

; (A44) 

6.2 
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VI: 

(A44) agai.n shows .no dependence o.n outlet quantities. 

i (A45) 

(«1- u,. ... )':])AW..: = Ai
1 
.&. «.-(1 - ~) + 41 41 Ai (, Ji ... ~ .. ....... ......,.. - ""';. .............. 4+t ..... ,.-

'"• (1- !Z~) 

using 

we get from (A46) 

= -«.,~ +- 3(!u; + -u., u.- 'Ui +-r .... (-u1 + (3 )3 + 

+ ( Urr U;. - 3f' )(«1+~) + r- ~( "U.e-'tl-t,- 2_fo2.)""' Q i 

(A46) 

(A47) 

(A48) 

-with « 1 from (A48) we have from (A40) 

A 



13==- ; (A49) 

to have o.nly one real u 1 from (A48) the following condition 
must hold ~6_7: 

(A50) 

(A50) is the stability condition in an approximate form. 

VII: 

(A51) 

(A52) 

6.2 
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XI: 

(A53) 

(A54) 

+ u.2. --- • .2(.1 1 ) 
"'r -t<..,:. f (A55) 

using (A47) we get from (A55) 
3 2 (&t.""_.-A-u~ -1'ew1. )-u..,.-u~ 

«e~«e · +~au~~, 
«..:. - -w. ... 

~w.,:. U.r u~ =- -u..i. t- 3 A .:U.; + «a«~ 1A.i, + o--
"'""' - 1A.r 1- 0 ,, 

(A56) 

with ~2 from (A56) we have.from (A40) 

• 
I (A57) 

to have only one real -«. 2 from (A56) condition· (A50) mus.t 
hold. 

'6~2 
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XII: (-u.1-u.t.)~w•=«1 k --w.1(1-'*) -1-(.~4 -t<r(-1-~) 
-«;. (1- .::~ ) M..;_ ( 1- :.~ ) -

- '" .. (.4.(-«1 )-""+«-"')- «b" +- :f -«.t (.4-u,.-

{A58) 

XIII: ... 

; {A59) 

XIV: («.,-«~~.) tUW;. • -u. 1 h Mb" (1- ~) - -u ... 4 -u: .. (1- ~) ,. 
'U.;. (1- ~:) ' -u.&(1- ~a ) 

- «1 (-"~ .. -k<fA-4-) + «~ (-£;+ ~')- -«a~«,.-

{AGO) 

XV: 

{A61) 



we get from (A62) 

or 

and 

from (A63) 

B = ±1 1 2 

and from (A64) 

this is to consider as an unstable flow. 

(A63) 

(A64) 

Using one of these approximations one has to check the 
result, whe~r the original assumptions are met. 

APPENDIX 5 

Using (25) we obtain from (38) and (39) 

6.; 



from (A65) and (A66) we have 

D1 
f-1, =D. I 

• Da. 
~--], 

with 

11,- r:r-J q-+-s """} =- q- ( q- (1-«R.) ~s) 
~~ ~ I 

IJ1=ii.er{ (1+-tf'£u-qu)fz- . 

. A- i-(Cf'+S)U +q.(t!f-A)(/+q.2 (J 

(A66) 

(A67) 

(A68) 

(A69) 

== ~ q-. {- uq!O +if(:_ --u(<}-A)) 0 +A (e:r(;,+t )+s) t/ + 

+ A (:_ - u) j = ~ Cf {- -u c;2 0 + A ( ~(ftJ. + 1) + 

+s)v +A (1;:-- "J} , 
JJ:t-= ~ cr+-s (1+ctk u- it OJ-} 

(A70) 

"""Gf A-A;f;;(q,+s)V+q.(t!f-A)(/ +q.2 0 =-

6.2 
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the factor at U in (A70) vanishes on account of (A37). 

From (A67) and (A68) we have 

. iL 
11 -11 + D - - o · ~ 1 .., D. I 

now from (A69) and (A70) 

Do a 2.q-t} (1- u.2.)- zuql-.,.. q.. $ I 

iJ,- i£q. f- -u.ql· 0 +A (q.(1+!ir) t-s)U +A (-1;:- u) j + 

+-/eq{-ttql·O-errcr+zu.q.}ii + A(q.(1+f;;r)+s)tJ + 

+A(it(1+1:r)-~q.)U-A(t.r+1}j 1. 

(A71) 

(A72) 

(A73) 

(A74) 

from (A69), (A70), (A71), (A72), (A73) and (A74) follows 

tt(f3 o· + Cf" ( 3u q. +a '1' - 11. 'I' }· +$) (i + q. (( tf+S) q. -
- Aq. (1~-:£.)-i!M)O- A {q."(if(1+-!r)- ;, q.)+(q.(1+ ~)+s)· 
· ( q.- tf.ff:) + ;{ (rq.~-SJ2+q.9}(J = A (q-(11-:_._)+ (~ - u.)( q.-
-Cf ff.· J- s) i (A75l 

i.n further computation it is conve.nie.nt to use 

• _ iJo _ • -Jh ... - C,fl-u2.} +11~ Cf 
Cf Cf JJ, - Cf ~ 'f Cf (1-u2.} + s i (A76) 

6.2 



APPENDIX 6 

From (A37), (A38) and (A76) we obtain 

• -A(3-u.II-+4B1-L'3+1) 
'f-D~ = (A-u.ii-.,_2ABu3-(2AB.,.s)u -A)u (A77) 

from (A37), (A38), (42) and (A77) we get 
p ( ) 2. s t. -u.2-1 
T'1 "U. = -:u- +- .U.Cf +.::::.. « (-u.z+ 2.Bu.+1) -

A (3·u.JI-+-lf8 u.3+ 1) 

(A78) 

from (44) and (A76) we have 

~ (u)- - u~ < Gf'(f'!;.")+s {[q.(1+ :.2)+.)(-q.(f-1(~) +~uq.)+ 
1-(cf(1+ :.2 )-~ Cf )('*(1-u2.)fs)} i--f { f:.q-2+-

+ 2 crs +- sa) \ = - A { Cf . 
/ 41-Cf3 Cf(1-ua.}+s 

·(ser (-e:z + ~//) -r str :_; (u~~--1) 1- q-2 .;_
3 

• 

.(-u*t-Eu2-1 }) + f;:(l!.qo~+2cys + s 2)} 

(A79) 

and from· (45) and (A76) follows 

~(-u.}• - -uAq.8 ( cr/tu")+s [ (1+/;_r} (Cf(1-u."J+s) + 

+u (1- ::_..) (-C,.(-t-u") +2-u.cr)} +S) = 

6.2 
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(ABO) 

APPENDIX 7 

V-14 +- u.(A, . 
' 

(A81) 

V-t .is of the form -u r with 

((-1)~(1'-1)-l!.)= 0 i (A82) 

tiCA, o.ne gets from the assumption 

(A83) 

where the Ak(k = 2, 3) are evaluated after i.nserting (A83) into 

(53). 

APPENDIX 8 

(A84) 



6.2 

A19 . 

.from (54) 

• A ., -1- B1 + ZC1 u - i ~AB+s -u_Z {)-- .,iiF Ali 

' (A85) 

0-= z 
+ZC1 .3 2AB+-$ "" . A1 «3 -r A .a I (A86) 

APPENDIX 9 

wa.(~, 1:)- W(wJ + Jwc.Jt.,t:)- f'• u 4 = (<pc,r,J+tlf>(.x.,tJ)(u.c.x.)+ 

+ du.(.:t.,t)) .:_ q;''U. + U~+-IJ>b"- i (A87) 

.from (A87) 

(A88) 

with (25), (34), (35), (A88) and 
cQ 

r:CSw = j1!.-s/;<Swd.t-= W(.x,s) (A89) 
0 

we get 

(A90) 

further we use 



and -oC &p = j 1?.-st: £p dt. =- P(.x,s) i 
Q 

APPENDIX 10 

from (A93), (A94) and (A95) 

A • JJ, f 
"'f~ 11. 

]JR. 
/3.,""' T. I 

lJ..:s 
c1- llo 

with 

"'-',. - E;JS I 

' 

(A91) 

(A92) 

(A93) 

(A95) 

(A96) 

(A97) 

(A98) 
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A211 

2 
::L M• -u· ... 
"";.. 

.. 

].=- A .£. -1 = ~t'• (-ifr- {~) (A99) 

--a -u.;.. .4;. 

I 

..., _:L -1 --..u,.-3 ..(.(.,. 
tr 

2. 

£1 
;(,{.. . «· 

1. "'" 

]~== :1E:=2. 
3- -1 
""-' "' 
4 -1 -~3 «r 

2. 
:L £1 .U,· 

"' .u.· .. 

lJa.-
-1 ;;;.~ -1 £1 ( -!.:5 - 4

a )+£.2. u.[ • (A101) 

---:f' 
._, 

«, 
tr 1.1.;. 

.(.:!.---~) -u.t. «.;. I ., 
- --z; l£3 -1 

«rr 

.:J_ ..«· «· .. ... 

]3~ "" 
1 

-~ -'"--t. "" . .... 

_ _j__ 4 --u.s -«-,. 
II"' 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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APPENDIX 11 

o I 
We put ~- ; then from (66) and (67) 

. 
I (A103) 

(A104) 

for .non trivial ~ and f? 1 from (A105) and (A104) we get 

from (A105) 

; (A 1 06) 

from (A106) 

(A107) 

or 



(A 1 08) 

:from (66) 

B 
<P - -::u.- ' (A109) 

APPENDIX 12 

For simplicity we put 

(A 11 0) 

we now assume that (62) is also valid for U<1 and that 
.-u" < 1 ; the.n :fr~get the approximatio.n 

(A~1) 

~ {tt.,-1)- E ; -u; -~ (u,.-1).tz.- 1 +4 A +£ktf 1 

- u~ (£"b+- f) + .2 u,. - f - f (1 + 4 A + <£ 41) .- 0 
1 

. (A 111) 
I 

:from (A111) we see that our assumption leads to an unstable 
:flow, if 

(A112) 

A23 



Or another assumption: 

.:L &:/> -1 . 
b ~I I 

from (71) or {A108) and (A113) follows 

= (Ae)~ t 

7 

. 
I 

(A113) 

{A114) 

(A113) again leads to an instability as (A114) shows, if 

(A 115) 

(A112) and {A115) are the instability conditions under the 
assumptions cited. 

APPENDIX 13 

From (74) and (75) we have 

• I 
(.-u..1+s )~ + u. -u. 1 ~ = 13:._ (1- u' U + ~ U) 1 (A116) 

(.u.-u/r""bu.2+-tg.)'~ + u'i<, = B/)--u.'O-t; (-u'+2ou rs)U) 1 
(A117) 

6.2 
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with (A105) from {A116) and {A117) follows 

]J, 
~=-I 1L 
~- ]}1'-

.ll. 

with 

(A118) 

(A11.9) 

:I~ u.'{jt'(t-u•)+.s-a(bu. .. +-.g)) -su.'-

-u.(l>u..ll!.,_y; (A 120) 
= S .-f- uz I 

• I ) 1£(1-u'O.,. !! U 

I 
"'"+s /z-(1-u' (; + ~~ U} 

(A121) 

6.2 

A25 

=== B {u'(Du. -s+l:) U-.,: {(u~s)(u1;-Z.b"+s) + u..'(«-1 +"bu.+~ J) U~+ 
+ s-Dt< -~ }= 13 {«-' (hr<-s+-:!: ){J - {c (<~.1 (.?</.1+ 3b«.+t; <-!;-).;. 
+S(~~./;-21Ju. t-s))U- (br<.-s +~)}= .B[ -c:;_(!~+lf)(hfl.-s;t-£:-)0-



A2o 

from (A118) and (A119) we have again 

(A123) 

from (A120) and (A121) we get 

(A125) 

from (A120), (A121), (A122), (A123), (A124) and (A125) follows 

U .. + -u Cbf,(, 2.+ 1.; (- (b"':zi- ,.)(1+-u.2J -c. _ ~ _!i_ 1u· 
-1- «e. «(1- -u,2.) + v-u c::.S + -«. -.J + 

( .fl{of,(,2.;-f)r:?.(b-,.) Z.(ou.2.+"[j)('fr-u 1') 

"- -1- 1A. }i - &- '":a:y! 



.. 

+ 
(h_ll_,. f-)(1+ u,&) 

-« .. (1- ""i') -

s(e~rc<. +-s)(1-~a) 

A<-li.(o"'l+f) 

+ o~-s.,... ..£. . 
..u, I 

(A126) 

APPENDIX 14 

/ 

_(_'b....::::.::::.:.?_' -J.!L.l ~.4-) -=-.e_-;'f-=--)- - t (-1- -f) -!# f + ;_!;. 1--f 1- -

- t(l--f-)-:t.. (1--f-~ + ... )(1f~+-··· )
=: z (f- -f)-1ft (1+ ,, ) ,. 

S"h"-a.+ 2.su+-'f= 
..u.li(-o"':r.+ *I) = p:£ (Sb+ !_s + l)f"'+t-1.-

= c,:z (Sb.J. !_s 1- !,._)(1-f~-1-·,)= 

(A127). 

(A128) 

(A129) 
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6.2 

(A131) 

APPENDIX 15 

We introduce 

(A132) 

and get from (98) 

(A133) 

the solution of (A133) is 

f/=14 -r~ / (A134) 



we put 

{A135) 

and obtain from {A133) 

{A136) 

from {A136) we have ~9_7 

{A137) 

with 

{A138) 

it is .now conve.nie.nt to introduce (A138) also into {A133) and 
{A135) and thus we get using {A137) and 

d 0 
dz-

{A139) 
I 

tJ.- e -~~~(AI!~ (z)r B2.:Z: (zJ} 
1 {A140) 

for getting ~ we use the method of variation of constants in 

{A140) ~10J: 

6.2 
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E 

A30_ 

fl'/ = e-i~(i""' 14 {&)J~ {z) -f 83 (~) :Z;s (2)) . 
- ( 1- 1!. .e '.J 1 (A 141 ) 

t)AA- = e-l* {;! {{-ff- i~ )(A.iJ(cc)Ji (:t}+ ~(cc}J_~J,.)} + 

I- A:s(7;)!'!!.(7:)+ 8 3 (z) :11 (2 ) j,. 
(A142) 

0 0 

()= A3~)J~(:c) -1- B.3(~JJ_i(~J . (A143) 
. ~ I 

0)4,- e -j.;z fi? {(-if-./., f (A..{F)J'J_ (e) + 8_. (z).:7-~ (z)) + 

+ ~ f-i + z.4: ) (4.3 (i!:) -:j~ (Z!) + 83 (z) :J_ I; (r. ) ) -1-
oo oo 

+ A~ (i:} ~ (2) + 83 (~) :::7... J (:i!) -

- 2:2(4:s(i!:) 71 (:r) + 83(~) ::ZJ: (:r.J) -f-

-1- A~(:=)j~_ (~) f- B:s (~) :j_l (~)}I 

(A144) 

from (A139), (A141), (A142) and (A144) we have 

from (A143) and (A145) we get 
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A31 

• ll~ A3 (&) == 
Jlo I (A146) 

• ~ 8~(2) == (A147) 
JJ. 

with 

ll= 

- ; ~ ( Hlrcnskian (11}, (1z)) 1 
(A148) 

0 
!J.= 2 

A -f /I /i!.) .;.~ 
1; i!I'E' lf- ""F e (/ 

(A149) 
0 

14= 
-( -f I., 2) f;. r; :IF l1-;g- e 

I 

=-; ~~ (i- ~)e~~ J_l (z) i 

(A150) 



in evaluating (A146) to (A150) we use further ~13_7 

(A 151) 

(A152) 

we now obtai.n using (A 146) to (A 152): 

0 ~ "'/ 1 /I 2..) I -1 I Zii! ) -1 /. 2 ·,. ~) 
,43(&}-tF'bT{f-T 1...2;. ~e -1 f-~r_e 1 +1};== 

R /. ) _ Iff' ..f ..:1_ I'- z)( -1 I 2/a ) "" /. 2/a ))) 
'-"3<.i! - f'E 'D z (/ i! :?fii! ( e -1 - F(e +-1 '.J = 

integration of (A153) and (A154) yields ~14_7, ~15_7: 

(A153) 

(A154) 

A3Cs)·J. Z!f' (-/tt= -rif + :Z t- (-i + f )f e 21~ E!{2;'i! J) . 
· 1 (A155) 

(A156) 

from (A134), (A140) and (A141) we finally get 

E 

A32 
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A33 

lj- e ~~ ~! (42 + A~(2)) .:7l (2) + (B2.1- BJ(~J) J-J (:a)} i 

(A157) 



d 

f 

F 

g 

j 

L 

m 

u 
w 
X 

diameter (m) 
Hertz (see-1) 

NOMENCLATURE 

frictio.nal force per unit volume (kg/m2sec2 ) 
gravity acceleration (9,81 m/sec2 ) 

r==r 
duct le.ngth (m) 
molecular weight 
pressure (kg/m sec2 ) 
8,317 Ioule/grd Mol 
slip ratio 
time (sec) 
temperature (grd C) 
velocity (m/sec) 
mass velocity (kg/m2sec) 
coordinate (m) 

GREEK LETTERS 

void fractio.n 
Darcy's friction coefficient 
viscosity (kg/m sec) 
3 t 14 
density (kg/m3 ) 
flow quality 
2:/rf 

SUBSCRIPTS 

c constant 
d dynamic 
g gas 

6 
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h homogeneos 
i inlet 
ih i.nhomo ge.neo s 
1 liquid 
0 outlet 
r reference 

SUPERSCRIPTS 

+ 
Refers to nondimensional parameter 

NONDIMENSIONAL GROUPS 

Re Reynolds number 
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SII;GLB-CRiil:rin!:L FT·0~7 03CIL.LJATICi~3 3Y EIGli:!;".t..\LLG STA3ILI•!'Y 
.A1\AL1SIS 

A:3STRACT 

3. S. Bennett& R. J. '::att 
Babcock & ~.7ilcox (Operations) Ltd. 
London. 

A sin~le heated tube is considered Tiith the water flow 
passing throu6h four regions of heating, nacely, subcooled, 
nucleate boilins, filn boiling and su}.)erhea.ting. Subcooled 

_boiling has not been included at this stase. 

The one-dimensional partial differential e~uations of fluid 
flow. have been used to describe the system behaviour in each 
of the regions of heating, tosether v:i th the a;;prOl.)riate 
eauations of state. A method has been used to inte~rate this 
set of :pa:-tial differential equations v:i tb. respect to length, 
with limits of in.tegration defined by the oovins boundaries 
between heating re;ions, so that these li~its are the~selves 
functions of time. This has yielded a set of ordinary 
differential equations in te~s of the conditions at each of 
the bounia::-ies, and the end conditions. ~hese ha~;e been 
suitably linearised for ~anipulation by linear methods of 
stability analysis. 

An attempt has been made to analyse the stebility of this 
model by changing certain parameters, e.g. pressure, flcwrate 
-etc., and deterwining the system eigenvalues, i.e. the poles 
in any of the systeo transfer functions, f_or 'each chanze, 
so that stability boundaries could be found. 

Ilh'RODUCTION 

This paper describes some work in proGress in the London 
Office and Renfre\7 Research Station of 3abcock and ~'.'ilcox 
(Operations) Lir:ited. It is not intended to be exhaustive 
nor concluded, but is more in ';.e forn of a statement of 
our current thoue:hts and e:'forts. ZA-perinental \'iOrk with 
which theoretical results can be compared has been done. · 
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B..:l.S:LC Eq,U • .\TIOlffi U3ED IN IJ.'EE. Al\ALYSIS 

It is not proposed to give the derivations of these equations 
as they can be found readily in the literature. The 
equations T.ere.the noroal partial differential equations · 
with respect to ti~e and distance along the tube. These are 
derived from considerinr:_· Conservation of Energy, ::;:ass and 

·lio::::.entun. Suitable equations of state associating such 
par~eters as yressure and density were included from stea~ 
tables. A separate square law equation is used to describe 
ferrule pressure drops, and a simple linear equation to des
cribe the flo~ ~f steam through a choked yalve. 

The equations used are set out below: 

1. Seconda~r Side Energy Equation 

A 1;_ (f ~ J =- - ~ ( '" " ) + fl,. S z.. ( ~ - s ). 

+ ~1 s~l; -e) 

2. Tube 3nthaluy 3ala?ce 

\.;T(T ~ :::; 'R,f, (t.t-~) - Rtft. ( fj-9) 

3. Secondary Side Continuity Equation 

";)M ---- C) X. 

4. Secondarv Side :.Tomentum Eouation 

_L ~ + j_ :E.. ( '"' 1.) . A,, C> l- g c. ~ )t f\ z f' ._ 
Ferrule Pressure Drop 

6. Choked Valve Eauation 



~ - 6.3 . 

A test rig was set up in the Renfrew Research Laboratories 
to investigate the stability of once through heat exchangers 
operating at relatively lo~ pressures, i.e. bet~een 400 and 
600 -o.s.i. This consis.ted of three full size boiler tubes 
in narallel in a seroentine arran-:~ement - See Fir:-. 1 • Cold 
feed was bled from the r.orks boiler feed pu~p and fed to the 
inlet of the the secondary side of the rig. I.:eans were 
available to mi:.: hot 'l::ater froi:l the r:orks boiler econom.iser 
with the feed to the rig so that the degree of inlet sub
cooling could be altered. Steam fro~ the secondary side or 
the rig V!as fed· th::·oush a val-ve representing a turbine . 
throttle valve and then vented to atmoSi)he::·e through a cholced 
orifice. On the primary side saturated ste&~ at 1,000 p.s.i. 
was taken fro:::n. the uorks boiler and allo't7ed to condense on 
the outside of the tubes. Thus a constant pri~ary tenperature 
line ~as achieved. It uas nossible to isolate two of the 
tl1ree circuits, thus reducing the rig t~ a single circuit 
system. Inlet and exit plena uere connected to the rig on 
the secondary side when it was operated in this condition to 
give an a?proxioation to a constant p~essure differential 
across the single tube being studied. 

Removable ferrules were placed in each of-the three circuits 
just before the start of the heated section, so that the 
effect of ferrule pressure drop upon stability could be 
studied. ~he rig r.as provided w~th,the necessary instru
mentation so that recordings could be made of the chanzes of 
_pressu:roe, temperatu:e, uass flo'\7, etc ... encountered during 
tests. 
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A33 :.L?l'IO:::S :L;D:S III '..i.tE.!!;. Al~ALYSIS 

The nature of tb.e rig !lade it possible to make cert-ain 
assuuptions that were of use in siz::plifyins the analysis. 
Cthers were made that were also considered necessary to 
avoid intractable C03y~exities. 

The assumptions nade are: 

1. 

4. 

6. 

8. 

9· 

The density of subcooled water was assumed to be constant 
along the length of the subcooled region. 

The primary. side te:J.::_Je::-ature \-:as assuued to be constant, 
\'lith respect to both ti2e and distanc.e alons the tube. · 

The te~peratu=e profiles of the subcooled and super
heating regions r:ere assuned to be eX'_;onential, i.e. log 
oean tei:lpe=a·.:ure differences t-:ere considered valid, even 
under transient conditions. 

The temperature profile of the evaporatinG region was 
assumed to be flat. :l:he ::;>ressure drop across this region 
is assuned to be snall enough for the saturation temper
atu:·e to be consiciered. constant •;;i th .distance along the 
tube, although not necessarily constant r:i th respect to 
ti.-ne. 

Fro~ this, it could be assu~ed that the heat flux in 
each of the eva)oratins regions was proportional to the 
arithmetic te::::.perature difference, and hence tP.at increase 
in enthalpy on the secondary side was linear with respect 
to distance. 

The effect of slip in the evaporating :;egion 't7as ignored 
for the purposes of ".::his analysis. 

The onset of' boilin; r:as assur.:1ed to coincide v1i th the 
attainment of saturation conoitions in the tube, that is, 
subcooled boilins -r.ras ignored. 

I 

It nas assumed til at there \7as a sharn division betv:een 
nucleate-and film boilins conditions-in the evaporating 
region. 

The effect of pressure U?On enthalpy changes in the sub
cooled region ~as icnored. 
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DERIYATIOI: OF Lil~o\RISED E:Y::L4.TIOl:S FOR STA.3ILITY J..1~ALYSI3 -
D.LJOud.:l!C.N . 

Although it is not C.ifficul t to write de~: n the basic partial 
differential equations, their solution is very di:.:'ficult . 
to obtain by normal methods of integration. It was decided, 
therefore, to carry out this stability investigation using 
atandard transfer function techniques. For this, it was 
necessary to convert the set of partial differential equations 
into a set of l:nearised ordinary differential equations with 
respect to time. The set of ?artial differential equations 
uas integrated wi1:h respect to lenf:th, with limits df inte
gration defined by the ooving boundaries betveen heating 
regions, so that these limits are thenselves functions of 
ti:::.:1e. ':'his yielded a system of ordinary differential equa
tions in terms of the conditions at each of the boundaries 
and the end conditions. These were sa~tably linearised for 
c.ani:pulation by transfer function techniques. 

A digi t·a1 coml)Uter :progra!:lne known as CCSTER was wri ".:ten to 
calculate tl::.e coefficients to be used·in the linearised 
eg_aations. It \7as written in Fortran IV for the IBM 360. 

;,. :prcgr~""l.We written by U.K.A.E.A. (Winfrith) known as TRAP 
was used to convert these ordinary dif.ft;rential equations 
into a factorised transfer functicn. This transfer function 
was then sui tabl.e for stability· investigation by frequency 
response or root locus tecniques, v:rhere the usual variable 
of control syste::n "gain11 is replaced by variations of system 
paraneters i.e. ferrule pres3ure drof, flow rate, etc. 

From the integration Pith respect to length, central differ
ence type equati:ns were obtained and these were found to 
lead to numerical instabilities. Qhus the approach was 
changed. The initial set of partial dif:eren~ial equations 
was transformed into a set of ordinary differential equations 
by the use.of backward difference nethods. It was felt that 
this wo~ld be' nore likely to ~liminate any spurious instab
ilities in the equations. 

The CCSTER prograwme was modified to coapute the coefficients 
for the bacb~ard difference equations and the new set of 
equations was then processed by TRAP to give the eigenvalues 
of the system •. 

Exaz::r:>les of the derivation of both Central. and Bae.kw~d 
Difference Linearised e:.:.uaticns are geven in Appendix A1. 

The final linearised ea~ations for Central and Bacb7ard 
Difference scheoes are-set out below~ (See Figs. 2 and 3). 



Centra! Difference liethod 

... 
- 0 -

b) i:Iuc.teate 3oi!ine; Region: 

· rs, ¥: + t11. JP5 ..,.. 83 ~ -rB~r &.J. -=-- Bs-P,.. + 'B' 'l+-13·, M. 
. ,t~ dl-: AI-: 

-l3t Mz. -1 73~ 4·/' + !J,o 1l' + g,,(!,L 

f.!b'' .. 
t/f.. 1. :. .;_ f3,t.. ~t." + BIJ P,. 

4.J.'' = - !J, ~/ -r· f3, .. fJ 
(31s- J:J. t f3t& J1'3 + IJ,7 e/p,J. +!111 do,,. ::- Mt- MJ . -,;- /:, -;r; ;r; 
13t, f..il: +- Bt, 1.¢1J ::::.- IJ1.~f.11. -82.rM3 -riJza.. PJ -+f12.3 P"" 

&;~I-. err 

- B).s, (II'-. 
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d) Su~erheatins ?.egion: . 
~ f.t ~ J) 0- ...,. "1\ J 9r_ -+- 7), ... J s L.. + J>,-e/tJ. L + 1>6 t/p .. L. 

' ;, 1.. ef r. J/3 ef J. · or- -;n:- F ""'jj; 

::: 1J1 'P~r -rPr~r·+o1~11r +J>,':Iflls- -r-:r;,, (>t;.''-r1>12.?i 
+ 1>,3 £L +- 1i11 (1, L -r1J,l /faL . 

J .J ,, ~ " -... 1") 
~ -:::::::. - ]),~.. ;r 1- Jh-s r""Jr 
~~~-. -, . . . 

dtf.r ·-::::.· -JJ,Jr ¢r' r-,1),, 9; · 
J~. . . : . 

]) J Pf ]) J IJr ~Dr, 4.8.. +- 1>z.o dsL 1-:p,.., J.p_.L. +- ]),~ rlftJ:l-
17 J.t- + ,, =;;r • · .· · . J~'- ,~,. ;rr · iu< 

= fllzt-/As · 

1Ja, ~ .,. J>,, dMf G; j),_a.. P~r +-1J2.3 · Ps + Y~~t- 8r + 1'hi-1Atr. 
Jt- a&r· ·. . . 

t-D'J.&~f'+ + 1h,EL + ]},.1fJ'l- -t'11z1t1~L. 

e) Ferrule &ressu::-e Drop: 

· M, -:::: A •7 Po - Aa1 P, 

f) Choked Valve Equation: 
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Backr:a,....d Difference Uet!lod 

a) Subcooled Region: 

A. ~ =- A 2. @I - A 3 H.. f A l.t- fl. + A ~ ~,_ + A {, M 'l. 

A 7 1 f. h. ;::; A f "?, - fl € 'P a. + A &J fA • - A r o /14 2.. - A 11 'i L . 
db . 

~- A 11-. P:..- Ar3 ,;,_ 
dt- - . . y 

J L. . A lit .,..!._ == 1\, l - M 'l.. 
. J..~r-

b) Nucleate Boilins ~egion: 

131 cl P1 ~ flz. 'P1. - T!J PJ -73~t- M3 + l3r; (1, L... + 13s ~3 
J"". 

73, s~~ :::: ]g {lh- 13~ M:s + 'B ·~ 'h.- 13 II r., - 73rt.(1o /:... 

J3,3 ~ + 13'lf- !!lf~L :::. M 1..- M 3 . 
J~- dl-· 

if.I -= 13ts P3 ~ 13u:. ¥3 
di-

c) Film B?iling Region: 

C., 4..f:. :::: C2.. ?1- (3 P~r - (it'fi1~r +C) (1. L + (6 ~+. 
t . . . . 

C 7 J M~t :::. {g fo13 - {t'( lv1~r + (,o ~ - {, Pit - C1a.(J1..L 
d~ . 

Lf3 JP3 ·+-Cttr#,J. = M3- ft1~t-
d 1-· rJ.I-

c!.fr ; C, s- P~- Ct6 p 'r 
J~· 

6.3 
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d) Superheating Region: 

7) • 1._e .. .r - ])2.. cr.: := ])3 P~t- - ])Jr o, + 1),- ¢ f - v, ~ L 
JJ... . . 

- J)'(J' L. '- 7J b (ltJ. - ])7 /v1 S' 

J)f d Mr :::. ])ct M~t - ]),') fl1~ + JJn Pit - ""Vn. Ps- - -:!J,:; @s-
. tft-.. . . . 

-r J>,~-r 1 L -t ]),., fl' L-. .,_. ])~~/ltL 

1)1~ ~Ps __,_. j),6 cler _7)f7 ~/tL -]),1 lf!,L ·_"]),-, oi;3LL-::.Mtr-M~ 
c:H- Jr.. J ~ clr- ;1:.-. 

dd.;-
~ ~ 1>,s er - Yt'l ~, t/1- r 

e) Ferrule Pressure Drop: 

f) 9hoked Valve Equation: 
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:a3S~JLTS 

In Fig. ,4.. is sho¥.'n a sta"uility nap .for a single circuit on 
the rig. Th.is 1·.a.s obtained e:-:pez-imentally .for various 
coo.binations of }?::-essu.::-e and temperat;J.re, at the conditions 
shor.n in the diasra::.. Co::J.].::P~ter results v:ere obtained .for 
similar conditions a:1d have up to no"."i predicted instability 
.for all conditions tried. 
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. CC:~CL"2"'3I0!7S 

The method is li~ited, so far, by being able to deal only 
with a. syste!D. in 1·:hich: subcoolcd heating, evapo:-a.tion and 
su.:;>erh,.?a.t are all p::-ese:lt, t~u:: placiD£ an upper liui t on 
pressure !or ea.ch.flcv; rate. Hence no satisfactory stability 
bounC.a.r;;r has been obtained· theoretically, at the time o! 
writing, but it is hoped. that more results will be available 
in the near·:ruture. 

The first results r:ere obtained . .for a ferrule rating of 
33 p.s.i. The ef,t'ect of increasinG the ferrule pressure drop 
will also be investigated. 

6 • .3 
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Internal Cross-sectional Area of Tube 

Specific Eeat 

Gravitational Acceleration Constant 

Conve:-sion Factor for :re\:ton' s La'\'7 of I:.otion. 

:3nthalpy 

::echanical Equ.i valent of !-ieat 

Secondary ::.:ass Flm7 Rate 

Pressure 

Primary, Secondary Film Heat Transfer Coefficient 

Prit'tary, Secondary Heat Transfer per Unit Length 
of tube 

Tine· 

Internal Energy 

Distance 

Primary Side Temperature 

Tube Te~perature 

Secondary Side Te~perature 
. ' 

Constant relating 1iass Flo~ to Frictional Pressure 
Drop 

Angle of Inclination of Tube from Horizontal. 
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1. Gu?py, C.B., Computer Progr~~e for the Derivation of 
Transfer Functions for llultivariable Systems. 

A.E.E. ~infrith. Report No. P..189 1962. 
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APPEtlDIX 

Al. Examples ot Derivation of Linearised Equations. 

(a). Integt"&tion (Central Difference) Method. 

• •••• 1. 

then· 

••••• 2 • 

••••• 3. 

and 

[ 9 F(ol, ,..]. -::: - f (11(, I 1--) ••••• 4. o«t .. -Q{,_ 

If we defineJ- . 

(.o~'"~.t,) {f<x.~) dot = fo·) ..... 7• 
-.. ' 

.where the 1b&r' denotes a mean value of the function over the 
integration interval, then:-

F (II{,~) = .cJ;.( ?rx , ~ ) J ~ 

( ae,.- «' J rn-l ..••• s •.. 
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From Equations 6. and a. theretorea 
fl("" . . . .J -?i:f<". ~) Joe "' £'d: (ot, -.c' ~) fr~ >] -+- f( «, , 1-J ";; 

. . . - f ( e(.,_ ,~a ) Jt~~ ... . J'h . ••••• 9· 

Also -< 

f if(x/t)J:c = n~,.,,f.)- f(.<,,!-) 
o<. ~X •••• 10. 

By the substitution ot Equations a., 9• and 10. into the 
basic partial differential equations, we can obtain a set ot ordin&r7 
di·fferential equa tiona w1 th respect to time only. 'l'he terms w1 th 
a 'bar' are average terms, and are expressed in terms of the en4 
conditions, suitably weighted from steady state considerations, using 
the assumptions mentioned in the paper. · 

It we take as an example, the Continuity Equaticn tor the 
Nucleate Boiling Regiona-

. . ' ' •••• 11 • 

we require to integrate it with respect to length over the interval 
\ El to (i.-+(J,)l. (See Fig. 2 .) . · · · . . 

f
(H{1t) L.. . ·J({+{lt) 1... 

A ~ J x ~ - . ~ ,L,c ••••. 12. 
Q{" . ax . 

t~ . f~ , . 

This becomes (using Equations a., 9• an4 lO)a-
. . 

Afl,[_;]l +Af lj}j+Ab ~ -Aa ellf -Ao ~- M - M 
, . J"r- J"' 1 ~ ",.. l J J 1-. . l 1 J r· . - . 1. 3 •••• 1). 

This may be. written as a 

k. ~ f kl cJA .,_A.'E@ -AD d!k _/\(' .:!!!:.. - Ab3~-==- M.- A.1 . Jt- J~ . • .. ! ;{'f:"' I ~ dJ.. 11 J tJII- [ . of&- . l f¥1~ • • •• 14. 

: wher~ k. and k''l are 4erived from steadi state .oonsideratic:ma • 
. ·Substituting in the appropriate equation ot state and expressina ia . 

perturbation torm, we pta · · 

.. · B1r * +'8t~ 1: -1- 811 ~.L + 7313 'fit -::: 11-.- M3 .. .. 15 
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(b). Backward Difference Uethod. 

For this we take the example of the Energy Equation for the 
Nucleate Boiling Region:-

•••• 16. 

As each evaporating region is assumed to have constant heat 
flux along it with respect to distance, tte increase of enthalpy on 
the secondary side is assumed to be linear; i.e. 1 "'/'1>;..: is constant,'· 
over the whole region. Equation 16. can therefore be replaced by 
a point (i.e. ordinary) differential equation in terms of the condi~ 
ions at the end of the region with 1Vo':)( replaced by h'!- h'" • 

- (ll I.. 

Apl ~ - ~ J/; ;:: -M e·, 1; f-..)+ 1?2.51..(4! -e,) •... 17~ 
VI J tl. 1-tl.. 

Manipulating this by substituting in the necessary equations of state 
and applying perturbation theory, we obtain the final equation:-

•••• 18. 

A2. Figu,res. 
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Temperature Profile tor Backward Difference Scheme. 
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J 
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Summary 

The most rigorous approach to investigate multiphase flow 
phenomena is that by conservation laws of mass, momentum, and 
energy, resp. It is shown that, for a flow of n phases (with 
phase changes), just n mass conservation equations and n momentum 
conservation equations must be considered. During boiling, the 1, 

energy equation is replaced by CLAUSIUS-CLAPEYRON's equation. 
This set is to be completed by a. number of "phenomenological 
equationsn, such as relationships between shear stresses and ve
locity components (STOKES), energy and temperature (FOURIER), 
the n state equations, etc. For multiphase flow, new terms must 
be added which consider:the inter-phase exchange of the above 
quantities. It is precisely stated where such relationships 
should best be introduced in order to furnish, e.g.1 simultane
ous informations on volumetric fractions, on velocity fields 
(slip), and on pressure drop. All these phenomena are out
growing from a single process; separate correlations for each 
of them risk to be contradictory. 

Moreover, the consistent equation sets for subcases such as 
unidirectional, threedimensional, incompressible, compressible, 
isothermal, non-isothermal, ideal, and viscous n-phase flows 
are presented. The more restrictive is the case considered~ the 
less equations and variables are needed to form a consistent 
system. Pure kinematic considerations (based on mass conserva
tion alone) prove to be never successful. 

. I.· 
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1. General 

It is a staggering fact that there is no distinctness in 
the bibliography on such a relatively simple matter as is the 
question about the necessary and sufficient number of e~1ations 
and variables to describe multiphase gas-liquid flow. 

Indeed, most, if not all, relevant papers which deal with 
establishing conservation laws finally give unequal numbers of 
equations and dependent variables. Such systems have frequent
ly been programmed for computer solution, and. it was always 
claimed that solutions have been obtained which even agreed 
well with experimental data. 

A critical reviewer must ask himself what had truly hap~en
ed ·in such cases. If a system of partial differential equations 
is 9rogrammed which is not strictly consistent, in particular 
concerning equal number of equations and unknown variables, 
the independence of the equations established, and the right 
number and kind of initial and boundary co·ndi tions, then the 
computer will unavoidably strike because of lacks or contra
dictions of informations. 

There are several methods of attempt to describe multiphase 
flow, mostly two-phase flow. We will not consider here ~urely 
empirical or statistical correlations based on experimental d&
ta from a particular design, without regard at underlying J1hy

sical legitjmacies. They do in general not provide physical 
insight nor are they applicable outside the parameter domain 
from where they were obtained. It is but not contested that, 
in a restricted sense and as a supplement to conservation laws, 

6 • .) 
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certain hypothetical relationships (e.g. PRA~IDTL's mixing 
length theory) fully keep their importance and usefulness. 

We will also not deal with "transfer function formulations 11
• 

This kind of approach is meaningful only in the case of simple 
linear, space-independent, transient res~onses of transfer de----.--
vices. The pertaining linear equations can be LP.PL.Acg-trans-
formed. The resulting algebraic equation system in the fre
quency domain provides more lucidity, since it gives the out
put as the simple product "input times transfer function". It 
is but clear that, before knowing the internal physical struc
ture of the "black box", one can never begin with some thing 
which is only a mathematical transform of what should first be 
expressed by physical equations. 

The following explanations concern thus the approach by 
the conservation laws. This is the only rigorous method and 
would give rigorous solutions, provided that all necessary de
tail informations would be available. The latter one is, till 
now, unfortunately not always the case for multiphase flow, as 
we shall see. 

We do not like to call a rigorous conservation formulation 
a 11correlation" nor its possible results a "prediction,:, as 
it is the usage e.g. of ZUBER [1] [2]. These two terms should 
rather be reserved to methods essentially based on hypotheses.*) 

*) It is emphasized that pure mathematical recastings of con
servation laws, e.g. into the form of."kinematic waves" or 
whatever, without additional hypotheses, do not change the ori
ginal rigorous character of formulation. 

6.~ 
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2. Single phase flow 

In order to keep lucidity, we explain first the case of 
ordinary single phase flow. The most general case is that of 
fUllythreedimensionai,viscous, compressible, non-isothermal 
fl..Ow. 

The conservation of mass requires 

ap . .... at+ div(Pv) = o. ( 2.1) 

This is one (scalar) equation for the four unknown variables 
p (density) and -:; (three velocity components). 'Hence, ( 2.1 • ) 
is not solvable separately, but must be completed by other 
equations, whatever initial and boundary conditions are given. 

For incompressible flow (p =constant), eq. (2.1) reduces 
to 

-+ div v = o. (2.2) 

-+ This is once more only one equation for three variables v, 
hence not solvable separately. 

Both equations (2.1) and (2.2) hold for isothermal as well 
as for non-isothermal flow, and for both "ideal" (EULER's case) 
and viscous flows. 

2.2. Momentum conservation ---------------------
We now consider the momentum balance, called NAVIER-STOKES' 

equation (cf. [3]): 
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-+ Dv 
p Dt = 

-+ 

- grad p - Div.IT¢ + F (2.3) 

-+ 
F is a S!Y~~ external force field such as the gravity field 

-+ -+ 
(where F = pg), leading to a net momentum production~ 

-+ 

IT* is the stress tensor whose diagonal elements are already 
diminished by the scalar pressure p, thus 

-+ -+ -+ 

= IT-pI (I= unit tensor) (2.4) 

and 
-+ -+ 

Div" IT* = Div•fl- grad p. (2.5) 

The (non-commutative) operator "Div" means the tensor diver
gence which contracts a second order tensor to a vector 
( cf. [4]). 

~~~ J Through ~roKEs•· i~.i~~·tion ~~! ,.C2f_lamina motion 5 

· PJ l - (
av(J· ) av 1 )) = JJ. ai - + \ t - JJ.' OJ t di v ;; I . 8j 1. 

j,l = x,y,z 

( 2.6) 

-+ 

the shear stress components PJL of IT* are expressed by the 
-+ 

velocity components v(x)' v(y)' v(z) of v. JJ. is the dynamic 

6 ·.5 • 

viscosity, and JJ.' is the so -called second viscosity parameter, 
which can - for monoatomic gases at least - be specified to 

2 **) . - 3 JJ. • OJt is the KRONECKER sym~ol (= 0 if j~l; =1 if j=l). 

•) This usual formulation is correct for a homogeneous fluid. 
In the case of heterogeneous (mixture) flow, it must be comple
ted by a term expressing interphase momentum transfers, as ex
plained in [3] and discussed also in the subsequent chapter 
3.2 of multiphase flow. 

**)both JJ. and JJ.' may still depend on all dependent variables 
appearing in the system, but in a known manner. 
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For turbulent f'low, the "virtual viscosity" or "exchange 
quantity" A is in general much greater than the laminar vis
cosity IJ., but is, in contrast to that one, no material pro
perty. According to PRANDTL's mixing length theory, till now 
developed only f'or a "plane" main f'low (in x-direction~ say), 
it is 

A = plslldV[X)I 
i. dy ' 

(2.7) 

where 1 is the mixing length, a determinable quantity in prin
ciple. The bar means a time average over the main motion. 
With statements like (2.7), new tensor eomponents PJL,turb 
are created which by f'ar outweigh the laminar elements (2.6). 

Of' course_, we cannot go into such known details of' methods 
to compute turbulent f'low. What should be demonstrated is ra
ther the structure of' necessary complements to the conserva
tion equations. 

Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) are typical examples of' "correlations" 
which do not anticipate or substitute assertions of' the con
servation laws themselves, but indeed complete them. It is 
only this type of' correlations which is legitimate and does 
not risk to become contradictory. On the other hand, hypothe
ses of' this kind cannot be proved, but only be verif'ied by 
experiments. In general, they are valid f'or a certain class 
of' f'low regimes only (laminar, turbulent, e.g.). They are, in 
contrast to the conservat.ion laws, subject to criticisms, im
provements, and, possibly, rejection, 

... 
To illustrate dif'terent cases, no is identically zero f'or 

unviscid (ideal) flow, lead~ng to the well-known EULER equa
tion. For. laminar f'low, the tensor elements are proportional 
to the f'irst power of' velocity derivatives; f'or turbulent 
flow, they are essentially proportional to the sauare of' those 
derivatives, leading f'inally to entirely different drags and 
pressure drops. 
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-+ 
In any case, the tensor IT* may now be considered to be 

known or represented without recourse to new variables. 

Equation (2.3), a vector equation, increases the number 
of available (scalar) equations by three, hence up to four, 
whereas the number or unknown function increases only by one, 
namely by the pressure p. 

As the NAVIER-STOKES equation (2.3) is valid for compres
sible as well as for incompressible flow - with only vanishing 
div ~ in the auxiliary eq. (2.6) - the total number of un-

-+ known functions is now five, namely p, v, and p, for compres-
sible flow, but only four (~ and p) for incompressible flow. 

The important result is that for incompressible flow the 
number of equations and variables has become equal. In this 
case, the equation set is already consistent and solvable. No 
further equation must still be considered, provided that ~ is 
temperature.:.independent (isothermal ca.se). 

However, the simple counting shows that for compressible 
flow the system is not yet complete. The variations or pres
sure p and density p generate changes in temperature T accord
ing to the "thermal state equation" of thermodynamics: 

r(p, p, T) = o • (2.8) 

It has a well-known simple form for·ideal gases, but for other 
substances it assumes more complex looks. This shows that al
so (2.8) is an empirical law which may be subsumed in our 
correlation-type equations. 
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Now we have increased the number of equations by one, but 
that of variables also by one, namely by the temperature T. 
The system is thus once more not complete. 

If the variation of state is isothermal (a limit case in 
thermodynamics), T is no variable. In this case, the state 
equation provides a relationship between p and p, T being a 
simple number. We then have just the five equations (2.1), 
(2.3), and (2.8) for the five variables p, :;, and p, so that 
no further equation is needed. 

For the non-isothermal case, we must pursue the procedure. 
The energy balance may be considered in the form (see [3]): 

.... 
p ~~ = - p di v :; - IT*: Grad ; + di v ~E + "E *) (2.9) 

&ere, u is the specific inter.nal energy (per mass unit). 
n*:Grad ~is the dissipation ~erm which signifies the inter-· 
nal heat gain from friction. n* is the same stress tensor as 
in the momentum balance, and ~: n means the double scalar pro
duct between the two tensors. IT* and Grad ;. The term is iden
tical with ~-~.~, where t%1 is the ndissipation function" given e.g. 
in [5 )[6];i but o~r notation .is more general because it (loes 
not yet specify IT*. 

The term div \ accounts for energy transfer other· than . 
convective. This is described by a further nphenomenological 
equation" 

~ =-
I 

A..grad T, (2.10) 

*) It may be anticipate9:.. that, similarly to the momentum equa
tion (2.3), the tensor IT* applies well for a homogeneous fluid. 
In the case of heterogeneous (mixture) flow, it must be com
pleted in the·same manner as.there (see chapter 3.4). 
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according to FOUI~Tb""'R. If necessary, the "conduction" term 
may be completed by a radiative transfer term involving T4 • 

The heat conductivity 'l\. is introduced as a material. property 
which may, like ~' depend on the other variables. Relation
ship (2.10), as a "hypothesis", is, like the other ilcu.rre
lation equations", subject to criticisms and improvements. 

oE is a S"~Y~!: volumetric energy source term, induced by 
external actions (magnetic e.g.). In the case of ordinary 
heating from walls, it is zero; the supply is considered by 
the boundary conditions only. 

Finally, we must reduce the specific internal energy u to 
other known variables. To this end we consider the caloric 
state equution u = u(T, p), or 

Du 
Dt = (

au) DT + (au) ~ 
aT p Dt ap T Dt 

-------

• (2.11) 

The first coefficient in parenthesis is the specific heat 
at constant volume (or density) c ~ The other coefficient, v . 
( au/ap)T is zero for ideal gases ( GAY-LUSSAC). 

In the general case, we substitute (2.10) and (2.11) into 
( 2. 9) to obtain 

p cv ~~ + [p - p2 (~)T] div ~ =- ff*:Grad v- div(A grad T) +OE 

(2.12) 

where Dp/Dt has been replaced by/-p·div ;(continuity equation). 

As a result of the second law of thermodynamics, for sub
stances of arbitrary thermal state equation, one gets the re
lationship 

P _ Ps(au) 
ap T = T(aP) 

aT P 
( 2.13) 
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so that the energy equation assumes the convenient form 

-+ 
v - div (A. grad T) + oE • 

(2.14) 

All three coefficients cv' (op/aT):: and A. are known func
tions of the other variables and may therefore not separately 
be counted. 

Now, our general counting off gives the six equations (2.1), 
(2.3), (2.8), and (2.14) for the six unknown variables p, :-;, 
p, and T as functions of position and time, with appropriate 
initial and boundary conditions. The system has finally be
come complete. 

The essential point which should have been demonstrated is 
that the conservation laws must be completed by a certain num
ber of equations of "correlation type". The art to establish 
those ones is just the challenge for the physicist. Only a 
comb-ination of "inductive laws" with conservation laws can pro
vide ways to"solution. This situation gives a very instructive 
insight in what should be done when treating now multiphase 
flow. 

*)This coefficient follows of course from the "thermal" state 
equation (2.8). 
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3. Multiphase flow 

The reasonings explained so far are all well known. The 
situation for multiphase flow is partly very similar, but not 
everywhere. 

We c·onsider at once flows with changes of phase, due to 
physical reasons. Hence, neither mass, nor accompanying momen
tum nor energy of a single phase are conserved. Only the sum 

. 
6 .. 5 

of the respective source terms over all phases is possibly zero. 

BI~TWAARD, STAUB, and ZUBER state in their report [2] that, 
with exception of one paper [7]~)none of the hitherto published 
analyses of two-phase flow considers more than one continuity 
equation, whereas, for n phases, indeed n continuity equations 
exist, one for each phase. 

This remark is fUndamental. We shall see in what follows 
that attempts to investigate multiphase flow with only one con
tinuity equation are necessarily fordoomed to sterility. But 
the authors only saw part of the real situation. 

For n phases, there are not only n mass conservation equa
tions, but also n momentum conservation equations.For the ener
gy, we snall apply only one equation. This is a consequence 
of the model we must adopt, and must be explained carefully 
later on. With phases changes, each single equation contains a 
source term. When summing up each set of n equations (over all 
phases), the result is the respective conservation law for the 
mixture, considered as a single fluid. Hence, one has always 
just n independent equations, wherea.s the (n+1 )th equation 
follows from them. One can, at choice, utilize either the 

*) In [7] no source terms are considered. Phase changes are 
therefore excluded. 
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n phase-pertaining equations, or that of the mixture plus 
n-1 phase equations. 

It follows from this procedure of summing up the phase con

servation equations 1~~!!! a~ 1~~!!!· that the correct "averaging 
law" to construct the respective term for the mixture can d:i-
.. ' rectly be read from the phase conservation formulation. 

This shall briefly be demonstrated for the phase continuity 
equations, but for more details we must refer to [3], where 
these problems are explained more systematically. 

In order to apply a field theory, i.e. a local and conti
nuous description, one must indeed first conceive a "model". 
The model requires that each variable and each quantity in
volved has a distinct value at each position-time point in or
der to be differentiable. If one has n phases, this means that 
each of the phases is present simultaneously in that (infini
tesimally small) point with all its properties, its velocity, 
its density, and so on. 

The conceptual difficulty appears already in thermodynamics 
where certain properties, like the temperature, are generated 
only through the simultaneous presence and behaviour of a mul
tiplicity of particles. The representative elementary volume 
must, on one side, be small enough to enable differentiation 
operations, but, on the other side, be large enough to warrant 
a statistical average over sufficiently many particles. Be~ 
cause the number of freely moving particles per cm3 is in ge
neral extremely high, it is not too difficult to obtain such 
a system, which is called a ttthermodynamical system". 

When transposing this conception to multiphase flow, it is 
~pparent that the limits of the model validity are much ear
lier reached than in thermodynamics. Very often, the single
phase "particles", i.e. bubbles or droplets, are by no means 
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microscopically small. Then the elementary volume, a~- necessary 
notion for a field theory treatment, contains either phase L 
only, or phase 2 only, etc. All multiphase phenomena are re
ferred to produce themselves at the interfaces between the 
phase-uniform subvolumes. Though this is certainly the true 
mechanism, the conception is appalling, because no mathemati
cal attack is imaginable. 

It is for this reason that, in spite of its apparent draw
backs and limitations, the '.'complete-mixing model", as it has 
~een called in [3], is investigated in what follows. All attempts 
which adopt the existence of a contin~~us local void fraction 
ex have a priori accepted this model. 

After this excursion upon the underlying philosophy, the 
phase mass balances can now be formulatedo 

Instead of a unique density p, we have, within the consi
dered elementary volume, a number of n partial densities pl 

. tvNJ.41(i = 1, ••• , n). They are not the true densities/PL of there
-M1" .! jspective phases - those ones would be the masses ML. divided by 
)h~ '~ the volumes vl occupied by the respective phase alone - but 
~ r~A&- the ML per total volume V (of all phases together). The pl are 
IV''/'./:'. 
iJ. 1~-. ~ :).(. exactly the partial densities usually applied in physical che
,-

mistry. As 
density. 

n 

a consequence, ~<pl = p, the total (or mixture) 

*)A further difficulty which becomes apparent if the complete
mixing-model would be rejected, is the non-existence of a 
steady state behaviour (that is indeed the case for bubble mo
tion). Only the model is/susceptible of a pseudo-stationary 
state. 
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The ratio of phase volume to total volume, vt;v, may be 
called aL; in particular, the volumetric gas concentration 
Vgas;v is the usual local void fraction a (without index) in 
two-phase flow. 

It follows that 

PL = aL Pl.' (3 .1) 

and 

n 

p = ~ alpt , 
:1 

(3.2) 

a well-known formula to calculate the mixture density p from 
the true phase densities Pt• 

~Similarly top~ of eq. (1), which is the total mass current 
density, we must establish a partial mass current density 
( p-;) t • As the true mass current density is ( p~ t = Pl VL, we 
must, as above, multiply by aL: 

If we call the phaselmass sourceterms o~, we obtain by com
parison with eq. (2.1) the phase mass conservation eqpations: 

= i = t, ••• ,n.. 

(3.4) 

\" When summing over all i up to n,,eq. (2.1) is found again 
since 

6.5 
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Eqs. (3.4) have o~ten appeared in the literature. 

The interesting point is however to ~ount the available 
equctions and variables. We distinguish once more the incom
pressible case (all Pt = constant) and the compressible case 
(the Pt are functions o~ posj_tion and time). 

Also i~ each phase, separately regarde~,were incompressible 

but the phase densities unequal, the mixture would neverthe
less behave compressibly. This results ~rom eq. (3.2), where p 
is never constant, since the ext are variable. Thus, multiphase 
~low, with not identically constant volumetric concentrations, 
is always "compressible". 

With n>1 phases *: the n equations (3.4) contain the 5n va
riables ext, pt, and ;t (the latter one, as a vector, counting 
three ~old) in the general compressible case, or the 4n va-

• -+' 
riables exL and Vt in the incompressible case. 

In the ~requently considered unidirectional case, where 
the Vt. are scalers, the number o~ variables reduces to 3n, or 
to 2n, Pesp. 

We may however not ~orget that one has always the additio
nal condition 

• (3.6) 

Thus, continuity is expressed by the n+1 equations (3.4) 
and (3.6), containing 5n, or 4n, variables, resp. These num
bers are unequal ~or all n~2. The equc.,tion set is, just as 

~or single-phase ~low, not complete and not solvable separately. 

*) . 
· For n = 1, namely single-phase ~low, ex is unity and no lon-
ger variable. In order to not confuse our counting, this case, 
already treated in the preceding chapter, is excluded here. 
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It is therefore .useless to recast the system of continuity 
equations without adding further informations. Such a pro
cedure will never allow a solution or, as has been claimed, 
a "prediction" of ex. 

An important remark is necessary concernin the sourc~, 

~~~~I~~ in the frame of continuity, arbi~rary, ex
cept for condition · 3.5 • They are therefore~ot -~·OU'nted." as"" 
v;M:a"bi;;:~;;;-th~ amourit of mass exchanges is steered by 
energy processes - we disregard here chemical changes and po
tentials, leading too far -, we shall but see later on t~~t 
the ~ can and must be calculated from an energy balance. 

According to the pattern of single phase flow treatment, 
we proceed now to .the momentum balances. 

' 
Again, as already mentioned above, we have n vectorial - ·· · 

equations, corresponding to 3n scalar equations, ~ fo~~-aeh~ A'J·_.~, 
phase. ycJ~ ~ . ---~~ J~f~~" 

~··I ,. r .. jJ~o-,v r w.;· ft . ./" 
:·'·"we qse them in the notation of [3}, namely /('17), ;'!ANv- . .-;[ .. ···• 

- ,. 11.1 1.. / !Y' I ...... . 

. ·.·, ,<::' 8~ = - grad ~ - Div·if•t · + Ft + <!hl 1 = 1 .~:n 

. ,> I . 

() 

·· . • 1., (3.7) 

1 
where pt is defined by ( 3.1 ) , and p by ( 3. 2) *). The "partial 

(velocities" ~ are 

with 
-+ 
v (mixture velocity) • (3.8) 

*)The mixture density p appears because·the substantial dif-
-+ 

ferential operator D/Dt refers to the center of mass velocity v 
of the mixture. ·, 
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The i xt are the mass fractions Mt /M (not ma.ss [floW Irate frac

tions). Thus, by dividing through the volume V, 

XL ~ ext Pt ext Pt 
/ i ~ , • • • , n = = = = p p n L exkpk 

(3.9) 

k=1 

so that t1-
l----' li -+t ext PL -+ 

v = --vt i 
I p 3.10) 

is expressed by known quanti ties and the ''true" phase velo
-+ 

city vt. 

There are not n phase pressures Pt, because it is not con

ueivable to have different (true) pr~ssures .at a single posi
n 

tion. Nevertheless, partial pressures pl =alp with ~•Pt = p 

may be used (cf. DALTON's law). This yields .but also onl_y one. 
new variable. 

The stress t~or~is sometimes combined ~th the pressure 

C} ~to the tensor\l!J(see eq. (2.4)). Hence, also IT* must be equal 
/ for all phases, a typical conseq,'l!~l1.9_~_Q;t: __ th~ ___ Q.Qmp.lete-mixing 

0 
m-odel~--Wh~n·--~~~i~i~i--~~~---(2~6)- or modifications like eq. (2. 7) 

to construct its elements>PJ t, it is probably best to use the 
-+ 

mixture (center of mass-) -~l.?;i;i.v, defined by eq. (3.8). 
This problem is not yet entirely cleared up, in particular be

cause viscosities or "turbulent exchange quantities" A of the 
mixture (with its continuously changing composition) should be 

introduced. Rules to compute mixture viscosities ~re ~iven in 
[8], licabilill in~-;;rt~;-~ase ~ee·d; f~-
ther verification~ 
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The source term F'L, due to external force fields, is equal 
to pLg in the case of gravitation. 

We now come to the most interesting term, namely that of 
momentum exchange between different phases. According to our 
general notation, we expect for phase i a (vectorial) source 
term ~which is itself composed by the contributions from 
all other phases k I i. 

The existence of such cross-terms is incontestable. But in 
. ~ . 

contrast to the /in-phase viscosity term - Div· n, we do, on r.e-
flection, not expect that they contain any material property 
like: ~t. This one is characteristic for in~phase friction, 

~ but op abstracts just from that phenomenon which is already 
considered .• We expect rather a dependence on the phase velo-

. -+ -+ -+ -+ ( ) cities vL and vk and a zero value for Vt = vk no phase sl:l.p • .; 

A look on the momentum equation for mixture flow, as pre
sented in [3], shows that. such terms do already exist in the 
form 

i = 1, ••• ,n (3.11) 

with the "mass diffusion current density"\ Jt defined by 

= 
L -+ -+ p (vt-v) i = 1, ••• ,n • (3.12) 

lvLJ\ means the dyadic product which is, in this particular 
case, commutative (in general, dyadic products are not commu
tative). 

/It 

phase 
it in 

' 

is rather obvious to call the tensor\.V?'tJL an "inter-
momentum diffusion current density". Th!s diction ranges 

-+ parallel with the more familiar tensor n which is an 
"in-phase momentum current density" (due to pressure and vis
cous forces). Indeed, the sum over all phases gives not zero: 
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(3.13) 

unless Vt = v (no slip), as shown in [3]. The source termino
logy with a~ is, by this reason, misplaced. It is better to 
write j 

DVL 
p Dt 

~~ 

= - grad(exLp) - Div• (ext TI='.; + V'tJt) + pt" 

i = 1, ••• ,n 

and the sum gives 

n-v 
p Dt 

--+ n 

= - grad p - Div•(lf• + ~'ii\Jt) + F" 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

which is the complete equation for mixture flow, instead of 
(2.3). 

Mathematical recasting gives also a "local" (instead of the 
"substantial") f'ormula ti on 

--+ --+ a ( t --+ ) v at ex Pt Vt = 
? 

Di v • [ext ( TI*+pl+pt Vt Vt ) ] + FL l. i = 1, ••• ,n 

( 

with the sum 

= ( 3 .17) 

which may sometimes appear to be more clearly arranged. Eq.(3.17) 
is f'ound in the literature [9] f'or ideal f'low (ff* - o), but 
never eqs. (3.16) separately. 
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The multiphase flow momentum transfer is diminished or in
creased with respect to that of single-phase flow, according 
to whether expression (3.13) is negative or positive. 

\Vhen establishing eqs. (3.14) or (3.16), it was not neces
sary to introduce a new hypothesis or "correlation", apart 
fro~ the difficulty to define the'elements PJl of ff• reasonably 
for the mixture. This is a quite noteworthy result in view of 
what follows. 

Vfuen counting up the equations and variables, we find the 
4n+1 equations (3.4), (3.6), and (3.16) for the 5n+1 variables 
at, pt, ;L, and p:'For incompressible flow (pt =constant), 
the number of variables reduces to 4n+1 so that the system is 
complete, just as for single-phase flow~ Hence, for multiphase 
flow, the three interesting quantities "volumetric concentra
tions", "slip ratio", and "pressure drop" are a net and ~!!!1'9-1-

~~~~~'9-~ result of the already established equation system. 
Every additional correlation makes the system either overde
termined or must eliminate one of the conservation equations. , 

If one applies at the same time empirical "correlations" for 
each one of the above quantities, it is practically sure that 
they become contradictory, because, by rights, they do all out
grow from the same process. 

On the other hand, it is hardly comprehensible how one can 
claim to solve a two-phase flow system'if only one conservation 
equation of each kind is considered [9], the system being de
finitively underdetermined. · 

I 

The rest of this investigation. is also quite analog to 
the procedure for single-phase flow. 
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For compressible flow, we first need relHtionships between 
densities pt, unique pressure p, and unique temperature T. 

·To have different phase temperatures Tt at a single position 
is equally impossible as to have several pressures Pt within 
the frame of the complete-mixing-model*). \ . 

The thermal state equations are of course different f'ol"' 
each homogeneous phase, thus 

i = 1, ••• ,n. (3.18) 

If T is a variable (non-isothermal case), we now have 
5n+1 equations and 5n~2 variables**). In the isothermal case, 
the system has however become complete. 

The "complete-mixing-model" led to some conceptual trouble 
yet in the momentum balance, in particular as concerns the 
co-existence of several velocity fields. Nevertheless, only 
unique pressure and temperature fields could be introduced la
ter on. 

*) We may not suppress that in reality just pressure and 
. temperature differences between phases are responsible for 
~bubble growth or collapse, as well as for drop evaporation or 
fliquid condensation on it. 

**) For unidirectional flow, these numbers reduce to 3n+1 and 
3n+2, resp. , 
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Additional difficulties appear in the energy balance. Here 
we must distinguish between multicomponent and two-phase flow*). 
In the former case which is not treated in this paper, the 
components may simultaneously exist for each couple (p,T)**), 
whereas two phases of a single com-ponent pertain to "saturation 
couples" (p,T) only. 

In the multicomponent case, there are no mass exchanges 
o~ if chemical reactions are excluded. On the other hand, for 
two-phase flow with mass exchanges, there is necessarily are
lationship between p and T throughout the field with non-vanish
ing a or 1-a. 

This relationship is CLAUSIUS-CL .. A..PEYRON' s equation 

= dp (1 1 ) 
T dT Pv - Pl (3.19) 

which determines the "steam pressure curve 11 ,by means of the 
known latent evaporation heat;(enthalpy) hlv• Its numerical va
lues as well as the pertaining vapor and liquid densities p - . - v 
and p1 , resp. ·, may be read from tables. 

It is admitted that the true boiling or condensation mecha
nism is much more complex insofar as deviations from the sa
turation couples (p,T) do indeed occur in the flow. Then one 
has but either liquid or vapor, i.e. drops or bubbles, in con
tradiction to our "complet.e-mixing-model". The overall validity 

*) Apart from the triple point,. only two phases of a single 

component are co-existent according tojGIBBS~ phase rule. 

**) In this case, one needs indeed n energy equ&tions, but the 

system becomes finally also complete because relationships bet
ween phase- and total energies must be used. 
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of (3.19) is thus·a consequence of the model. Phenomena of 
under- or overheating as well as under- or overpressure are 
beyond the applicability of the model. This demonstrates most 
insistently the limitations of the theory and the difriculties 
one would encounter when trying to describe e.g. "subcooled 
boiling". 

We ascertain that eq. ( 3.19) renders our equation system 
indeed complete, the numbers of equations and variables being 
now 5n+2, each. 1 A proper energy equation is seemingly not ne
cessary to be considered. 

Outside the b?~!.l~~~-,:;~~, the single-phase-flow_ energy 
balance is sufficiently well described by eq. ( 2.1-4). As soon 
as, due to heat supply along the flow, the saturation tempera
ture to the existing pressure is reached, an equation of this 
type would no longer be usefUl, because it degenerates due to 
cv ...,. oo \and DT/Dt ...,. o. J 

Just at this stag~, the equation system must discontinuous
ly be switched to the system for two-phase flow, considering 
appropriate connecting conditions. A possible foregoing sub
cooled boiling cannot be taken into account. 

The incompressible case - where both Pv and p1 are strictly 
constant- leads, according to (3.18) and (3.19), to a con
stant pressure p, which is in contrast to the requirements 

I 

or the momentum balance. Thus, when treating an incompressible 
two-phase flow with continuity and momentum equations alone, 
the CLAUSIUS-CLAPEYRON equation will always, at least slightly, 
be violated. It must in any case be verified, if such a neg
lection may be tolerated; if not, the compressible treatment 
is recommended. 
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There is but still a gap in our system, ~or we do not yet 
know the mass exchange terms o~. It is obvious that the local 

v 
vapor production rate ~ is determined by the heat supply in 

this point. In .. ~!.~-~~-~~~.E.o~_g~~-?-~-~d ... ~.,!,~~-~~
metric sources, but enters into the system ~rom the walls. In 
~·- ~-·~ "'-"'"'' ... ""';;~.· -~··, ~· I' "'---~·""'"'"'"".....-o·--~-;-.·::~-.:·::-.;"•···-·-·---·~- ,_~'"""'"'"",-"•'>·' .~-"'~""'-"' . -~-~ -~··-"-- . _ ......... ~~ .. ----................. ~ ... . 

order to trace its course to any ~ield point, indeed the ener-
gy equation should be solved which considers the convective 
transport as well as the conductive and radiative transport ~ 

Though the convective transport may be described to some 
extent, including exchanges between the di~~erent energy ~arms 
(see [3]), the conductive heat trans~er may not, in the ~rame 
o~ the complete-mixing-model, ~or two reasons: because o~ the 
su~pression o~ local temperature di~~erences between phases/ 
and because o~ non-distinction o~ the very di~~erent heat 
conductivities o~ individual phases. 

As a consequence, every result giving the net local enthalpy 
gain a(p~)/at per volume unit (~rom both external supply and 
dissipation) would remain questionable. In view o~ the ~act 
that the determination o~ the mass sources o~ is outside the 
already completed equation system, approximations ~or them do 
not a~~ect the overall compatibility. 

Thus we choose, ~or convenience, the simple relationship 

q~ 
(3.20) 

where q is a S~Y~~ heat source per unit volume and time. Energy 
gain ~rom dissipation is neglected. 

I~ one has a pipe ~low in z-direction, the heat supply 
Q(z,t) per unit length is generally known. Then q(z,t) = 

Q(z,t)/A, where A is the pipe cross sectional area; and the 
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radial distribution is assumed to be uniform. It is admitted 
that, with rather high velocities, the heat arrives in the 
center line at other positions z than it had been introduced 
at the wall. This error is but probably not worse than the 
neglection of the latent heat transported by bubbles which 

originate at i the wall and recondensate part,iallY towards the 
· center line, as in the non-treatable subcooled boiling ... , 
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4. Recauitulation 

The necessary and sufficient numbers of equations and va
riables are compiled here in form of a table. 

It may be repeated that the statements are valid only for 

~!2:Eh~~~ flow, not for ~~2:£2illE2~~~~-flow, as concerns the 
energy equation. A non-isothermal more-component flow is but 
so unusual that nearly always the equation sets for isothermal 
compressible, or even incompressible flow may be used. 

Ideal and viscous flows ~esent no differences as concerns 
the number of equations and variables; some equations are how
ever greatly simplified if the viscosity iJ. is zero. 

In many cases, the equation set may look too complex even 
for computer solutions. Together with all auxiliary equations 
and boundary conditions, it presents however at least a corn= 
plete compilation of all involved qu:.:.:.ntities so 'that a solid 
basis for dimensional analysis is given. 



\.0 
(\J 

a) 

b) 

equations variables 

single-phase f'low number addresses (chapt.2) number names 

incompressible, isothermal, unidirectional 2 2,3 2 v,p 
II II 4 2,3(3x) 4 

-+ 

' ' 
threedirectional v,p 

compressible, II unidirectional 3 1 '3, 8 3 v,p,p 
' 

II II 5 1,3(3x),8 5 
-+ 

' ' 
threedirectional v,p,p 

" ,non-isothermal, unidirectional 4 1,3,8,14 4 v,p,p,T 
6 1,3(3x),8,14 6 

-+ 
" " II three directional v,p,p,T 

' ' 

equations variables 

two-phase f'low number addresses (chavt.3) number names 

incompressible, isothermal, unidirectional 4 4(2x),16(2x) *) 4 ex,v1 ,v ,p (e) 

II II threedirectional 8 4(2x),16(6x) 8 
-+ -+v 

' ' 
ex,v1 ,vv,p 

compressible, " unidirectional 6 4(2x),16(2x),18(2x) 6 ex' v 1 'v v' P ' P1 ' P v ' 
II II threedirectional 10 4(2x),16(6x),18(2x) 10 -+ -+ 

' ' ex' v 1 'v v' P ' pl ' Pv 
II ,non-isothermal, unidirectional 7 4(2x),16(2x),18(2x),19 7 ex,vl,vv,p,pl,pv,T 
II " II threedirectional 1 1 4(2x),16(6x),18(2x),19 1 1 -+ -+ 

' ' a, vi' vv,p' Pl' Pv' T 

*)eq. (3.6), giving al = 1-q, no longer counted 

'J'able 1. The consistent equation sets f'or dif'f'erent cases of' single-phase and two-1Jh=:se f'low 
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PREDICTION OF THE ONSET OF SYSTEM-INDUCED 
INSTABILITIES IN SUBCOO~D BOILING 

John S. Maulbetsch 
Peter Griffith 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U. S. A. 

ABSTRACT 

A recent publication by Maulbetsch and Griffith proposed a model for 
predicting the onset of system-induced flow oscilla~ions in forced-convec
tion flows with subcooled boiling. In this model, the energy storage 
mechanisms were the inertia of the flow in the boiling channel and up
stream system compressibility. The study was restricted to the flow of 
water in small channels ( <. 11 .250 I .D.), high length-to-diameter ratios 
(25-200), moderate temperature and pressure (Ti -:: 70°F; , Pex < 60 psia), 
and primarily directed toward subcooled, local boiling, (hex< hsat liq). 

This paper presents the detailed application of this .model to a mass 
of data from the open literature. The computational procedure, starting 
from physical quantities normally available to a system designer, is 
out lined in detai 1. The predicted points of incipient instability are 
then compared with published data. The procedure is applied to the data 
of Aladiev ~ !1·, Lowdermilk et !1·, Stenning and Veziroglu, and others, 
and generally good agreement is indicated. Finally, the limits of appli• 
cability of this model are discussed in detail with reference to stability 
investigations which are shown to be dominated by other mechanisms. 

7 



INTRODUCTION 

The problem of predicting the onset of unstable behavior in boiling 
heat transfer systems has long been of concern to system designers. This 
is particularly true as outp~t levels in power generation equipment are 
pushed higher and higher, and 11burnout" in the cooling system becomes 
the upper limit of system operation. When burnout data from the litera
ture is used to determine the safe operating limit of a proposed systems, 
two questions arise. First, will an instability peculiar to the actual 
system intervene and prevent operatfon at the proposed design point; and, 
second, was the test loop on which the burnout data was obtained itself 
stable? 

The problem of hydrodynamically unstable behavior in flows with 
heat addition has received a great deal of attention in the last twenty 
years. This end result, however, has been a rather confused picture 
and a number of contradictory conclusions. This is largely due to the 
fact that there are a great variety of mechanisms which can ~ead to 
unstable behavior. As this was not always recognized by earlier investi
gators, analyses or criteria geared to one mechanism were erroneously 
applied to systems in which an entirely different mode of behavior was 
dominant. In addition, experimental set-ups designed to investigate a 
particular type of instability would often go unstable for reasons quite 
unforseen by the experimenters. This, coupled with fact that for many 
years the number of theories exceeded the number of data points, led to 
the rather unsettled state of the art which presently exists. 

In this study, attention will be focused on one particular mechanism, 
to the exclusion of all others, for the onset of instability in a forced
convection system. Whereas this will not provide a complete solution to 
the boiling stability problem, it is felt that the limits of applicability 
can be sufficiently well defined so that useful design information can be 
provided for application to enough systems to be of general interest. 

MODEL ~ ANALYSIS 

Examination of previous analytical works indicates that attempts to 
describe mathematically the internal details of the transient flow in the 
heated section result in formulations which are so complex that it is 
nearly impossible to glean any useful design information from the final 
results. Therefore, it was decided to utilize a linearized, lumped
parameter method of analysis which, in its simplest form, consists of 
viewing the heated section as a single element with associated inertia, 
capacitance, and friction determined from steady-state measurements and 
investigating its behavior when subjected to various boundary conditions 
which are sufficient to characterize any external system encountered in a 
real situation. It is intended that the degree of complexity of the 
formulation will be limited to that necessary to describe the essential 
elements of the observed behavior. 

The details of the formulation of the model and the mathematics 
leading to the essential results were set out in some detail in a 
previous paper (!),and will be reviewed but briefly here. The model 

,. 

... 
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chosen for analysis is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The two energy 
storage mechanisms are the inertia of the test section flow and the 
upstream compressible volume. The particular mechanism of upstream 
compressibility was selected because it is alw~ys present to some degree 
in any real system. 

The essential elements of the modelling procedure are the following: 

1. A lumped-parameter model.will be used. 

2. The external system is characterized by the inlet and exit pres
sure imposed on the heat exchangers. The exit pressure is considered 
constant, while the inlet pressure varies as an arbitrary function of the 
total flow rate; i.e., Pin= pi (Q). (For instance, a constant flow 

n c\Pi 
delivery ·~~~:m is characterized by c\Qn = -oo; a constant pressure drop 

system by ~ = 0.) 
3. The energy storage mechanism is assumed to be that of a compres

sible volume upstream of the test section. 

4. The pressure drop across the heat exchanger, Ap1(Q1) includes, 
as in the treatment of the excursive instability, all of the steady-state 
pressure drops between the compressible volume and the downstream, con
stant pressure plenum; i.e., the heated section as well as any piping, 
valves, sudden expansions and contractions, etc. It is assumed that 
Ap1(Ql) may be determined from steady-state measurements. 

5. The model includes the effects of inertia in the test section 
and in the flow entering the compressibl~ volume. 

6. The flow resistance between the entrance plenum and the com
pressible volume is characterized by a "square-law" resistance, 
( Ap = KQ2) • 

The analysis proceeds by writing the governing equations of motion 
and continuity for the flows in the heated section and into the compres
sible volume. The equations are then written in terms of small perturba
tions around steady-state values, linearized, and LaPlace transformed. 
The transformed equation for the perturbed heated section flow rate 
( AQ1) yields a third-order characteristic equation of the form 

3 2 as + bs + cs + d = 0 (1) 

The condition for marginal stability is that s = jw, resulting in 

and 

Equation (2) 
pressure drop vs. 

c/a = d/b - stabiHty condition 

2 
c.) = d/b = c/a ,.., frequency 

(2) 

(3) 

is solved to yield a critical slope of the test section 
flow rate curve in terms of system variables. 

J 2 2 2 I 
Qpin/~Q) (11+12) + 4 Il I2(dp/dv)o (4) 

2 12 



and c..)
2 

= 

-Qpin/~Q)2 (11+12) -()pin/.)Q) JQpin/~Q)2 (11+12)2-1-411212 (dp/dv)~ -21112 (dp/dv) o 

2 
2 11 12 

where 
I = cflt.> and Q = w/p. 

Although these general expression are rather unwieldy, they yield 
readily interpretable results in a few limiting cases. 

!!L Effect 2f External System 

A constant flow rate delivery system corresponds to the case of 
.)Pi ' 
cl Q n • -Oo. This yields in the limit 

(dp/dv) 
2 0 and fA1 = - -=---=-.....:. 

11 + 12 

Therefore, an instability would be expected at the minimum in the pressure
drop-flow rate curve. 

dpin 
A constant pressure drop supply system corresponds to ---- = 0. From 

a look at Fig. 1, it is seen that this cannot lead to an osci~latory situ
ation, since the pressure in the compressible volume is constrained to 
remain constant • 

!2L Effect of System Compressibility 

The quantity (dp/dv)
0 

is a measure of the system compressibility. 
A large (dp/dv) 0 characterizes a "stiff" system, while a small value indi
cates a "soft" or "squishy" system. For the case of a squishy syst-em, 
where 

the result is simply 

and the frequency is a minimum. Again, the system becomes unstable at 
the minimum in the pressure drop-flow rate curve. As the system gets 
stiffer, it is possible to operate stably at steeper and steeper negative 
slopes. Where the instability does occur it has a higher frequency. 

(5) 



SAMPLE CALCULATION 

The computational procedure is best illustrated in terms of a 
sample calculation. Two steps are required to determine the stability 
of the system: first, a computation of the critical slope of the pres
sure drop-flow rate curve, and, second, a determination of the actual 
pressure drop-flow rate characteristics at a particular operating 
point. This will be illustrated on a data point from Reference (~. 

Computation of Critical Slope 

Burnout data was obtained on an electrically heated test section 
with controlled upstream compressibility. The test arrangem~nt is 
shown in Fig. 2. The pertinent data includes the h~ated section 
geometry, inlet temperature, exit pressure, pressure in the compressi
ble volume, volume of the compressible volume, pressure drop acorss the 
flow control valve, mass velocity, and the critical heat flux. For 
RUn No. 2-9 from Reference ~.the values were: 

D = 0.047 11 

L/D = 24.7 

T. = 155°F 
~n 

pex = 29.9 psia 

3 Vol. of Comp. Vol. • 93 in. 

6P 1 = 155 psi va ve 6 2 G • 4.47 x 10 lbm/ft -hr 

(q/A) it = 2.84 x 106 Btu/ft
2

-hr. cr • 
p = 39.7 psia comp. vol. 

With such a large pressure drop across the flow control valve, the 
external system characteristic ( Pin/ Q) is effectively set by the 
"square-law" characteristic of the value, 

~~ = - 2 K Q 
c)Q v 0 

Since 

Ap ""K Q 
2 

,.. valve v o 

From the definition of 11 

·L 
Il ""~ = 5.3 X 10

5 
lbmift

4 

ts 
and 

Then 



c\AP11 
"i"QJcrit-::: 

4 12 (dp/dv) 
1 + 0 

2 2 
~Pval 

( Q ) 
0 

Evaluating (dp/dV) from the compressed liquid tables as 
0 

An 1 An 1728 200 6 3 
(:.c;..) • •(:w;..) ::: ~=;-.:--~ X = -6.0 X 10 psi/ft •V o m ~v 93 x 62.4 (-l0-5) 

we firdthat 
4I2 (dp/dv)

0 

2 2 
APval 

( Q ) 
0 

"""'"1 

and 

crit 
Il(dp/dv)o 3 3 

== = - 2.35 x 10- psi/ft /hr 
2 6p 1 

( va ) 
Qo 

This result leads to a required change in the overall pressure drop 
of +0.03 psi for a .6G = -1.0 x 106 lbm/ft2-hr. or 

c).t.Pl] 
~ crit:. 0 

It is, therefore, predicted that unstable behavior will occur at the 
minimum in the pressure drop-flow rate curve. 

Construction .2!, Pressure Drop-~~ Curve 

It now remains to generate a pressure drop-flow rate curve to see 
if the operating point is in an unstable region. It is important to 
realize that the pressure drop-flow curve of interest must include all 
the pressure drops between the heated section and the constant pressure 
exit plenum. 

For this case, the heat section pressure drop was computed using 
Dormer's correlation (~ shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 is a plot of the 
heated section pressure drop vs. flow rate curve at constant inlet 
tet~erature, exit pressure, and heat flux. The additional pressure 
drc~ between the compressible volume and the exit plenum is attributed 
to inlet fittings and piping losses, and assumed to obey a "square-law" 
resistance. This characteristic is plotted, with negative slope for 
purposes of comparison on Fig. 4 at the point of interest. The slopes 
of the inlet fitting characteristic and the heated section are seen to be 
equal and opposite. Therefore, the slope of the overall characteristic 
is zero, and the·instability is expected at the point reported. 



COMPARISON WITH~ 

~2!, Daleas® 

A detailed comparison qf the results of this analysis with Daleas' 
data (~ is presented in Reference_2. Figures 5 through 7 show the 
results of this comparison. Each point was treated in exactly the 
same way as was described in the "Sample Calculation" of this paper. 
Figure 8 shows burnout data taken on the same apparatus at considerably 
higher flow rates. In this case, it is seen that the presence of the 
compressible volume has no effect on the stability of the system. This 
is explained by the increase in the positive sloping component of the 
overall pressure drop flow rate curve (inlet fittings) at the higher 
flow rates. Figure 9 gives a comparison of the slopes and shows that 
the overall pressure drop-flow rate curve has a positive slope all the 
way to stable burnout. 

~ of Lowdermilk® 

In 1958, Lowdermilk, Lanzo and Siegel ~ reported results from 
low pressure burnout tests in which system stability was investigated. 
In particular, two sets of data are of interest to this discussion. 
The first of these was a comparison of burnout data taken in a stiff, 
well-throttled system with no compressible volume between the control 
valve and the heated section with data taken on the same system with 
a highly compressible surge tank installed just upstream of the test 
section. A sketch of the configuration is shown in Fig. 10, and a 
comparison of the two sets" of data is displayed in Fig. 11. A detailed 
sketch of the test section construction indicated that the only pressure 
drop downstream of the compressible volume other than the heated section 
was a simple, sudden contraction at the test section inlet. This was 
accounted for in the manner described in the "Sample Calculation", and 
a prediction of the onset of compressible volume oscillations was made 
on the basis of requiring zero slope of the pressure drop vs. flow rate 
curve. This prediction is indicated in Fig. 11 and a sample of the 
graphical comparison of slopes is shown in Fig. 12. The agreement is 
seen to be substantial. Again, at the very low flow rates, an accurate 
calculation of the pressure drops was impossible due to the inability 
to extrapolate the pressure drop correlation into the region of exit 
quality. 

The second set of data dealt with the variations in the amount of 
pressure drop which had to be taken across the flow control valve in 
order to stabilize the system. Although in this particular set of 
runs, there was no deliberate attempt to insert a compressible volume 
in the system, the very nature of a blow-down system, along with the 
upstream piping and instrumentation, is sufficient to provide consider
able compressibility. Fig. 13 indicates that as the pressure drop 
across the throttle valve was increased, the critical heat flux also 
increased until a maximum value corresponding to stable burnout was 
attained. After this further throttling had no effect. The critical 



heat fluxes observed correspond to the predicted onset of instability 
in every case for which a comparison was possible. As the heat flux 
increased at constant flow rate, exit quality was reached quite soon 
and no easy comparison could be made on the basis of Dormer's results (~. 
The occurrence of a minimum throttle-valve pressure drop required to 
completely stabilize the system is consistent with.the picture presented 
here. As the slope of the valve pressure drop vs. flow rate curve 
becomes more and more steeply positive, a large negative slope is re
quired in the heated section to produce a minimum in the overall pres
sure drop vs. flow rate curve. When this required negative slope exceeds 
that which can be obtained at stable burnout, the system is uncondition
ally stable in the sense that stable burnout will intervene before an 
oscillatory instability can be initiated. 

Data of Aladiev et al. (i) 

In 1960, data similar to that of Lowdermilk (~ was taken by a team 
of Russian investigators (2). The range of variables was quite different 
in that they worked at very high pressure and temperature (p = 100 atm, 
Tin -::350°F) and with larger diameter tubes (8. nnn I.D.). Here again, 
comparisons were made between critical heat fluxes with and without a 
compressible volume upstream of the test section. In all, three com
pressible volumes were tested. 

The first of these consisted of a tank filled with water at 210°F, 
well below the corresponding saturation temperature and constituting a 
virtually incompressible medium. The second was also filled with water 
but at the saturation temperature. This resulted in about a twelve-fold 
increase in compressibility. In the third case, the expander was filled 
with highly compressible superheated steam or nitrogen. The results are 
shown in Figures 14 and 15, along with the predicted points of marginal· 
stability based on a zero slope criterion. For comparisons at points 
when the fluid at exit was well subcooled, Dormer's correlation was used 
to evaluate the pressure drop. For points with quality at the exit, the 
Martinelli-Nelson (.2) correlation was used. In this case, the tubes were 
of large enough diameter to permit the application of this method. It 
should be noted, as on Fig. 16, that the slope of the pressure drop vs. 
flow rate curve was nearly zero for a wide range of flow rates in the 
vicinity of the tested flow. This made an accurate lo~ation of the min
imum point quite difficult. As a result, considering the rather large 
scatter exhibited by the data anyway, a detailed calculation of each 
point was not attempted. Only a few representative points are indicated, 
but the agreement seems to be reasonable within these limitations. 
Whereas the correlation was intended primarily for subcooled boiling 
situations, in this particular case, with the high test pressures and 
the low flow rates and heat fluxes, only a very small degree of wall 
superheat is to be expected. This would, in all probability, rule out 
the occurrence of nucleation instabilities and leave the compressible 
volume instabilities as the dominant mechanism. 



It is seen that in this investigation, a volume of subcooled water 
did not provide sufficient compressibility to initiate oscillatory 
behavior. This is at variance with the results of Daleas but is ex
plainable in the following way. With the particular heated section 
geometry chosen by Aladiev, the inertias of the test sections are much 
lower than for Daleas' tubes. Hence, for an equivalent compressibility 
a steeper negative slope is required for instability. As pointed out 
before, the slope of the pressure drop vs. flow rate curve for Aladiev's 
conditions, although negative, is always very small, all the way down 
to stable burnout. Hence, in this case, the critical slope was never 
reached, and the tube burned out stably. For the other compressible 
volumes investigated, however, sufficient squishiness was present for 
the zero slope criterion to be applied. 

~of Andoh<D 

In a thesis recently concluded by Andoh CD, the problem of 
oscillatory instabilities in a very tong (L/D = 600) heated tube was 
investigated. In this instance, the heat fluxes required for unstable 
behavior were sufficiently low that the tube did not fail at burnout; 
i.e., f'ilm boiling could be tolerated. This permitted measurement of 
the oscillatory frequency as well as the location of the point of 
marginal stability. A typical stability map is reproduced in Fig. 17. 
If the flow rate is reduced at constant heat flux, it is seen that the 
onset of oscillatory behavior corresponds v~ry closely to the point 
of minimum pressure drop. It was intended that the flow control valve 
be set immediately upstream of the heated section in order that the only 
compressibility present in the system would be that which is inherent 
in the heated length due to the formation of vapor, and in fact a great 
deal of the data was taken in this way. However, for the runs in which 
.careful frequency measurements were recorded, an open-end manometer had 
been installed downstream of the control valve. With the system in 
this condition the compressibility inherent in the heated length was 
entirely negligible compared to that of the manometer. Predictions of 
the frequency based on the compressibility of the manometer agree 
reasonably well with the experimental results .as indicated in Fig. 18. 

It should be noted that when the flow rate was reduced to the point 
where the pressure drop vs. flow rate curve passed through its maximum 
and reentered a Tegion of positive slope, the osciliations did not die 
out as would be predicted by the analysis. One possible explanation of 
this is related to the fact that although the tube as a whole is in a 
region of positive slope on the pressure drop vs. flow rate curve, 
there are portions of the tube near the upstream end which are still 
operating in a negatively sloping region. This gives rise to the 
possibility of one sections's oscillating and driving the remainder 
of the tube. In this case, however, the single node lumped parameter 
approach ·is not sufficient to deal with the problem. 

This point was not pursul"d further, however, since the main 
objective of this investigation was the prediction of the onset of 

?. 



unstable behavior. In any high heat flux system, these additional 
complexities would be precluded by tube failure at the minimum. 

One salient feature of Andoh's work, however, is the conclusion 
that for sufficiently long test sections, the inherent compressibility 
of the vapor fraction is sufficient to produce compressible volume 
osci !lations. 

!!!5.!, 2!, Stennipa !!!!! Veziroglu@) 

A recent report by Stenning and Veziroglu @) describes an exper
imental program in which three distinct types of oscillatory behavior 
are identified. These are referred to as "density wave", "pressure
drop", and "thermal" oscillations. Of interest to this investigation 
are the "pressure drop" oscillations in which a surge tank upstream of 
the heated section provides the mechanism for energy storage. Theae 
oscillations occur in a region of neative slope on the overall pressure 
drop vs. flow rate curve. The use of Freon-11 permitted the investiga
tors to operate in the unstable region without destroying the test 
section. Figure 19 is reproduced from Fig. 2 of'their report. It is 
seen that the oscillations occur only over a certain portion of the 
negative sloping region. This is consistent with the requirement of a 
finite negative slope for the initiation of oscillations. Attempts to 
stabilize the system through the use of a throttle valve indicated that 
after stability was attained, some negative slope remained. · Calculations 
indicete that the remaining negative slope was not sufficiently large 
to initiate instabilities. Estimates of the predicted period agree 
reasonably well with the reported values. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions of this investigation may be summarized as follows: 

1. An important class of unstable behavior in forced-convection boiling 
systems can be dealt with by a linearized, lumped-parameter analysis 
with an upstream compressible volume as the energy storage element. 

2. Steady-state measurements of the pressure drop vs. flow rate curve 
may be used to describe the unsteady behavior with sufficient accuracy 
to draw meaningful cone lusions concerning system stabi U.ty. 

3. In a parallel channel system where the plenum-toplenum pressure drop 
seen by an individual channel is constant, the excursive instability 
is the dominant mechanism at subcooled or low-quality conditions. 
The instability will occur at the minimum in the overall pressure 
drop vs. mass flow rate curve. 

4. In a single tube system, for a known supply system characteristic, 
and for a known amount of compressibility upstream of· the heated 
section, a critical slope of the overall pressure drop vs. mass flow 
rate curve can be computed for the initiation of oscillatory instabil· 
ity. The associated frequency may also be calculated. 



5. For certain geometries such as very small heated section operating 
at high heat flux levels, the amount of compressibility required 
for unstable behavior is surprisingly small (of the order of a 
few cubic inches of cold water is sufficient). 

6. When the compressible volume is external to the test section, this 
instability can always. be eliminated by sufficient throttling 
between the compressible volume and the heated section. 

7. In cases of very long test section (L/D7 150), there can be 
sufficient compressibility inherent in the test section itself 
due to vapor generation to initiate this type of instability. 
In this case, no amount of external throttling will be of any 
value. 

8. The criterion is primarily intended for use vith subcooled or very 
low quality conditions. In high quality situations, the compressi
ble volume oscillation is very likely to be preluded by "density
wave" instabilities. Hence, even a design which satisfies the 
stability requirements for the compressible volume mechanism 
cannot be termed unconditionally stable. 
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THE OSCILLATION ONSET IN A PRESSURIZED WATER 

NATURAL CIRCULATION LOOP 

PART 1: Criteria for natural circulation instability onset prediction 

C.A~ Arneodo, G~ Gaggero 1 P. Gregorior E~ Lavagno, R~ Lazzerini, C. Merlini 1 B. 
Panella, A. Taricco. 
Politecnico di Torino, Turin, Italy 

ABSTRACT 

Flow oscillatory phenomena have been encountered during tests performed in 
the Turin Politechnic with two natural circulation loops under subcooled boiling con
ditions, when test section outlet temperature approached saturation. 

The instability has been ascribed to dense subcooled bubble formation over 
the heated tube, which sharply increases the friction pressure drop across the test sec 
tion in respect to the driving buoyancyw An attempt to predict the instability thresholds 
as a pressure-heat input-inlet temperature combination has been made and gives re
suits which satisfactony reproduce the experimental data {see Part 11). 

A FORTRAN IBM 7090 computer code 1 LUPO 1 is described~ This code evalua 
tes steady state flow conditions for increasing inlet temperatures and predicts instabiiT 
ty threshold conditions where flow rate shows abrupt reduction because of the increa : 
sed test section pressure drop~ This code is able to work with net boiling as well as 
with subcooled boiling conditions. The effect of relative slope of total pressure drop 
and of elevation head vs. flow rate diagrams on the instability is also investigated. 

Previous computer codes called MAURO 1 and MAURO 21 which calculated 
natural circulation flow rate under subcooled conditions, are summarized. 



1) INTRODUCTION 

Hydraulic instability 1 according to the most commonly accepted mechanism 1 

is due to vapour formation in the heated channel. As void fraction increoses 1 the test 
section pressure drop becomes larger 1 until oscillations start up. Then it is a dynamic 
phenomenon. 

It is however difficult to find criteria which allow the exact prediction of in 
stability onset conditions by steady state calculations. Therefore we cannot at present 
give general prediction criteria; we can only give some qualitative rules,always valid 
for simple loops, which must be tested for more complicated systems. 

For instability to occur it is necessary on expansion volume at the inlet of the 
test section. This con be given by a pressurizer 1 having a free surface (bladder on va
pour volume), or by a parallel channel. With natural circulation the down-comer itself 
provides the expansion volume. Then a natural circulation loop is a typical free -to-o 
scillote system. -

2) THE "MAURO" PROGRAMS 

Two years ago in the 11 Politecnico" of Turin a calculation code, 11Mouro 1 11 

was set up, which is able to calculate flow rote and pressure drops, with the following 
main input data: loop geometry, inlet and outlet test section temperatures, local pres
sure drop coefficients and system pressure. 

The program was prepared for running through the Politechnic 1s Olivetti 6001 
computer. 

For each flow rote several values of inlet temperature were explored1 ond for 
each inlet temperature the total resisting pressure drop and the elevation head were 
pi otted versus the ou tie t temperature. 

A detail of the computer code is given in (1) and a description of the concept 
and discussion of the results with comparison of the experimental and computed data is 
iII ustroted in (2) • 

Out of many graphs plotted (see for example fig. {2).1) it con be seen that 
the following con happen: i) for low values of inlet temperature the elevation head 
and total resisting pressure drop curves have one intersection, which defines a steady 
state running point (fig.(2).l.o); ii) when inlet temperature increases the elevation 
head and total resisting pressure drop curves move until they hove a point of tangency,. 
which theoretically defines the unstable system configuration (fig. (2).l.b). 
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The comparison between experimental and numerical data is given in fig. (3). 
1 .4 Part II. 

It must be noted however that "Mauro 111 program computes two-phase pressure 
drops by means of the correlation proposed by (3): such correlations allow the calcula -
tion of a two-phase friction multiplier without knowing void fraction, and they are only 
valid for a low-quality sub-cooled boiling region. This could explain experimental di -
screpancy .. 

later on the computer program was modified and transformed in 11Mauro 2 11 (see 
Ref.4) 1 which has the test section thermal pawer1 instead of the outlet temperature, as 
an input data. Thus the experimental run conditions are more closely reproduced. Flow 
rate has been plotted versus inlet temperature. This has been assumed as a time analysis, 
since between inlet temperature and time during a slow increasing temperature transient 
a roughly linear relationship exists., as long as instability does not create inlet tempera 
ture disturbances.. -

With constant power supply1 it has been observed that with single-phase condi 
tions1 flow rate is nearly constant or more precisely it slowly increases as viscosity de: 
creases o When sub-cooled boi I ing starts up 1 the resisting pressure drop overcomes the 
elevation head and then reduces the flow rate,. 

If a pressure drop increase occurs in a rather short time 1 as a consequence of a 
violent bubble growth, self-sustaining oscillations can start1 thus overcoming the stabili
zing force 1 i.e o the thermal head. 

Predicted and experimental results are in acceptable agreement when out I e t 
sub-cooling is high; but the results disagree when, as the outlet temperature increases 
close to the saturation condition, the "slightly sub-cooled region", according to the 
Bowring1s model (5), is reached .. 

3) THE 11 LUPO" PROGRAM 

For the above mentioned reasons during 1966, it was decided to set up a new 
digital computer program which is valid even when there is local and bulk boiling and 
which uses a better numerical treatment in flow rate calculation. This program is the LU 
PO code, which has been written in FORTRAN JV and will be briefly illustrated bela;. 
It has been giving fairly good results .. First of all 1 the above mentioned plot, ot theflow 
rate versus inlet temperature (figg .. (3) .. 1 .. a 1 (3).1.b), shows a sharp change of slope, 
just when the channel conditions are such that bubbles leave the heated surface and the 
void fraction begins to be significant. 

Another criterion, which has been proved satisfactory in verifying the first one 1 

takes into consideration the steady state ratio 1 between the buoyancy force and the o
ver all test section pressure drop as a quantity indicating the stability of the system; in
deed the driving head is a stabilizing force while the test section pressure drop is a typi 
cal destabilizing force due to the boiling that takes place inside the test section. -
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The plot of this ratio versus inlet temperature, shows a minimum 1 at a tempe 
rature value which corresponds to the instability threshold in good agreement with ex-: 
perimental results (figg. (3).2 .a 1 b). 

Mo~eover it can be seen from experimental results (see Part II of this paper) 
that the loops are unstable for an inlet temperature range, in the neighbourhood of the 
minimum in the flow rate versus inlet temperature p~ot illustrated in figg. (3) .1 .a and 
(3) .1 .b. The loops are ago in stable when the outlet bulk temperature approaches satu
ration~ As a result a new parametric survey has been carried out 1 plotting total pressu
re drops and elevation head as separate functions of mass flow rate (in fig~ (3) .3 the 
curve with an input power of 100 kW is shown as an example)~ In fig~ (3) ~4 it can be 
seen that the difference between the gradients (with flow rate) of these two functions 
at their intersection is small compared with the difference in the regions where oscill~ 
ti ons occur" 

Actually this difference sharply increases for a large outlet void fraction and 
it keeps the peak value until bulk-boiling occurs, when it decreases again to smaller 
values .. This could be deduced from the driving force 1 and total pressure drop curves 
shape versus the flow rate o 

The stability of the loop 1 when heated fluid at the outlet is in saturation con 
ditions, as has been pointed out above, has been verified during experimental tests.Si 
milarly in fig. (3) .. 6 heat supply at oscillation onset is plotted versus the corresponderrl 
inlet temperature. The results is a nearly straight line which divides two regions: the 
unstable one on the right hand sider the stable one on the left hand side. The dividing 
line is described by : 

These predicted results fairly well cover the experimental data, as it can be 
seen in Part II: see the diagrams in figg .. (3.2).7, 8. 

4) DESCRIPTION OF THE 11 LUP0 11 CODE 

The LUPO code is a program in FORTRAN IV for the steady-state flow rate 
calculation in closed water loops with or without boiling, operating with forced or na 
tural circulation. It also predicts pressure drops, void fraction and quality. The pro-: 
gram is made to run on an IBM 7090 computer. 

The heated test section is divided in-to four regions: 

1) the all liquid (single-phase) region 
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2) the highly subcooled boiling region, where bubbles grow on the wall and collapse 
before detachment from the surface; it is still a single-phase region, with a greater 
friction factor for the additional roughness due to the bubbles on the surface; 

3) the slightly subcooled boiling region, where bubbles detach from the wall and col 
lapse in the subcooled fluid; it is a two-phase region because the void fraction is 
basically a bulk fluid effect; 

4) the bulk boiling region, where the enthalpy reaches the saturation value with net 
steam generation; it is obviously a two-phase region. 

In the remaining components of the loop affected by the possible two -phase 
flow 1 i .. e. riser and heat exchanger 1 the calculation is made according to the fluid 
conditions at test section outlet. Actually voids reach the heat exchanger only when 
net boiling occurs. 

For properties and pressure drop evaluation in regions 1), 2) and in the remai 
ning loop, the correlations can be found in published reports: details ore given in (1), 
(4) and (6) .. In the two-phase regions 2) and 4), mixed bulk fluid properties arecompu 
ted by averaging the saturated liquid and vapour property values on the void fraction: 
Two-phase friction pressure drops are evaluated using the Lottes-Flinn model (7) inte
grating separately the final equation in the slightly subcooled and in the bulk boiling 
regions. The two-phase local pressure drop at the test section outlet is evaluated by 
Romie 1s c9rrelation (8) 1 assuming Richardson's hypothesis, corrected by a factor in or
der to obtain the continuity between single and two-phase regions. 

Using the lumped parameter model, the heated section and the riser ore divi
ded in up to 350 lumps; the number of lumps is chosen by the investigator.. For each 
lump the enthalpy balance is made and local quality is computed; keeping slip ratio 
constant (1 .5 at 60 atm pressure) 1 the void fraction is also computed .. 

The total· pressure drop is the amount of the friction, local and acceleration 
pressure drops. The steady state flow rate results when the total resisting pressure drop 
equalizes the elevation head. 

The code includes the main program and eighteen subroutines. The input data 
are: loop geometry, system pressure 1 thermal power 1 inlet temperature 1 Bowringrs the£_ 
ry parameters, slip ratio and local pressure drop coefficients. The ratio between agita
tion and evaporation heat during local boiling has been assumed constant according to 
(5). Recent publications have stated that it should depend upon the subcooling (9) 1 (10). 

The numerical treatment is the following. First a flow rate interval is assumed 
and divided into subintervals. The relative error in pressure drop balance is calculated 
for each subinterval recognizing where it is minimum. The concerned subinterval is hal 
ved successively until the relative error is less than an initially fixedvalue. -

Generally the program computes each point in seven seconds with a relative 
error of one over a thousand. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Variable Units --
p pressure kg/cm2 

p Power kW 

T Temperature oc 

w Flow rate g/sec 

C( void fraction I 
/J.p pressure drop kg/em 

2 

Subcripts 

. inlet 1n 

m driving 

out outlet 

r resisting 

sat saturation 

th thermal 

ts test section 
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For an electrically heated vertical boiling system a digital 

linearized model of the distributed parameter type has been developed 

based upon the conservation laws of mass, energy and momentum. 

Into this model the dynamic characteristics of the heating elem*nt 

ha•• now been introduced. The influence of the heating element on 

tranAf"~!" f·~_.ctions of the boiling system and also on the onset of 

instability of the boiling system is calculated using two types of 

heating elements, one being a tube, the other one being a solid bar. 

Some analysis has been done to realize more simplified transfer func

tions to be used in digital or analog models. 

Experiments have been carried out in order to investigate the in

fluence of the response characteristics of the heating element on the 

stability as well as on the burn out conditions for the two types 

of heating elements. 
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1. Introduction. 

For an electrically heated verticaL,boiler with natural circulation 

the equations for the steady and the .unsteady state· ha•e been de

rived earlier. The complete description is-g±vert·in the ref6te:iiees 

1, 2. The model is one dimensional, the independent variables are 

the time .t and the length QOordinate z, .the dependt!nt va:r:t:a'blt'•;;re

present •ean values over .. the cross section. of. the boi~er~ The.>goun

dary condi tiona for the heated channel are formed by a rieer, ,a.,. 
,• 'r • > ,• ' • '• •• 

steamdrum with condenser and a downeomer with cooler (fig. 1), so 

that the loop constitutes a closed system. 

The set of equations to be solved are formed by the conservation 

laws, the equations of state and the correlatiop:functiohs for t)te . 
slip, the friction factor and the heat division parameter. In the 

unsteady system the time dependence is assumed to be purely harmonic 

and the equations are linearized by neglecting se.co.nd· S:nd' ·higher 

order terms. The aim of this programme was the determination of the 

criteria for instabilit~es and· .. the calculation of t~ansfe.r funC:tions. 
. •.. .. -

In the model' the dynamic behavior of the transfer of power supplied 

from the electrically h_eated rQ(i to. th;e coo;Lan t was not included. 

In this paper we will describe the influence of the time response 

of the electrically heated rod on the dynamics by formulating trans

fer functions from the rod power to the heat ill,Pll~ ~n .. ~o. t}+e, be:iler. 

Two heating elements are comP,a,re.d, one be.ing a .solid J:)ar an~. the 
• •• ' ft •• 

other one being a tube. Calcula:tions, are preseA,ted. f,pr the oll6.et of . ' .· . '· .. :- . . . . . ,. .· 

instability~and transfer functions are calculated and compared with 

the calculations in which the time reeponse, of the h~ating element 
\, r \ .·, . . \ . . 

has been neglected. At the same time simplified' equations for the 

dynamics of the heating elements have been developed which are more 

convenient to handle in digital as._well as in analog model studies • 
... . ) .' 

To investigate the stability of'·the system in steady state conditions 

experimentally in dependence of the response time of the heating e~e-
. . 

ment, a number of transfer tuuctd.ou has been. measui'ed on .the' boil-

ing loop. 

The power was oscillated with ... !'- sine having &If amplitv.deof. 10% of 
. .: -' ~: ' 

the mean value• u has been shown at an earlier occasion (ref. 2), 

the system does, under these circumstances, behave linearly. 



!he dependent Tariablea that have beea aeaaured are the flowrate and 

the elongatioa of the heating eleaeat. In a single set of experiment 

bothtthe intlu•nce on the onset of inatahilitiea and the burn out 

power were deteraiae4. 

2. Summar1 of the linearised digital aodel without the dznaaics ot 

the eleotricalll heated element tor a boiling water systea. 

!he basic equa tiou for the una teady state are' 

fhe continuity equation: 

• 0 
• 

The momentum equation: 

.s-~ ~ c 1- d.) r w v; • et r. v • 2 • p 1 • A { < 1- d) r w v w • « r. v • ~ :. 

•- g{f.C1-•) + f8 « l - F • 

The energy equation: 

( 1) 

(2) 

The energy equation is split into two separate equations, one equatitn 

governing the warming up of the water part of the flow, i.e.: 

(3) 

and a second equation representing the heat supply for evaporation: 

(4) 

the total energy equation can be obtained by eliminating the para

meter J(. 
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The stead~ state solution can be derived from the equations by omitt

ing all time dependent terms. 

For the unstead~ solution the equations are linearized b~ assuming 

that the variations of all variables with time are small compared 

to the steady state values of these variables. Moreover it is assum

ed that the disturbance is harmonic. 

Now we can write all variables in a form 

vw = vwo + vwi (5A) 

Q = Qo + ~ ejwt etc. (5B) 

v is the steady state value. wo 
vwi is the complex amplitude of the disturbance. 

In the unsteady state equations all quadratic terms are neglected 

so that the remaining equations are linear in the non-stationary 

variables. 

The equation of state. 

Assuming a linear relationship between the densities and the tempera

tures of the phases and •••ween the pressure p and the saturation 

temperature T in the temperature region of interest the equations 
8 

ot state are: 

fa - Par = b (T - T ); b s s sr s 
= ( dfs) at sat. temp. 

dT
8 

p - p r = b (T- T ); b 
p 8 sr p 

= (~) at sat. temp. dT s 

where b , b and b are constants. w s p 

s 

(6) 

(?) 

(8) 

T and T are reference temperatures for resp. the temperature T 
r sr 

and the saturation temperature T o 
8 

t:J , (.) and p are reference values for resp. r:J , IJ and P• 
I wr I sr r I w \ s 
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fhe equations of state can be used to eliminate the variables fw•~ 

and p by expressing these variables in terms of T and Ts. 

The reference conditions are chosen equal to those in the condenser. 

A complete description of this digital model is given in references 

1 and 2. 

Correlations. 

For the slip and two phase friction correlations various choices can 

be made. For the slip correlations is taken: 

a) the slip correlation of Ma.rchaterre-Hoglund; 

b) the slip correlation of Bankoff as modifie' by Joneso 

For the two phase friction correlation a choice can be made of: 

a) the two phase correlation of Levy ; 

b) the Martinelli-Melson two phase correlation modified by Jones. 

For the beat diviaion parameter K the correlation of Bowring is used 

in the subcooled boiling region. 

3. DescriEtion ot the transfer function of the heating element 9 and the 

incorporation of the dynamic characteristics ot the heating element 

into the linearised digital model. 

We consider the case ot a very slender rod so that axial heat con

duction can be neglected. The differential equation of the heat balan 

ce in radial direction tor a certain point in the r\ d <.:&n be written 

as: 

g + ~ J (r c)_!) -
A r Tr ~r - (9) 

It is often convenient to write the equations in dimensionless tora. 

For the heating element the tollwwing tormules can be introduced: 

T- T ss 
T 
88 

q • Q ; z = (10) PCAT 
I II a W 88 

Substitution ot the diaensionless variables in the equation (9) givee 
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a + ! L, ... ci!.> = 1 J a r s tfz •c~z ""'Jt. ( 11) 

~ ia a dimenaionl.ess group : 

) A a = 2 P, 8 Wr 
ll • 0 

For the transfer function we introduce again harmonic disturbances 

(see equation 5): 

e = g + ,, jwt 
0 ~. • 

q 

Substitution into the equation (11) gives for the non-stationary 

component: 

(12) 

Using the transformation u & z ~ we obtain the differential 

equation: 

1 
+ -u 

( 13) 

The general solution of (13) is feraed b7 the zero order Bessel equa

tion plus the particular so~ution &1 = qi thus: 
i 

( 1q.) 

By calculating the transfer funoti••• tae boundary conditions auat 

be formulated according to the s••••~rJ er the heating elemen-. 

Two electricall7 heated. elements. ar•··caapared, one being a solid tJar 

and the other one a tuDe. 
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3a. Solid bar. 

The boundary condition for the solid bar is: 

z = 

Substituting into equation (14) gives : 

;~ [-v ~£ h11 (z ~f) + 02!1 (zl[ li') 11 
with 

lim 
z--o 

dJ (z) 
0 

dz 

which means that c2 = 0 • 

= 0 

The complete solution for the unsteady case is now : 

(15) 

( 16) 

( 1?) 

(18) 

( 19) 

For the solution of c
1 

three equations can be formulated intro

ducing the dimensimnless wall temperature e . and the dimension
lf&. 

less heat flux qai flowing to the fluid. 

1. The wall temperature follows from equation ( 19) . ->r z = 1 

8 wi = ~ e i J z=1 ' 

9 wi = ~i + C1Jo ( '{-:') 

2. The heat flux flowing to the fluid Q follows from : a 

Qai 
2 Tfr 

0 
= = r 0 • 

(20) 

(21) 

Qai 
In dimensionless form with qai = ~ T equation (21) reads: 

""m ss 
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(22) 

3o The heat !lux taken up by the fluid written in general for~ is · 

n 
= h ( T - Tf) • n w 

Written in dimensionless form ~ 

q = H (& - &r)n a n w with 

T ( 1l-1) 
772 r h o n ss 

H = 
n A 

m 

(23) 

• (24) 

Substituting jhe non-stationary variables and linearizing equation 

(24) we obtain: 

qai = J ( l:lwi - efi) , (25) 

with: 

cl:nH(& 
n wo 

1'1-1 
- & ) fo = 

2T7r h 
0 

(26) 

Ja:iminating c1 and s.:i gives the relation between q:i (electrical 

non-steady heat supplJ), qa:i (non-steadJ heat discharge to the fluid) 

and&f1 (the non-steadJ fluid temperature). The transfer function for 

the solid bar may then be brought :into the following form: 

qa:i 
1 EJfi r- qi 

q:i 
= (27) 

J <'r::!> • 

~ i 1 1 . ~ 

cS 2nV .:!' • 
J <\f=:i> 

t 1 t 

Written :in dimension form one obtains: 
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1 >:;]:[ Tfi -- ~ ~ i ~ 
~= 

J { v wi) 
(28) 

11 1 • 0 t err-
2A J1 ( '{-~i) 

Equation (2?) can be sillp);ified by introducing • 

(Q1 - Rri> 
1 (29) = 

J o( f=ii> 
1 1 

J 2"1Tv-i •• J/f t:i; 
or: r 

(30) 

In the same way equation (28) can be written i:n a simplified form: 

(31) 

The transfer function is characterized by two specific dimensionless 

numbers J and ~ o 

Two physical time constants can be derived from these terms. 

} ~m 'Am 
T • 

T (32) = r c 2 
= T1 ~Cr 2 217 

, 
m nro w m m o 

or: 

R C 27Tr 
2 

T1 = a m o 

Am 

'J: his time constant is a measure for the radial transport of heat 

over the cross section of the rod. The second time constant may 

be defined by the following expression: 

= 
2nr h 

0 

Pcrl'"in- T 
I m m o 

(33) 

• 
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(.)or .. _, ••• rr 
4 2 h • 

Thie time constant is a aeasure for the cooling time of the rod 

influenced by the h;ydrod7namic heat transfer coef~ient and domi

nates at higher frequencies. 

3.b. 

Tube. 

!he transfer function for the tube is derived in the same way. The 

general solution is given by equation (14). The boundar~ conditions 

written ih dt.eneionless form are now& 

!he wall temperature reads: 

(;Jwi = (8i) z = 1. 

i'he heat flux flowing to the firlds is given by: 

qai = • 2 ..,., (~ 9z i) z=1 • 

~e heat f1~ taken up by the f1uid is ag&ln : 

From these four conditions we obtain the four equations: 

1J1(~V¥)~C1 + \Y1(~vr) { c2 = o ; 

-
\Jo( '{t> J 01 \Yo( V=f> ~ c2- ewi 

qi • 
+ = ... 1 , 

h' Vf> l c, • {•,c 'ft> j c2-
Vr = 0 21Ty=i qai ' 

qai = J < 8 w1 - l:l fi > • 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(34&) 

(35a) 

(36a) 

(37a) 

By eliminating c1 , c2 andGwi we obtain the transfer function: 
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1 {;j fi r- =--
qai 

qi 

=--- = (38) 
qi 1 VT z - ... 

2nV:i' 6 

(39) 

Written with dimensions we obtain: 

1 A IT Tr1 
r - r Q1 (40) 

z 

The two time constants are now: 

T1 ( 1- 'l. 2 )2 

T 
(41) 

= T1(1-f)2, 

and : 

(42) 

These two time constants have the same physical significants as the 

. preYiousl;r derived constants T1 and T2• 

Again the transfer .function (38) van be written in the simplified 

torm (see also (30) and (31))! 

- '>. rr Qai • (S2 - T21i)(~\- ~(T2 + s2.i)Tti. (43) 
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The transfer function wi~~ now be substituted into. the linearized 

energy equation of the digital model. 

In the right hand side of the energy equation (3) the term (1- J.< )Q 

can be linearized by substitution of Q = Q + Q. eiwt and 
0 l. 

~ = l(o + ~ i ei""t • 

The linearized form then reads as follows: 

(44). 

The delay•idheat transfer for the fluid Q. is now given by equation 
l. 

(31) or (43). 

For the heat transfer coefficient formulated in general form by equa

tion (23), three different regiona are incorporated: 

1• The non boiling region, in which the equation of Dittus Boelter 

applies : 

.S· 

Qa 
h (T - Tf) ' (45) = 2'7Tr w 

0 

h .024(Re)• 8 ~ ( 
C 'l o33 

(46) = y) . 
h 

The subcooled 

(T - T ) = w sat 

T = wall w 
T = local sat 
qa = heat 

boiling 
q 

60(~) 
10 

region where Jens Lottes'expression is valid: 
114 - p/900 e (47) 

temperature in degree Fahrenheit oF 

saturation temperature! OF 

flux BTU/hr.ft 2 

p = local pressure psi 

2.• 'l'he bulk boiling region in which the equation of Levy is used: 

qa 
- = 2TTr 

1 (48) 
0 

is expresst!d in BTU/hr.ft2 and p in psi. 
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4. Simplified transfer functions of the heating element. 

Instead of the transfer funct!.on formulated in equations (28) and 

(40) it is also possible to give an expression for the transfer 

function as a scmmation of first order transfer functions with 

infinite terms. Special for an analog model the transfer functions 

given in equation (2~) and (40) are not so attaactive for use. 

For that reason some analytical calculations have been done to look 

after possible simplifications. 

Solid bar. 

~.1. For the case of simpl:ir.:i ty we take the heat transfer coeffi-

cient infinite. The 

Then the expression 

unst~ady fl~~d temperature is taken as zero. 

2 Q 
(...!!) 
Qi T . 0 

=~ 
i W::L.= 

with: 
1 T = a(l(2 a = n n 

D 4 
= n (r o<. )2 

o n 

"'ai "ta; 
for -r,-·- and m- results into: 

~· .J.. • 

::L.-i W::L. 

J1<Vy> oo 

'{. = ~ 
Jv( ~) n=1 

2 
)\ r 

. ~T 0 rc = Ta J. n 

~D 1. = n 

, 

D 
n 

1 + ic...,T n 

r a are the roots of the equation J (rot) o m o o 0 , 

and: 

' (46} 

(47) 

(48) 

Q. 
= 2 ir). y -i 

J1 ( \[{) 00 B iw 
~ (_!:.!) n , (49) 

Jo <fT) = T iV., T • ~ 0 1+ 
W::L. ,:;: ~ n=1 n 

with B = 4 1T 'A T • 
n n 

In aombina tion with Qai = h 2TT r 
0 

( Twi - T fi) the complete 

transfer function can be formulated with finite heat transfer 

coefficient and results in equation (28). The transfer func

tions calculated from equation (28) are plotted in fig. 2. The 

heat transfer coefficient is taken as a constant value resp. 

h = 
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The material properties are: 

r = 16.9.10-3 m; f= 8000 kg.m-3 
0 

C J -1 0 -1 \.. = 502 oule kg C , I\= 22,3 ,W -1 oc-1 .m • 
'.J.'he transfer functions are calculated with the unsteady fluid 

temperature taken as zero (Tfi=O). Fig• 2 shows that the total 

phaseshift is 90 degrees ~xcept for h = 00 • 

The amplitude has an asymptotic curve o:f 6 d b/octave except 

for h = ():;). 

For infinite heat transfer coefficient the maximum phaseshift 

is 45 degrees and the amplitude has an asymptotic curve of 3 

d b/octave. It seems to be possible that a simple function also 

can describe the dynamic behavior of the heating element. 

Some analytical work is done to find a simplified transfer 

function that fits reasonably well with the exact solution. 

4.2. A first order approximation 

D 
n 

1+T iw 
n 

is the following one: 

~ Dn 1 
= 1 + ~ • i = -:-1 +-----:T::-:..l,.....w 

n 
• (50) 

The heat transfer coefficient h is agaSn taken as infinite 

and the unsteady fluid temperature is zero. The time wonstant 

T for a solid bar is T =~T = 12,6 sec. The material properties 
n 

are the same as applied in fig. 2. This transfer function is 

plotted in fig. 3 and compared with the exact solution (h=OO ). 

This approximated transfer function does not fit very well in 

the frequency range of interest 0.01 - 10 Hz. 

4.3. A better approximation for the special case h=OQ is the trans

fer function: 

Qai 
(-) 
Qi Twi=O 

= 1 

v 1 
• (51) 

+ T.Lt.o 

This function is also plotted in fig. 3· The figure is very 

close to the exact solution with 45 degrees phaseshift and an 

amplitude of 3 d b/octave. Equation (51) only holds for infinite 

heat transfer coefficients. 
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4o4. The original equation (46) suggests that more time constants 

give a better approximation. The calculation of these time con

stants with the same material properties results into: 

T = 9. 94 ; ' D1 = .79 1 
T2 = 1.88 ; D2 ' .15 

T3 = -77 D3 = .o6 

The T and D are lumped with a constant multiplication factor 

based upon ~ T = 12.6 and ~D = 1. · n n 

The final transfer function is: 

o79 .15 .o6 
1 + 9. 94 i w + ' 1 + 1 • 88 i w + 1 + • 77 i \N .. (52) 

,This transfer function is also plotted in fig. 3. The curve 

shows that neither._ thiS approximatio.:a: does fit with the exact 

solution (h=(X) ), but it fits rather well for the special value 

of the heat transfer coefficient h=104• 

·.5. The best approximated transfer function given in equation (51) 

with h is infinite can be generalized for finite values of h 

in the following way: 

(53) 

where ~ 
a = f C • 

"r o~>i 
For s;mal,ler values of h the term 2 h a is more and more domi-

nating resulting in a phaseshift of 90 degrees. , 
Q. 

The same analysis holds for (-!!) • 
Tfi Qi=O 

The final transfer function approximation is then: 

- i 71 ), r 2 
t..v /a 

' 0 

v \ " 1 + Wi T + i 2h 
• 
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4o5o Th.esefunctionsare calculated in a digital programme and are 

in fully agreement with the exact solutions~ For an analog 

model the simplified equations (53) and (54) are unfortunately 

not so easy to handle but for a digital programme they are 

much simpler than the original equations and give the same 

accuracy. For an analog model it is thought to be more comve

nient to take one or more time constants fitted in accordance 

with the heat transfer coeffbient, which can be expected in 

the boiling system. 
Tubular element. 

4~6. For a tubular element the same analysis can be done, however, 

the formulations are more complicatedo Again for infinite 

heat transfer coefficients and w:...tn ~he unsteady fluid tempe

rature zero, one finds: 

Qai 
) 2 (- = 

y-~iC1- i 2)z Q.i .,.. 
""wi=O 

oc::o 

= ~ 
n=1 

A 
n 

1 + T iv..:>" 
n 

(55) 

for Z see equation (36). 

A = n 

t;>(,n 

and: 

Q. 
( ai) 
T,d 

4'1.2 1 

1 -)2 o(n2 

6 2 

dn~-1 ; T = 
n a o{ 2 

n 

'Z,A n = 1, ~ T n 

2 

= r4a 11 -

' 

2 r . 
...2:_( 1+ 

2 
r 

0 

r rJ.. r~ 
is the solution of J (~)Y (-2--)-Y (oQJ (-2-) = 0 ~(57) 

1 o r 1 1 o ri 

2 77)., Iff «> 

=- ~ H i'-'J n (58) = z "' n=1 1 + T i \.V Q..=O n 
J.. 
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? d ... 
n 

2 r. 
T ~ = • n 

aO( 
2 (59) 

n 

In combina. tion with Q i = h 2 'IT r ( T . - Tf. ) • One obtains a o w~ ~ 

the complete transfer function of equation 40 
The transfer functions calculated from equation (40) are 

plotted in fig. 4. The heat transfer coefficients are: 
5 4 4 4 3 -2 0 -1 h = 10 ; 5.10 ; 2.10 ; 10 and 10 Wm C • 

'.I! he material properties are: 

-3 16.9 10-3 
ri = 13.7.10 m; r = m 

-1 0 
kg.m-3 '1\ 22.3 W m 0 -1 f 8000 = c j = 

\j -1 0 -1 
= 502 Joule kg c 0 

~e transfer functions are calculated with the unsteady fl.uid 

temperature taken as zero. The figure shows that the tube is 

much faster than the solid bar but has the same asymptotic be

havior. The same approximations as are found for a solid b;ar 

can be applied for the tube. 

T:b.e first approximation is: 

Q ~Aft 1 ( ai) = = o.83 
(60) 

Q.i T . =0 1+ £T i 1 + i n 
WJ.. 

For the tubular element '.L' = Oo83 sec. EquatJun (c.)) ;i.s plotted 

in fig. 5 and shows that the approximation is reasonable up to 

.2 Hz. The complete frequency range corrwsponds very well with 

the transfer function h = 2.104• 

By calculating the fiist three terms we o"Jtain 

T1 = .676 A1 = .786 ; 

T2 = o082 A2 = .098 ; 

T3 = o03 A3 = .036. 

Lumpingthese values with a constant factor based upon::t.An=1 and. 

~T = .831, we find the t~ansfer function: 
n 
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.87 = ~~~~~--- + 
1 + o.o5 i (......) 

0.096 .J35 iw·(61) 
1 + .,026 

This function corresponds reasonably well with the exact solu

tion up to 1 Hz as can be seen in fig. 5. 

4.9. The best approximation can be found in the~ollowing way. 

For high frequency the limit function of ~.i is: 
J. 

Q. 
2 1 2 i 1 lim (...!!) = z = = v T1i :.,' Qi T . =0 

(1-l) 'P! (1-12) \f=1: WJ. 

2 r r r 2 2 0 (1 - (62) with T
1 = 1j:Et ) . 

Fitting the !unction also !or low frequencies we introduce: 

T . =0 
Wl. 

= 
1 

• (63) 

Becaaae of the assumption that h is infinite we have to genera•i' 

lize equation (63) also for lower values of h. This results 

into: 

Q. 
1 (-!!.) 

Tfi =0 
= 

Qi v 1+ 
' i Ari 

T1 iLv+ 

2 " 

A similar approximation holds for: 

the transfer function: 

w 
a 

Q • 
(~) 

( 1-l2) 

l 

Tfi Q.i =0 

- i- \ r 2
w( 2 ., ~ _2_ 1 -\ ) 

a = 
Til.U + i 

Equation (64) is plotted in !ig. 5· 

(64) 

and gives 

• 
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This approximation corresponds very well with the exact solu

tion and is much easier to handle than the original equations. 

For an analogue model a simple approximation of one or more 

time constants is very close to the exact solution and is easy 

to simulate on an analog machine which can not be said of the 

equations (64) and (65). 

5. Comparison of~ealculations with and without the dynamic behavior 

of the heating element in the linearized digital model of a boiling 

water system. 

The influence of the dynamic behaviour of the heating element on 

the dynamics of a boiling water system, as described ~efore, is 

calculated and compared with the dynamics of the boiling water 

system without the heating element. The calculations have be~n 

carried out on a digital computer Elliott 503. 

The conditions of the boiling channel are: 

system pressure 15.86 ata; 

saturation temperature 200°C; 

subcooling zero; 

natural circulation. 

Two heating elements are· used, one being a sc~ld bar, the other 

one being a tube. 

The properties of the heating elements are: 

Outside radius of both elements 

Inside radius of the tube 

Thermal conductivity of both elements 

Specific heat of both elements 

Specific mass of both elements 

r 
0 

r. 
J. 

c 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

16.9 10-3m 

13.7 10-3m 

22.3 wm- 1 oc-1 

502 7 kg-1 oc-1 

8000 kg m-3 

The calculations have been carried out with the simplified equations 

(53),(54) and (64),(65). The original transfer function of the 

heating element in combination with the hydraulics of the boiling 

water channel could not be handled because of lack of machine 

capacity. In introductory runs the simplified equations have been 

tested and compared with the exact trarsfer functions which are very 
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The influence of the heating element on the onset of instability 

is calculated by means of an open loop transfer function G1 (see 

reference 1, 2). The obtained results are; 

Qit kW frequency c.p.s. 

Without heating element: 135; 2.28; 
With solid bar: 135; 2.28; 
With tubular element: 135; 2.28; 

~t represents the instability threshold channel power. 

It can be concluded from the calculations that the response time 

of the heating element does not influenceth~onset of instability. 

Transfer functions of the boiling system are calculated including 

the two heating elements. The transfer function from channel power 

to inlet velocity is plotted in fig. 7. The steady state v~lue of the 

channel power is 80 kW. The differente of the curves in fig. 7• results 

f~Dm the different dynamic behaviour of th•ee heating elements. 

With subcooling zero, the nonboiling and subcool•d boiling length is 

practically zero and the heat transfer coefficient calculated from the 

boiling conditions is constant over the total lengkk oC the channel. 

The differences of the transfer functions in fig. 7 now repres~nt the 

isolated transfer function of the heating element with constant heat 

transfer coefficient. 
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6. Experi~ental results. 

The experiments have been carried out on a natural and forced circu

lation boiling water channel. 7he geometry under consideration is 

an ann~us one. A stainless steel heating element is surrounded by 

a cylindrical shroud, leaving a space which forms the riser. The 

space between shroud and cylindrical pressure vessel forms the down

comer. A detailed description is given in ref. 2. 

Several series of experiments have been carried out using a shroud 

with an inner diameter of 500 mm and a heating element with the 

following dimensions: outer diameter 33.8 mm, inner diameter 2?o4 

mm and length 2.4 m for the tubular heating element; outer diameter 

33o2 mm, inner diameter zero, length 2.4 m for the solid bar. 

To investigate the stability of the system in relation to the res

ponse time of the heating element a number of transfer functions 

ha~been measured. The power was oscillated with a sine having an 

amplitude of 10% of the mean value. The power generated instantaneous

ly in the heating element is on the one hand, going into the fluid 

but is, on the other hand, used for increasing the temperature of 

the heating element itself. The power that easily can be measured 

is the instantaneous total power, but the net instantaneous power 

which is supplied to the fluid and which should be the correct power 

for correlating the transfer functions can not be measured directly, 

nor can the power dissipated in the heating element~ A measure !or 

this latter power can be found in the elongation of tne heating ele

ment. This elongation has been measured during the experiments by 

means of an impedance displacement gauge. Fig. 8 shows the transfer 

function of the input power to the elongation of the element. The 

transfer !unction is measured for the solid bar at three sy•tem 

pressures. The operating pressure appears to have only a small effect 

on the transfer function. As can be expected from the magnitude of 

the time constants for power transmission to the coolant, the res

ponse to the power modulations is rapidly decreasing with increasing 

frequency in the frequency range studied. Figo 9 shows the transfer 

function of the input power to the elongation of the element for the 

two types of rods as measured under forced circulation. The elonga

tion is correlated with the mean temperature of the elemento The 
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solid bar has a higher mean temperature so that the quasi steady 

state gain of the solid bar is appreciable higher than by the 

tubular element. The fall off of the solid bar transfer function 

is much stronger tjan that of the tubular element. At .2 Hz the 

attenuation of the solid bar dominates. The phaseshift of the solid 

bar is much stronger which corresponds with the higher time con

stant of the solid bar. 

Fig. 10 shows the transfer !unction from power to flowrate for two 

different heating elements and for two different powers. It appears 

that already at a frequency of .1 Hz the two transfer functions 

differ by a constant gain. The gain factor is given by the ratio 

of the two time constants • 
2 

T2/T4 "' ...L.. r2 
2.86, = = 

1-12 
2 2 

r2 -r1 

which means that the response of the heating element expressed in 

terms of a single time constant has already reached the asymptotic 

condition at a relatively low frequency. 

The difference between the phaseshiftsis, within the accuracy of 

the measurement, aaid to be zero at frequencies higher than 0.2 Bzo 

when the !lowrate transfer function !or both elements is compared, 

which is in accordance with the asymptotic condition as mentioned 

in the amplitude curve. At lower frequency the different behavior 

of both elements plays a r8le. 

Experiments have been done in order to check the effect of the res

ponse time of the heatin~ element on the onset of instabilities 

as well as burn out. All the experimental series !or measuring the 

steady state characteristics and the onset of hydraulic oscilla

tions have been performed by systematically increasing ~he channel 

power at a constant ayatem. pressure and a constant Afl*'-sfbeeaitag. 

Although the main aim was to study the hydraulic behavior, still 

all experiments have been continued until burn-iut was encounteredo 
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~e measuring conditions are saturation temperatures of 120°, 200 

and 234°C and values of the inlet subcooling of o7, 11.5 and 16°C 

with natural circulation. In the table given below rod powers are 

reported which are related to the threshold of instabilities and 

the burn-out at different operating conditions. All burn outs were 

obtained under fluctuating flow condi tiona. 

Tubular element solid bar 

T sat T sub Qit ~0 T sat T sub ~t ~0 

oc oc kW kW oc oc kW kW 

120 .2 65 130 120 o5 61 136 

200 o7 162 225 200 2.3 160 225 

200 11.9 145 205 200 12.1 159 205 

234 .a 250 27, 234 1.7 255 275 

~t represeats the instability threshold channel power and ~0 the 

rod power at burn-out. The agreement between the two series of 

data appears to be very close. It can be concluded from the experi

ments that in the ran«e of variables considered the response time 

of the heating element does nat influence the onset of oscillations 

nor the burn-out heat t~ux in oscillation conditions. This is 

s~own to be true both in cases with and without inlet subcooling. 

7 •• Discussion. 

The dynamic behaviour of the heating element is i. h·oduced in 

the linearized dynamic model of a boiling water sy.ste·•i• 

The transfer funcjions are calculated for two heating elements, 

one being a solid bar and the other one being a tube. The complete 

transfer functions are not simple for use nor in an analogue 

programme nor in a digital programme. 

In general the d;,namic behaviour of both elements cprresponds 

with a first order behaviour. The transfer function of both 

elements gives a maximum phase shift of 90 degrees and an 

asymptotic curve of 6 db/octave. It is nevertheless difficult to 

find a simple approximation that fits with sufficient accurancy 

the exact solution. 

A first order transfer function or a sommation of first order 

transfer functions does not alwaps fit the complete solution. 
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The somewhat more complicated approximations introduced in equations 

(53 and 64) obtain very good results (fig. 6) and, they have therefore, been 

used in the digital programme. 

The effect of the introduction of the heating element on the onset 

of instability of the cooling channel is calculated at a satuation 
0 

temperature of 200 C. It appears that the threshold power for 

instability is not influenced by the heating element. These results 

cor~pond with the measurements. 

The transfer function from power input to inlet velocity has been 

calculated for the two heating elements at a powerlevel of 80 kW. 

With subcooling zero the channel is practically boiling over the 

complete length which results in a constant heat transfer coefficient. 

The transf~r function of the heating element at constant heat transfer 

coefficient now represents the difference between the curves of fig. 7. 
The results of the presented study indicate that under the given 

conditions the influence of the heating element has small effects. 
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0 
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r 

r 
0 

ri 
t 

T1' T2 

T3' T4 
T ss 
T 

T s 
u 

v • v 
s 

y 
0 

z 

z 

cross section area of the heating element 

specific heat of the heating element 

integration constants 

m2 

J I -1o -1 oule kg C 

wall friction force per unit le~gth and per 

cross section flow area 

unit 

acceleration of gravity 

total energy of liquid 

total energy of vapour 

heat transfer coefficient 

heat transfer coefficient 

Bessel Cunction 

pressure 

heat supplied per unit length and per unit 

cross-sectional flow area 

heat supplied per unit length 

dimensionless heat supplied into the heating 

element 

heat of evaporation at constant volume 

radial coordinate of the heating element 

outer diameter of the heating element 

inner diameter of the heating element 

time 

time constant for a solid bar 

time constants for a tube 

reference temperature 

fluid temperature, local temperature of the 

heating element 

steam temperature 

transformation u = 

water velocity 

steam velocity 

Bessel function 

N -3 .m 
-2 mrsec 

2 -a m .sec 
2 -2. m .sec 

-2 N.m 

-1 Nm.kg 

m 

m 

m 

sec 

sec 

-1 m.sec 
-1 m.sec 

dimensionless radial coordinate of the heating element 

longitudinal axis of the channel Jl1 



Subscripts. 

f 

i 

0 
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trans formation formula 

void frac tion 

heatvdivision parameter 

thermal conductivity of the heating element 

dimensionless heat transfer coefficient 

dimensionless temperature of the heating element 

dimensionless group 

water density 

steam densi ;:.y 

circle frequency 

fluid 

non-steady state 

steady state 

wall 

kg.m-3 

kg.m-3 
-1 sec 
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Fig. 1 Natural circulation boiler. 
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A MODEL FOR THE DYNAMICS OF NUCIEAR REACTORS WITH BOILING COOIANT 
\'liTH A NEW APPROACH TO THE VAPOUR GENERATION PROCESS 

K.O. Solberg, P. Bakstad 
Institutt for Atomenergi, Kjeller, Norway 

ABSTRACT 

A dynamic model is described which can be used. for steady state, 
stability and transient analysis of boiling channels and nuclear reactors 
with a boiling coolant. 

Based upon a certain physical model for the vapour generating process, 
-v1herein the lack of thermal equilibrium between the vapour and fluid 
phases is a fundamental assumption, a general description of the 
hydraulics is derived. This description permits the direct determination 
of the vapour content in the various parts of the hydraulic loop: in 
the subcooled and bulk boiling regions, in the rise~ and downcomer 
parts. No explicit calculations of boiling boundaries from empirical 
relationships are necessary. Fluld flashing and vapour condensation due 
to pressure changing with time are inherently taken care of. Further 
vapour carry-under in the downcomer and reversal of the flow in some 
part of the loop can easily be accounted for. 

Some comparisons with experimental loop results are shown, for steady 
state conditions and for the hydraulic stability limits. Further 
examples of applications of the model to reactor dynamics analysis are 
given, which demonstrate the importance of thermal "non-equilibrium". 

The model, which represents a new approach rather than a final result, 
pqintsout that basic problems in two-phase dynamics are still to be 
solved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear power reactors in which the core is cooled by boiling water, 
''BWR 1 s 11

, offer attractive economic advantages, and a large number of such 
reactors are already in operation or being planned. 

At this Institute, IFA*), the BWR concept has been studied for more than 
a decade both theoretically and through the operational experience of a 

*) Institutt for Atomenergi, Kjeller, Norway. 
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heavy water boiler. 

The problems associated with the presence of steam in the core, voids, 
are fundamental ones in the study of the dynamic behaviour of such reac
tors. It is well known that a boiling water reactor may become unstable, 
either due to the coupling between void formation and neutron production, 
or due purely to the hydrodynamics. 

Dynamic analyses form an important part of the design of a boiling water 
reactor. Flow and power instabilities, system response to perturbations 
or disturbancies of various kinds, transfer functions needed for the syn
thesis of various control systems etc. may be evaluated with a "dynamic 
~~~-
This report describes a dynamic model developed for the theoretical study 
of BWR dynamics of the above kind. The main parts of such a model are the 
neutron kinetics, the fuel heat transfer, the steam formation in the core, 
the hydraulic circulation, natural or forced, and the reactivity feedbacks 
from temperature and voids. 

To formulate the model, theaamervation equations for the coolant flow 
(mass, energy and momentum), equations describing the heat conduction in the 
fuel elements and the transfer of heat to the coolant, and neutron balance 
equations are written. These together with the appropriate boundary con
ditions and correlations for two-phase friction, heat transfer etc. consti
tute the mathematical model. 

Several authors [1,2 ••• 19] have treated this problem. The models reported 
differ in the basic assumptions of the physics as well as in the mathemati
cal description and the various approximations introduced •. 

One simplification common to the models known to the authors, including 
the one reported here, is that of spatial dependence in only one direction, 
i.e. along the flow path only radially averaged quantities are c~nsidered. 
The model can, however, be extended to several channels in parallel.' 

Another, in our opinion, more serious assumption in most models is that of 
thermal equilibrium between the steam and water phases. Among other things~ 
this means that the experimentally observed, and in some cases appreciable 
amount of steam content in subcooled boiling is neglected. These sub
cooled boiling voids may have a significant effect on the dynamics. Some 
reactors even operatewith subcooled boiling in the whole core. In some 
models, however, such as the one reported by Solberg [7], the STABLE-4 
which is a further development of the model reported by Jones [22,23], 
and a yet not published Swedish. model [20], steady state correlations 
are used to correct for the voids in subcooled boiling, which in fact 
means that a certain "non-equilibrium" between the phases is permitted to 
exist without explicitly stating a physical model of the process. In two 
of the models mentioned above, the steady state subcooled model of Bowring 
{21] is assumed valid in the dynamic case. The subcooled boiling model in 
STABLE~4 is developed at KAPL. 

In the model presented in this report an entirely different approach is 
taken. The lack of thermal equilibrium in the coolant is introduced as a 
fundamental hypothesis, which gives as natural consequences directly the 
voids in subcooled boiling, and there is no need for calculating boiling 



boundaries as in all other models. Water flashing or steam condensa
tion following pressure chang~s will occur, and there will exist a 
slight superheating of water in bulk boiling. Mathematically this 
approach leads to a unified description applicable to all parts of the 
hydraulic loop. 

This mechanism can turn out to be important for certain studies involving 
rapid transients as a thermal inertia will be associated with void changes. 
In this report the boiling coolant is supposed to be water, but the model 
should be equally well adaptable to other boiling coolant media, for which 
the effects related to the lack ofequilibrium can be very important(such 
as sodium.} 
Other special features of the present model are summarized below: 

The heat conduction in the fuel elements is accurately described by a 
finite difference technique. This is of importance for overall reactor 
stability anlysis. The usual approach using one "time-constant" is to 
crude in many applications. The neutron kinetic model is the conventional 
"point kinetic" model. The power shape is arbitrary, but time independent. 

Flow reversal, which may occur after a sudden increase in heat to coolant 
flow or in severe osc.illations, is accounted for by carefully setting up 
the solution procedure by finite difference technique. 

Carry-under of steam into the downcomer is considered through a simple 
carry-under correlation. The approach used, based on some preliminary 
experiments, should not be considered as more than a first attempt to 
include this effect. 

The correlations for slip, i.e. velocity ratio between the steam and water 
phases, two phase friction, boiling and single phase heat transfer etc. are 
related to local time-varying conditions. 

The momentum equation is solved in integral form for the whole flow path. 
From a programming point of view it is important to note that no iterations 
are necessary in the circulation calculations. 

The set of equations describing the model has been solved in the time
domain in their original non-linear form on a digital computer. This 
report consists of three parts. In Part 1 a detailed description and dis
cussion of the mathematical model is given. In Part 2 a short description 
of a digital computer programme RAMONA, is given. This is a preliminary 
version and a report describing the coding details will appear later. In 
Part 3 some typical computer results are presented. Steady state void cal
culation and stability limit calculations are compared with experimental 
results. Further some special applications are mentioned. A critical com
parison between theory and experiment is not attempted in this report. 

PART 1 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

1.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND THE SYSTEM CONSIDERED 

1.1.1 The Reactor System 

In Fig. 1 is shown a schematic diagram of the BWR system described by the 
model. Water enters at the bottom of the core with a certain velocity 



and temperature and is heated to a point where subcooled boiling starts 
and fUrther to the saturation temperature from which net steam formation 
takes place. 

From the core the two-phase mixture enters the unheated riser section 
where the void fraction may be changing as a result of water flashing 
and "non-equj].l.brium" effects. From the riser the mixture enters the 
upper plenum where steam and water are separated, the steam enters the 
steam drum and external system while the water, possibly mixed with steam, 
flows into the downcomer, lower plenum and back into the core. 

The ~odel in its present version, describes essentially only the system to 
the left of the vertical dotted line in Fig. 1. The effect of the external 
system, turbine, subcooler etc. on the reactor may be studied by introducing 
specified disturbancies in steam 'load andt subcooling. An ideal pressure 
controller may be assumed, in that case there is no feedback from the 
external system to steam load, the latter varies instantanously to maintain 
a constant reactor pressure. If no pressure controller is assumed, the 
reactor system (drum) pressure varies with time, and the steam load de
pends on the steam valve setting and the pressure difference between the 
external system (which is assumed to be kept at a constant pressure) and 
the reactor drum pressure. 

1.1.2 The Various Elements of the Model 

In Fig. 2 is shown the various elements of the model and their interconnec
tions. The main elements are neutron kinetics, fuel, hydrodynamics, reac
tivity feedbacks and outer plant. 

For the neutron kinetics the "point model" is used, which means that the 
nuclear power varies in time, but with a specified axial shape. The power 
dissipation is assumed distributed uniformly over the fuel cross section, 
a certain fraction, the prompt y-heating, is however, dissipated directly 
into the coolant. 

The fuel model is more detailed than usual in BWR dynamics models. As the 
coolant channel, the fuel (an average rod is considered) is divided in 
many subsections axially, and each axial section is divided in four annular 
zones of equal area. A discretized version of the heat conduction equation 
is solved in each axial subsection. The thermal conductivity in the fuel 
is an empirical function of local temperature. Axial heat conduction is 
neglected. 

The heat tQ coolant flow is governed by single phase (non-boiling) and 
boiling heat transfer correlations. The code selects that mechanism in 
each axial subsection which results in the lowest canning sur.face tempera
ture or equivalently that heat transfer mechanism which is most efficient. 

The hydraulic flow path is divided in a large number of subsections as 
shown in Fig. 4, and the mass and energy balance equations are solved in 
these subsections successively. The outlet boundary conditions from one 
subsection supply the inlet boundary conditions for the next subsection 
following the ordinary (positive) flow direction. 

The momentum equation is written in integral form for the whole flow 
path, leading to one differential equation which integrated gives the 
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inlet flow to the first subsection (at the downcomer inlet}. No. itera
tions on the inlet flow are necessary. The reactor system pressure is 
calculated from a consideration of the mass balance for the whole reactor 
volume. In applying the momentum equation in integral form the assump
tion of no spatial pressure variations is used. 

The unique way of treating the steam generating process, making no assump
tion about thermal equilibrium between the steam and water phases, leads 
to a set of equations which is valid for all subsections of the flow path, 
thus making programming of the model particularly simple. 

The ~ater and steam temperatures are calculated separately and flashing or 
condensation occur depending on the temperature difference between the 
phases and the amount of steam and water present. This approach leads 
naturally to subcooled and bulk boiling in the heated part of the channel 
without explicit computation of "boiling boundaries". In the subcooled 
boiling region steam is produced at the hot wall and is condensed in the 
bulk fluid at a rate depending on the degree of subcooling and steam 
water interface. 

By a simple carry-under correlation, the net inflow of steam at the down
corner entrance is determined. This inflow of steam will distribute in 
the downcorner according to the local conditions for steam velocity and 
subcooling. If the flow in the downcorner decreases, it may be emptied of 
steam due to the buoyancy. 

To account for flow reversal,care has been taken in the mathematical formu
lation of the boundary conditions in each subsection. As long as the 
steam and water velocities are positive, i.e. flow in the "normal" positive 
direction, the mass flow of steam and water and energy flow of the mixture 
out of a specific subsection depends on the mass and energy contents of 
that section. If, however, one or both of the steam and water velocities 
become negative, the flow in the negative direction at the boundary is 
determined by the conditions in the next subsection. This "principle" is 
important as it ensures contact with the physics of the transport processes 
involved and avoids mathematical instabilities which will occur if the 
mathematical characteristics are not followed in the solution procedure. 

As seen from Fig. 2, various feedback paths are considered. These are 
void reactivity feedback, fuel temperature (Doppler} reactivity feedback 
and moderator (coolant) temperature reactivity feedback. In addition 
specified reactivity disturbancies may be applied (control rod reactivity}. 

As is well known, a boiling water reactor may be purely hydrodynamically 
unstable through the internal feedback loops in the hydrodynamics 
(hydrodynamic instability), or the reactor may become unstable through the 
feedbacks to neutron kinetics and power. The first type of instability 
can be studied in electrically heated loops. The code can be used to 
study both types of instabilities. Investigating the hydrodynamic stability 
the heat to coolant flow is specified and the fuel and neutron kinetic 
models are bypassed. 

In the next section the hydrodynamic model will be described in considerable 
detail. 



1.2 THE HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL 

1.2.1 The Boiling Mechanism 

At thermodynamic equilibrium the state of the two-phase, one-component 
system is uniquely determined by the mass and ~nergy densities. As the 
equilibrium assumption will not be retained, additional information about 
the transfer of mass and energy between the phases is needed. To obtain 
this, certain assumptions will be made based on a physical model of the 
process. 

Strictly speaking the system, the steam and water mixture, is considered 
to approach equilibrium with a finite rate upon disturbancies. In a flow 
system with steam generation such as the coolant channel of a boiling reac
tor, apparent "non-equilibrium" will exist locally even under steady state 
conditions as a result of a balance between the rate of evaporation (or 
condensation) and the rate of flow. 

The description of this mechanism is based on the idea that steam is 
generated in two ways: at the heated wall where water is in contact with 
a wall at a temperature above Ts, the saturation temperature, and in the 
bulk fluid through flashing or condensation. These two vapour producing 
terms will be called the "surface" and "bulk" terms respectively. The 
bulk term can be positive by flashing of superheated fluid and negative 
by vapour condensing in subcooled fluid. 

The water can'be superheated in various ways: due to a decrease in the 
system pressure, due to the normal pressure decrease in the flow direction 
or as a result of heat addition to the water either directly by y-radiation 
in a reactor or at the heated wall where the detaching steam bubbles will 
agitate the boundary layer of water. 

Condensation of steam occur in subcooled boiling where. the water temperature 
Tf, is below the saturation temperature, Ts• Note that the term, des- • 
cribing the evaporation at the heated wall, the surface term can, in 
principle, be negative too, corresponding to condensation on a cold sur
face. 

Sufficiently detailed information about the evaporation and condensation 
processes for all conditions is not ayailahle. The formulas to be developed 
in this model will therefore contain parameters yet more or less unknown. 
By varying these parameters, the influence of local thermal "non-equili
brium" can be investigated. The case of complete or immediate equilibrium 
is contained as a special case, obtained by assigning high values to the 
coefficients governing the rate of equilibrium approach. 

j 

~The values of the parameters which enter the analysis, should be determined 
Efrom accurate void and water temperature measurements both for subcooled and 
t bulk boiling. 

1.2.1.1 Steam Generation at the Heat Transfer Surface 
------------------------------------------------------A coolant volume. is considered for which one boundary is a heated surface 
where boiling heat transfer occurs, cf. Fig. 5. 
Close to the heat transfer surface there is a boundary layer in which the 
coolant temperature increases from the bulk temperature Tf tO the surface 
temperature T (canning). Q* is the heat flux to the coolant determined ca 



~~ 
by a boiling heat transfer correlation. The calculation of Q will be 
discussed in chapter 1.3, here it is assumed known. 

* Given the temperatures Tf and Tea and Q , an expression for the eva-
poration rate p~r unit atea of.the heated surface [kg/sec .m-2] is de
rived below. 

Consider the cycle of a free steam bubble formation comprising growth 
at the wall, detachment from the wall and transport into the bulk 
coolant. As the conditions in the boundary layer after one such cycle 
return to the initial conditions, no net mass transfer has occured.KThe 
energy transferred is Q*·6~ where 6~ is the time required for one cycle. 
It is assumed that the process of a steam bubble formation and transport 
into the bulk fluid will agitate the fluid in the boundary layer and 
result in a certain exchange of coolant between the layer and the bulk 
fluid. The following basic assumEtion is .made: 

1) When boiling heat transfer occurs heat conduction in the boundaryli 
layer is neglected; heat is transferred only by convection. 11 

The equations for the total mass and energy transfer may be written: 

Mass transferred =·o ~ pg6Vg + pf6Vf+- pfovf- (1.2.1) 

* Energy transferred = Q ·6~ = pg6Vghg + pf6Vf+hf+ -pf6Vf-hf- (1.2.2) 

Here 6V is the gas or steam volume leaving the unit surface .area in the 
time 5~~ 6Vf+ and 6Vf- are, respectively, the corresponding volume of 
water leavins and entering th!ii boupdaey 1 ayer caused by the growth and 
transport of the steam volume 6Vg· hg, hf+ and hf- are the enthalpies 
of steam and water (leaving and entering). For other symbols cf. nomen
clature • 

. Solving Eqs.(l.2.1) and (1.2.2) with respect to the evaporation rate 
gives: 

6V 
P __.s. = 
g 6~ 

·* Q. (1.2.3) 

Usually one neglects the transport of fluid out from the layer, 6Vf+=O, 
the evaporation rate is then: 

6V * 
P 

___g_ Q ./ 
g 6 ~ - hf + C (T -Tf) g p g 

(1.2.4) 

Here hf is the heat of evaporation, Cp specific heat of water at constant 
pressur~~ Tg the steam temperature and Tf bulk fluid temperature. One 
should notice that even in this approximation the evaporation rate is dif-

. ferent from Q* lhfg. 

We shall not neglect 6Vr as it is believed that the agitation and displace
ment of the water will contribute to the heat transfer. In nucleate boiling , ' 
this is certainly true. For film boiling 6Vr+ = 0. , 



This last case will not be included, it would also require another 
boiling heat transfer correlation than the one used (Jens-Lottes cf. 
chapter 1.3). For 6Vf+ is now made the following second assumetion: 

2) 5Vf+ = bVg(l - pg/pf) (1.2.5) 

6Vg(l-p /pf) is the volume expansion when one bubble of volume 
6Vg is ~ormed. This assumption says that an equal volume of water 
will be displaced into the bulk coolant stream. 

5Vf~ is probably depending on other quantities such as heat flux and 
flow velocity. We are, however, at this stage of model development 
not aiming at a description of the processes which takes all effects 
into consideration, rather we shall suggest reasonable approaches which 
may be improved in the future. 

For hf+ the following third assumption is made: 

3) hf+ = h + C [ ~ (T +T )-T ] . s p g ca g 
( 1.2 .6) 

hs is the enthalpy of water at the saturation temperature# Tea 
canning or wall surface temperature, the other quantities are de
fined above. Eq.(l.2.6) means that the water leaving the boundary 
layer is assumed to be at the mean temperature between the wall 
surface and the saturation temperature. 

Using the last two assumptions and Eq.(l.2.3), the following surface 
evaporation rate Y8F[kg/sec m2] is obtained: 

Q* 
YSF =------------------------~~------------------=-Pf . Pf C 

h + C (T -T ) - + (T ;,T ) ( - -1) -I?. 
fg p g f pg ca g Pg 2 

(1.2. 7) 

!. 

Here the relation hf = h + C (T -Tf) has been used. - s p g 

]._._?_.]._._? __ _9pp_sl~p.§_a_:t_i_?_!l_~p.sl_~.Y~.P9.T~.:tJ..?.!l __ ip _ _:t_!l~_J'.!l)lt_!]..?J.~_. 
As previously stated, the total evaporation rate Y will be expressed as 
the sum of two terms, the surface.evaporation term YsF and the bulk fluid 
evaporation term 'l'B. An expression for the latter will be derived be-low. 

Consider a volume V of the coolant in which condensation of steam or eva
poration of water take place depending on whether the water temperature 
is below or above the saturation temperature. The bulk term whiCh governs 
the rate of mass transfer between the phases in the bulk fluid has the 
dimension [kg/sec m3]. Then for a volume V with a heated surface of area 
AH, the total evaporation (or condensation) rate Y is given by: 

y = AHYSF + V·YB '< ( 1.2 .8) 

The dimension of Y is [kg/sec]. 

;We shall account for the possibility that condensation and evaporation can 
, occur with different rates.for the same absolute temperature difference, 

·.· but opposite in sign between the phases at the same void content. Generally 



a relationship of the following type exists: 

[ 's ~ f(Tr-Tg, a) J 
Assuming that the effect of 
fraction ~ can be separated, 

(1.2.9). 

and local void 

( 1.2 .10) 

It is assumed that the dependence on (Tf-T ) is linear, but that the 
proPortionality constant depends on the si~~ of (Tf-Tg), achieved by 
writing, cf. Fig. 6: 

(1.2.11) 

For Tf > Tg the evaporation rate is (l+x.) (TcTg) . 
"· Tf < Tg 11 condensation " 11 

( 1-x.)(Tf-Tg) ' 

x. = 0 makes the rates of evaporation and condensation equal and x. = 1 
makes the condensation rate equaL. to zero. , 

The function f1 (~) in Eq.(l.2.10) accounts for the void fraction dependence 
on the transfer rate. The present knowledge of the boiling mechanism does 
not allow us to give a well-founded theoretical or experimentally verified 
expression for f 1 (a). Some heuristic arguments will be made to derive an,' 
expression which is believed to include the main characteristics.· If it 
becomes evident that another relationship is more correct, it will be easy 
to modify the existing code. 

It is assumed that f1(~) consists of two terms, one giving the possibility 
of mass transfer at zero voids, and another term proportional to the inter
phase areabetween'steam'and water expressing the transfer through the 
interphase boundary. The following expression is proposed: 

'.;' £ ... 

' \·--;~(~) ~-~ ~· . ~-~ R1 ·c,.( 1-,:j" ' I. . 
t''...i; '. t.J...4 _c ~.·-...'{ ·,1: • 

l fg ... o ~-. '"~'"" , I . . 

The two coefficients R0 and R1 [watt/~. °C] 
two mechanisms. 

; (}-2.12) 

determine the strength 9f the 

The term R1 .a•(l-~) expresses the effect of the interphase area. A ther
mal resistance layer at the interphase boundary is supposed to exist. The 
interphase term in Eq.(l.2.12) is constructid such that it varies con
tinously with a, is zero in the limits a ={0 , and has a maximum at a = 0.5. 
It seems reasonable to assume a maximum interphase area at some inter
mediate void fraction. 

Now the expression for the bulk fluid evaporation term is stated as the 
fourth assumption: 

4) 'f = - 1- [R.+ Rl • ~ ·(1-0')J·[(T -T )+x. IT-T 1J 
B hfg o f g f g 

(1.2.13) 



Note that if Vas calculated from Eq.(l.2.8) is negative and the void 
fraction is equal to zero, V has to be set equal to zero as there are 
no voids to condense, i.e.: 

If '!' < 0 and et = 0 then V = 0 / (1.2.14) 

To discuss Eq.(l.2.13) from a another point of view, define R by: 

(1.2 .15) 

R, of dimension [watt/n? °C], is a "constant" which determines the rate 
of heat transport between the two phases steam and water per unit volume 
of the mixture and unit temperature difference between the phases. The 
"constant" R can be varied essentially between zero and infinity corre
sponding to the extreme cases of complete thermal insulation between the 
phases and complete equilibrium in the sense that equilibrium is reached 
infinitely fast. , 

In Fig. 7 is shown schematically the time behaviour of the steam and water 
temperatures when the two phases are mixed with initially different 
temperatures. The "time constant" for this thermal equalization process 
can be represented approximately by: 

(1.2.16) 

'f is assumed to be of the order 10-l to 10-3 sec which corresponds to R 
values in the range 107 to 109. R9 az;d ~.LJ:1.as to be de.:t.E:trmi~d from care
fu~ly desi~z:>.~_q e_~f,!~J·J.ments. Some comparisons with measured void profiles 
will be shown in Part 3 for different R0 , R1 values. 

1.2.2 The Energy Balance with Incomplete Thermal Equilibrium between the 
Phases. 

The concept of "incomplete" equilibrium, as treated in the preceeding 
section, will still allow the writing of one energy balance equation for 
the two phases together. The energy transfer between the phases will 
drop out in the equation for the total energy balance (appearing with 
plus and minus signs). 

The energy balance for an open system with in- and outflow of energy and 
with heat addition is: 

(1.2.17) 

dE dt is the storage rate of internal energy in the volume considered, WE,i 



and WE 9 ar~ respectively, the. inflow and outflow of thermal energy and 
work. 

1
Q[watt] is the heat rate supplied to the volume. Note that Q is 

the total heat rate, no separation in two terms, fluid heating and eva
poration heating, is required here (Q* in sect. 1.2.1 equals Q/AH).;· 

The energy flow rate consists of internal energy and work supplied by 
the total volume· flow W: 

( 1.2 .18) 

i , , ',A ~ l , 

Wg and Wfare the volume flow of steam and water respectively, and eg and 
ef the corresponding internal energies, p is the pressure. As usual in 1 
dynamics models, kinetic energy and work done by gravity and friction ar:ej 
neglected, being extremely small terms compared to the thermal energy. l. 

~ Equivalently, WE may be expressed in terms of enthalpy flow using hf and 
') hg· The W•p term will then drop out as a consequence of the relation, 
7 h = e + p/p. We shall, however, keep the above formulation. 

The internal energy E, determined by integration of Eq.(l.2.17), is ex
pressed as follows: 

E = (1.2.19) 

To calculate eg the fifth assumption is made: 

5) The steam is saturated at all times such that eg is determined from 
the pressure, eg '= eg(p}; arid hence. the steam temperature Tg is equal .. r 
to the saturation temperature T5 • 

Knowing the steam and water masses in the volume under consideration, mg 
and mf, the calculation of which will be given in the next section, the 
internal energy is used to calculate the water temperature Tf as follows. 
From Eq.(l.2.19}: 

E - m e (p} 
g g 

} (1.2.20} 

The last equation can be incorporated from a tabulation of the fluid pro
perties. To simplify, the zero of the energy scale has been.chosen to 
correspond to the saturation temperature at nominal operating pressure, 
Tso, and one gets therefore: 

Tf = T~ {1.2.21) 



Cv, the heat capacity of the coolant at constant volume, can be treated 
as,·a. constant if Tf does not deviate largely from the reference tempera
ture •. 

We have now determined the temperatures of the two phases which enter 
into the evaporation (or condensation) rate, i.e. the mass exchange term 
'· The solution procedure may be illustrated as follows: 

- T .... ' g ( 1.2 .22} 

As the steam is assumed to be saturated, the steam temperature Tg is equal 
to the saturation temperature Ts which is a function of pressure only and 
can be obtained from steam tables: 

· (In the present version of the code, a linear assumption is made for the 
variation of Ts with p such that Tsoand (oTs/op}

0 
at nominal pressure are 

, inputs. Later the steam tables will be incorporated). 

1.2.3 The Mass Balances for the Two Phases. 
The mass balance equations for the two phases, giving the mass content 
mf and mg and the mass flows, will now close the set of hydrodynamic 
equations describing the conditions in small successive volume elements 

; \along the flow path (subsections). From the integrated momentum equa
·jltion, treated in alater chapter, the necessary inlet boundary condition 
:of the flow in the loop is determined. 

Consider a volume V with mass transfer within it and with in- and outflow 
of steam and water, Fig. 8. The mass balance for the two phases separately 
is written: 

(1.2.24) 

( 1.2 .25) 

wg and Wf are mass flow of steam and water respectively and ~ is the total 
mass transfer rate (kg/sec) for the volume under consideration as given by 
Eq • ( l. 2 • 8) • 

The masses mg and mf fill up the volume V, giving a third equation: 

( 1.2 .26) 



Given now the.inlet houndary conditions wgi and wfi and the evaporation 
rate Y, four quantitieshave to be determined, the outlet boundary con
ditions, w€i0 and wf0 ·, and the steam and water masses, mg and mf, in the 
volume V, \Vis the volume of an arbitrary subsection of the flow path): 

The fourth equation which is needed for this purpose, is supplied b,y a 
steam slip correlation. At this stage is simply stated the existence of 
a relationship of the form: 

v == s·v + v0
. 

g f 
(1.2.27) 

where: vg is the steam velocity averaged over the flow cross section 
A, defined as wgiPrPA. , 
Vf is the water velocity averaged over the flow cross section 
A, defined as wf/pf(l-Q')A ... 

The slip correlation Eq. ( 1.2·. 21), in particular the form of S and v0 

will be discussed in more detail later, here consider S and v0 as known 
functions of the local conditions. 

The two differential equations (1.2.24) and (1.2.25) can be simplified 
by introducing the total volume flow as a new variable: 

( 1.2 .28) 

The following assumption will.be used below: 

6) There are no local pressure differences,all parts of the loop are 
at the system pressure (which may vary with time). ~ 

Eqs. (1.2.24) and (1.2.25) are combined to give for the outlet volume 
flow: · 
(Multiply the first with 1/pg and the second with 1/pf and add): 

( t> iE .2£ ) 
dt 

The coefficients Y and ~ are given by: 

y = 1/pg - 1/pf 

~ = .1.m JL (l) ~ m JL (J:._) 
g dp Pg pg(Tsat) f dp Pf Tf=const. 

} 

( 1.2 .29) 

( 1.2 .30) 

Eq.(l.2.29) states that the outflow of volume is equal to the inflow plus 
the volume production y•Y due to evaporation, minus the compression caused 
by a pressure increase. The production term is proportional to 1/pg - 1/pf 



the compression term is given by the reduction in specific volumes 
1/pg and 1/Pr· In agreement with assumption 5), the derivative c& { 1/p..,.) 
is taken along the saturation curve whereas for the water P 0 

~{1/p ) is taken at constant temperature. Eq.(l.2.29) is valid 
. ofhy wten, as assumed throughout, the mass densities are not varying 
)spatially (but are functions of system pressure). 

One of the differential equations, Eqs. ( 1.2 .24) and ( 1.2 .25) is re
placed by Eq.(l.2.29) which need not be considered as a differential 
equation in this context (another expression for p will be derived later). 
In addition to reducing the number of differential equations, it will 
be seen later that the formulation in terms of volume flow allows us to 
solve the momentum equation in integral form directly without iterations. 

The set of equations derived in this section is solved in the following 
form which may be obtained after some straightforward manipulations: 

dm 
__g- p w 
dt - gi gi - p w go go + '!' . (1.2.31 a) 

m 
mf pf(V - _.s. ) , 

Pg 
(b) 

m 
a; =_g_ (c) 

Pg •V 

w = wi + Y'l' + 'T\ P (d) 
0 

w I - CY"V 
0 

{e) o A o o 
I vfo l+(S-l)OJ 

0 

v s • v + v 0 (f) 
go fo 0 ' 

\'I = A•01 •v (g) go o go· 

wfo = w- w {h) 
0 go 

{Actually p 
1 

= p asp is taken only as function of system pressure). g go g 
For each subsection, cf. Fig. 4, the equations are solved in the following 
direction, no iterations are necessary: 

~ 
)/ /J ;t ,:t~ 

1 _( 1.2 .32) E -E .... ef .... Tf - '!' '· ·" ·,J I 
T 

I .-, 
'.· 

{ ' 
\, 

p .... p .... T g 



The lower part of this diagram indicates how the energy equation, 
Eq.(l.2.17)Jare integrated to give E and further ef and Tf from Eqs. 
(1.2.20) and (1.2.21). The system pressure pis obtained by inte
grating an equation obtained from a mass balance for the whole reac
tor volume and will be considered in section 1.2.8. 

It may be noted that the formulation above also applies to the upper 
plenum k = 0, cf. Fig. 4. There the voidfraction ~0 • represents the 
fraction of the volume occupied by steam. 

In Eqs. (1.2.31 a, •• h) the voidfraction at the outlet boundary is 
appearing. The question of which value to use there will be dis
cussed in detail in section 1.2.4.6. An approximation has to be 
made as we have discretized the spatial variable. Here it is only 
stated that certain precautions must be taken to ensure numerical 
stability of the solution. 

For a volume V which can be taken as an arbitrary subsection of the 
flow path, expressionShave now been obtained for the changes going 
on within the volume and the outlet boundary conditions when the in
let boundary conditions are known. These are given by the outlet 
conditions of the preceding subsection. The question of boundary 
conditions at the subsection where the calculation starts (for each 
time interval) will be taken up in section 1.2.5. 

1.2 .4 The ApplicabiJ:.!;ty of the General Equations_!.o an Arb~traq 
~bsection of the Hydraulic Loop. 

The equations derived up till now describe the conditions in an 
arbitrary volume element when the inflows of mass and energy and the 
power supplied are given. From the two mass balances, the energy 
balance, the evaporation (or condensation) rate and a steam velocity 
expression (slip correlation), the void fraction and the fluid (water) 
temperature in the volume under consideration are determined and further 
the outflows of mass and energy. 

The whole circulation path, downcomer, lower plenum, core, riser and 
upper plenum, is divided into small subsections and the set of equa
tions derived so far is applied successively to these subsections 
following the normal (positive) circulation direction from one sub
section to the next, of. Figs. 3 and 4. The outlet flows from one 
such subsection provide the necessary inflow conditions to the next 
following and in this way the instantaneous conditions in the whole 
coolant flow loop are determined simultanously with the calculation of 
new time derivatives which by integration advances the solution one 
time step. 

The inlet conditions to the first subsection which we shall take at the 
downcomer entrance, are determined from the solution of the momentum 
equation in integral form for the whole circulation path and will be 
discussed in section 1.2.5. For the time being we shall assume that 
the inflows to the first subsection are known. 

The equations derived for one volume element or subsection are general, 
meaning that the same description is valid for all elements of the 
flow path. There are no real discontinuities in the description, 

I,; -, 



whether the element considered is a part of the down-comer or the coolant 
channel (without boiling, with subcooled boiling or with net boiling), 
the equations apply equally well. In the non-heated parts the power Q 
is zero. The gravity acceleration is a signed quantity, in the downcomer 
g is positive, in the core and riser g is negative (i.e. opposite to the 
normal flo'w direction), in upper and lower plenum g is zero. In this 
way the effect of gravity is taken care of. Each subsection is of con
stant flow area. Flow area changes which are assumed to occur over a 
very short distance, are located at the boundary between two subsections. 
The.volume flows of steam and water Wg and Wf, do not change across the 
discontinuities. 

Working with these as primary quantities is sufficient to relate other 
quantities on each side of the discontinuity. Pressure losses at area 
changes are taken care of in the momentum equation to be discussed later. 

Below we shall consider in some detail how the formulation works for 
the different parts of the flow loop and how the transition from one 
region to the next (e.g. subcooled to net boiling) comes out naturally. 

1.2.4.1 The Non-boiling Region. 
Conslaer-rlrs~-~ne-coolan{-cnannel starting at the channel inlet and 
assume that sufficiently high subcooling exists such that there is a 
region of single phase flow (true non-boiling region). (Note that this 
assumption is only made for convenience in the present discussion, 
actually the flow into the coolant channel may be subcooled or not and 
even mixed with steam in the case of carry-under). If the heat trans
fer surface is not sufficiently hot to cause evaporation at the surface 
(YsF = 0), the heat rate Q will just heat the water as described by the 
energy equation. The total energy flow will be contained in the fluid, 
being the only phase present. 

1~6~~~?--~~-§~P292~~~-~9!~!~s_E~~!2~· 
If the heat rate is sufficiently high, the heat transfer surface will at 
some point along the channel be sufficiently hot for boiling heat trans
fer to occur such that the surface evaporation term (YsF) comes into play. 
This will not necessarily result in net void production as the condensa
tion rate (YB), due to the high subcooling still existing, can cancel the 
surface evaporation rate (YsF)• 

This is the "wall voidage" region with no free voids in the bulk coolant. 
The water will be further heated. 

Eventuallythe condensation rate will decrease sufficiently due to the de
creasing subcooling, to make the void production rate (Y) Eq.(l.2.8), 
positive and void production will begin. A net void fraction will now be 
established as a balance between the positive surface term, the condensa
tion term and the net transport of steam out of the volume under considera
tion. The water will still be heated and sooner or later a point along 
the channel will be reached where the water temperature attains saturation 
and we pass into the bulk boiling region. 



1.2.4.3 The Bulk Boiling Region. 
From-the-po1nt-ln-the-cnannel-wfiere the water reaches the saturation 
temperature~ the steam production rate will increase faster~ as the bulk 
term ~B now changes sign. from a bulk condensation effect to a bulk 
evaporation effect, cf. Eq.(l.2.8). The water temperature will in this 
region slightly exceed the saturation temperature due to two effects~ 

The pressure and hence the saturation temperature decrease it~flowdirec
tion and the water will become slightly superheated as the evaporation 
rate is finite. This~ which may be called a "spatial flashing" effect 
is not accounted for in the model as a consequence of Assumption 6). 
Ho""ever~ the "dynamic flashing" effect cased by system pressure~ (and 
saturation temperature) variations, is included. 

Secondly. bubble formation at the hot wall will agitate the boundary 
layer forcing superheated water to enter the bulk fluid. This effect 
is included in the model through the energy balance equation and the 
evaporation mechanism described in section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. 

Consider now a case where the net boiling region is not reached in the 
heated part of the channel, the core. In the model the possibility of 
having a riser section with no heat addition is included. One may have 
voids in the core as a consequence of subcooled boiling. The water has 
not reached the saturation temperature at the outlet of the core and 
partial or complete condensation of the steam will take place in the 
riser or in the upper plenum. causing a further heating of the water. 

1~g~5~5--TD~-~9~99W~r· 
Normally only water will be flowing in the downcomer, possibly subcooled 
if subcooled feedwater is returned from outside in the downcomer. The 
model has been formulated generally enough to allow the feedwater to be 
returned~ in any subsection along the flow path be it in the downcomer, 
lower plenum, core or riser. 

Flashing can occur in the downcomer as a result of a pressure decrease. 
The bulk evaporation term will become positive as soon as the saturation 
temperature goes below the water temperature. 

Consider now the expression for the steam velocity Eq.(l.2.27). As will 
be discussed in section 1.2.6, the vo term is the rise velocity of bubbles 
in quiescent water i.e. opposite to the direction of the gravity acceleration -vector g. 

If lv0
J > ISvf\ the voids in the downcomer will rise opposite to Vf and 

flow out of the downcomer into the upper plenum. If lv0 l < lsvfl the voids 
will be carried with the bulk water flow. Various phenomena, all con
tained in the model, can then occur: 

The steam can be condensed due to the pressure increase in the downwards 
direction, (this "spatial condensation11 effect is, as noted above, not 
included in the present version), the steam is condensed at the position 
where the cold feedwater is introduced,where Vg < 0, the steam is only 
partially,.· condensed in the downcomer and some of it is transported with 
the flow into the core. This will not cause difficulties as two-phase 
flow is allowed everywhere along the flow path. 



Another phenomenon which can be taken care of in the model, is the steam 
carry-under effect. It is known that if the two phases are not efficiently 
separated in the upper plenum, some steam may be sucked into the downcomer. 
The difficulty in this connection lies in obtaining an appropriate experi
mental correlation for the inlet boundary conditions i.e. the inflow of 
steam into the downcomer as a function of the conditions in the upper 
plenum. A simple correlation enabling us to consider the carry-under effect 
is d~scribed in section 1.2.7. 

1.2.4.5 Variations in System Pressure. 
"As-aTrea.'ciY.-'Poi'nt:e"ifo'tiF,-no-spatiaT"Pressure variation, only the system 
pressure is considered, the calculation of which will be described in 
section 1.2.8. 

The effect of pressure variations on saturation temperature, densities 
etc. is included, these quantities are at each time step calculated as 
functions of the instantanous pressure. A pressure decrease will then 
cause saturated ~ater to flash into steam as ~B becomes positive, and 
for a pressure increase condensation of steam will occur. 

Due to the "incomplete" thermal equilibrium, which is an essential fea
ture of the model, pressure variations will not result in instantaneous 
void changes. A thermal inertial effect will give a certain "time con
stant" for void ~hanges. In boiling water reactors with high void-reac
tivity coefficients, this time constant, even expected to be small, may 
prove to be important for certain types of excursions involving sub
stantial pressure changes. 

For other coolant media, i.e. Na, this "time constant effect" between 
pressure and resulting void is probably more important. The model should 
apply equally well to those conditions, having other values for the co-
efficients, R0 and in Eq.(l.2.13). 

1.2 .4 .6. Solution of the Equations for Normal and Reversed Flow. 
'T"he-'ba5Tc-5et-oTe"Cil.ia't1ons-ror-one-s'tibsect1on-'C>r-'ti1e-rio"Vt'Pati1-Fias been 
derived above; in this part the problem of defining appropriate flow terms 
for mass and energy is discussed, such that the result will be valid for 
"positive" and "negative" flow directions. 

At the boundary between two subsections, the velocity of either phase, steam 
or water, can in the most general case be "positive", flow into the next 
section, or "negative", flo\tJ from the next section. 

A flow term is the product of a scalar quantity, mass or energy density, 
and a velocity vector. 

Physically this scalar quantity is transported in the direction of the 
corresponding velocity. This leads to the following approach u3ed in the 
model: the water and steam velocity vectors are determined on the boundary 
between two subsections, and the flows of mass and energy are taken as the 
product of the velocity and the density in the upstream subsection (for de
tails se below). 

By this artifice the solution procedure is kept close to the "cause .... 
effect" principle, physically false couplings between thesubsections are 



avoided, and mathematical stability is insured for any flow direction. 

In more detail the solution procedure is as follows, cf. Fig. 9: 
Wk is the volume flow crossing the boundary between the sections numbered 
k and k + 1. The fluid and vapour velocities at this boundary are deter
mined as follows, cf. Eqs. (1.2.31 e and f): 
First vf,k and vg,k are calculated from: 

Wk/Ak + akvk o 
vf,k = l+(Sk-l)~k 

} (1.2.33) 

If vf,k ~ 0 the abcve formulas are used to calculate Vf,k and vg,k" If, 
however, Vf,k < 0 new values are calculated from (replacing the aoove ones): 

wk/Ak + 01k+l vk
0 

l+(Sk+l-l)crk+l 

} ( 1.2.34) 

The flows crossing the boundary k, k+l are calculated as follows depending 
on the sign of vf,k and vg,k: 

a) v k > o, i.e. gas flows from k to k+l: 
- g, --

w = v . rt • A g,k g,k k k 

W =W • E,g,k g,k Pg,k' e g,k 

b) v k < 0, i.e. gas flows from k+l to k: -g,-

w = v . o-k+l. Ak g,k g,k 

w =W . 
Pg,k+l 

. e· 
E,g,k g,k g,k+l 

. Correspondingly for the fluid phase: 

a) .Yf,k~ i.e. fluid flows from k to k+l: 

wf,k = w - w k g,k 

W = W •p •e E,f,k f,k f,k f,k 

} ( 1.2 ·35) 

} ( 1.2 .36) 

} ( 1.2 ·37) 



b) ..Yf,k < 0, i.e. fluid flows from k+l to k: 

wf,k = w - w k g,k 

W =W • p • e E,f,k f,k f,k+l f,k+l 
} (1.2.38) 

These formulas will cover the general case of any flow direction, in
cluding outflow at both ends of a subsection, caused for instance by a 
power burst. 

In the equations above the mass densities are indexed although in the 
present version they are not spatially dependent. However, a future 
version is planned where the spatial dependence of Pg and pf are to be 
taken into account, cf. section 2.2.3. 

1.2.5 Determination of the Boundary Condition, Inlet Flow Rate, from 
the Integrated Momentum Equation. · 

Up to now it has been shown how the general equations can be solved 
sectionwise along the flow path. To start this calculation, the inlet 
conditions to the first subsection, which has been chosen at the downcomer 
entrance, must be known. Now an expression for the entrance flow rate shall 
be derived from the integral momentum equation. This will be done such 
that both natural and forced circulation are allfwed. 

The integral momentum equation is obtained by integrating the differential 
momentum equation around the complete circulation path using the require
ment that the pressure term vanishes as the instantaneous pressure must 
return to its starting value for a closed path. By this procedure we 
derive an explicit equation for the inlet flow, hence no iterations are 
necessary (in contrast to most dynamic models). 

The formulation will be kept general such that the model is still valid 
for the case of steam carry-under in the downcomer. 

The geometry of the circulation path which is considered is shown in Fig. 
3. It consists of six parts: downcomer l, downcomer 2, lower plenum, core, 
riser and upper plenum. In each the flow area may be different, but is con
sidered constant within each part. To make up for the steam mass leaving 
the reactor from the upper plenum, the condensed steam is returned as feed
water. The model allows the feedwater to be returned at any position along 
the flow path. 

In the case of forced circulation a pump head with known characteristics~ 
specified as input,is added to the expression for the driving head. 

· At area changes the pressure difference between each side has to be cal
culated. This is done by specifying the number of local velocity heads 
loss or gain. Spacers, i.e. local restrictions, with specified local 
velocity heads loss in the core and the riser can be introduced. 

The basic momentum equation for a part of the flow path with constant 
area A is written: 

( 1.2 ·39) 



Here i is the momentum per unit area and length, U is the momentum flow per 
unit area, p is the static pressure, g•m/A is the weight and f is the 
friction, both per un~t area and length. (The plus sign on the gravity 
term since g is a singed quantity equal to Jgjcos ~where~ is the angle 
between the normal flow direction and the gravity vector). 

By integrating E~.(1.2.39) around the circulation loop, making use of the 
condition that j' op/nz • dz = 0 (pressure changes at singularities in
cluded), there results: 

tli = D - F - L 
dt ( 1.2 .40) 

Here I r the total, integrated momentum per unit area, D is the driving 
force, · g •m/A·dz, F is the total friction and Lis the sum of all the 
pressur drops at ·siT.gUlarities and momentum flow losses. 

The driving f'orce is calculated from: 

[{1-a)of + ap ]dz + 6p ~ g pump 

N 

~ L lg\ cos ~k[{l-a)pf +a Pg \ t:;z.k + ll,ppump 
k=l 

( 1.2.111) 

cos cok takes care of the direction of g, in the downcomer cos cp is positive, 
equal to one in downcomer 1 and possibly·less than one in downcomer 2 if it 
is twisted (for instance a spiral formed downcomer). In lower plenum cos~ 
equals ~ero and in the core and riser cos ~ equals minus one. The sum is 
taken.over all sections except the upper plenum (k=O) where cos~ is zero, 
cf. Fig. 4. 
tpPu is the pressure gain through the pumps.and has to be specified as a 
func~£on of the core inlet velocity v.: 

. 1. 

(1.2.42) 

If a certain inertia is associated with the pumps., giving rise to a term 
proportional to (-dvi/dt) this can be accounted for by adding an equivalent 
length to one of the non-heated parts of the loop. 

The total friction term is given by: 

F = fr dz 

(1.2.43) 
N 

Gk{Gk\ 

I fkRk t:;z.k Rj 

Pfk 
k=l 



Here R is a two-phase friction multiplier and f is the single phase fric
tion factor •. The expressions are given in section 1.2.6. G is the mass 
flow rate per unit area: 

(1.2.44) 

The total loss term L consists of all the singular pressure drops and 
all the momentum flow losses: 

L = - I b,p + 

singularities 
I u 
exit const. 
area parts 

- L. u 
entrance const. 
area parts 

(1.2 .45) 

The pressure drops at the singularities are specified in local velocity 
heads; if a singularity occurs between subsection no. k and k+l: 

/::.p k,k+l = ~ · ~,k+l • uk ( 1.2 .46) 

The L's are given constants, negative for a pressure decrease in the flow 
direction. For details cf. section 1.2.6.3. The momentum flow U is 
written: 

( 1.2 .47) 

Note that care has been taken in Eqs. (1.2.43) and (1.2.47) to allow flow 
reversal. 

After having calculated the right hand side of Eq.(l.2.40) as shown above, 
integration gives the total momentum I. We shall next derive an expression·:. 
for the inlet flo>'' to the downcomer in terms of I. 
By definition: 

i is expressed as a function oftotal volume flow W and the steam slip func
tion: 

w = A[(l-a)vf + avg] 

0 
v g = s ·vf + v 

} (1.2.49) 



It is easily verified that: 

(1.2.50) 

The volume flow in an arbitrary subsection (No.k) is expressed in terms 
of the d wncomer inlet volume flow W by summing Eq.(l.2.29) up to the 
subsection under c.:msideration: 0 

(not accounting f,;r the feedwater). 
Summing Eq. ( l. 2. 50) around the flow loop recalling that: 

where 

c = k 

D -k-

e> :;;:; 

n 
0 

[Pf + (pg- Pr) 

r 
Lo:(pr- pg)( 1 -

0 if. n == 0 
0 

1 It k ~ n 
0 

0 It k<n 
0 

l+(~l)al 
• 6zk 

Ak 

So; l . 
1+ (S-1 )o;-'k 6zk 

(1.2.51) 

(1.2 .52) 

(1.2 .53) 

(1.2.54) 

(1.2.55) 



n is the subsection in which the feedwater volume flow Wfw, is returned. 
TRe term 6 WfW takes into account the effect of the feeawater on the 
momentum, £~ is ass~ed that the feedwater is introduced into the flow 
path with zero initi~l momentum. 

The summation in Eq.(l.2.53) extends over all sections k; 1, 2 •... N 
(N is the subsection on the top of the riser). A water height h above 
the riser outlet will contribute to the momentum. This is approximately 
accounted for by an imagined elongation of the riser by an amount H. 
This is done by defining CN and DN in Eq.(l.2.53) by: 

CN = C~(l + ~ ) 
R 

DN = D~(l + ~ ) 
R 

(1.2.56) 

C~ and D~ are those calculated from Eqs.(l.2.54) for k=N. In Eq.(l.2.41) 
for the ariving head D this "elongation" is of course not included. 

1.2.6 Two-Phase Flow Correlations 
Due to the incomplete knowledge of friction and slip in two-phase flow, 
one has to rely upon experimentally verified correlations. Although 
these are developed for steady state, it is assumed that they are valid 
lunder dynamic conditions. 

1.2.6.1 Two-Phase Friction Correlation 
The-two-phase-frlctlon-correlatlon-of-~cker et al.[24] is used. It is 
valid for a wide range of pressure, quality, mass flow rates and heat 
flux. 

The two phase friction multiplier R is according to Becker: 
X 0.96 

R = 1 + 2400 (-) p (1.2.57) 

Here X is the quality and p the pressure in ata. The coefficient 2400 
is an input quant.ity in the code. The (qua:.lity: is expressed by: 

w • d 
X= g 

wf + wg • d 

p 
d =~ 

Pf 
(1. 2. 58) 

For the single phase friction factor f, Weisbach's formula for smooth 
pipes has been used: 

0.184 
f = o a 2 • D • Re • (1.2.59) 



D is the hydraulic dia~ete~ and Re Reynolds numb~r. Reynolds number is cal
culated separatelY 1·or the duwncomer, core and riser. The friction in 
the lower plenum has been neglected. 

1.2.6.2 Steam Slip Correlation 
In-sectlon-i:2:3-we-assumect-the existence of a relation of the form, 
Eq. ( 1. 2 . 27) : 

0 
v = S vf + v g v (1.2.60) 

S and v0 are f1.mctions of the local conditions. v0 is the rise velocity 
of bubbles in quiescent water. The term v0 allows an appropriate de
scription of downcomer voidage, cf. section 1.2.7. In accordance with 
classical results, Dumitrescu [25], we assume that: 

0 
v -S · cos co • mil .. g ' 

(1.2.61) 

~ is th~ angle between the positive flow direction and the gravity 
vector g, i.e. for vertical tubes: 

{ 
1, doi'mccmer cos rt1 -

~ - -1, core and riser (1.2.62) 

J_ In Eq.(l.2.61) S is an input quantity (which is a function of bubble 
size, pressure, flow area and geometry). S will be of the order 0.1 

g 
[m2]. 

S, Eq.(l.2.60), is the steam to water 
velocity profiles of steam and water. 
is used (16]: 

s 1 - 0: 

KlO:) - 0: 
/~ 

\ 
+ s 0:2 K(o:) s 

l 2 

\ 
s and 32 are input constants. 

1 

velocity ratio due to different 
A correlation o~ Bankoft'~ t~pe 

(1.2.63) 
',·' 

1.2.6.3 Pressure Losses at Expansions and Contractions 
As~lnalcatea-ln-sectlon-i:2:5~-the-pressure-chinge-at-area discontinuities 
are calculated by using input constants which express the total pressure 
change in local velocity heads. It acco1.mts for both reversible and 
irreversible pressure changes. The former corresponds to perfectly smooth 
transitions and is independent of the direction of flow (cf. Bernoulli's 



equation). The latter is propo~tional to the momentum flow and is 
dependent on the direction. 

In the existing version of the code, the pressure changes are propor
tional to local momentum . .; flow and hence with flow reversal the calcu
lation of these is correct only for the irreversible losses. In a 
later version we consider splitting the pressure change calculation 
in a sum of reversible and irreversible "losses". 

The following pressure changes at area discontinuities are considered, 
cf. Fig.3: 

t.pDl,i PDl,i - Po = 12 lnl,i 
. 0Dl,i 

t.pDl,2 PD2,i Pnl,o = t lnl,2 
. u Dl,o 

t.pLp,i PLp . - PD2,o = ~· lu2,Lp 
. u 

,J. D2,o 

t.pC,i = Pc,i - PLp,o = ·! LC,i uc . 
(1.2.64) 

,J. 

t.pR,i = PR,i - Pc,o i LC,o u C,o 

Ap = Po - PR,o = ,\ In . u R,o ... ,o R,o 

In the code: 

(1.2 .65) 

obtained from a momentum balance (Romie 's method). If the actual 
pressure loss at the core outlet differsfrom this value, it can be 
corrected by adding a spacer at this position. Spacers at arbitrary 
positions may be introduced. The pressure change accross each spacer is 
calculated from: 

( 6p) = ..1.. L • U spacer no i ~ i z. 
J. 

(1.2 .66) 

i.e. L (i=o,l ... ) which are input, express pressure char~es in local 
velocity heads. The momentum flow U entering the equations above is 
defined in Eq. (1.2.47). 

1.2.7 Determination of Carry-Under of Steam in the Downcomer 
It is known that steam bubbles can be carried with the flow into the 
downcomer if the separation of the two phases in the upper plenum is in
complete. The effect of this will be a reduction in the flow:rate in the 
natural circulation case through the loss in the driving head. This may 
have important consequences for the hydraulic stability, the burn-out 



and for the neutron economy through the increase of void in the core. 
The steam bubbles will slow~ condense due to the increase in pressure 
and saturation temperature as they are transported downstream, and if a 
sufficient amount of cold feedwater is introduced at some position they 
will conde;:,ce complete~ in the vicinity of that point; the enthalpy of 
the steam will, however, change the resulting subcooling at the core inlet. 
It may also occur that the condensation is not complete, such that a 
mixture of steam and water enters at the core, or heated channel inlet. 

The general formulation of the energy conservation together with the 
model of condensation (or evaporation) derived in previous sections 
will describe the ah;;ve phenomena. 

It is experimental~ verified from tests in the hydraulic laboratory at 
Kjeller [26l that carry-under occurs when the superficial flow velocity 
in the downcomer exceeds a certain value, namely when the downwards flow 
overrides the rise velocity of the steam bubbles. By the assumption 
made in the model for the steam velocity, that it consists of two terms: 
v = S vf + v

0
, where v0 is gravity dspendent and opposite tog, the 

f¥rst term must become greater than v in order to have carry-under. 

The authors would like to stress that the determination of carry-under 
as included in the model, is by no means claimed to give an appropriate 
description of the process. Too little experimental results are avail
able at present. The structure of the model is, however, such that 
carry-under can easi~ be included as described below. 

At the riser exit there is a mixture of vapour and fluid with a void 
fraction on· Fluid is in the upper plenum sucked from the riser exit 
to the downcomer entrance, during that process the void content will 
decrease. To account for carry-under in an approximate manner, it is 
assumed that the void fraction at the downcomer entrance a can be 
calculated from the following expression, assumption seven?u 

7) a cu 
cl 

= ~ (1- w) ca 
0 (1.2.67) 

= 0 if above expression is negative 

This expression states that the void fraction at the downcomer entrance 
l ' 

acu iids proport~i·onal to the ex~t void fraction aR. The term (l-.._c 1 /w~} gives 
a vo decay w th transport t~me through the upper plenum, W is 
the downcomer inlet volume flow. For small flows, W , a =0 0 from 
Eq.(l.2.67) as the steam will have had time to separ~te r¥om the water. 
For increasing flows the void fraction a will increase. The last 
term W RIWTOT gives a riser exit volumguquality dependence. c

1 
and c

3 
are in~ut cons~ants which have to be determined from comparisons with 
experiments. 

A qualitative dependence of the carry-under upon ~~ W and W RIWTOT R 
has been found experimental~, and of similar trenas a~ descr~oed oy 
equation (1.2.67) 

Carry-under will in the model occur when v > 0 and a > 0. The downwards 
g cu 



flow of steam entering the downcomer will in that case be W =A·v ·a . 
. 0 g g cuo 

If v = 0 = S • vf + v , no steam flow will occur; the rise velocity v 
is e~al to the downwards velocity S • vf. 

0 
When v < 0 the rise velocity v is greater than the downwards velocity, 
and st~am will leave the downcomer at the rate: A • v · a 1 where a is 
the void fraction in the first section of the downco~. 1 

In an arbitrary subsection of the downcomer the flow of steam will be 
governed by the formerly derived flow equations. 

1.2.8 Calculation of the System Pressure 
The pressure in the system determines the thermodynamic properties of 
the two phases: the densities pf' and p , and the saturation temperature 
T , and the internal energy of tne steaffi. s 
Two cases are included, chosen by an option, constant pressure (assuming 
an ideal pressure controller) and varying pressure, obtained from a mass 
balance consideration of the whole volume (reactor vessel or loop 
containment). 

To compute the time v~rying system pressure the equation for the volume 
balance derived in section 1.2.3 is used: 

(1. 2. 68) 

Applying this equation to the whole containment one obtains: 

\fuere: 

(L2.69) 

is the inflow of volume through the feedwater. 

is the outflow of volume as steam from the upper 
plenum through a steam discharge pipe (steam load). 
is the total volume production in the vessel 
(obtained by summing over all subsections). 

is the overall compressibility of the steam and 
water mixture in the vessel with.no heat exchange 
between the phases. The heat exchange is described 
through the evaporation terms lB and 'sF· 'llror is 
obtained by summing~ given b,y Eq.(l.2.~0) over all 
subsections. 

The outflow of steam, W, 1, is assumed to be a function of the pressure 
difference between the·" ~econdary side (p = constant) and the reactor 
vessel pressure p(t): sec 



~~ (p(t)-psec) 

1 

if p(t) :a: Psec 
wsl 

wsl =-- = 
g (1.2. 70) 

Pg 
0 if p(t) < Psec 

K is an input constant~ [m4 ] 1given bY the steam valve characteristic. 
I~ can be varied with time to simulate variations in the steam valve . 
setting. The secondary system pressure~ p ~ is calculated initially 
such that the steam load given by Eq.(l.2.,05 equals that calculated 
from the required (at t = 0) total power ~OT and suboooler power QSUB: 

0 0 0 

\io 
wsl 1 q;OT - QSUB 

=- -=- 0 1 1 sl 0 pg 0 
pg e + p (---o - --c-) g Pg Pf 

(1.2.71) 

0 1 .o (Wo )a Psec = p --. p • 
KP g sl (1.2.72) 

In the optionally constant pressure oase 1 ~~ = 0 1 and Eq. (1.2.69} is 
used to calculate the outflow of steam: 

(1.2.73} 

In the code the feedwater flow is kept constant)equal to its steady state 
value,or can optionally be varied to simulate the effect of feedwater 
flow (or temperature) variations. 

1. 3 THE FUEL MODEL 

The fuel model describes how the nuclear heat generated by fission in 
the fuel elements is transferred to the coolant. 

The fuel elements consiqered are cylindrical rods surrounded by a canning 
with a gap in between to allow for thermal expansion. In the mathematical 
description the fuel rods is divided axially into the same n sections 
as the core of the coolant channel. Each axial section.:.is divided into 
annular zones of equal area of. Fig. 10. 

The following basic assumptions are made: 

1} Axial heat conductivity is neglected. 

2) The canning and the gap are thin and do not have any heat 
capacity. 

3} The nuclear heat is generated homogeneously over the cross
section of the rod. A fraction 6 is released promptly in the 
coolant as 7-heating. 6 is an input quantity. 



4) Boiling heat transfer is governed by the Jens-Lottes correlation 
l27]. Non-boiling heat transfer is governed by the Colburn 
correlation [27]. 

5) The density and specific heat of the fuel are constants. 
Volume expansions are negligible. The heat conductivity in the 
fuel is dependent on the local temperature through the corre
lation Eq.(1.3.1). 

~~t Generation and Conductiop in th~ Fuel Elements 
The nuclear power generated in axial section no. k is given by ~(t) Pk~ 
where t(t) is the total nuclear power and Pk is a ')ower shaping factor~ 
cf. section 1. 4. The fuel rod is divided annuiarly in M zones of equal 
areas, where in the code M = 4. 
The heat conductivity in the fuel \;- is a function of the local fuel 
temperature TF, in U02 \;- is decreasing with increasing TF and the . 
following equation is used, e1 and e

2 
are input constants: 

\;-(T) 

If Ti k is the temperature in the middle of annular zone no.i (i=0,1~2 •• M) 
of axial section no.k (k=l,2 .. q) and Ai k the conductivity at the 
boundary Ri= Rii+l/N, the heat flow across that boundary in axial 
section no.k is: 

~ = 2nR A 6z i,k ~+l,k --ff 
T - T 

i , k F i , k · C ~R ( _/ i :t-2 _ /2:. ) 
·"F'V M 'VM 

Here 6z is the ler~h of each axial section and ~ is the radius of 
the fue~~rod. For the development of the fuel mod~l it is assumed that: . ---

6) The temperature in the middle of each zone equals the volume 
averaged temperature of that zone. 

7) The temperature on the boundary between two zones is given 
from a linear temperature distribution between the centers in 
the two zones. 

It follows that: 



Define: 

PF = density of the fuel. 
CF = specific heat of the fuel. 
~ = number of identical fuel rods. 
6 = fraction of heat promptly released into the coolant as 1-

heating. 

The heat balance for annular zone i and axial section k can be written: 

t(t)Pk(l-6) 
--~-

~:a 
• 1t- + 

M n~a\1 

T. 1 k- T. k Ti k- Ti 1 k 
4 '\ A ~- I ~I 4.,.'\ A- I + I 

+ 1ff\i-l ,kuzc '1//i~ _ =r:"I - "f\i ,kw.C /E'2 _ 7"L 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Which by defining: 

AM = 4nM\It:.z0 

~ = pFCFl:.zC1t~ 8 \1. 

b= If ,b=O 
i /I+l - /f=l 0 

becomes: 

- ~. kb'+l(T. k- T. 1 k) l} 
~' ~ ~' ~+ ' -' 

(1.3.4) 

(1.3.5) 

The fuel temperatures T. k are determined by integration of Eq.(1.3.5) 
for i=O,l, .• (M-l),TM k~!s determined from the boundary conditions as 
described in the nex~'section. 

1.3.2 Heat Transfer from Fuel to Coolant 
The heat transfer from the canning to the coolant is governed by the 
Colburn single phase heat transfer correlation and the Jens·-r.ottes 
correlation fer boiling heat transfer depending on whether surface 
boiling occurs or not. · 

TM k is the temperature in a superficial annular zone No.M outside of 
tn~ fuel surface which using assumption 2) above gives the correct 
conditions at the fuel surface. 

It is further assumed that: 



8) The heat flow from fuel to gap, from gap to canning and from 
canning into.coolant is at every instant the same (A result of 
assumption (2)). 

The heat flow from the fuel surface through the gap and canning is: 

Q__ = A K (T - T ) 
~-l,k S g+ca FS,k ca,k (1.3.6) 

where: 

A3 = 2nRca vazc = heated surface area of each axial section 
(~ = number of fuel rods). 

Kg+ca= heat transfer coefficient for gap and canning. 

TFS,k= fuel surface temperature in section k. 

T k= canning surface temperature in section k. ca, 
The heat transfer from the canning to the coolant is given by the Jens
Lottes correlation [27] i:f boiling heat transfer occurs: 

Q__ = A [K_ (T - T >J""' 1M-l,k S -o ca,k s,k 

~ = 1.266 e 
1.61~ 10-7 p 

(1.3. 7) 

and the Colburn correlation if single phase heat transfer occurs: 

KNB = o.023 
D .a IJ. ·4. 
c f 

when MKSA units are used. Here: 
I 

T k = saturation temperature of coolant in section k. s, 
Tk = actual temperature of coolant in section k. 

(1.3. 8) 

For nomenclature in Eq. (1.3.8) of. hydrodynamic~ part and nomenclature 
list. To determine whether, in a certain subsection, boiling or non
boiling heat transfer occur, the following philosoph;y or assumption is 
used: 

9) The two expressions Eq. (1.3. 7) and Eq.,(l.3.8) are compared 
and in each section,the mechanism is chosen which gives for a 
given heat flow the lowest canning temperature or equivalently 
for a given canning temperature the highest heat flow. 

When the auxiliary temperature TM,k is determined as described below, 



the fuel surf~oe temperature it oaloulated from, of. EQ..(l.3.3) 
(using assumption:2)~ 

T = T - (T -T ) iR - v1£I 
FS,k M-l,k M-l,k M,k JM+I _ IR='l (1.3.9) 

The canning temperature T is calculated from Eq. (1.3. 7) and 
Eq~ (1.3.8) after having ~~d~. (1.3.2) (i==M-1) to eliminate ~l: 

(T - T ) 
T' = T + J:_ -l,k M-l,k M,k lJ./4 
oa,k s,k ~ As J 

T' t = T + 1._ [~\t_l,k(TM-l,k- TM,k)J 
oa,k k ~ As (1.3.10) 

T min (T r T" ) ca,k = ca,k' ca,k 

where: 

BM = 41t \lbMAz C 

By equivalating the heat flow on each side of the fuel surface i.e. 
Eq.(l.3.2) fori= M-1 and Eq.(l.3.6), the following equation for TM k 
is obtained: 1 

TM,k - TM-l,J ~l,k-ASKg...,._ (1- A : ~HH\sKs....._Toa,k (1.3.11) 

:s__>._ . +A K jR - ~ 
-oo·N-l,k S g+oa IR+l - ~ 

TM k is solved by iteration between EQ..(l.3.10) and EQ.(l.3.11) as 
T ' k depends implicitly on TM k' Aitkens t/1 process is used to speed 
uPa6onvergenoe [28]. 1 

The mean fuel temperature in axial section no.k is simply (required 
in the calculation of fuel temperature reactivity): 

(1.3.12) 

The heat to coolant flow in section no.k accounting for the prompt 7-
heating is finally calculated from, of. Eq.(l.3.2): 



1. • Calculation of Initial Stea State 
To calc~te the initial values t=O one puts all the derivatives in 
the above equations equal to zero. The following set of equations which 
determines T. k~ i=M~ ~1~.·~ 0 for all k can easily be derived: 

~~ 

(1.3.14) 

' 1 f:~(l-6) J 1/4 
T =T +- -=--
ca,k s,k ~ AS 

T'' ::: T + _1 f.~ (1-6)] 
ca~k k ~~B l As 

(1.3.15) 

T k = min (T 1 T 1 ' ) ca, ca~k' ca~k 

~(1-6) 
T =T +-=---FS,k ca,k AS K g+ca 

(1.3.16) 

{1.3 .17) 

(1.3.18) 

} (1.3.19) 

T = T + (T - T ) /M - ./Iiii=1 
M-l,k FS 1 k . J'll-l,k M,k ,JM+i _ /M-l 

T = T - (T - T ) M,k M-l,k JVI-1 1 k M,k 

By putting the time derivative in Eq.(l.3.5) equal to zero, a three 
terms recurrence relation to calculate Ti k for i < M-1 is obtained. 
In steady state the following two terms rdcurrence relation can be 
derived by equating the heat flow across a b.undary and the heat produced 
inside that boundary. Using Eq.(1.3.3) one gets: 

T = ~(1-8)~1[/1+2 - /i + e2 (~1 - /i)Ti+l,k]+~c1Ti+l,k 
i,k AM~\ - ~(l-8)e2/i+l (Ji+2 - /ill-1) 

i = M-2, •• 0 {1.3.20) 

In RAMONA M = 4. Numerical experiments show that this choice is a 
satisfactory compromise between accuracy and speed of computation. For 
typical values of the parameters, the steady state and dynamic error 
are of the order 3 %. 



1.4 THE NEUTRON KINETICS MODEL 
In th,e present version of the model, "point kineticsu, i.e. conventional 
space independent kinetics is used, with an optional number of delayed 
neutron groups. Further as an option the "prompt Jump" approximation 
is available. 

The coupling between the kinetics model and the hydrodynamic and fUel 
dynamic parts of the model is governed by reactivity feedbacks. Three 
inherent feedback loops have been taken into account, from fuel 
temperature (Doppler), moderator temperature and steam voids. In 
addition, the control rod reactivity is an input disturbance and can 
be specified as a step, ramp or sinusoidal variation in reactivity. 

1.4.1 Zero Power Kinetics 
The nuclear power density N(t,z) is assumed to be separable in space 
and time: 

N(t,z) = f(t) • P(z) (1.4.1) 

The nuclear power released in axial section no.k in the core is given b,y: 

(1.4.2) 

where 

1P=l 
k=l k 

(1.4.3) 

i.e. t(t) is the total nuclear power and Pk is an input power distribution. 
f(t) is given by the "point model11

: 

dt Pex- f3 m 
-= t t + I: ~\Ci dt i=l 
dCi l'i 

~\Ci i l, 2 •• m -=- t-dt t 

where: 

ci = precursor density i-th group. 

Ai = decay constant 1-th group. 

(31 = delayed neutron fraction 1-th group, ~ = 

p = excess reactivity. ex 
t = average neutron lifetime. 

~i· 
i 

(1.4.4) 

(1.4.5) 

To allow a larger time step in the nume:ttical .. integration, Eq. (1.4.4) 
may be replaced by the "prompt Jump" approximation: 



m 
J, -. 

~(t) = t=>-P L ~ici 
exi=l 

(1.4.6) 

which is valid if after multiplying by J, in Eq. ( 1. 4. 4) the term J, • :: 
can be neglected. (This is the case for low and intermediate frequencies 
or after the initial rapid transient in a dynamic response). 

The "prompt jump" approximation is useful if J, is so small that the 
co~plete kinetic model requires for numerical stability of the forward 
(Euler) method of integration ,an excessively small integration step. 

As is well known, the Euler method requires for numerical stability 
that the time step is less than the smallest timeconstant of the 
(linearized) system of differential equations. 

For the complete kinetic model this time constant is roughly t/t:>. 
Using the "prompt jumpn approximation it equals min (1/Ai) which is 
much greater than t/t:>. i 

1.4.2 Reactivity Feedbacks 
The excess reactivity p is the sum of four terms: · ex 

where: 

Pv = reactivity in voids. 

p
0 

= fuel temperature (Doppler) reactivity. 

pT = moderator temperature reactivity. 

p = control rod reactivity (input disturbance). 
c 

The void reactivity is given by: 

Pv = A1 (ac> + A3 (ac)
3 

- ~ 

(1.4.7) 

(1.4.8) 

where (ac) is the mean void in the core weigh.ted with a void reactivity 
distribution (input): 

core core 

~ is the steady state value (for t=O) which is subtracted. 

The fuel temperature reactivity is given by: 

-) - a o 
PD = 01 (l'F + Da (!'F) - Po 

. 

(1.4.9) 

(1.4.10) 

where 6 ) is a simple axial averag of the mean fuel temperature in 
each ax1K1 section, Eq. (1.}.12). ~ is the steady state value. 



The moderator temperature reactivity is given by: 

(1.4.11) 

where ~C) is the mean temperature of the coolant in the core (simple 
axial average). p~ is the steady state value. 

The equations needed to determine initial (steady state)values for the 
neutron kinetic model are easily obtained by setting time derivatives 
equal to zero and need not be written down. 

PART 2. BRIEF DESCRIPl'ION OF THE RAMONA DIGITAL PROGRAMME 

In this part a brief description of the boiling water reactor dynamics 
code RAMONA will be given. When the final version of the code is co~ 
pleted, a separate report containing a complete description including 
coding details, will be issued. 

2.1 APPLrCATION OF RAMONA FOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE ANA~SIS 
OF A BOILING WATER REAGrOR 

2.1.1 The Reactor Oonfiguration that can be Studied with RAMONA 
As pointed out in the Introduction, the RAMONA code calculates. the 
inherent dynamic behaviour of the reactor i.e. the external system, 
turbines etc. is not considered. 

The steam le~ving the reactor steam drum is feed to the outer plant,con
der.ised ~ subcooled and returned as feedwater. Normally the feedwater mass 
flow and temperature are kept constant equal to the steady state values. 

The pressure in the steam drum is either kept constant b,y an ideal 
pressure controller, or in the case of no pressure controller, the 
drum pressure is left free to vary and is calculated from a mass balance 
for the whole reactor. 

In the constant pressure case, the steam load is at every instant 
determined fr.om a mass balance for the whole reactor with the requirement 
of no pressure variation. 

In the case of no pressure controller, the steam load is determined b,y the 
steam valve se~ting and the difference between the drum (upper plenum) 
pressure · -and the constant pressure on the external system. 

With the present version of the model,only the transient response of the 
uncontrolled reactor can be studied, as no external control, system is yet 
included, except for the optional ideal pressur~ control. 

The proper~ies of the hydraulic loop can be studied separately b,y using 
a special option, the socalled I.DCP/RFAaroR option. In the REAGrOR case, 
the complete model with hydrodynamics, fuel and neutron kinetics in-

. eluding feedbacks, is solved. In the I.DOP case the fuel and neutron · 
kinetics models are b,ypassed, and the heat to coolant flow specified by 
the user. This ·option is for. the study of an electrically heated loop 
or for the hydrodynamics of the reactor or one coolant channel in the 
reactor core· separately. Using thisi.latteD option the computation time 
and amount of input data are reduced. 



2.1.2 TyPes of Transient Responses that Can be Studied 
The main operating data which are input to the code are: 

0 
~OT = total power 

0 

{ 

~UB = subcooler power 

or ~~UB = core inlet subcooling in °C 

P~eactor = steam drum pressure 

Initially., the steam load, feedwater flow and temperature., and the 
pressure in the external system are calculated from the main operating 
data. The actual transient calculation starting at time t = 0 is 
preceeded by a steady state calculation (cf. section 2.2.2). 

The dynamic behaviour of a given reactor or electrically heated loop 
can now be studied as function of time by applying external disturbances,, 
these can normally be introduced as a limited ramp (or in the limit a 
step} or a sinusoidal variation in: 

1) Gravity acceleration. This option is used to~.investigate the 
dynamics of a ship reactor. 

2) Steam valve settiqg. This option applies only in the case of 
no pressure controller. The relation between the stean valve 
coefficient., K (m4

}, and the steam load., w t (kg/sec)., i&,cf. 
Eq.(l.2.70): p s 

(2.1.1) 

where K = K0 + 6K and 6K can be specified as a disturbance. 
The dri~ing Bress~e is thg difference between the reactor or 
steam drum pressure and the constant (calculated from Eq.(2.l.l) 
in steady state with K given) secondary system pressure. This 
option makes it possib£e to study the effect of steam main rupture 
or a sudden increase in steam demand by opening the valve (in
creasing K ) . 

p 
3) Feedwater mass flow and temperature. Makes it possible to study 

the effect of varying subcooling, e.g. cold water accident. 

4) Control rod reactivity. This option applies only in the REAa!'OR 
case., and makes it possible to study the effect of control rod 
(reactivity} manipulations "as. control rod insertion or with
drawal (start up) or sinusoidal reactivity disturbances. 

5) Total heat to coolant flow .This option applies only in the IOOP 
case where the heat to coolant flow is an independent variable, 
and is used to investigate the stability of electrically heated, 
loops or the hydraulic stability of a reactor. For stability 
~tudies the pcwer can be increased stepwise (staircase curve) 
until eventually divergent oscillations are observed. 

6) Forced circulation pump head. In the case of forced circulation 



the pump head can be d:!:Si;urbed sinusoidally or the pump head can 
be switched on and off with prescribed intervals. This option 
can be used to study for instance the effect of pump failure or 
to obtain a measure of the "stiffnessn of the hydraulic loop. 

2. 2 GENERAL DESCRIPI'ION OF THE PROGRAMME 

2.2.1 Method of Solution of the Basic Equations 
A major aim when planning the programme was to formulate in particular 
the basic equations describing the hydrodynamic model in a general way 
such that they apply equally well to all parts of the hydraulic loop to 
make programming easy and the model description as simple as possible. 
In most models the different parts of the loop, core, riser, downcomer 
etc., are described by separate sets of equations. In RAMONA, we have 
been able, essentially by a carefUl choice of dependent variables and 
the unique way of treating the steam generating process, to formulate 
the basic equations such that these are equally applicable to all parts 
of the hydraulic loop. Hence it is only necessary to programme the basic 
equations, mass, energy etc, for a general section of the flow loop. The 
momentum equation in integral form gives the downcomer inlet flow which 
supplies the necessary boundary conditions for integrating the mass and 
energy equations. 

In the following a brief description of the method of solution of the 
equations derived in Part 1, will be given. 

The independent variable in the dynamic model ;ts time t. As the equations 
from the outset have been formulated for a general section of finite 
length 6z along the flow path, the independent variable z, position., 
has been replaced b,y the index k, the section number, cf. Fig. 4. Hence 
the partial differential equations have from the outset been replaced 
by a set of ordinary differential equations in t. The method used 
corresponds roughly to using backward differences in space to approximate 
the partial differential equations, except for the fuel model where the 
method corresponds roughly to a central differencing technique in space. 

The ~ variables used in the present model is defined as the dependent 
variables which are determined by integrating ordinary differential 
equations in time. These are, cf. Part 1: 

ftldraulio model: 
Deviation of the reactor vessel pressure from the nominal 
pressure, ~P = p(t)- p0

, of. Eq.(l.2.69). 
Total recirculating momentum I, of. Eq.(l.2.40). 
Steam mass distribution, i.e. mass of steam in section no.k, 

.k=0,1,2 •• ~0T' m k' cf. Eq.(l.2.24). 
Energy distr~butfon, i.e. energy of water and steam in· section 
no.k, ·k=O,l,2 .• ~0T' ~,of. Eq.(l.2.17). 

Fuel model: 
Axial and radial temperature distribution in an average fuel 
rod, Ti,k' i=O,l,2,3,k = 1,2 •• nc' of. Eq.(1.3.5). 

Neutron kinetic model: 
Total nuclear power, i(t), cf. Eq.(l.4.4). 
Precursor densities, ck, k=l.2 •• m, of. Eq.(l.4.5). 



All other variables than the main are defined as secondary variables. 
The secondary variables such as velocities of water and steam~ void 
fractions~ water temperatures etc. are calculated from algebraic re
lations given in Part 1. Note that in only one place~ namely when 
determining the auxiliary fuel temperature T4 k~ it is necessary to 
iterate. All other algebraic equations have ~een formulated such that 
they can be solved explicitly without the need for iterative solution 
procedures. 

The polution procedure is now roughly as follows. Suppose that all 
variables~ main and secondary~ are known at time t. The differential 
equations describing the main variables are integrated by Euler's 
method {i.e. simple forward differencesin time) to give the main 
variables at time t+l!.t. The algebraic equations defining the secondary 
variables are then solved~ those conserning the hYdrodynamics are solved 
by following the flow path (i.e. k = 1# 2 ··~ )~at the same time new 
derivatives of the ·main variables are calculatga. Then follows the 
next integration step to give the main variables at time t+2Atand 
so on. 

Details regarding the flow of the computations~ the coding of the differ
ent subroutines etc.~ will not be given in this report. As already 
stated~ a separate report will be published when the final version of 
the model is compJe ted. 

2.2.2 Calculation of the Initial Steady State 
At time t=o the integration starts with the reactor or loop in a 
steady state. In principle this initial steady state could be caloulated 
from the set of equations obtained after setting all time derivatives 
equal to zero. This system of algebraic equations would have to be 
solved by iteration. 

In the present version of RAMONA a different approach has been chosen. 
Using the LOOP option (i.e. solving the hYdrodynamic equations for 
specified heat to coolant flow) the hydrodynamic model is integrated to 
find the steady state. The procedure ~s to start with no void~ zero 
power~ all the coolant at saturation temperature and the inlet velocity 
to core fixed {1 m/sec in present version). The steady state corre
sponding to the nominal power and subcooling is obtained by integrating 
the hydrodynamic set of equations with heat to coolant flow (power) 
increasing linearly to the ... ilominaLvah~ei (within:--;2:.!).)sec ihcthe;.:;present 
version) with constant circulating momentum. Then taking the momentum 
equation into account the integration is continued until the different 
variables have leveled off (10 sec or rel. error in steam load less 
than 1 o/oo in present version). The system pressure is kept constant 
and the feedwater mass flow is at all times put equal to the steam load, 

This method which may be considered as simulating a fast "start up"~ 
has proved successful in most cases where the reactor is sufficiently 
stable at normal power~ and requires almost no additional programming. 
When the steady state of the hydrodynamic model is obtained in this 
way the steady state of the fuel and neutron kinetic models are obtained 
by solving the steady state equations described in sections 1.3 and 1.4. 



2.2.3 Some Operational Characteristics 
The :present version of RAMONA has been written in 3600 FORTRAN for a 
1 bank CDC 3600 Computer. About 15000decimal locations are used by 
the programme. 

The total number of subsections for the flow loop has been limited to 
100 and the number of subsections in the core to 40. Both numbers 
may easily be increased on the cost of computer time and storage. 

Typical running 'times depend, on the lOOP /RFACTOR option (h;v'draulic 
or complete model with kinetics), number of subsections etc. For a 
typibal case with a total of 40 subsec~ons and a fixed integration 
step of 0.01 sec: 

...., 2 min for the steady state calculation 
- 15 sec/sec real time in the IOOP case 
...., 20 tt n n " n n REACTOR case 

Hence in this typical case a 50 sec transient calculation costs about 
15 min computer time in the lOOP case and 19 min in the REACTOR case. 

2.2.'4 Plans for Further Development of the Programme 
A new version of the programme, which will be available for external 
distribution, is at present under development. The ph;y'sical model will 
essentially be unchanged, but the new version will be more simple to 
use, more refined from a programming and numerical point of view, contain 
additional features simplifYing presentation and interpretation of results 
and be more "reliable", i.e. requiring less knowledge about the code for 
a successful and efficient use. The existing code, . being the first 
"experimental" version, suffers the shortcomings of most "first versions" 
in that it requires a good knowledge of both the mathematical and 
ph;y'sical model to be used successfully • 

. Below follows a short description of the extensions and modifications 
to be implemented in the next version: 

l) The h;ydraulic steady state calculation will be performed by 

2) 

3) 

a subroutine which contains the essential parts of the VOIFLO 
programme [29]. Although the model for suboooled boiling in 
VOIFLO differs from the present one, experience shows that it 
will produce a steady state sufficiently accurate for starting 
the dynamic calculation. This will out down the 2 min steady 
state calculation to a few seconds. 

Various of the eXisting two--phase slip and friction correlations 
will be included such that the ti.Ser, by an option, can choose the 
required ones. 

A subroutine which from time responses calculates transfer 
.. functions between a number of selected variables will be avail
able by an option •. In addition the line-printer will be used to 
plot selected variables as function of time, and selected transfer 
functions. 
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4) The length of each subsection in the core will be. increased 
from the inlet to the.;outlet according to the results of the 
investigation reported in [30]. This will increase accuracy and 
speed as the calculation will follow closely the characteristics 
of the partial differential eq~tions describing the two-phase 
flow. Further a more accurate integration routine, possiblY with 
automatic step adjustment, will be used. Together with more 
efficient programming, this will speed up the code considerably. 

5). The pressure will be introduced as a space dependent variable (at 
least in a quasi-stationary way) such that the thermodynamic 
quantities can be made functions of local pressure. Then the 
nspatial flashingn effect will be acC'Citii1ted for. (This has been 

.I successfully tried already in the existing version). 

6) The amount of input data required will be reduced by incorporating 
in the programme the steam tables in the form of rational approxi
mations, standard set of nuclear data, etc. 

7) Power and pressure controller may be included to facilitate manoeuver
ability studies and the effectiveness of various power-control 
techniques. 

PART 3. SOME EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL 

The model can be used for analysis of a single hydraulics loop or for a 
boiling coolant nuclear reactor including the neutron-hydraulic inter
actions. In the latter case the reactor core is treated as a radially 
averaged coolant chaP~el. We shall in this Part 3 see some examples 
of applications to both cases: an hydraulics loop and a BWR. 

The nloopn calculations will be comparisons with experimental results: 
steady state void distributions in subcooled and bulk boiling, and 
determination of hydraulic stability limits. 

The reactor dynamics calculations will be illustrative examples of 
other applications of the model, such as the transient response to large 
accident-like disturbances. 

3. 1 COMPARISONS AGAINST EXPERIMENTS. LOOP CASE 

3.1.1 Steady State Void Distributions 
The experimental results, obtained by Rouhani [31], for a heavy water 
lo~at the pressure of 50 bar are used. For the main parameters 'the 
readeris-·r'ererre'd. to. Tabi.e·T;· ··"Tne'""void fraction was measured by a 
n-r reaction method, cf. [31], for various degrees of subcooling and 
net quality. The result is shown in Figs. 11 and 12, where the void 
fraction is plotted against subcooling in degrees and net steam quality. 

t; Note that the subcooling and the quality on the abcissa-axis are deter
£1 mined from a heat balance assumirtg complete thermal equilibrium. The 
1 experimental results are plotted as points and the computed results are 
fJ the fully drawn curves. ~~e coefficients R

6
, RJ and ~have been var~9· 

f Five sets of values have been used, rapgin5 from no condensation (X=l) 
to a high rate of condens~~Ion:in.the subcooled boiling region. For 



comparison the results of the Bowring subcooled boiling model [21] 
are shown, as calculated with the codv VOIFLO [29J. The slip corre
lation used in these calculations is # = l-i0:2 which gives good agree
ment (to within about 5 %) with the sllp calculated by Rouha.ni. From 
these two examples, with different combinations of heat flux ~nd mass 
flow rate, it is seen that choosing the set of values: Rcr5·106

, 

Rr2·107 and K=0.85, will give good agreement in both the cases for the 
void fraction distributions. Note t~at the subcooled voids predicted 
by the Bowring model, do not properly account £or the changes in the 
conditions for these cases. 

In the bulk boiling region the differences between the curves are small 
hence the value of the parameter K (K being a superflous constant in 
subcooled boiling) cannot be determined from these experiments. These 
results are by far sufficient to make general conclusions about the 
values of the coefficients to be used. One can possibly expect a pressure 
dependance and·a geometrical influence due to the radial diffusivity 
of the steam bubbles in the coolant. Very carefully designed experiments 
should be conducted to settle this, measuring radial distributions 
of void and temperature. 

3.1.2 HYdraulic Stability Limits 
Electrically heated hydraulic loops become unstable at a certain power 
level, increasing the power beyond this value leads to divergent, or 
in some cases amplitude limited, flow oscillations. Experimental results 
of such instabilities, obtained by Solberg [32] on a loop 11 CALINE11 at . 
80 ata., are used for comparisons with the model. For the main loop 
characteristics, see the summary in Table 1. The parameters varied in 
the experiments were the imposed pressure difference between inlet and 
outlet of the test section and the inlet subcooling. 

The stability limits are obtained with the code in the same manner as 
experimentally, by increasing the power in small steps keeping the 
inlet subcooling and pressure difference constant. The response in 
inlet flow is computed, and by interpolation of the damping, the sta
bility limit is determined. In Figs. 13 and 14 are shown typical 
responses in the circulation velocity to step increases in power as 
obtained with the model. 

The system develops from damped to divergent oscillations with 
increasing input power. In Figs. 13 and 14 two sets of values for R 
and R have been used, and an interesting difference in the smoothne~s 
of th~ curves is noticed for small amplitudes. The stability limits 
differ only slightly in the two cases. 

In Table 2 are summarized the comparisons for 12 cases, 4 values of the 
pressure difference and 3 values for the inlet subcooling. It should be 
noted that no other adjustment of parameters has been made than that of 
the two sets of R , R values as shown in the table. The theoretical 
circulation veloc~ty ls thus also obtained from the model, as resulting 
from the imposed pressure difference. ' 

It is seen that the stability limits coincides well with the experiments 
regarding the power, the computed circulation rates are systematically 



isomewhat too high (a better two-phase friction correlation might be 
,needed), and the period of oscillation show a 11 cross-over" at the 53.6°C 
subcooling cases. 

The conclusion from these comparisons is that the mechanism of hydraulic 
instability is properly taken care of by the model. 

3. 2 EXAMPLES OF REACTOR DYNAMICS ANALYSIS. fVIAAINE REACTOR 

3.2.1 Response to Gravity Variations 
A natural circulation BWR has been investigated as a possibility for a 
marine plant. Such a reactor will be sensitive to motions, variations 
in gravity, through the circulation to void-reactivity effect. 

The marine reactor design used for the calculations in these sections 
has been studied at Kjeller; the main characteristics are given in 
Table 3. In Fig. 15 are shown computed responses in nuclear power to 
a 20% step increase in the gravity acceleration. The power rises 
steeply to a peak in less than 1 second, and a second peak will occur 
with a large time delay. Four curves are shown, which demonstrate how 
the sensitivity tog-variations can be reduced by design changes. 
Shaping the downcomer such that the ratio length to flow area in the 
downcomer is increased, by a 11narrow pass11 over some length, 11 case 211

, 

will stiffen the hydraulics through the increased momentum. Further 
improvement-of the response is obtained by having the feedwater 
introduced as close as possible to the core inlet. The explanation for 
tlus is that there will take place a fast corrective action through 
the inlet temperature, opposing the disturbance (constant subcooler 
power). On the other hand \d th feedwater introduced at the core inlet, 
there are risks of vapour carry-under in the downcomer, and also the 
reactor will respond extremely fast to changes in feedwater flow or 
temperature ( 11 cold water accident", see below). 

The calculations have been performed with the 11 non-equilibrium11 coeffi
cients R

0
= 2.5·107

, R1~ 1·10S and K=0.85. 

These results show examples of how the .model can be used in the 
evaluation of various designs. 

3.2.2 Response to Closure of Main Steam Valve 
In Fig. 17 are shown responses in nuclear power, void- and ·'"xcess 
reacti vi t.ies • largest fue 1 center temperature, heat to coolant f' low, 
and·pressure deviation as a result of closing the outl~t steam valve 
in the course of 1 second (for the same marine reactor ·as above). Closing 
the outlet valve will restraint the volume production by evaporation 
within the reactor core, a~d the pressure will increase rapidly to store 
the energy released. The void content in the core decreases, and through 
the negative void-reactivity coefficient the nuclear power increases 
rapidly as seen from Fig. 17. Two sets of R , R values have been used, 
leading to great differences after the first0 1.51 seconds. The hydraulic 
stability limits were not too sensitive to the degree of thermal "non
equilibrium'• (as was seen in Table 2), whereas in this case the influence 
is very pronounced. 



2.2.2 Cold Water Accident 
In: Fig. 18 are shown .responses in nuclear power, void- and excess 
reactivities, fuel center temperature, heat to coolant flow,pressure 
diviations and core inlet velocity as a result of increasing linearly 
the feedwater flow four times in the course of 1 sec. As above two 
different sets of values of the coefficients R and R have been used. 
For the case with the highest degree of equiligrium tae reactor is 
close to prompt critical. The magnitude of the nuclear power peak is 
very sensitive to the values of the coefficients R , R

1
, or to the 

degree of thermal nnon-equilibrium" existing in thg two-phase mixture. 

The last two examples demonstrate clearly the importance of the nnon
equilibriumn effect when evaluating responses to "hard" disturbances. 

2.2.4 Carry-Under of Steam 
In the development of the model it was seen that carry-under of steam 
in the downcomer could be accounted for. This mechanism is demonstrated 
in Fig. 19 where the void fraction and the water velocity have been 
plotted as functions of position around the loop for steady state 
conditions and three different gravity accelerations. The case studied 
is a natural circulation one. Voids penetrate for some distance into 
the downco~er; steady state is obtained when the circulation velocity is 
reduced to such a value, due to the buoyancy of the downcomer voids, 
that no net inflow of steam ocours at the downcomer entrance. In 
this calculation the coefficients in the carry-under correlation 
Eq.(l.2.67) are c

1 
= 1 and c = 4. For Sin Eq.(l.2.60) in the down

.comer the relation S = l-0.3~1-a)2 was used, which takes into account 
in an approximate manner the velocity profile effect in downwards flow. 
S was put equal 0.1117. 

g 
The curves show that the water velocity at the downcomer entrance 
stabilizes at about 0.40-0·.50 m/s which corresponds to no inflow of 
steam i.e. the two terms in Eq.(l.2.60) are of equal magnitude but oppo
site sign. In other words, there is a balance between in and outflow 
of steam. The results for three values of the gravity are shown, 
normal and plus and minus 20 %. If the water velocity is increased 
sufficiently e.g. by an added driving head from a pump., the voids 
would have been carried around to the core inlet if not condensed by 
the cold feedwater. 

These results are only meaat to indicate that carry-under may be 
accounted for in a dynamics model along the lines outlined in this work. 

3.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The model presented in this report is seen to be a versatile tool for 
dynamics analysis of two-phase flow in a boiling loop or in a boiling 
water reactor. 

The new.treatment oft~e vapour generating process suggeste~ together with 
the notion of thermal nnon-equilibrium" give interesting insight into 
two~phase flow dynamics and very reasonable results when applied to 
Practical cases. The "non-equilibriumn is seen to have great influences 



upon some types of transients involving large and rapid pressure 
changes. 

The proposed model is general en9ugh to be applied to other coolant 
media with boiling occurring, where some of the features of the model 
may turn out to be of great importance. 

Lastly, the authors want to stress that the model should not be regarded 
as a final solution to the complicated problems of two-phase flow. 
Much more comparisons with experiments shuuld be performed, and also 
continued experimentation with accurate measurements of the conditions 
both in steady state and in transient cases are needed. 
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NOMENClATURE 

MKSA units are used throughout. 

A 

F 
f' 

g 

With subscripts C, R, UP, LP,- Dl, D2; cross sectional f'low area, 
ma 
Heated area, m2 

Void reactivity coefficients, eq (1.4.8) 

Cf' . eq ( l. 3 . 4 ) 
c~. eq (1.3.6) 

Cf'. eq ( l. 3. 10) 
Cf'. eq (1.3.4) 

i = 1, .•• m, precursor density of' i-th group of' delayed neutrons 
k=l, ···~or' Cf'. eq(l.2.54) 
Carry-under constants cf'. eq (1.2.67) 

Specific heat of' fluid at constant pressure, watt sec~C kg. 
II tt " tt u " volume. tt 
II " It f'uel. 

Total driving head, eq (1.2.41), N/m2 

k=l ···~~ cf'. eq (1.2.54) 
With subScripts C,R, UP, LP, Dl, D2, hydraulic diameter, m. 

Doppler reactivity coefficients, eq (1.4.10) 

d=pg/pf' 

Total energy stored in specified volume, watt.sec. 
k=O, 1 ••• ~, energy in subsection note, watt.sec. 
Specific in~!rnal energy of' steam, watt.sec/kg. 

II " u " water, '' " " 

Total friction, eq (1.2.43), N/m2
• 

Single phase friction factor. 

. Gravity acceleration, m/sec2
• 

Forced circulation pump head 
Cf'. eq. (1.2.42), N/m2 

. 2 
cf'. eq.(l.2.42), N/m • 

11 11 11 
, Nsec/nP 

n 11 11 
, Nsec/m4 

Cf'. eq.(l.3.4) 
Specific enthalpy of' water, watt.sec./kg. 

11 11 11 steam, 11 

Heat of' evaporation II 

Total circulating momentum pr unit area, eq.(l.2.52), kg/msec 
MomentL~ pr. unit area and length, kg/m2 sec 



K 

{-
L 
L 
L 

I, 

m 
mg 

f 

N 
n 

n 
0 

P(z) 

p 

Q 
Q* 

R 
R ') 

Ro j , 
Re 

' 

? ca 

s 
sl 
Sa } 
s g 

T 

t 

u 

v 
v 
vg 
vb 

Main steam varve coefficient, cf. eq.(l.2.70), m4 

Heat transfer coefficient gap plus canning, watt/m2 ·°C. 
Boiling heat transfer coefficient, cf. eq.(1.3.7}, watt/m2 °C. 

0 
Non-boiling heat transfer coefficient, cf. eq.(l.3.8), watt/m2 C. 

Singular pressure drop cf. eq.(l.2.45) N/cm2 

(With subscript). Length, m. 
(With two subscripts). Pressure change in velocity heads at flow 
area discontinuitiescf. eq.(l.2.46). 
Average neutron lifetime, sec. 

Mass of steam in a volume element (subsection}, kg. 
n " water " " n " " , " 

Nuclear power, watt. 
(vlith one subscript). Number of subsections in the part of the 
flow loop referred by the subscript. 
The subsection where the feedwater is returned into the recircula
tion loop. 

Power distribution function, PK is the fraction of the total power 
released in subsection No.k. 
Pressure N/m2 

Power, heat flow, watt. 
Heat flux, watt/m2

• 

Two-phase friction factor, eq.(l.2.57) 
Rate of heat transport between the phases, eq.(l.2.15) 
R=R +R a(l-a), watt/m3 • °C. 
Rey&olas number. 
Radius of circular fuel elements, m. 

" " canning, m. 

Slip ratio cf. eq.(l.2.60) 

Slip correlation constant, cf. eq.(l.2.63) 

n n n n n (1.2.61) 

0 Temperature, C 
(With two integer subscripts). Ti k is the fuel temperature in 
annular zone No.1 and axial section-~o.k. 
Time, sec. 

Momentum flow, cf. eq.(l.2.47) kg/m·sec2 

Volume, rrP 
Velocity of steam, m/sec. 

" " water " 
" It steam in quiescent water cf. eq.(l.2.60). 



z • 

r3i 

7 

Total volume flow~ m3 /sec. 
Volume flow of water, rrP /sec. 

" " " · steam~ " 
Total energy flow~ watt. 
Total mass flow~ kg/sec. 
Mass flow of water, kg/sec. 

" 
11 n steain, 11 

Steam quality~ of. eq.(l.2.58). 

length along the flow path, m. 

Void fraction 

Delayed neutron fraction, i-th group. 

Defined in eq.(l.2.30) reP/kg. 

6p Deviation from wanted reactor s1stem pressure~ N/m2 

6pPUMP Pressure gain across pum8s, N/m • 
l!r Temperature difference, C. 
&.1 length of subsection No.1, m. 

5 
5V 
5'1 

el ... 
I 

ea J 
Tl 

K 

~ 
Xi., 

\1 

Pr} Pg 

t} Pv 
Po 
Prr 
i 

·'f 

VB 

Fraction of heat promptly' generated in the coolant. 
Defined in eqs.(l.2.1) and {1.2.2)~ ~. 

II II II II H n H 
~ 

Coefficients inthe heat conductivity correlation for the fuel, eq. 
(1.3.1). 

Compressibility defined in eq.(l.2.30). 

Coefficient in the bulk evaporation term of. eq.{l.2.11). 

Thermal {heat) conductivity of the fuel~ wattf>C·m. 
Delayed neutrons decay constant, i-th group. seo- 1 

Number of fuel rods. 

Densities~ kg/ui'. 

Reactivities. 

Nuclear power~ watt. 

Evaporation rate, eq.(l.2.8)~ kg/sec. 
"Bulk evaporation" rate~ eq. (1.2.13), kg/sec rrP. 



'*'sF "Surface evaporation" rate, eq.(1.2.7), kg/seo·m3 

Subscripts 

B Boiling, bulk. 
C Core. 
oa canning. 
au Garry-under. 
D Doppler reactivity 
Dl Downoomer, part 1. 
D2 11 , 11 2. 
E Energy. 
FS Fuel surface. 
ex Excess reactivity. 
F Fuel. 
f Water or fluid. 
fw Feedwate~ 
g+ca Gap plus: canning. 
g Steam or gas. 
LP wwer plenum . 
M Number of radial fuel zones. 
NB Non-boiling, 
R Riser. 
s Saturation. 
sec Secondary system. 
SF Surfaoe(~~aporation term). 
sl Steam load. 
SiiB Subcooling, subcooled. 
T Moderator (temperature reactivity). 
TOT Total (power or number of subsections). 
UP Upper plenum. 
v Void (reactivity). 
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TABlE 1 

MAIN PARAMEI'ERS FOR THE TEST CASES • REF. [31 J • [32 J. 

PARAMEI'ER UNITS ROUHANI [31] SO !.BERG [32] 

Pressure bar 50 78.5 

Core• flow area ma 3. 78•10- 4 1) .217·10- 4 3) 

Core length m 1.09 2.912 

Core hyd. diam. m not used 2) 5.26·10-13 

ma 
_4 

Riser flow area - 4.906·10 . 

Riser length m - .452 

Riser hyd. diam. m - 2.5·10- 2 

Downc • inezr.bt length 
referred to core area m - .415 

Friction pressure drop 
to core.inlet. vel. heads - 19.5 

1) Annular channel with 25 mm od. and 12 mm i .d. • heated through the 
inner wall only. 

2) These values are not needed as a constant circulation velocity is i~ 
posed in~these oases. 

3) Tubular element. 



CONDITIONS 

llPEM lfi'SUB 
N/m3 oc 

15000 33.6 
30000 " 
60000 It 

90000 II 

15000 53.6 

30000 It 

60000 tt 

90000 " 
15000 93.6 

30000 tt 

60000 n 

90000 It 

TABIE 2 

CALINE STAB. LIMITS 80 ATA. CANAL C4 REF. [32J 

Case Q.STAB(KW) 

1 11.0 
2 13.7 

3 19.0 

4 24.3 

5 13.4 

6 17-5 

7 24.8 

8 31.3 

9 16.5 

10 21.1 

11 29.6 

12 37.6 

1) R =2.5•107 

R~=l.0·1dl 
X =0.85 

EXPERIMENTS 

JIN(in/sec) 

0.73 
0.92 
1.28 

1.54 

0.64 

0.82 

1.16 

1.47 

0.67 

0.83 
1.14 

1.47 

T·HEORY "RAMONA" 

T(sec) QSTAB (KW) v1N(m/SEC) 

1 
2.73 11.5 
2.24 14.5 

1.61 19.6 

1.31 23-5 

2.82 13.2 

2.33 16.7 

1.72 22.5 

1.52 27.0 

3.65 17.2 

3.13 21.5 
2.42 29.0 
2.04 36.0 

2) R =5.0•106 

0 7 · R =2.0•10 
1 

X =0.85 

2 
11.2 
14.2 

19.0 

23.0 

13.0 

16.5 
21.8 

26.3 

17.0 

21.5 

28.5 

35-5 

1 2 
0.77 o-:'tr--
0.98 0.98 
1.26 1.30 

1.54 1.58 

0.79 0.80 

1.00 1.02 

1.32 1.30 

1.59 1.65 

0.80 0.82 

1.00 1.05 
1.30 1.35 
1.60 1.70 

T(SEC) 

1 2 
2.3 2.2 

1.9 1.8 

1.5 1.4 

1.3 1.2 

3-2 2.8 

2.6 2.3 
2.2 1.9 
1.7 1.6 

4.8 4.3 

4.2 3·7 
3.6 3.1 

3.1 2.6 



TABIE 3 
MAIN PARAMETERS FOR THE MARINE RFAm'OR DESIGN. 

PARAMETER 

Pressure 

Nuclear power 

Core flow area 

Core length 

Core hydr. diam, 

Riser flow area 

Riser length 

Riser hudr. diam. 

Flow area downcomer first part 

Length downcomer first part 

Flow area narrow pass 

Length narrow pass 

Single phase pressure loss 

Void reactivity, op/~ 

Doppler reactivity, op/OTF 

Moderator temperature reactivity, 
op/OTM 

UNITS 

ata 

m 

m 

ma 

m 

m:z. 

m 

vel. heads 

%/%void 

pcm;oc 

pcm;oc 

1) Heated length of core is 1.75-0.35 = 1.40 em 

50 
59 
1.115 
1. 751) 

0.0278 
1.51 

1.58 
0.3 
3.67 
1.38 
0.5495 
1.9508 
4.9322 ) 

-0.26 
-2.45 
-37.5 

2) Vel. heads rel. to core inlet velocity, v~n = 1.32 m/sec 
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FIGURE 6. 
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FIGURE 8. 
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FIGURE 10. 
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FIGURE 11 
COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND CALCULATED VOID FRACTIONS IN SUBCOOLED AND 
BULK BOILING FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF THE THERMAL NONEQLIILIBRIUM COEFFICIENTS 
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ROUHAN I DATA CASE 2 
DATA PAGES NO. 81,82

1
83 IN REF. f;Jt] 

P •50 BAR 
m/ A = 667 Kgf .Js 
q/A = 87,5 W/cm2 

o 0 • MEASURED POINTS 
SLIP USED Yt/y,. :1+ at 2 

3 4 56 7 8 91011 
NET BOILING STEAM QUlol.l TV, X '1. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND CALCULATED VOID FRACTIONS IN SUBCOOLED 
AND BULK BOILING FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF R0 ,R1. 
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THE EFFECT OF SLIP RATIO ON THE CRUCIAL BOILING 
LENGTH IN TWO-PHASE INSTABILITY* 

Louis M. Shotkin 

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 

ABSTRACT 

The crucial boiling length, tc , for a single channel is 
that position of the boiling boundary where the channel is least 
stable, or where the ratio of heat input to coolant flow rate, 
0o/G0 , is a m~n~mum. The analytical relation between Oo/G0 
and the rest of the channel parameters depends very much on the 
theoretical model used and, in particular, on the empirical form 
of the slip ratio. We have used a spatially-averaged model to 
compute tc (or rather (Oo/G0 )min> and compared it with experi
ment from several laboratories in the OojG0 - oH plane. In 
doing this we have tested two empirical forms for the slip ratio, 
S; one due to Bankoff 

s = 1-a 
K-a 

and a modification due to Jones which makes K a function of a: 

where KJ and r are functions of pressure only. 

* Work performed under the auspices of the u.s.A.E.C. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

We use a spatial-averaged model
1 

for two-phase flow in a 
vertical electrically heated pipe to show the effect of the 
empirical slip ratio on the position of the crucial boiling 
length, tc . 

,( 1 -
oH/L 

(1) = c Q 

( 
0 ., 

+ \) - ) G 
0 min 

Equation (1) is derived from the steady-state conservation of 
energy equation. Here oH is the sub-cooling in units of enthalpy 
and \) > 0 is proportional to the pressure drop in the sub-cooled 
region !n a channel of length L. The .minimum value of the ratio • 
of heat input to coolant flow rate, (Oo/G0 )min defines the posi
tion of the crucial boiling length when the system is least 
stable. It is computed by applying Routh-Hurwitz stability con
ditions to the linearized, Laplace-transformed conservation equa
tions.l,2 

The value computed for tc (or rather (Oo/G0 )min> depends on 
several factors. Among the most important of these are: 
1) whether the model is spatially-dependent or spatial-averaged 
(our model is spatial-averaged) ; 2) the empirical form of the 
friction pressure drop; and 3) the empirical form of the slip 
ratio. We show, by comparing our analytical results with ex
perimental·data, that the empirical form of the slip ratio used 
is vital for correctly fitting the data and, in a sense, is more 
important than explicitly accounting for space-dependent effects. 
On the other hand, the empirical form of the friction pressure 
drop was found to be of less importance. 

sion3 
For the friction pressure drop we have used Levy's expres

( oP " 
az .;f · t· r1c 1on 

= 
f G2 (1-x) 2 

0 
(2) 



where f
0 

is the empirical single-phase friction coefficient, rh 
the hydraulic radius, p~ the liquid-phase density, and G, x, and 
a the mass flow rate, quality, and void fraction, respectively, 
at the distance z from the channel inlet. 

For the slip ratio we have used Bankoff's expression4 

(3) 

4 The values of the constant K recommended by Bankoff and by 
. Kholodovski5 are shown in Fig. 1. We shall compute the effects 

on stability of these values with a value of K, recommended by 
Jones,6 that is dependent on a: 

(4) 

where ~J is a linear function of pressure, plotted in Fig. (1), 
and r 1S a quadratic function of pressure: 

r = 3.33 + 0.18 r 
P{psia) l + 0.46 [ P (psia) l2 (5) 

~- 1000 ..i 1000 

II CORRELATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The experiments that were analyzed are shown in Figures 2 
through 6. The error bars on experimental points reflect the 
uncertainty in defining the inception of instability, as well 
as the variation in the reproducibility of this stability limit, 
rather than the accuracy with which the individual experiment 
was performed. We have deliberately plotted all results in the 
same units for ease of comparison. When Oo/G0 is expressed in 
BTU/lbm, then Q

0 
refers to the heat per unit heating-surface 

area (rather than heat per unit fluid volume) . 

All analytical curves exhibit a minimum at the crucial 
boiling length and become more stable for both low sub-cooling 
(most of the channel is fiiled with steam) and high sub-cooling 
(most of the channel is filled with water). Curves computed 

3 



I . 

7-5 
4 

with Bankoff's K predict conditions that are much more stable at 
low sub-cooling than curves computed with Jones• K (Eq. 4)). 
This is because of the unrealistically large slip ratios that 
occur with a constant K as a approaches K (See Eq. (3)). Since 

· I a K that increases w1th a keeps the sl1p rat1o down for large 
· a, it has the effect of adding friction at the channel exit 
which, consistently with our results, has been experimentally 
found to make the system less stable.? Finally, it should be 
noted that curves computed with Jones• K approach an asymptotic 
value of Oo/G0 as the sub-cooling approaches zero. 

There is only one experimental instability point in the Ziv~ 
Wright experimentS and this occurs almost exactly at the crucial 
boiling length for their apparatus as shown in Fig. 2. Also 
plotted is a stability curve including the effects of the dynamic 
pressure. This effect is relatively unimportant in predicting 
the instability of this experiment, but is important in fitting 
the transfer functions.! The experimental frequency at this un
stable point was 1.0 cps and the present model gave a value of 
1.35 cps. 

At a pressure of 225 psia, Spigt et a19 performed fairly 
complete experiments for two test sections. These are presented 
in Figs. 3 and 4. The analytical frequency curves were about 
the same for both channels, with either Jones• K or Bankoff's 
K, and only the 2.31" O.D. curve with Jones' K is plotted in 
Fig. 5. A stability curve calculated with a constant value of 
K (= .782) recommended by Kholodovski5 fell between the curves 
calculated with Jones• K and Bankoff's K (= .732), but gave 
values of the frequency that were too high for low sub-cooling. 
In this regard, it is well to mention the work of Zuber and 
FindlaylO who have developed different values of the slip ratio 
for different flow regions (bubble, slug, etc.). Since the type 
of flow region was not measured in any of these experiments, and 
since it is difficult to determine this analytically without 
further empiric~! correlations, we have not used this formulation. 

Although Spigt•s data9 (Fig. 3) clearly demonstrates a 
minimum in the stability curve at the crucial boiling length, 
the data of Becker et alll does so in an even more striking 
fashion (Fig. 5). A curve calculated7 with Jones• space
dependent model 1 2 is shown for comparison at low sub-cooling. 

. 



The agreement of the present theory with these results appears 
reasonably good, considering the simplicity of the approach. 
The experimental frequency at the lowest value of sub-cooling 
for the 20 rom channel was 0.62 cps. This compares with an 
analytical value of 0.77 cps. For the 10 mm channel we have 
shown (a similar curve can be shown for the 20 rom channel) that 
a curve calculated with a constant K (Bankoff's K) gives poor 
agreement at low sub-cooling with the present model. To fur
ther check this, we calculated a stability curve with Jones' 
modell3 using Bankoff's K and found it predicted a very stable 
system at low sub-cooling. Thus, it appears that the success 
of Jones' model in explaining Becker's data may be due more to 
the arbitrary form of the slip ratio used than to the mathemati
cal treatment of space-dependence. 

One of the earliest boiling loop experiments was that of 
Beckjord and Levy,l4 shown in Fig. 6. It should be noted that 
there were experimental runs performed by Beckjord and Levyl4 an 
the 0.54" channel at low sub-cooling that did not exhibit os
cillatory instability, but went to burnout. These runs were 
stable where the present theory predicts instability. The fre
quencies for this experiment were reported to vary approximately 
from .25 to .5 cps. The present model predicts frequencies of 
.33 cps at 200 BTU/lb sub-cooling, .38 cps at 80 BTU/lb, and .65 
cps at 20 BTU/lb. 

III DISCUSSION 

By analyzing data in the 0o/G0 vs. oH plane, it is possible 
to find the crucial boiling length - that is, the boiling length 
where the system is least stable, or where Oo/G0 is a minimum. 
Then one can readily interpret the effects of Oo/G0 and sub
cooling (oH) on stability. In particular, it is seen that in
creased sub-cooling can either increase or decrease stability, 
depending on which side of the crucial boiling length the sys
tem is. Also, if the system can be described by a slip ratio 
with a K that increases with a, then an increase in Oo/G0 always 
makes the system less stable. However, when a constant K 
describes the system slip ratio, an increase in Oo/G0 can lead 
to more stable conditions for low sub-cooling. 



The success of the present analysis implies that, at least 
for the experimental situations considered, overall space-depend
ent effects are of secondary importance. On the other hand, 
the form of the slip ratio, even in a spatially averaged analy
sis, appears to be vital, especially for values of the sub
cooling which are lower than that of the crucial boiling length. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Comparison of slip ratio parameter, K. 

2. Stability data of Zivi, Wright, et al. 

3. Stability data of Spigt, et al. 
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7·5 

4. Frequency data of Spigt et al. I = 1.97" O.D.: II = 2.31" o.n 

5. Stability data of Becker, et al. 

6. Stability data of Beckjord and Levy. 
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THE EFFECT OF SLIP RATIO ON THE CRUCIAL BOILING 
LENGTH IN TWO-PHASE INSTABILITY* 

Louis M. Shotkin 

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 

ABSTRACT 

The crucial boiling length, tc , for a single channel is 
that position of the boiling boundary where the channel is least 
stable, or where the ratio of heat input to coolant flow rate, 
0o/G0 , is a m~n~mum. The analytical relation between Oo/G0 
and the rest of the channel parameters depends very much on the 
theoretical model used and, in particular, on the empirical form 
of the slip ratio. We have used a spatially-averaged model to 
compute tc (or rather (Oo/G0 )min> and compared it with experi
ment from several laboratories in the Oo/G0 - 6H plane. In 
doing this we have tested two empirical forms for the slip ratio, 
S: one due to Bankoff 

s = 
1-a 
K-a 

and a modification due to Jones which makes K a function of a: 

where KJ and r are functions of pressure only. 

* Work performed under the auspices of the u.s.A.E.C. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

We use a spatial-averaged model
1 

for two-phase flow in a 
vertical electrically heated pipe to show the effect of the 
empirical slip ratio on the position of the crucial boiling 
length, tc . 

.{ 
c = 1 - (1) 

Equation (1) is derived from the steady-state conservation of 
energy equation. Here oH is the sub-cooling in units of enthalpy 
and v > 0 is proportional to the pressure drop in the sub-cooled 
region in a channel of length L. The minimum value of the ratio 
of heat input to coolant flow rate, (Oo/G0 )min defines the posi
tion of the crucial boiling length when the system is least 
stable. It is computed by applying Routh-Hurwitz stability con
ditions to the linearized, Laplace-transformed conservation equa
tions.l,2 

The value computed for tc (or rather (Oo/G0 )min> depends on 
several factors. Among the most important of these are: 
1) whether the model is spatially-dependent or spatial-averaged 
(our model is spatial-averaged} : 2) the empirical form of the 
friction pressure drop; and 3) the empirical form of the slip 
ratio. We show, by comparing our analytical results with ex
perimental·data, that the empirical form of the slip ratio used 
is vital for correctly fitting the data and, in a sense, is more 
important than explicitly accounting for space-dependent effects. 
On the other hand, the empirical form of the friction pressure 
drop was found to be of less importance. 

sion3 
For the friction pressure drop we have used Levy's expres

( oP "'· 
az "f · t · rJ.c J.on 

= 
f G2 (1-x) 2 

0 (2) 



where f
0 

is the empirical single-phase friction coefficient, rh 
the hydraulic radius, p~ the liquid-phase density, and G, x, and 
a the mass flow rate, quality, and void fraction, respectively, 
at the distance z from the channel inlet. 

For the slip ratio we have used Bankoff's expression4 

s = 1-a 
K-a 

4 

(3) 

The values of the constant K recommended by Bankoff and by 
· Kholodovski5 are shown in Fig. 1. We shall compute the effects 

on stability of these values with a value of K, recommended by 
Jones,6 that is dependent on a: 

(4) 

where ~J is a linear function of pressure, plotted in Fig. (1), 
and r 1S a quadratic function of pressure: 

r = 3.33 + 0.18 r P(psia) l + 0.46 [ P(Esia) l2 (5) I 1000 1000 - -

II CORRELATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The experiments that were analyzed are shown in Figures 2 
through 6. The error bars on experimental points reflect the 
uncertainty in defining the inception of instability, as well 
as the variation in the reproducibility of this stability limit, 
rather than the accuracy with which the individual experiment 
was performed. we have deliberately plotted all results in the 
same units for ease of comparison. When Oo/G0 is expressed in 
BTU/Ibm, then Q

0 
refers to the heat per unit heating-surface 

area (rather than heat per unit fluid volume) • 

All analytical curves exhibit a minimum at the crucial 
boiling length and become more stable for both low sub-cooling 
(most of the channel is filled with steam) and high sub-cooling 
(most of the channel is filled with water) • Curves computed 
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with Bankoff's K predict conditions that are much more stable at 
low sub-cooling than curves computed with Jones• K (Eq. 4)). 
This is because of the unrealistically large slip ratios that 
occur with a constant K as a approaches K (See Eq. {3)). Since 
a K that increases with a keeps the slip ratio down for large 
a, it has the effect of adding friction at the channel exit 
which, consistently with our results, has been experimentally 
found to make the system less stable.? Finally, it should be 
noted that curves computed with Jones• K approach an asymptotic 
value of Oo/G0 as the sub-cooling approaches zero. 

There is only one experimental instability point in the Ziv~ 
Wright experimentS and this occurs almost exactly at the crucial 
boiling length for their apparatus as shown in Fig. 2. Also 
plotted is a stability curve including the effects of the dynamic 
pressure. This effect is relatively unimportant in predicting 
the instability of this experiment, but is important in fitting 
the transfer functions.! The experimental frequency at this un
stable point was 1.0 cps and the present model gave a value of 
1.35 cps. 

At a pressure of 225 psia, Spigt et a1
9 

performed fairly 
complete experiments for two test sections. These are presented 
in Figs. 3 and 4. The analytical frequency curves were about 
the same for both channels, with either Jones• K or Bankoff's 
K, and only the 2.31" O.D. curve with Jones• K is plotted in 
Fig. 5. A stability curve calculated with a constant value of 
K (= .782) recommended by Kholodovski5 fell between the curves 
calculated with Jones• K and Bankoff's K (= .732), but gave 
values of the frequency that were too high for low sub-cooling. 
In this regard, it is well to mention the work of Zuber and 
FindlaylO who have developed different values of the slip ratio 
for different flow regions (bubble, slug, etc.). Since the type 
of flow region was not measured in any of these experiments, and 
since it is difficult to determine this analytically without 
further empirical correlations, we have not used this formulation. 

Although Spigt•s data9 (Fig. 3) clearly demonstrates a 
minimum in the stability curve at the crucial boiling length, 
the data of Becker et a11 l does so in an even more striking 
fashion (Fig. 5). A curve calculated7 with Jones• space
dependent model 1 2 is shown for comparison at low sub-cooling. 



The agreement of the present theory with these results appears 
reasonably good, considering the simplicity of the approach. 
The experimental frequency at the lowest value of sub-cooling 
for the 20 mm channel was 0.62 cps. This compares with an 
analytical value of 0.77 cps. For the 10 mm channel we have 
shown (a similar curve can be shown for the 20 mm channel) that 
a curve calculated with a constant K (Bankoff's K) gives poor 
agreement at low sub-cooling with the present model. To fur
ther check this, we calculated a stability curve with Jones' 
modell3 using Bankoff's K and found it predicted a very stable 
system at low sub-cooling. Thus, it appears that the success 
of Jones' model in explaining Becker's data may be due more to 
the arbitrary form of the slip ratio used than to the mathemati
cal treatment of space-dependence. 

One of the earliest boiling loop experiments was that of 
Beckjord and Levy,l4 shown in Fig. 6. It should be noted that 
there were experimental runs performed by Beckjord and Levyl4 an 
the 0.54" channel at low sub-cooling that did not exhibit os
cillatory instability, but went to burnout. These runs were 
stable where the present theory predicts instability. The fre
quencies for this experiment were reported to vary approximately 
from .25 to .5 cps. The present model predicts frequencies of 
.33 cps at 200 BTU/lb sub-cooling, .38 cps at 80 BTU/lb, and .65 
cps at 20 BTU/lb. 

III DISCUSSION 

By analyzing data in the 0o/G0 vs. 6H plane, it is possible 
to find the crucial boiling length - that is, the boiling length 
where the system is least stable, or where Oo/G0 is a minimum. 
Then one can readily interpret the effects of OojG0 and sub
cooling (6H) on stability. In particular, it is seen that in
creased sub-cooling can either increase or decrease stability, 
depending on which side of the crucial boiling length the sys
tem is. Also, if the system can be described by a slip ratio 
with a K that increases with a, then an increase in Oo/G0 always 
makes the system less stable. However, when a constant K 
describes the system slip ratio, an increase in Oo/G0 can lead 
to more stable conditions for low sub-cooling. 



The success of the present analysis implies that, at least 
for the experimental situations considered, overall space-depend
ent effects are of secondary importance. On the other hand, 
the form of the slip ratio, even in a spatially averaged analy
sis, appears to be vital, especially for values of the sub
cooling which are lower than that of the crucial boiling length. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Comparison of slip ratio parameter, K. 

2. Stability data of Zivi, Wright, et al. 

3. Stability data of Spigt, et al. 

s = 1-a 
K-a 
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4. Frequency data of Spigt et al. I = 1. 97" 0 .D.: II = 2 .31" o.n. 

5. Stability data of Becker, et al. 

6. Stability data of Beckjord and Levy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Th~s paper is a compendium of conclusions drawn from experimental and 

analytical studies of mechanisms of instability in boiling water reactors and 

loops. The conclusions are based upon our own experimental results and data 

from other laboratories, and a comparison of these results with predictions 

of the various stability models in the literature. 

The important mechanisms which cause the onset of spontaneous hydro

dynamic oscillations in boiling systems are describable as linear interactions 

between flow rate and vapor production rate. Thus, 

they are.processes involving the total system rather than local phenomena 

such as poor nucleation or mass choking. The feedback system representing 

the interactions is described by most of the existing mathematical models. 

It is well described by models in which the conservation equations for the 

system are written and solved in sufficient detail. This has been Jemonstrated 

in computations with existing models for a number of boiling loops. A system 

instability can be identified, in the models, as a condition under which 

the conservation equations exhibit a singularity. 

The essential linearity of the processes leading to instability has 

been demonstrated directly by transfer function measurements which show a 

sharp resohance at the threshold of hydrodynamic instability. The linearity 

has been demonstrated by implication, by the success of linear models at 

predicting experimental instability thresholds, and oscillation frequencies. 

Non-linearities do not appear to be important in determining the onset of 

oscillations, although they do determine the severity of an instability by 

limiting the amplitude of the oscillations. 

8. 



THE ~f:':CF~-\..'HS~lS OF HYDRODYNANIC INSTABILITIES IN BOILING SYSTEMS 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with the mechanisms of hydrodynamic instability 

of boiling systems such as boiling water nuclear reactors, and evaporators. 

The term hydrodynamic instability refers to the occurrence of spontaneous 

oscillations of flow rate and void volume which can arise in the presence 

of a constant supply of heat. 

Two principle reasons account for the emphasis this subject has re

ceived in recent years. First, if there is a hydrodynamic instability in 

a boiling water reactor, oscillations of steam voids can drive the reactor 

into power oscillations which could be hazardous, and secondly, flow and 

void oscillations may limit the thermal performance of a boiling system 

by precipitating burnout. A research program carried out at TRW Systems 

has been directed toward gaining an understanding of the mechanisms of these 

hydrodynamic instabilities. In the course of this work we have come to 

the conclusion that the dominant mechanism of instability in boiling systems 

of engineering interest is a linear regenrative feedback between flow rate 

and vapor volume. This feedback process includes the complete system. as 

opposed to a local process such as poor nucleation or mass choking. and may 

be calculated from the conservation equations properly written for the complete 

system with reliable slip and friction equations. The purpose of this paper 

is to establish this conclusion and to show how changes in operating variables 

influence the flow-void feedback process and thus stability. 

The flow-void'feedback process is called the dominate mechanism for 

producing an instability because it is of greatest concern to a design 

engineer. A boiling system can be made less susceptible to this type insta

bility by damping the inlet flow or other possible means. However, there 

is no single fix for a feedback instability, as there may be in other types 

of instabilities which are caused by localized phenomenon. For example, a 

* nucleation instability can be cured by providing nucleation sites. 

* Actually heat transfer surfaces in engineering equipment are rough enough 
that boiling usually occurs readily 
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Discussions of instabilities in boiling systems usually distinguish 

between forced and natural circulation systems and between single channels 

(such as a laboratory loop) and multi-parallel channel systems. The dif

ferences.between these systems are not fundamental in the sense that dif

ferent instability mechanisms are involved. In each case, the destabilizing 

mechanism is the flow-void feedback and in each case a model for predicting 

the instability consists of a statement and solution of the three conservation 

equations and subsidary relations for slip, friction and heat transfer. The 

real differences are embodied in the boundary conditions on pressure. 

** As an illustration of this, we have used the Jones' (2) multi-channel 

model successfully to predict the performance of single channel loops by 

the simple expedient of attributing loop inertia and friction (i.e., properties 

that are not those of the channel, but rather of the downcomer, piping, etc.) 

artificially to the channel inlet. The same model could also be used to 

predict stability of a forced circulation system but would need to be altered 

slightly to include the pump head characteristics. 

The paper is arranged in three major parts and an appendix: First 

the flow-void process is described and the experimental evidence, from both 

our laboratory and others, of its occurrence is presented. Then the conser

vation equations are used to show how mathematical models calculate the in

stability. (The equations are derived and the algebraic manipulations 

simplifying the equations are performed in Appendix A.) The parametric 

relations which have an important influence upon the stability limit are 

pointed out. The second part of the paper presents the observed effect of 

operating variables on system stability and the explanations for these 

8. 

effects. The last part of the paper summarizes the state-of-the-art and proposes 

future work which sould result in reliable engineering predictions of boiling 

system stability. 
~~ 

Underlined numerals, in parenthesis, refer to references listed at the 
end of the paper 
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THE FLOW-VOID FEEDBACK INSTABILITY 

1. THE EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE 

In general terms, hydrodynamic instabilities in boiling systems arise 

because the vapor production rate depends upon the mass flow· rate as a conse

quence of energy conservation, while simultaneously the mass flow rate depends 

upon the resident vapor volume in the system as a result of momentum conserva

tion. An instability can occur in this feedback process when a phase of 

180° exists between disturbance in flow rate and its void volume response. 

Experimental studies were performed in 1962 at TRW Systems (l, !, ~ 
(at that time Space Technology Laboratories) which showed that a linear re

sonance in the flow-void feedback interaction caused hydrodynamic instabilities 

in a natural circulation boiling water loop. Since that time experiments have 

been performed at other laboratories which produced the same result. Most 

notable is the work of C. L. Spigt (1, ]D at the Technologial University of 

Eindhoven. The TRW Systems natural-circulation atmospheric-pressure loop 

had a 62 em long rectangular heated section that simulated one channel in the 

SPERT IA transient nuclear test reactor. Dynamic measurements were made of 

the coherent inlet flow and local void fraction response to applied power 

modulation of various frequencies. Soft x-ray attenuation was used for 

void-fraction measurement. 

Under free-surface boiling conditions (3.3°C inlet subcooling), the 

threshold power level for sustained oscillations was about 1000 watts, and 

the oscillation frequency was 1.0 cps. At 940 watts, slightly below the 

instability threshold, power-void transfer function measurements showed a 

strong resonance peak at 0.95 cps. Figure 1 illustrates the development 

of the resonance peak as the mean power input was raised from 500 watts to 

940 watts. In comparing the 500 watt natural circulation amplitude curve 

with the 940 watt natural circulation amplitude curve in Figure 1, the shapes 

of the two curves are the significant items, rather than the absolute magni

tudes. A direct comparison of the two transfer functions at a given frequency 
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is not meaningful because the two measurements were made at different axial 

positions above bulk saturation and different absolute power amplitudes. A 

comparison of the natural circulation void response with the forced-flow void 

response ·at 940 watts shows that the resonance peak due to flow-void feedback 

had become very strong. Similar resonance effects were observed in the 

natural circulation flow response to applied power modulation. 

In the absence of power modulation at the 940 watt operating level, 

the flow rate and void fraction were subject to large fluctuations, but the 

system was stable in the sense that there was little coherence in this noise. 

When the power level was increased to 1000 watts, spontaneous oscillations 

in flow rate and void fraction occurred with the large amplitudes and high 

coherence. The frequency of these oscillations was about 1 cycle/sec. To 

further emphasize the difference in the character of the fluctuations in 

flow rate as the power was increased above the threshold of instability, a 

section of flow record for 500 watts, 900 watts, and 1000 watts is shown 

in Figure 2. At 500 watts moderate amplitude fluctuations were present, and 

at 900 watts the flow disturbances were more severe and showed evidence of 

a resonance of about 1 cycle/sec. The 1000 watt record clearly shows coherent 

undamped oscillations with a frequency of about 1 cycle/sec. The hash in 

these flow traces is extraneous and results from integrating the pulse 

output from the flowmeter. 

The spontaneous hydrodynamic oscillations were thus shown to result 

from a linear flow void feedback interaction. This same interaction dominated 

the power-void transfer function (that causes reactivity feedback instability 

in reactors) in natural circulation under conditions of stable flow. 

2. AN ANALYTICAL ILLUSTRATION 

Theoretical models of boiling systems attribute the cause of of 

oscillations to unstable feedback between the void dependence upon flow 

(energy conservation) and flow dependence upon void (momentum conservation). 

Among the models, there are of course some differences in the postulated 

details. In the following,the equations from Appendix A will be used to formu

late a stability model (without actually solving them) which will illustrate 

the flow-void relationship. The terms which produce the measuring phase shift 

will be pointed out as they appear. 
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For the illustration of the flow•void interaction, the specific case 

of a natural circulation loop in which all the flow passages are of the 

same cross-sectional area is chosen. The proposed loop is shown in Figure 3. 

The equations formulated in Appendix A will be used to analyze this boiling 

system and to show the individual processes which are important to the overall 

feedback mechanism. 

Suppose that a sinusoidal pressure disturbance of frequency w is imposed 

at the boiling boundary. The boiling boundary pressure disturbance will 

produce a flow disturbance in the single phase portion of the loop which is 

calculable from the single phase momentum equation. The equation (A-31) 

is as follows: 

aw -. at 
aP - az- - (

dFSPl -
dW W (A-31) 

From here on, it is more convenient to carry out the analysis in the frequency 

domain than the time domain so we shall use the Laplace transformation. To 

avoid the use of another subscript to denote the transformed variables, it 

will be understood that all variables in equation outside Appendix A are the 

transformed variable. 

Equation (A-31) becomes 

jwW • -* -(a:~P) w (1) 

This equation can be integrated over the single phase portion of the loop to 

yield the flow response to the imposed pressure disturbance, 

w - = -1 
(2) 
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The flow disturbance produces art enthalpy (quality) disturbance at the boil

ing boundary. This disturbance is determined by integrating the single phase 

energy equation. To simplify the solution, assume that the downcomer is 

adiabatia and therefore the temperature of the liquid entering the heated 

channel is constant. The linearized single phase energy Equation (A-18) is 

ah W' ah qoP~ w + ...£. -at l>l.t.l az pw w 
0 

(A-18) 

Taking the Laplace transformation yields, 

W' ah qoP%, w - ...£. jwh + -Pw az Pw w 
0 

(2) 

Integration of Equation (2) over the subcooled region of the heated section 

gives the liquid enthalpy response to a flow disturbance at each position z. 

Equation (2) shows that the enthalpy disturbance is transported downstream 

at a velocity W' /p • V which is, as expected, the average water velocity. 
0 w 0 

The total transport delay time, i.e., the length of time which lapses between 

the flow disturbance and the enthalpy change at the boiling boundary, is 

Ts = ~/Vo. 
At the boiling boundary the enthalpy disturbance can be written as an 

equivalent quality (and void) disturbance using the equation, 

h • h X 
SW 

(3) 

and 

-X "" ~a (4) 

The enthalpy (expressed as either mass quality or void fraction) 

disturbance moves downstream from the boiling boundary according to the con

servation of mass and energy equations. These equations from Appendix A are, 
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and 

ax 
at 

ai 
dz • 

ax 
az - -

Q Ill w 
0 

(1-X )p + X p 
0 s 0 1.1) 

w 
w 

0 

(A-29) 

(A-28) 

The enthalpy disturbance is expressed as a vapor quality here because it 

illustrates the enthalpy transportation velocity more directly. 

Laplace transforming these equations into the frequency domain yields, 

jwX • 
Ill aw (5) 

(pl.l) - p ) az s 

and 

~ ~ t w ~ ax ~ t w J -jwX + (1-X ) o + X - - (1-X )p + 
0 

X p Q : (6) az o Ps opw 0 s 0 1.1) 0 

Equation (5) and (6) are now solved simultaneously to obtain the mass flow 

and vapor quality disturbance profiles in the boiler. (Equation [4] can 

then be used to calculate the void fraction disturbance profile.) 

Equation (6) shows that the quality (void) disturbance transportation velocity 

is given by the relation 

(7) 
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The total void disturbance transport delay time is given by the integral, 

(1-X )p + X p 
0 s w 
~ w 

0 

dZ (8) 

The analysis has shown, thus far, that an imposed pressure disturbance 

at the boiling boundary first produces a flow disturbance which in turn pro

duces an enthalpy response in the boiler. The flow lags the pressure distur

bance due to single phase friction and inertia and the enthalpy disturbance 

lags the flow because of transportation delays through the boiler. 

One step in the solution is left. The two-phase momentum equation must 

be integrated over the boiling region of the channel to determine the per

turbed pressure at the boiling boundary so as to be consistant with the flow 

disturbance which is set by the response of the single phase region. (The 

boundary condition will be imposed that the pressure at the boiler exit is 

constant.) If the pressure calculated has the same magnitude as the one 

imposed and the sum of all the delays equals 180°, the system is at the 

threshold of an instability. Equation (A-26) from the Appendix gives the 

two-phase momentum equations as, 

(A-26) 

Taking the Laplace transform and using continuity to eliminate the void 

fraction disturbance from Equation (A-26) yields, 

dP -- . dZ (p - P ) jw w s az2 · 

K 
K + 3 

1 (p -p )jw 
(1.) s 
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The flow and void disturbances in the boiler and their derivatives as 

determined by the simultaneous solution of the mass and energy equation 

on the two-phase regions of the channel are used to solve Equation (9). 
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THE INFLUENCE OF OPERATING VARIABLES UPON THE STABILITY LIMIT 

Experimental studies of the stability limits of boiling systems and 

of the factors which affect system stability have been made at a number of 

laboratories. The studies have shown that 1in generalJthe following three 

variables have the major influence upon the threshold power of instability: 

system pressure, inlet liquid subcooling and frictional distribution. 

The experimentally observed effect of these variables will be illustrated 

and discussed in this section. The effects of each of the variables upon 

stability will be explained in terms of its influence upon the feedback 

process. 

The boiler wall heat capacity can also have an important effect upon 

stability. However, there appear to be no experimental data available so 

that its influence must be deduced only from analytical considerations. 

These are presented at the end of the section. 

1. SYSTEM PRESSURE 

Experiments have shown that as the pressure is increased, holding other 

variables constant, the stability limit (i.e., power at which loop becomes 

unstable) of the system is increased. The experimental results of Becker, 

et al., (6) show the effect of pressure very well. Their investigation was 

made with~ natural circulation loop at low subcooling (2 to 5°C). Figure 4 

shows these results on a plot of surface heat flux versus mass flux. The 

threshold of instability and the burnout heat flux contours are shown on 

the power-flow curves. Similar results were obtained at the Technological 

University of Eindhoven (l, .ID, and Argonne National Laboratory (.2_, 10, !!). 

The experiments show that, as pressure is increased, the power threshold 

of instability approaches the burnout curve. Becker's results show that the 

two correspond at about 60 atm and at higher pressures burnout occurs without 

oscillations. Results from Bettis (11) and G.E. (~ also support this 

result. 
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The stabilizing effect of increasing pressure arises from the associated 

increasing steam density. For a given power input, increasing the pressure 

decreased the volumetric rate of steam production. Since void fraction 

generally varies directly with volumetric steam flow rate (although not 

proportionally because of variations in slip ratio), an increase in pressure 

causes a decrease in void fraction. The reduced void fraction tends to 

increase the natural circulation flow rate, at least when the power level 

is high enough that the frictional effects of steam voids are increasing 

faster with void fraction than are the buoyancy effects. Then, increasing 

the pressure at a given power input has the following effects: (1) reduces 

void fraction, (2) reduces acceleration pressure drop and two-phase friction, 

(3) reduces exit quality because of the increased flow rate. Each of these 

effects is qualitatively similar to reducing the power at a given pressure, 

and hence the stabilizing effect of increasing pressure is understandable. 

In terms of the flow void feedback process, increasing the system pressure 

decreases the amplitude of the void response to disturbances while the phase 

may be either increased or decreased but to a lesser degree. This is supported 

by the experimental observation that the frequency of the limit cycle oscilla

tions appears to be independent of, or at least an extremely weak function· 

of pressure. 

2. EFFECT OF SUBCOOLING 

The effect of subcooling on the stability limit is not straight

forward. The experiments indicate that an increase in subcooling can either 

delay or precipitate oscillations depending upon the initial degree of sub

cooling. An example of this result is the data of Spigt. His experiments 

were performed using a natural circulation loop with an annular coolant 

channel heated on the inner surface. Figure 5 shows the results of Spigt's (1) 
experiments on a plot of the instability threshold power versus liquid sub

cooling. For subcoolings less than about 12°C, an increase in subcooling 

made the system less stable and for larger subcoolings, further increase 

in subcooling made the system more stable. 
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Becker et al. (~ also studied the effect of subcooling and found the 

same results. 

The shape of the curve in Figure 5 suggests that there are competing 

processes involved when the subcooling is varied, one process being destabili

zing and a second, stabilizing. In terms of the flow-void interaction, the 

destabilizing process with increasing subcooling is the increasing of the 

subcooled length and thus increasing the enthalpy transportation time in the 

non-boiling flow. The stabilizing process is the decreasing of the quality, 

or resident void volume (same effect as decreasing power), and thus decreasing 

the response amplitude of the feedback process. At low subcoolings the 

destablizing process dominates the feedback, but as the subcooling is increased, 

a significant fraction of the total power is absorbed in removing it, and 

further increases diminish the void fraction greatly. 

Both the experiments and the analytical models indicate that hydro

dynamic instabilities can occur with zero subcooling. 

3. EFFECT OF FRICTIONAL DISTRIBUTION 

The effect of frictional distribution was studied by Jain (11), 
Becker et al. (6), Anderson (2,, !Q), and Beckjord and Levy Q1). This 

was done by placing a restriction either in the downcomer to increase single 

phase friction, or in the riser to increase the two-phase friction. The 

results of the experiments were completely consis'tent. They showed that 

increasing the single phase friction increased the stability limit of the 

loop and increasing the two-phase friction decreased the stability limit. 

Becker's experiments also showed that, by throttling the downcomer flow, 

the onset of oscillations could be delayed so that burnout was obtained 

without preceding flow oscillations. The burnout heat fluxes were also 

observed to increase with increasing throttling until a high quality was 

reached, whereafter they decreased. 

The effect of frictional distribution on stability is understandable 

from simple physical concepts. Since friction is dissipative, it generally 

damps oscillations. In boiling systems, friction in the downcomer or 
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subcooled region of the channel plays this role, and is a stabilizing effect. 

Friction in the two-phase region or exit is also dissipative, but it interacts 

with the flow in a way that increases the feedback interaction between flow 

and void, and this is destabilizing. Increasing the exit friction (or the 

two-phase friction near the exit) first acts to increase the exit dynamic 

impedance relative to the inlet impedance. This augments the. inlet flow 

response to a given rate of void change, while decreasing the exit flow 

response. If inlet subcooling exists the increased inlet flow response is a 

destabilizing effect. Hence, increasing the friction in the upper regions 

of the channel is destabilizing, and conversely increasing the inlet friction 

is stabilizing. 

There is anothe.t mechanism which distinguishes the stability effect 

of two-phase friction from: that for single phase friction. In single phase 

friction, an incremental flow increase instantarteously brings with it an 

increment of flow resistance (frictiortal pressure drpp), which is why inlet 

friction is a damping influence. However, in the two-:phase region the 

frictional pressure drop responds not only to an increment of flow but also 

to a change of void fraction (since the two-phase fric.tion fac.tor depends 

on void fraction). Hence, two-phase friction is not the simple damping factor 

that ordinary friction is because it also affects the gairt of thefeedback 

interaction between flow and void. At pre.sent, we do not know the relative 

importance of the two processes by which two-phase friction can be destabilizing. 

In summary of the effect of frictional distribution, friction tends to 

damp the boiling system, but two-phase friction can enhance the feedback be

tween flow and void. Then inlet friction ia a stablizing effect while two

phase friction may be either stabilizing or destabilizing. 

4. CHANNEL WALL HEAT CAPACITY 

Although no experiments are available on the effect of wall heat 

capacity, analysis shows its influertce is as described below. The heat 

capacity of the coolant channel wall can be an important factor in the energy 

storage and transfer processes. Energy storage in the channel walls occurs 
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as a result of three phenomena: 

1. In the non-boiling region, subcooled liquid temperatures 

respond to flow oscillations, and hence there is a dynamic 

interchange of heat between the flowing subcooled liquid and 

the walls. 

2. In the boiling region, variations of the heat transfer 

coefficient as a function of void fraction and/or mass 

flow rate result in a variable rate of energy transfer and 

hence energy storage in the wall. 

3. In the boiling region, dynamic variations in pressure intro

duce corresponding variations in the temperature of the 

two~phase flow. Such temperature variations give rise to 

energy exchanges betweenthe channel walls and the two-phase 

fluid. This phenomenon is negligible at all but very low 

pressures where small changes in pressure can correspond to 

significant changes in saturation temperature. 

Of these three phenomena, the first (subcooled heat exchange) is well 

understood, and can be important in affecting the stability of a system. The 

second phenomenon, due to variations in boiling heat transfer coefficients, 

cannot be accounted for in general because of incomplete knowledge of boiling 

heat transfer coefficient. It does not appear to be an important effect, 

and it is not generally included in mathematical stability models. As 

stated above, the third energy interchange phenomenon is thought to be unim

portant. 

It follows that most of the influence of channel wall heat capacity 

and thermal conductivity on the hydrodynamic stability of a boiling system 

is due to the· effect on the dynamics of the non-boiling length. The 

principal effect of the non-boiling length is that it introduces a trans

portation time delay between the occurrence of a flow disturbance and the 

appearance of the corresponding quality change in the boiling region. The 

effect of wall heat capacity is to increase the phase lag between a flow 
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disturbance and the appearance of the corresponding quality change at moderately 

low frequencies (depending on thermal properties and flow velocities). The 

details of energy convection during oscillating power and/or flow in single 

phase flow through channels were analyzed by Storrer (14), and for our present 

purposes the important conclusion is that the presence of wall heat capacity 

will increase the phase lag of the flow-void transfer function in the frequency 

range of interest to many boiling systems. This aspect of the wall heat 

capacity is destabilizing. However, wall heat capacity also reduces the 

amplitude of the flow-void transfer function, which is a stabilizing effect. 

The frequency of the disturbance (relative to the heat transfer time constants) 

determines whether the phase or amplitude effect is greater, and hence no 

general statement can be made. Heat capacity may either stabilize or de

stabilize, depending on the rest of the system. 

The effect of finite wall thermal conductivity (in normal direction) 

is also considered by Storrer (~. As the thermal resistance of the wall 

increases (conductivity decreases) the gross result is the prevention of 

part of the heat capacity from taking part in the energy exchange processes. 

It therefore decreases the effective heat capacity as well as giving some 

increased phase shift. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The research program performed at TRW Systems has resulted in the 

following general conclusions about the mechanisms of hydrodynamic instabilities 

in boiling systems and about the mathematical models for predicting the 

occurrence of instabilities: 

1. Both experimental and analytical studies show that the dominant 

mechanism of instability in boiling water systems is a process of feedback 

between flow rate and void volume. The instability can be termed a linear 

feedback instability because non-linearities are not essential for the in

stability to occur, but merely affect the limit cycle oscillations. The 

observed instabilities are caused by a total system effect including channel 

downcomer and riser with the conservation equations governing. 

2. The most important requisite of a general model for dynamics is 

the expression of mass, momentum and energy conservation on a space dis

tributed basis. Lumped parameter models have served a useful function in 

evolving the more complicated distributed parameter models and in providing 

some direct physical insight into the mechanism of instability. However, 

they are not applicable to many reactor fuel geometries, especially those 

involving long fuel assemblies, because they do not treat the distribution 

and transportation effects adequately. The success of distributed parameter 

models, and their availability in the form of computer programs, eliminates 

the incentive for further development of more refined lumped parameter models. 

3. An extensive comparative study (!) of hydrodynamic models 

(!1 through ~ and data has shown that it is possible to predict the onset 

of flow and void oscillations. Of the models studied, the STABLE-3 program 

,y A. d. Jones (2), was the most reliable and predicted the power threshold 

of experimental loop instabilities within 20 per cent for about 70 per cent 

of the tests. The data from References 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13 were used 

in these tests. More recent use of STABLE-3 by K. Jain (11) showed that 

the model predicted 90 per cent of his experiments within 20 per cent. 
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A limitation of the STABLE-3 model is that it requires prior knowledge 

of the steady state flow rate for a given power level. For this reason it 

is capable of accounting for experimental data well, but would likely be less 

capable of making a priori stability prediction because of the limitations of 

steady state models. 

4. The present limitation on predicting the onset of flow oscillations 

appears to be more closely associated with our inability to predict the steady 

state operating conditions with the necessary accuracy than it is with un

certainties in systems dynamics. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE EQUATIONS FOR A HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY MODEL 

A model of the dynamics of a boiling system is a statement and solution 

of the equations of mass, energy and momentum conservation for the two-phase 

and single-phase fluids, and subsidiary equations which describe the processes 

of slip between the phases, two-phase friction, and boiling heat transfer. 

Stability models from the literature have derived and applied the conservation 

equations using essentially the same physical assumptions. It was assumed 

that the flow is one-dimensional. Turbulence and boiling noise were neglected 

so that both the void fraction and phase velocities are smooth functions of 

time and space. The mechanical energy terms (kinetic and potential) were 

neglected in the treatment of energy conservation. The conservation equations 

can be derived using these approximations by the usual method of writing a 

mass, energy, or momentum balance over a thin volume element (A6Z) of the 

fluid stream(!). Then, taking the limit as the volume approaches zero 

{~Z ~ 0), the definition of the first derivative is applied to obtain the 

corresponding differential equation. 

The conservation equations can be written in terms of individual 

phase velocities, V and V , and the void fraction, a, or they can be written s w 
in terms of the total mass flux, W, steam quality, X, and the void fraction, 

a. When the latter form is employed, it is usually done with the additional 

assumption that the saturation enthalpy and density of each phase are constant. 

This implies that the pressure loss through the coolant channel is small 

compared to the system pressure. The two-phase conservation equations written 

in terms of the liquid vapor velocities and the void fraction are: 
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~L\SS 

(A-1) 

ENERGY 

MOMENTUM 

(A-3) 

These two-phase conservation equations, written in terms of steam 

quality, void fraction and total mass flow rate, with the assumption that 

the saturation enthalpies h and h , and the phase densities, p and p , are s w s w 
constant, are: 

MASS 

ENERGY 

MOMENTUM 

.!!! + ..!, [(1-X) 
2 + X 

2 J w2 at az (1-o)p op w s 

(A-4) 

(A-S) 

ap ----az 

The equations have also been used in Lagrangian Coordinates. In this · 

case, the assumption is made that slip is zero and a substantial derivative 

is defined following the common fluid velocity. Models which 
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make the zero slip assumption have been shown to be not very useful so that 

the equations written in Lagrangian form are not presented here. It is also 

possible to write the equations in Lagrangian form without the assumption 

of zero slip if two substantial derivatives are defined: one following the 

liquid motion and one following the steam motion. However, these equations 

are difficult to apply and consequently have not been used in stability models. 

The single phase conservation equations written in terms of the mass 

flux are as follows: 

ENERGY 

MOMENTUM 

1!! - 0 az 

ap pw 
---· --pg az SP A w · 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 

The dynamic mechanisms of the slip and two-phase friction, processes 

are unknown. The equations which are available ~or calculating these 

quantities from other parameters of the system are empirically or semi

empirically derived by fitting steady state two-phase flow data. The authors 

of stability models are forced to choose among these many equations and 

make the assumption that the dynamic values of slip and friction are determined 

by the instantaneous values of the flow variables. The particular equation 

that an author chooses is one of the major differences between various stability 

models .• 
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For the purposes of this paper, general functional relationships will 

be used for the slip ratio and friction equations. These are, for the slip 

ratio, 

S • .J,(a) (A-10) 

for two-phase friction, 

(A-ll) 

and for single phase friction, 

(A-12) 

The final equation required for a stability model is the equation which 

defines steam quality. 

X • 

- -s ( 
a I Ps 

1-a pw 

(__!!__)~ s + 1 
1-a p w 

(A-13) 

We would now like to reduce these equations to such a form that they 
' 

can be used to demonstrate the flow-void feedback process. 

cedure to be followed is to first liniarize the equations 

The general pro

for small distur-

bances about the steady state operating point by assuming that each of the 

variables is the sum of a steady state component and a fluctuating component. 

For example, the pressure is 

where the subscript o designates steady state component and the overscore 

designates the fluctuating component. The liniarizing process is simple, but 

long, so we will simply present the resulting equations here and leave the 
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algebraic details to the interested reader. The second step will be the 

reduction of the linearized equations, by substitution, to three conservation 

equations in terms of the three variables a, W, and P. 

The linearized Equations A-4 through A-13 are written below, in order, 

as Equations A-14 through A-19. 

( h h ) aa + w h ax + 
ps s -pw w at o SW az 

Pw 

El-X )h + x hJ aw + qo A w = o 
o w o s az w 

0 

- ~1-X ) 
2 

X 
2 J -~ + 2w . o + -2.- aw - 2w 2 

at o (1-a )p a p az o 
0 w 0 s 

+W 
0 

J:..J a7; • 
p az s 

aw 
az 

w 
..2h. + -2. ..2h. 
at P az w 

-aw -at 

-

-

-
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aP Pw --- TSP A az 

(A-14) 

(A-15) 

(A-16) 

(A-17) 

(A-18) 
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s ft .!Jail-;; 
del 

(A-20) 

81'TP - 31'TP -
TTP - --ac;- Cl + -w w (A-21) 

- (A-22) 

and 

So - ( 1 ) - ( Pv ) --;: X • x; -1 S + Pa a~ a (A-23) 

Now, the slio, friction and auality equations are used to eliminate the 

variables, i, S, TTP from the tvo-phaae conservation equations. 

equations then become. 

a• 

These 

(A-24) 

(A-25) 

q Ph/A 
where Q • h 0 W • is the elope of the steady state vapor quality line. 
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is a parameter of the system determined completely by the steady state 

qqality and void fraction profiles and by the functional relationship between 

fraction and slip ratio. This grouping, ~ arises when S is eliminated 

between Equations A-20 and A-23, then 

X • HZ) a (A-27) 

The conservation of energy equation can also be written in terms of the 

quality disturbance (instead of void) using Equation A-27 and the conservation 

of mass. In this form the energy equation is 
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The corresponding conservation of mass equation is 
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Equation A-28 shows that a vapor quality disturbance travels through the 

boiling region of the channel at a velocity, V;c.equal to, 

4> w 
0 

VX • [(1-X )p + X pw] 
0 s . 0 

(A-30) 

Th• linearized single phase conservation equations need only a little 

simplification. Equation A-22 is used to eliminate 'T8p from Equation A-19) 

the momentum equation. 

aw aP ·lddFWSP' W 
-at- -az-- \ I (A-31) 
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XONENCLATURE 

f"V'lctional reL1t ionship ·between the two phase wall shear 
stress and the mass flow rate and void fraction 

functional relationship between the single phase wall shear 
stress an~ the mass flow rate 

subcooled liquid enthalpy 

saturation liquid enthalpy 

saturation vapor enthalpy 

heat of vaporization 

coefficients in the momentum equation defined in 
the text 

length of boiler 

length of two phase region 

length of subcooled section of the boiler 

total length of subcooled flow including both downcomer · 
and subcooled section of the boiler 

pressure 

heated perimeter of the boiler 

total wetted wall perimeter of the channel 

heat flux 

slope of the steady state mass quality line 

functional relationship between slip ratio and void volume 

slip velocity ratio 
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NOMENCLATURE (Cont 'd) 

t time 

v velocity 

w mass flux 

X mass quality 

z axial position 

GREEK 

a void fraction 

p density 

T time 

t parameter defined as 

frequency 

SUBSCRIPTS 

o denotes steady state component 

s vapor phase 

w liquid phase 

SUPERSCRIPT 

(bar} denotes a fluctuating component 

33 
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ABSTRACT 

Mathematical models to investigate the dynamic behaviour of boiling 
water channels connect the basic laws of conservation of mass, momen
tum, and energy to empirical correlations for friction, slip ratio, sub
cooled boiling and heat transfer. Since the uncertainties in these corre
lations leave score for different approaches in assembling a theoretical 
model, comparative studies have been undertaken in which various models 
were applied to selected experimental conditions. The :::omparisons 
between computed and experimental results enable conclusions to be drawn 
about the range of applicability of certain physical concepts and may also 
give basis for a better understanding of the importance of several hydraulic 
parameters in the dynamic behaviour of the coolant in a boiling channel. 

The computer studies included axial void distribution, void and mass 
flow in natural circulation as functions of the channel power, transfer 
functions, and stability limits. Furthermore, the models were compared 
to each other with respect to the mathematical description and the 
solution methods. 

At the same time a survey of the available experimental material was 
carried out which, together with the experience from the model studies, 
may serve as a guideline for future experiments in this field. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Design and operation of boiling water reactors are strongly influenced by 
the physical phenomena of static dryout and hydrodynamic instability. 
The latter may cause overall instability of the reactor due to the void
reactivity feedback, as well as dynamic dryout. Extensive studies of 
these effects are therefore required prior to the construction of a nuclear 
plant. 

Since experimental investigations are only feasible for isolated problems, 
it has been necessary to formulate mathematical models to study the 
behaviour of larger subsystems or of the whole plant. Information about 
the plant dynamics under all operational conditions is especially desir
able with respect to the layout of the control system, but it is also needed 
for a better understanding of various influences upon the performance of 
a reactor. 

Many computer models have been developed for this purpose with a great 
variety of different approaches in connecting the fundamental conservation 
laws to correlations based on experimental data. Simplifying assump
tions introduce further uncertainties as to the validity of the computed 
results. 

In view of the economical benefits that can be gained if accurate pre
dictions can be made as to the safety limits and safety margins of the 
cooling system of a reactor, it has seemed reasonable to carry out com
parative studies in which computer models are tested both against other 
models and against experimental results. For the comparisons, the 
mathematical models were applied to selected experimental conditions 
with the aim of reproducing the results obtained in the experiments. In 
this way, steady state void distributions, mass flow and local void versus 
channel power, transfer functions, and stability limits were computed 
for an extensive range of operational conditions. The purpose was to 
determine the errors which arise from computer models, and to find 
methods of improving the reliability of computer predictions. 

The paper presented here is an extract of a report in preparation (1} 
on the comparative studies with different computer models. The studies 
were carried out by a joint working group whose members were seconded 
by nuclear research establishments in Denmark, Finland, Norway, and 
Sweden. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

2. 1 Review of Models 

A survey of the literature on computer models revealed that many of the 
models aimed at an overall reactor description with a rather simplified 
treatment of the channel hydrodynamics. These models were therefore 
omitted leaving 20 models which seemed interesting from the hydro-
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dynamics point of view. This group of models comprised 7 steady state 
models, 4 steady state and dynamics models, and 9 dynamics models. 
The various models differ appreciably in the fundamental assumptions 
such as slip, two-phase friction, heat transfer, and subcooled boiling. 
The mathematical and numerical treatment of the set of equations is also 
very different. In reference { 1} a survey of the models is given. 

2. 2 Selected Models 

Seven models were selected for a detailed comparison by applying them 
to available experimental data. The models were: 

Steady State Models: 

BOSFLOW 
VOIFLO-I 

Steady State (!.nd Dynamic Models: 

HYDRO-I 
RAMONA 

Dynamics Models: 

APRIKOS 
CANDYN 
STABLE-3. 

In this paper the models are briefly de scribed in Table 2. 1, which lists 
the main characteristics; a more detailed description is given in· 
reference {1) and in the reports referred to in the table. 

2. 3 The Empirical Correlations Used in the Calculations 

One of the objectives of the calculations was to assess the range of 
applicability of the correlations commonly used in the models. Therefore, 
the correlation parameters Were kept constant in most calculations. In 
the cases where the parameter values were varied, this is indicated in 
the figures by a dash;,.dot line, with the usual symbol of the model. The 
values of the parameters are thenindicated on the figure. 

In the list below the commonly used parameter values in the slip and 
two-phase friction correlations are stated. 

Slip Correlation 

VOIFLO-I s = 1. 35 
0 

51 = 1. 70 

52 = 2.0 

Two-Phase Friction 
Correlation 

Becker 

A = 2400 ata -O. 96 
F 



BOSFLOW 

HYDRO 

RAMONA 

APRIKOS 

CANDYN 

STABLE-3 

Slip Correlation 

S=(l -o:)/(RB- o:+ (1- RB)o:R) 

where 

RB= 0. 71 + 0.29p/3206. 2 
-4 2 -7 

R 3.33 + 1. 8p • 10 +4.6p · 10 

pressure in p. s. i. 

Two-Phase Friction 
Correlation 

Becker 

A = 2400 ata -O. 96 
F 

Correlations in Table 2. 1 with values of the pressure 
dependent constants calculated by the programme. 

0.0638 

1.0 

2.6 

As in VOIFLO-I 

0 • 7 (1 - 0: ) 0: - 0. 7 (1 - <:9 0:5 
(1-x) x ox p + 5.85-10 5P 

Becker 

AF 2400 ata -O. 96 

Becker 

A == 2400 ata -O. 96 
F 

Becker 

A = 2400 ata- 0 · 96 
F 

Correlation in Table 2. 1 with Martinelli- Nelson 
values of the pressure depen-
dent constants calculated by 
the programme. 

2. 4 Symbols for the Models 

In all drawings the different models are indicated by the following 
symbols: 

VOIFLQ-I 

BOSFLOW 

HYDRO-I 

R.AMONA 

APRlK.OS 

CANDYN 

STABLE-3 

Experiment 

0 0 
+ + 
0 c 

0 0 

* * () Cl 

............ --x----- x ----

8.2 -~ 
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3. DESCRlPTION OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTS 

3. 1 lntroductio"!l 

In this section short descriptions of the experiments considered are 
given. The experiments comprise measurements from six different 
loops and one in-pile reactor experiment. No attempt has been made in· 
this paper to give the complete data on the loops which are needed for 
calculations with computer models. Such informc..tion is available in 
reference (1) and in the original experimental reports (2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). 

For convenient reference an identification symbol consisting of one or 
two letters is assigned to each of the loops. An experimental condition 
in one of the loops is specified by the loop identification letter{s) .and a 
number which refers to the condition. The main operational conditions 
for the experimental runs treated in this paper are given in the figures 
and in tables in later sections. · 

3. 2 Description of the Selected Experiments 

3.2.1 The ANL Small Scale Loop Experiments (2) 

Loop identification letters: AS. 

Experiments were performed on a rectangular test section under forced 
circulation. The dimensions of the test channel were: flow area, 
11. 1 mm x 44. 45 mm; heated length, 1. 258 m. The power distribution 
was uniform. 

The experiments comprised mee>.surements of axial and transverse dis
tributions of void in the channel, and power to local void transfer 
functions. 

3.2.2 The ANL Boiling Loop Experiments (3) 

Identification letters: AM. 

Experiments were carried out in natural and forced circulation. and 
comprised measurements of axial distributions of void in the channel. 
The test section was rectangular, the critical dimensions being: Flow 
area, 6. 35 mm x 50. 8 mm; heated length. 1. 524 m. The power dis
tribution was uniform. 

3.2.3 The FR(Z)JA Loop Experiments {4) 

ldentifica tion letter: F. 

Experiments were carried out in natural and forced circulation. Two 
test sections were used. One was a cluster with six heated· rods placed 



"homogeneously" inside the shToud. The dimensions were: flow area, 
30. 49 cm2; hydraulic diameter, 2. 51 em; heated length, 4. 438 m; 
power distribution was uniform. 

3.2 

With this test section measurements of axial and radial distributions of 
void were performed. 

The other test section had six heated rods placed concentricall-z around 
one unheated rod. The dimensions were: flow area, 27.48 em ; hydrau
lic diameter, 2. 01 em; heated length, 4. 395 m; the power distribution 
was uniform. The experiments with this test section were performed in 
natural circulation and comprised measurements of mass flow versus 
channel power, exit void versus channel power, power-to-inlet velocity 
and power-to-exit void transfer fu:..r1.ctions, and stability limit determi
nations. 

3.2.4 The Studsvik Loop ( 11 SKALVAN 11 ) Experiments (5, 6) 

Identification letter: S. 

Cases from t.wo different experiment series were selected, both series 
were performed in natural circulation with round tube test sections. 
The dimensions of the test section used ln one of the two experiment 
series (5) were: flow area, 3.1416 cm2; hydraulic diameter, 2. 0 em; 
heated length, 4. 30m. The power distribution was uniform. The experi
ments comprised measurements of. mass flow versus channel power and 
stability limits. 

The test section used in the other experimental series (6) had the following 
dimensions: flow area, 3. 22 cm2 ; hydraulic diameter, 2. 025 em; 
heated length, 4. 89 m; and the power distribution was uniform. The 
experiments comprised measureme,nts of mass flow versus channel 
power and stability limits. 

3.2.5 The Eindhoven Loop Experiments (7) 

Identification letter: E. 

Experiments were performed on an annular test section in natural circu
lation. The dimensions of the test section were: flow area, 10.636 cm2; 
hydraulic diameter, 1. 616 em; heated length, 2. 40 m; and with an 
uniform power distribution. The experiments comprised measurements 
of axial distributions of void, mass flow versus channel power, power
to- mass flow and power-to-local void transfer functions and determina
tion of stability limits. 
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-
3.Z.6 The Halden Reactor ExperimentS (IF.,f\.-40). Reference {8). 

Identification letters: HR. 

E:xperiments were performed in the Halden Heavy Water Boiling Reactor 
(l!BWR) with a seven rod fuel cluster. The dimensions of the assembly 
were: flow area, Z8. 8 cmZ; hydraulic diameter, Z. 1 em; active fuel 
length 1. 648 m. The power distribution was approximately a cosine. 

The experiments comprised determination o£ stability limits and burn 
out limits, and measurements of flow and exit void as functions of channel 
power. 

3.2-r 7 The Halden Loop Experiments (IDA- 3). Reference (9) • 

. Identificatio.n letters: HL. 

Experiments were performed on two annular test sections in natural 
circulation. The dimensions of one test section were: flow area, 7. 77 
cm.Z; hydraulic diameter, 0. 843 Cmi and of the other: flow area .. 
11. 93 cmZ; hydraulic diameter. 1. 30 em. In both test sections the 
heated length was 1. 7Z m, and the axial power distribution was uniform. 

The experiments comprised measurements of flow and exit void as 
functions of channel power .. power-to-inlet velocity and power-to-exit 
void transfer functions, and determination of stability limits. 

4. FORCED CIRCULATION STEADY STATE STUDIES 

4. 1 Introduction 

One of the important points in the comparative studies was investigation 
of the capability and accuracy of the models in predicting the steady state 
conditions in a boiling channel at a prescribed mass flow. Ideally .. this 
work should include the investigation of the three following items: 

1. Model for subcooled boiling .. 

z. Slip-correlation, 

3. Correlation for the two- phase friction factor. 

Item 3 has not been investigated, however, due to the lack of distributed 
pressure measurements. 

For the investigation of items 1 and Z the experimental information was 
fairly good as distributed void measurements were available from four 
different sets of experiments. These were: 

1. St. Pierre 1s experiments at ANL.(Z) 



2. Marchaterre et al 1s experiments at ANL, (3), 

3. Spigt's experiments at Eindhoven, (7), 

4. Experim.ents with the FROJA-loop at ASEA, Sweden.. (4) 

The complete list of cases studied is given in Table 4. 1 As can be seen 
from this table, a large range in the important parameters is covered: 

System Pressure: 

Inlet Velocity: 

Inlet Subcooling: 

Specific Heat Flux: 

11 - 55 (bars) 
-1 

0.75- 2. 06 (ms ) 

0. 7 - 33. 4 (°C) 
3 3 -2 

48 • 10 - 955 • 10 (Wm ) 

Three different sets of channel geometries have been studied. These 
are: rectangular channel, annular channel and a channel with 6 .rods in 
a cluster. 

The models used for forced circulation steady state studies were BOS
FLOW, HYDRO, RAMONA and VOIFLO. Their treatment of subcooled 
boiling and slip is listed in Table 2. 1. 

In the different correlations for subcooled boiling and slip, most of the 
models have adjustable coefficients in order to fit these correlations to 
experimental data. The purpose of the work, however, was not to make 
as good a fit as possible to the experimental data, but to determine the 
capability of the models in predicting the behaviour of a system using 
only the information that can be obtained from cold loop tests, i.e. local 
pressure loss coefficients and single phase friction in the channel. After 
the computations had been performed, the calculated values were com
pared with the experimental data. 

4.2 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Data 

4.2.1 FROJA-Data 

Some of the calculated and measured axial void distributions are plotted 
in figures 4. 1 - 4. 6. Figures 4. 1 - 4. 3 represent cases with relatively 
high subcooling, and with void fractions not exceeding 40%. For these 
cases both the effects of subcooled boiling and slip are important for 
the distribution of void in the channel. It is thus difficult to separate the 
influence each has on the void distribution. 

In general the measured void fractions are higher than those calculated, 
especially for lower void fractions. This is probably due to the sub
cooled boiling models. The models predict the onset of subcooled boiling 
at higher position in the channel than is measured and at the position 
where the models predict the onset of subcooled boiling, the measured 
void fraction is 8 - 91o on the average. 

8.2 
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In figure 4. 2, two different curves for RAMONA are shown. This figure 
represents a case with zero quality at the channel exit, so some conden
sation in the riser would be expected. The first calcuation with RAMONA, 
however, indicated an increasing void fraction in the riser as shown by 
the solid line. The reason for this is that the calculation stopped before 
steady state conditions were reached. A new calculation on this case was 
therefore performed in which the computing time was increased, and the 
coefficients in the subcooled boiling model were changed from those used 
throughout this study to the new values recommended in reference (10). 
The result of this new calculation given by the dash-dot line shows an 
excellent agreement with the experim~ntal curve. 

Figures 4. 4 - 4. 6 represent cases with low subcooling. and with exit 
void fractions of at least 65%. For these cases the influence of sub
cooled boiling on the axial void distributions is not important, and the 
dominating effe eta come from the slip ratio. 

In general the measured void fractions are again higher than th()se cal
culated by the models. The average error increases with increasing 
void, and for void fractions above 60% the average absolute error is 10% 
or more. 

The reason for disagreement between the experimental data an<i the pre
dictions is clearly demonstrated in figure 4. 7, which consists of. four 
different sets of curves. In one set the experimental slip as a function 
of the void fraction is plotted for four different cases. The experimental 
slip has been calculated from equation 4. 1: · 

pf 
S=

P 
g 

x(l - a:) 
· { 1 - x} · a: 

The quality (x) has been calculated al:!suming thermal equilibrium 
between the steam and water phases. 

( 4. 1) 

The remaining three sets of curves compare the experimental slip with 
the slip calculated by the different models. In these the trend is very 
clear. The experimental slip is approximately constant for increasing 
void fractions as long as the influence of subcooled boiling is negligible. 
The sharp drop in the experimental slip values for lower void fractions 
is mainly due to the assumptions of thermal equilibrium between the 
phases when calculating the quality. The slip as calculated by the models 
increases with increasing void fractions, and the deviations from the 
experimental slip become larger. 

4. Z. Z Eindhoven- Data 

The calculated and measured void fractions are plotted in Figures 4. 8 -
4.11. 



There is only one case with fairly high subcooling, Case E Z in Figure 4. 8. 
This case, which has a system pressure of only 15.55 bar, clearly shows 
the difference between the subcooled boiling model incorporated in 
RAMONA, and Bowring's model for subcooled boiling as included in the 
three other models. For this case the RAMONA calculation was repeated 
using a new set of values for the coefficients in the subcooled boiling 
model as recommended in reference {10). Comparison of the two curves 
for RAMONA shows that the calculation with revised coefficients is much 
better than that with the original coefficients, except for void fractions 
between Z5 and 55%. This is probably due to the fact that in the revised 
case a constant slip= 1. 6 has been used which is probably too large for 
void fractions below 60%. 

In the Eindhoven cases the void fractions calculated by the models com
pare fairly well with experiments up to about 40% for the cases with low 
subcooling. For higher void fractions the computed predictions are too 
low. 

In Figure 4. lZ the experimental slip calculated from equation 4. 1 is 
compared with the slip calculated by the different models. The slip as 
calculated by the different models is too small for void fractions in the 
range ZO - 35% whereas for higher void fractions the models calculate 
too large slip values. The experimental slip curves are strongly influ
enced by the subcooled boiling for low void fractions. 

Case E Z is highly subcooled, and a void fraction of about 30% was 
measur·ed at the position in the channel where the water reaches the 
saturation temperature (assuming thermal equilibrium). The general 
trend for the Eindhoven cases is that after the influence of subcoolP.d 
boiling has died out, the slip decreases with increasing void fractiuns. 
An exceQtion is case E 3A, which has a very low heat flux (about 
157 · 1 o3 Wm -Z). Comparing cases E 3A and E 3B, they differ a little 
in inlet velocity but case E 3B has a heat flux three times as large as 
case E 3A, and this is probably the reason for the difference in their 
slip curves. 

4. Z. 3 ANL-measurements by Marchaterre et al. 

Some of the calculated and measured void fractions are plotted in 
Figures 4. 13 - 4. 16. 

Figure 4. 13 shows a case with fairly high subcooling as compared to 
total channel power, with void fractions not exceeding 30%. This case 
and similar cases indicate a difference between experiments and calcu
lations in the subcooled boiling region. The models tend to predict the 
onset of subcooled boiling at a higher position in the channel than is 
measured. 

In the bulk boiling region the measured void fractions are lower than 
those calculated except for positions near the exit of the channel. This 
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is shown in Figures 4. 14 and 4. 15. 

The differences between the models and the experimental data. however, 
are not higher than 7 - 8% in void, and for most of the cases the error 
in void does not exceed 5% for any of the models. 

In Figure 4.16 some experimental and calculated curves of slip versus 
void fraction are compared. After the influence of subcooled boiling has 
died out, the experimental slip is well above the slip calculated by the 
models. However, for void fractions corresponding to positions near 
the channel exit, a drop in the experimental slip curves occurs. This 
might be causai by a change in the flow regime near the channel exit, 
which in turn might be caused by the geometry at the channel exit. The 
slip slowly increases with the void up to some value of the void fraction 
which may vary from case to case. After that, the opposite tendency is 
observed. 

4. Z. 4 ANL-measurements by St. Pierre 

Some of the calculated and measured void fractions are plotted in 
Figures 4.17 - 4. ZZ. 

The cases studied are in the low void fraction range, with measured 
void fractions not exceeding 45%. Thus for most of the cases the void 
distribution is strongly influenced both by subcooled boiling and slip. 

For this set of experiments the models agree fairly well with the mea
sured data, although they predict void fractions which are too la+ge in 
the bulk boiling region. The discrepancy between any of the models and 
the experiments, however, never exceeds 7 - 8% in void, and fo'J." most 
of the cases the discrepancy is less than Stfo. 

In Figure 4. Z3 slip as a function of void fraction is calculated with 
equation 4. 1 where the quality is calculated assuming thermal equili
brium between the phases. The relatively large spread in the experi
mental slip curves might be caused by the uncertainty in the channel 
inlet conditions, since this leads to an uncertainty in the calculation of 
local steam quality. 

4. 3 Discussion of Results 

4. 3.1 Subcooled Boiling 

The general trend in the treatment of subcooled boiling in the models 
is that the onset of subcooled boiling is predicted at a position in the 
channel where the experiments reveal a certain amount of void. 
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There are, however, some cases where the opposite situation seems to 
occur (Figs. 4. 4, 4. 5, and 4. 8 - 4. 11}. This is clearly demonstrated in 
case E 2~ Figure 4. 8. It seems that for cases with high heat flux, (above 
400 •· 10 Wm-2) and inlet subcooling less than 10°C, the models predict 
the onset of subcooH}d boiling of a position upstream that observed in 
experiments. An exception is RAMONA, which even in these cases pre
dicts a delayed onset of subcooled boiling. (This is the situation when 
using the old values for the coefficients in the boiling model.). In the 
cases E 3A, E 3B and E 5, where the inlet subcooling is very low, the 
onset of subcooled boiling is so close to the inlet that the difference 
between models and experiments may be caused by some entrance 
effects. 

It is usually assumed that the following physical conditions have an influ
ence on the onset of subcooled boiling: local heat flux, pressure, coolant 
mass flow and surface conditions. Another. effect which seems to have 
some influence is the subcooled temperature itself, which influences the 
temperature profile in the channel. Bowring's model for subcooled boi
ling as used in BOSFLOW, HYDRO and VOIFLO has not included the 
sub cooled temperature as a parameter. In RAMONA this quantity is 
taken into account, as the onset of boiling is determined by two different 
conditions which both have to be fulfilled. The first is that boiling heat 
transfer is more effective than single phase heat transfer. The second 
is that the sum of the surface evaporation term and the bulk boiling term 
is positive. The value of the bulk boiling term depends on the difference 
between the local water temperature and the local saturation tempera
ture. If the water is subcooled this term is negative. 

The three models, BOSFLOW, HYDRO and VOIFLO, all contain 
Bowring's model for subcooled boiling including only the slightly sub
cooled region, which might be a reason for the generally late prediction 
of the onset of subcooled boiling. Bowring's model contains two con
ditions to be fulfilled before formation of steam can occur: the condition 
for steam bubble formation on the wall, and the condition for steam 
bubble detachment from the wall. In HYDRO only the last condition is 
included and this explains why HYDRO in many cases has an earlier 
prediction of the onset of subcooled boiling than BOSFLOW and VOIFLO. 
This indicates that the condition for bubble formation is too restrictive. 
It is difficult to say whether this is generally the case as this condition 
depends very much on the specific loop considered, that is the roughness 
of the heated surface. 

VOIFLO also has an earlier prediction of the onset of subcooled boiling 
than BOSFLOW. This is probably due to the fact that VOIFLO is using 
values for material constants of the coolant evaluated at the saturation 
temperature corresponding to system pressure, whereas BOSFLOW 
evaluates the material constants at the local values of pressure and 
temperature. Thus, in effect, BOSFLOW uses more power to heat up 
the water than VOIFLO, and thus makes a later prediction of the boiling 
boundary. 
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The profile of the axial void distribution obtained when using Bowring's 
model is for many cases not correct. This is probably due to the fact 
that in Bowring's model a constant fraction of the total he.ating power is 
used for steam production in the subcooled region. It is, however, more 
likely that this fraction has a value varying from 0 at the onset of sub
cooled boiling to 1 at the point where the bulk of the water reaches satu
ration temperature. RAMONA, on the other hand, gives a void profile 
which in most of the cases is more in agreement with the experimental 
curve. Due to the boiling mechanism in RAMONA the fraction of total 
heating power used for steam production increases with decreasing sub
cooling. 

From the cases which have been treated it is clear that for systems 
with substantial subcooling, as for several of the FROJA-cases, the 
models for subcooled boiling are not reliable. However, with the new 
values of the coefficients in the boiling model as incorporated in RAMONA 
{10), it seems that a better prediction of subcooled void is possible. 

The eXperimental information on subcooled boiling treateQ. in this work 
is not sufficient to permit any suggestions for improvements of the 
models to be made. An extensive experimental programme is needed, 
which should include a study of the influence of surface conditions in the 
heated channel. 

4. 3. ~ Slip 

The slip evaluated from experimental data and the slip calculated from 
the models are presented in Figures 4. 7, 4.12, 4. 16 and 4. Z3. Uncer
tainties in the void measurements are strongly amplifie~ in the slip . 
values. If the uncertainty in the void fraction values is - 3% in absolute 
void, the uncertainty in the slip values will be about! 1 O% at a nominal 
void fraction of SO%, and will increase for higher and lower void frac
tions. 

The available experimental information is not sufficiently extensive to 
support any definite conclusion concerning the influence of important 
parameters as mass flow, heat flux, pressure and geometry on slip. 
However, some indication concerning the influence of these parameters 
can be obtained by comparison of the curves. The experimental con
ditions in the cases F 5 and F 6 (see Table 4. 1) are equal except for the 
mass flow. Comparing the slip curves for these two cases indicates 
that the slip decreases with increasing mass flow. This is also what 
could be expected from the fact that the local slip, which is the ratio 
between local steam.- and water velocity, will decrease with increasing 
water velocity. Concerning the influence of heat flux and pressure, no 

·information can be obtained as no pair of cases exists where only one 
of these parameters has been varied. 

The geometry of the channel will obviously have an influence on slip. 
In this chapter three types of geometries were studied: cluster, annular 
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and rectangular channel. For rectangular channels with all four walls 
heated, slip increases with increasing void. For the cluster geometry, 
the slip is almost independent of the void fraction, and varies between 
1. 3 and 1. 7 for the range of conditions studied. For the annular geome
try, the slip slowly decreases with increasing void fraction. 

The slip usedby the models increases with increasing void. This trend 
is consistent with that for rectangular channels, probably because the 
slip correlations used in the different models are all based on experi
mental data obtained from loops with open channels, either rectangular 
or tube. 

These results demonstrate the need for a treatment of slip which includes 
the influence of channel geometry. Since there are a great number of 
geometrical parameters which might influence slip, the most practical 
approach would be to develop a slip correlation for each geometry which 
might be of importance in fuel element design. 

5. NATURAL CIRCULATION STEADY STATE EXPERIMENTS 

The comparative studies (1) reported in this paper included the use of 
four different computer models (HYDRO, RAMONA, VOIFLO and BOSF LOW) 
to predict the circulation rate for boiling water loops in 'natural.~irculation. 
Seven different test sections in five· different loops (FROJA, SKALVAN, 
IDA, IFA and Eindhoven) were studied covering a wide spectrum of experi
mental conditions: 

Pressure 

Subcooling 

Inlet throttling 

Outl~t throttling 

Length of heated section 

Hydraulic diameter 

15.55 - 69.2 bar 

0 - 23. 7°C 

- 0 - 52 v. h. 

"'0- 8.4 v.h. 

1. 6 - 4. 4 m 

0. 84 - 2. 5 em 

In order to compare the results from the various mod~ls, a single 
"figure of :ineritn was selected to indicate the accuracy o:f the calcu
lation. This value is the difference in percent between the pred-icted 
and the experimental circulation rate, both taken at the pow;e,r l·~v~l · 
75% above that.which gives a maximum in the experimental clrc~la;$ion 
rate. The average figure of merit called the mean of the percettta:ge . 
error, is calculated over all experimental runs with each trtodel an(! !or 
each of the seven test sections. This figure together with the CQ:rrespon
ding standard deviation in the figure of :inerit is given in Table $.1~ . 

The particular power level used for the figure of merit roughly corre ... 
sponds to the normal point of operation of an assembly. A numedcal 
investigation showed that the mean of the percentage error is almost 
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'independent of the power level (in the range of interest). 

Table 5. 1 shows that the models in general predict the natural circulation 
rate with a mean error of less than 11 fO and with a standard deviation of 
about 8f0. The only exceptions are the experiments from one loop 
(IDA). 

IDA-3 had a rather narrow annular channel (hydraulic diameters of 0. 8 
and 1. 3 em respectively) which may be the explanation for the large error 
in the prediction. 

A detailed study of the reasons for a wrong prediction is very difficult 
to perform, because most of the experiments do not include measurements 
of the axial void and pressure distribution. Such measurements provide 
the only means of obtaining reliable information concerning the slip and 

. friction formulas, which are the key points in all natural circulation models 
and also affect forced circulation models. 

The main result of the comparative study with respect to these quantities 
is given in Table 5. 2. 

The general trend in Table 5. Z can be illustrated by a few figures selected 
from the comparative study. 

Figures 5. 1 and 5. 2 show the predicted and measured circulation rate 
versus power and exit void versus po~er'Z respectively (an IFA-40 core). 
The commonly used slip of 1. 35 + 1.7Xy was changed to 1.4- 0.3 xv 
(the dot-· dash curve), which in the present case is a considerably lower 
value. This causes the predicted curves to fall very close to the experi
mental results. 

In figures 5. 3 and 5. 4 the corresponding curves are given for an IDA-3 
case. BOSFLOW predicts roughly the correct circulation rate, but the 
predicted void is too low, which means that' the predicted fri.ction also is 
too low. The void predictions of the different models are approximately 
equal in this case, so predictions of both friction and void are generally 
too small. 

In figure 4. 10 the void is plotted as function of the channel position for 
an Eindhoven case. The predicted void is lower than the measured one 
for void fractions higher than approximately 40%. 

Figur .. es 5. 5 and 5. 6 present the circulation rate and exit void curves for 
a FROJA case. The computed circulation rate is correct, but the pre
dicted void is too low, which means that both the void prediction and the 
friction used for the calculation are too small. 

Table 5. 1 and these figures indicate clearly that the void prediction in 
general is too low for void fractions above about 40%. The error is at 
the order of 10 void percent. The two-phase friction is also doubtful and 
frequently too small, but it b difficult to determine the magnitude and 
source of the error. 



6. DYNAMIC STUDIES OF FORCED AND NATURAL 
CIRCULATION SYSTEMS 

8.2 

The dynamic behaviour of a boiling channel is a very complicated one. 
The analysis of such thermo-hydrodynamic systems has to date mainly 
been carried out using macroscopic theory, and with extensive reliance 
upon empirical or semi-empirical descriptions of processes for which 
a quantitative theoretical description does not yet exist, even in steady 
state. An illustration of the interconnections between the main variables 
describing the two-phase flow hydrodynamics is shown in figure 6. 1. 
This scheme is rather general and covers all models included in the pre
sent study. 

The classification of different possible methods to analyse this type of 
system would, in principal, include all the commonly known methods in 
the theory of system dynamics, for instance Liapunov methods, phase 
plane methods and describing function techniques. However, only methods 
which are basic to the actual models used here will be outlined. · 

The main distinction is between linear and non-linear theory. The non
linear theory must rely on methods of direct solution of the basic equations 
and correlations in the time domain by numerical methods. These 
methods are referred to as non-linear, one-dimensional models. Linear· 
models can be classed as lumped parameter, distributed parameter or 
one-dimensional. This distinction, however, is not essential for the 
characterization of the linear method. 

For the illustration of linear analysis it is very useful to use a transfer 
function block diagram. Such a diagram is shown in figure 6. 2. It re
presents the pure hydrodynamic system, not including heat transfer 
dynamics; thus q (s) is the power received by the coolant. A scheme 
based on a model with 2 boiling boundaries bas been drawn. This is just 
an example, and the block diagram can be changed to represent other 
descriptions of transition and subcooled boiling effects. 

Depending upon the method of calculating the Y-transfer functions, 3 
types of models are possible within the linear class. In the lumped para
meter approach the variables are assumed separable in space and time, 
whereupon integration in space can readily be ~erformed to give space 
integral variab)es, for instance void volume V(t) and its Laplace trans
form 'V(s). Rather simple expressions for the transfer functions can 
then be derived. In the distributed parameter approach the space-time 
dependent variables are Laplace transformed with respect to time and 
then integrated in space, keeping the space-frequency coupling, but 

. simplifying assumptions on the two-phase flow mechanics must be intro
duced in order to carry out the integration analytically. For one-dimen
sional models the integration is carried out numerically by dividing the 
channel into small steps, and the assumptions need not be so restrictive 
as in the distributed parameter models. A complete block diagram can 
also be established for this type of model; it would be a multiple of the 
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scheme shown in Figure 6. 2, one for each channel subdivision and with 
proper couplings between adjacent subdivisions. 

Based on the linear theory there are, as can be seen from the block dia
gram, various possibilities of studying the system in detail by applying 
different input perturbations and measuring the relevant responses. All 
important transfer functions shown in Figure 6. 2 can be determined by 
introducing, one at a time, perturbations in inlet temperature, inlet flow 
and power, and measuring the respective responses. For those cases 
where variations in the inlet velocity must be eliminated, a pump can be 
applied in connection with a high throttling at the channel inlet. The 
method outlined above is thought to be the most effective way of studying 
the system dynamics within the linear range. 

The experimental material utilized for the comparative studies comprised 
two types of transfer functions: power-to-void fraction transfer functions 
for both forced and natural circulation systems, and power-to-inlet velo
city transfer functions for natural circulation systems. For the com
putations of these transfer functions, the nonlinear model HYDRO, and 
the linear models APRIKOS and CANDYN were used. The metb:xis by 
which the models evaluate the frequency response are described in 
chapter 2 of this report. 

6. 1 Forced Circulation Systems: Transfer Functions Power-to
Local Void Fraction 

In a forced circulation system with perturbations of power there will be 
no flow oscillations, in spite of the pres sure drop over the channel being 
perturbed by the resulting void oscillations. Presumably this is because 
there is a large pumping head and a heavy single phase throttling oppo
sing it, in order to make the flow "stiff". Using the block diagram, 
Figure 6. 2, this can be explained so that the transfer functions from void 
volume to inlet velocity are influenced by the pump driving_ head and 
throttling characteristics in a way to reduce their gain and thus giving 
negligible flow variations in response to void variations. When the flow 
feedback on the void is eliminated the resulting system is much simpler: 

a v( s) = y v( s) + y z ( s) . y z v( s) + Y z ( s) · Y z v( s) 
q q qt t qb b 

As only local void fractions and not void volume were measured, it is 
convenient to consider the transfer function from power to local void 
fraction: 

G 
0

(z, s} = Y J.z, s} + Y Z (s} · YZ (z, s} + YqZ (s} YZ 
0

(z, s} 
q q q t t 0 b b 

The relation between these is by definition 
L 

c 
Gqv(•) = .( Gqa(z, s) dz 



A power to void transfer function, from C. C. St. Pierre 1s forced circu
lation experiments at Argonne National Laboratory (2), was chosen for a 
comparative computation. The main parameters are given in Figure 6.3, 
which presents the comparison of computed and experimental frequency 
response. 

HYDRO was applied to this case by using a large inlet throttling (k. =500} 
and adjusting the driving head to give the same flow as in the expeiiinent, 
and then calculating the power to void transfer functions by Fourier ana
lysing a step response. A step size of 5% in power was used. With this 
procedure, the flow variation was negligible, which corresponds to the 
experimental conditions. HYDRO calculated the power-to-local void 
transfer function at the exact position where the measurement was taken. 

APRIKOS was applied to this case by using a fixed inlet velocity. The 
void response was taken from the axial section closest to the actual 
experimental position. 

Considering the low-frequency part of the gain curve (the gain is the 
absolute response 8a in%. normalized to a 10% peak-to-peak modu
lation of power) it is seen that there is a discrepancy concerning the level 
of the theoretical curves relative to the experimental. This must corre
spond to a discrepancy in the zero-frequency gain, i.e. in the static void 
fraction increase in power. In the steady state axial void distributions 
treated in chapter 4. I, there are unfortunately no cases which show this 
trend directly. However, cases AS 3 and AS 4 (Figs. 4.18 and 4.19) 
which have equal conditions except for the subcooling, show that the in
crease in exit steam quality for case AS 3 relative to case AS 4 leads to 
a larger increase in exit void than the models can predict. The sar.n"! 
increase in steam quality could be obtained by an increase in power. 
Thus this seems to be consistent with the low prediction of the low fre
quency portion of the transfer function gain curve. 

The high frequency part of the gain curve, where the characteristic 
notches appear, shows some quantitative discrepancies, but there is never
theless a reasonably good qualitative prediction by HYDRO. On the other 
hand APRIKOS does not seem to represent the notches. This ia explained 
by the relatively large axial sections used in APRIKOS; the steam trans
port effects are not properly treated when the modulation period becomes 
short relative to the steam transportation time .through such a section. 

A study of the comparison of the phase curve seems to indicate predic
tions different from the experimental one at the notches. The HYDRO 
curve is probably decreasing steadily, although it has by definition been 
kept within the range 0 - 360 degrees. The experimental curve shows 
undulations at -180 degrees. It was stated in the experimental report 
that for some cases it was uncertain whether the phase curves passed 
through -1800 or showed these dips. due to the loss of definition of in
phase and out-of-phase signals when both of them are approaching zero 
(2). Therefore it is difficult to determine whether there are really differ
ences in the behaviour of the predicted and experimental curves. 
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This question is, however, of i{!J.portance when an evaluation of the 
models iS to be made. A real dttference in phase lag behaviour means 
that there are physical conditto11s. regarding the void transportation 
lnec.hanism that the modelS do .not describe. Whether these effects could 
further be of importance for the inlet flow response to void in a natural . 
circulation system is difficult to state without quantitative investigation; 
however, lt might be. because the instability a,ccording to the linear 
description is close-ly connected to the phase lags in the void-flow and 
flow- void interactions. · 

6. Z Natural Circulation Systems: Power-to-Inlet Velocity and Power;.. 
·to-Void Transfer Functions 

Several feedback terms which are eliminated in forced circulation flow, 
have an influence on the dynatnic behaviour of a natural circulation loop. 
The inlet velocity is now a (lependent variable which strongly interacts 
with the channel void; the t·~ansfer .(unctions in the block diagram, 
Figure . 6. z,. Yuv' Yuzb,. and Yu,., Zt symbolize the direct and indirec.t 
velocity .., v.oid coupling.· ··The velocity is determined by the balance of .the 
buoyancy <Y.vp}~ and the forces of :£riction an1 acc.ele.raD:on (Yu0 ), s~nce, 
the dominating J.nfl.uence of an external pump 1s m1ssmg m natul'al ctr• 
culation. In Figure 6.1, ·the block generating the signal u(t) indicates 
how the new interactions are incorporated in a computer model. 

• 
In view of the complexity of a mathe:rp.atical model describing the }).ydro-
dynamicfl of a perturbed natural circulation system it is apparent th.at 
a quantitative analysis of discrepancies between measured and computed 
transfer functions contains many uncertainties. Although those errors 
that enter the dynamics calcUlations when wrong steady state values are 
used can be treated, thi!ii! gives only an explanation for deviations at 
frequencies which are very low compared to the resonance frequency of 
the channel. With increasing frequency, inaccuracies in the description 
of the two-phase friction under changing flow conditions. and in the re
presentation of the propagation of steam in an oscillating fluid,. begin to 
influence the frequency response. Also, effects play a role that stem 
from the mathematical formulations, such as linearization error.t or the 
ratio of the oscillation period to the transient time through one channel 
section. 

() 

Experimental data from three different facilities were chosen for the 
comparison of transfer functions. The results are discussed bel()w; 
short descriptions of the. computer models and of the experiments, are 
given in chapters 2 and 3, respectively. 

6.2.1 Eindhoven Loop Ex~eriments 

The transfer function presented in Figure 6. 4 was originally measured 
as power-to-void and power-to•inlet velocity responses. Since the heater 
element has an effective time constan~ of the order of 1 s and HYDRO and 
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the digital version of APRIKOS do not treat the dynamics of the heater 
element, the power-to-heat flux transfer function had to be computed and 
subtracted from the given experimental frequency response. A six-node 
description was used to calculate the fuel transfer function. The result 
of the reduction, which is indicated by the dotted lines, is compatible 
with the frequency response to heat flux variations as computed by the 
mathematical models. 

For the conditions specified on Figure 6. 4, the heat flux-to-void transfer 
function was computed and good agreement with the experimental gain and 
phase curves was achieved. The lead of the corrected phase (dotted line) 
at low frequencies might be due to a slight error introduced with the con
version from power to heat flux perturbations. 

6.2.2 FROJA Loop Experiments 

Transfer functions from power to inlet velocity and from power to void 
were measured at the conditions stated on Figures 6. 5 and 6. 6. The 
computed phase of the velocity and void responses are in excellent 
agreement with the experimental data over the whole frequency range. 
The small shifts in the void phase angles above 1. 6 Hz can be explained 
with differences in the computed transport delays of the void waves 
generated by the heat flux variations. 

The computed gain at low frequencies in both transfer functions is too 
high. This is partially understandable from the steady state void fraction 
which is too low as calculated by the computer models. 

In the normal range of operation, a decrease in channel void tends to 
increase the response to a variation in the channel power. In addition, 
the normalisation of the void transfer functions that have steady state 
void fractions which are too small, seemingly shifts the gain to an even 
higher value. 

6.2.3 Halden Loop Experiments 

The heat flux-to-inlet velocity and heat flux-to-exit void transfer functions 
presented in Figures 6. 7 and 6. 8 were calculated by APRIKOS, CANDYN 
and HYDRO. Considering the inherent steady state inaccuracies, the 
agreement at low frequencies is quite satisfactory. At the resonance 
frequency, APRIKOS shows a singularity which implies that the APRIKOS 
stability limit lies below the operational power level of 125 kW. How
ever, due to the method of evaluating the transfer function directly from 
the Laplace transformed system of equations rather than from the 
Fourier analysis of a response in the time domain, the result is valid 
and amplitudes are bounded at frequencies below and above the resonance. 
The second peak computed by APRIKOS at 2 Hz, apparently does not re
present the experimental behaviour although a new increase in gain seems 
to be anticipated by the slope of the measured gain and phase in the 
vicinity of 2 Hz. 



HYDRO predicts a resonance frequency that is approximately 0. 3 Hz 
higher than the experimental one. It can be assumed that this is due to 
inaccuracies in the computation of the coolant transient time; an indi
cation of this is given by the large discrepancies of the steady state 
calculations. 
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The position of the resonance peak is reproduced rather well by CANDYN 
but the relative change in gain and phase is mucl~ smaller than in the · 
multi-node models APRIKOS and HYDRO. Althqugh dynamically a. 
stronger response is in general obtained from a model that represents 
the boiling channel in a lumped way, as CANDYN does, this effect iS 
counteractedby the averaging procedures andby .the description of trans
port delays by first or.der approximations. The 'esult is a tendency to 
distribute reson8,nce effects over a larger range of .frequency than ob
served in rnulti':"node rnbdels. Pe.aks in b.unped tp.odels will therefore 
appear rather flat, with the phase not showing 'teep changes as. observed 
in the other models. This behaviour probably ~«)lild be altered by intro
ducing higher order approximations for the tran·sport time lags in the 
channel. 

The limitations of CANDYN are clearly visibl~ in this case; it is not 
possible to reproduce effects like notches o! tb.e exit void; high ampli
tudes close to the resonance frequency, etc.; ·,.with a model that treats 
the cha~el only in terms of a boiling and a n~ilboiling zone. On the other 
ha.J).d, of course, the performance displayed by CANDYN is probably 
adequate for the hydrodynamiCs part of a computer model which repre
sents the overall dynamics of a boiling water reactor. 

7. STABILITY LIMITS 

Instabilities of the coolant flow in boiling channels adversely influence 
the operation of a nuclear reactor in three respects: 

1) through the void-reactivity feedback, problems arise 
for the nuclear power control 

Z) the flow oscillation may induce mechanical vibration in the 
fuel elements and cause surface corrosion and fatigue failure 

3) the heat transfer safety margin is reduced, and oscillatory 
dryout leading to burn-out may occur. This last effect 
imposes the most immediate danger to the safe operation 
of the reactor. 

Numerous experimental and theoretical investigations have been carried 
out in order to study the phenomenon of flow instabilities; however, 
it has not yet been possible to establish a general criterion fo.r the onset 
of flow oscillations that would include all relevant parameters such as 
the geometrical, thermal, and hydraulic quantities needed for the dyna
mic description of the total loop by a set of differential equations. 
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It is therefore necessary to evaluate the given system of equations either 
by applying methods of stability analysis or by numerically solving the 
equations. The latter procedure is used mainly for nonlinear descrip
tions, since there are no simple methods yet available which would allow 
a direct stability prediction from the matrix elements as it is possible in 
the case of linear systems. 

7. 1 The Compatibility of Measured and Computed Stability Limits 

Discrepancies have to be expected between the experimentally determined 
stability thresholds and the predictions obtained from a computer model. 
Apart from the inherent uncertainties of experimental methods for the 
determination of stability limits, there exist operational conditions which 
cannot be reproduced by mathematical models. It is. for example, not 
possible to use ._ linear model to verify a stability criterion that allows 
small bounded motions since limit cycle oscillations do not occur in a 
linearized de scription of a hydrodynamic system. On the other hand, 
instabilities may be predicted which are solely due to the mathematical 
formulation, which can be inadequate for certain combinations of para
meters. 

Instead of using the models for the calculation of the stability limit for 
one set of operational conditions it is therefore often more valuable to 
investigate the relative changes in the computed results when the main 
parameters are varied. These trends are more useful to the designer 
than the absolute threshold at which the behaviour of the hydraulic system 
is predicted to turn towards instability. Also, the calculation of such 
trends is much more reliable, since the uncertainties of the defim~ion and 
the reference level have been eliminated. 

7. Z Results of the Stability Calculations, and Parametric Analysis 

Table 7. 1 lists all experimental conditions for which stability limits were 
calculated and Table 7. Z contains the results of the computation. 

It was found that the digital version of APRIKOS in some cases failed to 
reach a converging iteration which would yield the power and the oscilla
tion frequency at the stability threshold. In some instances it was 
possible to make a guess for the power from the development of the 
iteration; in most cases, however, this was not possible. 

The cause for this numericalproblem has not yet been identified. 

Figure 7. 1 shows how the experimental and computed results compare 
when operational parameters are varied. The lines connecting points 
represent only an average trend which is defined by the few points given; 
quite strong deviation from this average are possible for conditions that 
lie between the computed ones. (An example is given in Figure 7. Z, 
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where the subcooled p.ower was changed from 0 - 30 kW in APRIKOS cal
culations. For contrast, this curve has also been indicated - as dotted 
line - in Figure .7. la, where otherWise stability limits were only com
puted at the relevant experimental conditions). 

Shaded areas indicate an. uncertainty in the experimental determination. 

In general, the trends of the stability limits with changes in the para
meters were reproduce~ by the computer models, though the absolute 
predictions show quite large deviations from the experimental reference 
values. The greatest difficulties in calculating relative changes of the 
stability limits -.re faced when the inlet subcooling is varied. Thh is 
due to the decrease in the stability threshold when the subcooling is raised, 
starting from zero. At a certain subcooli.:ng, a minimum is pas sed and· 
the threshold goes up again with further increase in the subcooling. · The 
po·sition of the minimum depends on some other variables; for example, 
if the inlet subcooling is given as a temperature difference, an error in 
the computation of the inle.t velocity would directly influence the su.b
cooled power and thus shift the stability.minimum. 

Other uncertaintiea are introduced with the localization of the throttling 
coeffiCients. Apart from different methods of including them into the 
.model, Sllch coefficients are in many instances the result of lumping the 
pressure drop of a whole loop section:, and the influence upon the dynamic 
behaviour of the loop depends to some extent on the position where the · 
lumped pressure drop is introduced. 

The stability threshold analysis shows that under certain conditions, com
puter models tend to overreact to changes of one or another parameter. 
Overreactions can be caused by an adverse combination of errors that are 
introduced with the approximation of nonlinear physical effects; linearized 
models will consequently show a stronger tendency to overreact than non
linear models. Also, numerical reasons are sometimes responsible for 
an apparently unexpected behaviour of the computed results. In most 
such cases, several computer runs have to be made in the vicinity of the 
original condition, with only one parameter changed at a time. This pro
cedure will in general yield enough information to trace the reason for 
unusual behaviour. 

Finally, Table 7. 3 lists the relative deviations between. computed stability 
limits and the corresponding experimental values. It is clear that such 
a comparison is subjected to all limitations and uncertainties mentioned 
above; on the other hand, the design engineer is supplied with at least 
a rough estimate of the probable range of reliability of computer pre
dictions. 

The following methods of comparison were applied: 

1) For the simple mean deviation 
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This will indicate in which direction a computer model 
tends to deviate from the experiment. 

To eliminate the sign of the error 
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is defined. Thus, a measure is provided for a mean 
deviation that can have either sign. 
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The deviations are calculated for each individual computer model and 
each set of experimental conditions. In this way, the quantities o.

1 and o 2 assume the character of a quality criterion ior the applicaoility 
of a computer model to a certain range of operational {pressure) con
ditions. Also, if the o rvalues of a computer model differ strongly for 
two experiments covering a similar range of pressure, an indication for 
the deviation of the experimental methods or definitions is obtained. 

A comparison of the absolute values of o 1 and o z allows a conclusion about 
the character of the deviations. !oj:::::: loz\ suggests that the errors are of 
systematic nature, whereas large differences betweenlo 1! and Jo zl are 
typical for a strong scattering of the results. It should be noted that 
systematic errors are not necessarily due to an inadequate method of 
computing the stability limits; it is equally possible that an experimen-
tal definition is used which is not consistent with that of the computer 
model. 

8. MATHEMATICAL COMPARISON OF MODELS 

8. 1 Incentives 

All models developed for the description of the hydrodynamics of two
phase flow systems contain empirical correlations for at least the 
following important aspects 

two-phase friction 

slip 

subcooled boiling 

In the normal application of the models practically all of these corre
lations are somewhat different in the different models {see chapter Z). 

Moreover, the methods of solution of the equations describing the two
phase systems differ from each other in such aspects as the number of 
nodes, method of integration, combination of space and time behaviour, 
linearisation, etc. as described in chapter 2. Tied to this are the 
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differences in the physical assumptions and in the simplifica-tions made 
both with respect to ge~metry and in reduction of the mathematical for
mulation to equations which can be handle-d more easily than the original 
ones. 

It is clear in the light of the abov-e .that the chance .of two mOdels gi~g 
practically identical results is very small. Thus it "WOuld be de sir able 
to pinpoint the causes which have the strongest effect in making the 
models differ. It is, however, very tedious and ti:me consum:ing to try . 

. to separate the effects of most of the aspects men;tioned in· the paragraph 
above, since they are mathematical in nature and this wouldrequire 
modifications in the coding of their respective computer programmes. 

The simplest approach to the problem is to try to eliminate the differences 
in the empirical correlations so that the differences in the results ob
tained by various models would be entirely d.ue to re,a.Sons mostly mathe
matical in nature. This method was adopted her.e and termed mathe
matica.l· comparison of the models. 

8~ 2 Empirical Correlations 

In order to indicate why the empirical correlations could cause significant 
disagreementbetween the results obtained by the models, a. short com
parative description of particularly the two-phase friction multipliers 
and slip correlations is given below. The formulas used for these corre
lations in the models Wlder study are pre&ented in chapter 2. 

The two-phase friction multipliers used in various models are shown in 
Figur.e 8. 1 together with the Martinelli- Nelson (M-N) correlationXJ which 
has been computed from the formulas given in reference (11) •. It has to 
be noted that the Martinelli- Nelson multiplier decrea&es at steam qualities 
higher than 0. 7. This, however. cannot be seen in Figure .8. 1. 

. . 2 
The correlations of the models follow the shape t vs. x for the M-N 
correlation. but are not identical With this. The deviations are strongly 
pressure dependent; for mediUm pressures they are rather small, but 
increase towards low and high pressures~ · The correlation used in 
HYDRO is closer to the M-N correlation than that in the other models. 

The slip correlations are shown in Figure 8. 2. The constant So in the 
VOIFLO-correlation was chosen equal to one to make the slip unity at 
zero quality. Nol'rnally a value of 1. 35 is used in the application of this 
correlation. From the figures it is immediately clear that the various 
correlations are quite different. The ones used in BOSFLOW and HYDRO 
e.xhibit somewhat similar shapes, whereas the VOIFLO-correlation is 
quite different from these. The RAlvlONA- correlation which is not shown 
in the figures is in turn similar to VOIFLO. 

x) Martinelli-Nelson correlation with a. correction for ma.ss flow variations. 
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In all of the models used here, except RAMONA, the description of sub
cooled boiling is based on the method developed by Bowring ( 12.) as indi
cated in chapter 2.. However, the models use different (mostly mathe
matically) approaches in incorporating this correlation into the description 
of the system, and, moreover, interwoven in the whole are the differences 
in the physical assumptions, such as the treatment of spatial variations 
of the bulk boiling temperature. 

8. 3 Methods of Elimination of Differences in Empirical Correlation 

The formulas for the two-phase friction multipliers are identical in 
RAMONA and VOIFLO. BOSFLOW and HYDRO-II have an option to 
choose the same correlation, and since it was the simplest approach, 
this correlation (Becker) was used in the computations. 

It is not possible to choose the free parameters in the slip correlations 
of the models in such a way that the correlations would retain the depen
dence on quality and pressure and still be identical with each other. The 
only way of making them identical through the entire quality range is to 
choose the free parameters so as to give a constant slip. A value giving 
a reasonable agreement with experimental results was chosen, i.e. 
s = 1. 6. 

The elimination of the differences in the application of the subcooled 
boiling description is not so simple as in the other two cases, but would 
require considerable receding of the programmes. Such a time con
suming approach, however, had to be omitted from this study. mstead, 
the desir~d elimination was done by choosing a case with very low sub
cooling. 

The preliminary results indicated, however, that in spite of its low value, 
the subcooling still had some effect. Therefore, the channel inlet tempe
rature in the models was chosen to correspond to the local saturation 
temperature, i.e. such that the bulk boiling would start at the inlet. 

8. 4 Cases of Application and Results 

Even though it was not feasible to embark on a thorough study of the effects 
of the mathematical differences in the models within the scope of the work 
presented here, it was felt that application of the eliminative process to 
a few cases would give some qualitative idea of these effects. The cases 
chosen are E 1 (high subcooling), E 3 (low subcooling) and a. modified E 3 
(zero subcooling at the channel inlet, i.e. the channel inlet temperature 
corresponding to the local saturation temperature). 
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8. 4. 1 Axial Void Distribution 

Even with low subcooling {0. 7°C) the differences in the application of the 
subcooled boiling model become evident. This is exemplified in Figures 
8. 3 and 8. 4 which show how the results computed with different models 
deviate from each other. The deviations are largest at low voidage 
(Max. 15% ). and the models approach each other in the region of high 
void fraction (region of greater importance). where the deviations are 
about Z'f.. As pointed out earlier in 8. 3 this was the reason why E 3 was 
recomputed by making the subcooling at the inlet exactly zero. The 
results of these computations are shown in Figure 8. 5. 

At very high subcooling (11°C)~ the models do not deviate from each other 
much more strongly then in the case of low subcooling, with the excep
tion of RAMONA which due to its thermal non-equilibrium approach gives 
a much higher subcooled boiling boundary and a void distribution that is 
completely different from the other models (Fig. 8. 6). HYDRO, on the 
other hand, gives an exit void fraction which deviates from the results of 
other models by 11%. 

In general the models agree somewhat better than in the case where the 
empirical correlations have been different {compare with Figs. 4. 9,4.10). 

8. 4. Z Inlet Velocity vs. Channel Power 

In Figures 8. 7 and 8. 8 the results of the inlet velocity calculations are 
shown. At low subcooling, the agreement between the models is quite 
good whereas the different void distribution computed by RAMONA for 
high subcooling makes itself visible also in the inlet velocity vs. power 
relation (Fig. 8. 8). 

8. 4. 3 Stability Limits 

In Table 8. 1 the stability limits and the resonance frequencies close to 
the stability limit are given for cases E 1 and E 3. Also, the corre
sponding cases without any modification to the empirical correlations 
are shown. 

The set of results in Table 8. 1 is too small to permit general conclusions 
to be drawn. In this particular case it is seen that for high subcooling 
the equalization of correlations has brought the models closer to each 
other, whereas for low subcooling the opposite had been true. 

Errors up to more than ZO% of the calculated average stability limit and 
resonance frequency appear both in the case where the equalized corre
lations have been applied and in the case where they have not been applied. 



Thus there seems to be no tendency of the dynamic models to approach 
each other due to the eliminative process used, at least in the determi
nation of stability limit. 
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The equalized correlations were not applied to transfer function calculations. 
However, since no improvement was obtained in the calculation of stability 
limits and resonance frequencies, it would be expected that the same 
would be valid also for transfer functions. 

8. 5 Conclusions 

The steady state models with equalized empirical correlations exhibit a 
somewhat better agreement in the axial void distribution calculations than 
with the original correlations. However, the differences between the 
models indicate that the space integration methods should be carefully 
studied in order to arrive at a reasonable level of accuracy. 

Even though all models basically use Bowring's correlation for subcooled 
void calculations, the methods of its application are different in the models, 
causing deviations particularly in the low void region. 

The better agreement between the models for the inlet velocity (mass flow) 
vs. channel power calculations indicates that errors in the void calculations 
are reflected to a smaller extent in these calculations. 

The large differences in stability limits calculated by the models suggest 
that the different mathematical methods used for solving the dynamic pro
blem should be carefully studied with respect to accuracy requirements. 
The results obtained suggest that this part of the model development work 
must be continued in parallel with the evaluation of the physical basis for 
the models. 

9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of the comparative studies reveal that Jarge discrepancies 
between the predicted and the real behaviour of a hydraulic system must 
be expected. In the steady state, this is due to the uncertainties in the 
empirical correlations for two-phase friction, subcooled boiling and slip. 

In view of the strong deviations between measured and predicted slip, it 
seems that this quantity needs a much more accurate determination by 
experiments. In particular, the influence of the geometry, which appears 
to play a large role at small dimensions, has not been described in any of 
the correlations used. Probably, the best solution of this problem would 
be to develop separate slip correlations for each of the basic geometrical 
configurations that are used in the design of fuel assemblies. Also, from 
the results reported in chapters 4 and 5, it appears that more detailed 
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descriptions are required for the friction and subcooled boiling. 

Experimentally. these improvements of the empirical co.rrelations can 
only be achieved when the quantities from which the correlations are 
evaluated, are measured along the test section for all geometries of 
interest; it is likely. that, in some cases, e.g. for rectangular channels, 
transverse measurements are also necessary. 

Considering the errors in the steady state calculations, it should be 
expected that the discrepancies of the dynamics predictions, which are 
based on the stationary results, should decrease when the correlations 
are adjusted so that a correct steady state is obtained. However, several 
investigations following this line revealed that the predictions of neither 
the transfer functions nor the stability limits were improved by this 
procedure. The possible reasons for this are: 

1) The influence of wrong steady state calculations is small 
compared to the uncertainties of a mathematical formulation 
of the transient behaviour that is possibly inadequate. 

2} The empirical correlations that describe the steady state 
correctly are not necessarily valid during a transient. 

The mathematical comparison of models suggests that there are some 
differences due to the mathematical descriptions applied in different 
models. However, it is believed that the second reason iS equally 
important and would justify experiments for the investigation of parti
cularly the slip under transient conditions. 
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flow area of heated channel section 

hydraulic diameter of heated section 

frequency 

gravity constant 

channel inlet pressure drop in velocity heads Z) 

channel exit pressure drop in velocity heads Z) 

length of heated channel section 

pressure 

system pressure (pressure. above water level) 

channel power 
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surface heat flux 

steady state surface beat flux 
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steam quality related to mass flow 
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TABl£ Z.l MAIN FEATURES OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS 

Compu- Steady Neutron Kin Fuel Heal Hydroct namics Two-phase Subcooled Svst Variables Solut Characterist. 

Author Model ter and State or atics Transfer Geome- Mode of Slip Friction Boiling Possible Output Unear Spati· Tech· Comments No. Report/Article Name Langu· Dynamic ype of Des· Dynamics trical Circu- Correlation Correlation Model Pertur· or Non al 0e niquel 
age Model cription Option' lation bat ion ioear ripl. Method 

rF1;'s061l+su'r.u1 

-
5 It 0. Solberg ~PRIKOS Ana- Dyn. One-point Radial heat If • f<llill•Fufw1 B~J~Nrlng ~rbitrar; in ana- Linear (lne- Mean Flashing Included 

KR-511963 Iogue model conduction. Fore. tJl lnd sur cal'u fG 1nd Fur caleu• tslmpiiHed !!!~!.'!! sion ~ dtlt. in 
A.O.WaagbO VOIFLO tDigitaD Fuel divided lated from steady latild from steady ~igital: Digital: 

siona space. 

K jeller Internal KOA Into 4 an- state correlation slate correlation ~hannel OIZ,wl 
011Jilal 

nular zone! lnVOIFUH In VOIFLG-1 ~ersion: Mathematics ilower. u~z ... t ~FIX Section ~ution MemoNo. 76 ~~ 1966 place 
r1n'· 
~rmed 

... ----------...... ------- ------ ,_ _____ 
............ - ..... -- -----·---- ·----- ------ ------------·-- -----.............. _ ····--···t······ ----·-t~···· ----~ --... --------· 

6 R. Grumllach CANDYN See com Dyn. One-point Third order Nat. Optionll ~rbitrar;y Subcoolild ~r;y Any inear ~Milrlx The syslelll equ1hon 
A£CL Unpublist ~ ments modeL power to Fore. boiling Vlrtilllt P,.r.-lsolulion Wlfl IVIIUIIed by 
Report 1966 2 delayed surface optional In time ~ellt 11r using 1111 sllllllity · 

neutron temper1ture domlln. 

:r: 
lllllpjS COde GIW.• 

groups. transfer ~"""' SYSdMIIlllfiiiiJt 
function. rune:. U. Nur~~-. AlCL 

lletllletn u""*"RIPII11%! 
IRJIIIO 
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D.G. Dlght 3 2IXMl -rvarled poWer to heited • 1-o Nebon ~ltiptl• STAIIL-4 is llftll• 
KAPL22111,2290 IINM In spaa1rld helt flux 

~= 
S K1•U·Kli' In I piZI 

~~ - llfttrt ~IJC.aolld 
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c ••• 
I dent. 

i' l 
, 2 

f' ' . 
f' .. 
, 5 
P6 
., 7 
., 0 
, J 
Plv 
Pll 

£2 
E}A 
E~ 
E5 

AM 1 
AM 2 
AM J 
AM 4 
AM 5 
AM 6 
AM 7 
AM 8 
AM 9 

AS 1 
AS 2 
AS) 
AS4 
AS 5 
AS6 
AS 1 
AS 8 
AS9 
AS10 

* 
** 

'!'able 4.1 

E • pert mental C ond•t•on s Studied in Chapter 4. 

Pr-eaaure Ir.l. Vel. A't * * Heat P1ux · 'tot. Heat. Qual.Ex.1t 
OeOMti"J' 

(bar) (111/aec) inlet (w/ra* .10-:a) (w.lo·•) <•> toCl 
~2.6 :.fl d.7 aw~1 214.8 0.56 
}1. 4 1. •,6 8.1 )20.8 J7J.O 2.12 
)l. .. l.-o6 ').1 519.~· 604.0 7.98 
41. \) 2. :;o 24.2 ot49.5 522.7 -0.62 
41.6 1. ,IS 5.0 ot49.5 522.7 5.0) 
41.6 1. '2 5.0 449.5 522.6 8.15 
)1.6 1.64 6.J 447.1 519.9 5.4) 
51.-l 2.06 1J.9 62).1 721f.5 4.82 

Dh • 0.0251 • 
51."' 2.o6 n.9 . 62).1 724.5 0.50 
4'J.7 l. .. , 1.8 600.0 691.1 12.00 L • 4.4)8 11 

•9~6 1.28 1.7 955.2 lll0.7 21.70 
. c . 

15.6 .}.95 . 8.5 470.4 120.0 5.1 .o 15.6 1.16 0.7 156.8 40.0 1.8 
15.6 0.97 0.7 470.4 120.0 6.8 
)0.1 1.15 0.8 2)5.2 60.0 ).1 

11.2 0.95 6.9. 159.8 27.8 ).6 
42.) 0.74 4.7 48.6 8.5 l.) 
42.) 0.92 5.5 75.9 1).2 1.7 
42.) 1.05 9.7 184.8 )2.2 4.) 
42.) 0.95 6.8 10).0 17.9 2.4 
42.) l. 02 11.4 212.2 J7.0 5.1 Dh • 0.011) • 
18.1 0.97 9.7 21).6 )7.2 5.0 L • 1.524 11 18.1 0.98 5.0 104.7 18.2 2.) c 
18.1 0.91 9 .. 2 186.6 )2.5 4.6 

1).8 1.15 10.0 1.0 t O.J 7J.8 
20.7 0.71 1.0 7).8 10.0 1.4 I ~ 11. 
27.6 o.n 0.1 147.0 20.0 '·' 27.6 
27.6 
27.6 
41.4 
41.4 
55.2 
55.2 

o.n 
1.15 
1.15 
1.15 
1.15 
o.n 
1.15 

5.) 
0.7 
6.2 
2.) 
1.0 
2.7 
2.6 

Measures in m1ll1metera 

147.0 
221.5 
221.5 
288.0 
288~0 
147.0 
288.0 

20.0 2.2 
)0.1 '·' 1----44.45-
)0.1 1.9 

~. 0.0171. 110.2 4.5 
40.2 ).2 L

0 
• 1.25 II 

20.0 ).4 
110.2 4.9 

!':!. T inlet is referred to the saturation temperature in the steam space 

above the water level, except for cases F 1 - F 11 where 8. T. 
1 1n et 

is referred to the saturation temperature at channel inlet. 

T 
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Mean (m) and Standard Deviation {!i) ui the p,. r..:•·nl.~~·· Er .- .. :- (•·) : .. r t: .•. 
Selected Steady State Models with Rc.spc~:t tu tht· P:·,·dkti":' ui tl~·: :\.:li~r.:l 

Circulation Rate in Difi,. rent L(H,lJ!; 

m m n1 Jll 10 I •. .. 
s s l:i s s !j 

FROJA SKALVAN SK.ALVA.N IUA· 3 llJ.A- 3 !FA- ·10 

Identification F s 5 HL UL I HH. 
symbol I 

Identification 1 unheated "short" 11long" bO. 6 mm tiS nm1 
of actual test 6 heated rods test section test section shroud shroud 
section 

HYDRO -3 -6 -3 +3Z +53 +11 
3 z 3 10 lH 10 

RAMONA +3 z -11 +21 +4-l +9 
4 0 8 7 9 8 

VOIFLO -z -7 -9 +Z1 +36 +9 
4 z 5 9 lZ 8 

BOSFLOW -z -7 -8 +Z7 +14 +9 
3 3 5 9 8 8 

rn 

~:i:.<illu ·.·t· n 

E 

-1 
8 

... 

-11 
3 

-9 
5 

-10 
8 

~ I 
' 

()..) 

• 
t\1 



Table 5. 2 

Qualitative errors In the friction and void prediction 

for selected natural circulation cases . 

Experiment 

· IFA-40 

IDA-3 

Eindhoven 

FR0JA 

Predicted 
friction 

Too low 

Too low? 

Too low 

Predicted 
void 

Too low 

Too low 

Too low 

Too low 



- ' 

Table 7. 1 

Experimental Conditions for which Stability Limits weHr. Determined 

Exp; Syst. Sub- 1) lnl. Outl. Flow 4 Hydr. 3 
w .... te rl) 

temp. cooling thrott1. throttl .. area x 10 diam. xl 0 lc ,..c 1 
(oc) (oc) ( v. h.) ( v. h.) (mZ) (m) (m) 

E1 zoo 11 .. 0 1. 4 0 10. 63 16. 1 0 . 04 3 
EZ zoo 8. 5 1. 4 0 It ,, . 0·11 
E3 zoo 0.1 1.4 0 If " . 0·13 
ES Z34 0.8 1.4 0 n II . 043 

-----------------------------------------------------·-----------
Sl Z63.9 6.0 1.6 -.04 3. 14 zo.oo -.035 
S5 Z63.9 6.0 3.9 -.04 n " -. 03 5 
S6 Z63.9 6. 0 11.6 -.04 n It -. 035 
S7 Z50.6 z.a Z.1 -.56 3.ZZ. z.o.zs -.22 
sa Z63.9 z. 1 Z.1 -.56 n " -.z.z. 
S9 Z75.3 z.z Z.1 -.56 n· " -.22 
SlO Z85.4 Z.4 Z.l -.56 n tf -.2z. 
511 Z63.9 7.Z 2.1 -.56 n If -.2z. 
SlZ Z63. 9 16.0 z. 1 -.56 n It -.2z 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
FlZ Z63.3 5. 3 3.9 1. 07 Z7.48 ZO.l -. zz. 
Fl3 Z63.7 5. 6 16.7 1. 07 If tf -.22 
Fl6 Z63.9 s. 1 4.3 0.46 II If -.zo 
Fl7 Z63.9 Z3.7 11.9 0.46 " n -.20 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
(kW) 

HRl zoo 0 zo 3.4 Z8.8 z 1. 0 0 
HRZ Z30 0 zo 3.4 Z8.8 Z.1.0 0 
HLl Z30 6 z.a 3.0 1.11 8.4 -.za 
HLZ Z30 1Z Z.8 3.0 If tf -.Z8 
HL3 Z30 6 z.a 0. 1 n II -.za 
HL4 Z30 1Z Z.8 0. 1 " II -.Z8 
HLS Z30 Z7 Z.8 0. 1 " " -.za 
HL6 Z30 z 4.0 0.8 11.93 1Z.8 -.za 
HL7 Z30 6 4.0 0.8 If n -.za 
HL8 Z30 1Z 4.0 0.8 " " -.za 
HL9 Z30 Z7 4.0 0. 8 " " -.za 
HLlO Z30 1Z 4.0 0.8 " If +.10 
HLll Z30 lZ 4.0 8.4 " If -.za 
HLlZ zoo lZ 4.0 0.8 " If -.za 

1) For F and S cases, subcooling is referred to inlet saturation 
temp.; for other cases to system temp. 

Z) Referred to riser exit. Negative sign means: below exit. 



8.2 

Table 7. 2 

~c.·asurt~d and Computed Sta.bility Limits and Resonance Frequencies 

F:xp. ~fea.su red APRIKOS HYDRO R&'vlONA STABLE 3 
kW Hz kW liz kW Hz kW Hz kW Hz 

F; l H5 .60 138 89 . :;o 110 . 33 106 .39 
1;:2 148 .70 136 · HO . ::;2 100. .35 
E3 162 . 'J 3 104 . ') 1 113 . 94 . 100 . 82 112 1. 13 
E? 250 .93 202 . '}·l 189 . 92 200 . 85 204 1. 01 
--~-------·--------------------------------------------------------

Sl 175 . 62 282 .39 134 . 64 135 . 59 
s:; 185 . 60 28<6 . ·~0 H3 .65 150 . 62 
S6 216 . 61 300 . 41 175 . . 66 . 170 . 67 
57 184 .60 134 . 61 127 • 63 130 . 53 
58 224 . 62 lb7 . 61 .155 . 64 . 140 . 50 
59 24? 192 . 59 180 .63 170 .55 
510 B.O. 214 . 57 206 • 61 180 . 50 
511 186 135 . 51 117 ~ 51 130 .45 .. 
Sl2 104 12 5 . 33 119 • 37. 125 . 33 

~---------------~-----------~-~----------------~-------------------
F12 1100 1070 .47 1015 .47 1200 . 47 
F13 1200 1432 .48 1297 .46 1500 .45 
F16 1270 1668 . 48 1140 . 49 1300 .. 45 
F17 1300- 1245 . 32 950 .34 1250 . 31 

1500 

-----------------------------------------~-----~-------------------

HRl 400 1. 20 502 l.lO 480 • 94 
HRZ 660 1. 20 821 1. 03 800 . 82 
HL1 119 .40/.85 128 (. 77) 130 1. 00 
HL2 117 0. 40 no convergency .. 130 . 79 
HL3 113 . 50/.96 133 113 1. 36 140 . 1. 04 
HL4 110 .45/.91 no convergency 140 . 93 
HL5 135 .40 94 .45 150 .74 
HL6 184 1. 00 266 1. 19 319 1. 54 310 1.14 
HL7 142 ... 75 212 1. 07 290 1.11 
HL8 185 .95 no conver- 290 1. 63 270 .. .98 

gency 
HL9 188 .75 89 . 53 260 . 87 
HL10 210 1. 00 126 . . 94 300 1.09. 
HL11 130 • 55 no convergency 130 0.45 

(170} • 80 
HL1Z 138 .95 no convergency 120 .83 



Table 7. 3 

Deviations of Computed Stability Thresholds from those Determined by Experiment 

APRIKOS HYDRO RAMONA 

51 t>z N 51 t>z N 0 1 oz N 

Eindhoven El, Z, 3 -o. 167 O.Z15 3 -0. 38Z 0.391 3 -0.316 0.3Z1 3 
p ~Is bar 

SKALVAN 81, 5, 6, 8, 9,11, 1Z +0.145 0.387 7 -0. Z06 0. Z57 7 -0. zoo O.Z65 7 
p 11150 ••• 60 bar .. 
FROJA FIZ, 13, 16, 17 +0.09Z o. 187 4 -o. 105 0.178 4 0.065 0.144 4 
p=t:SO bar 

Halden HL 1.. 11 +O.OZ1 0. 363 8 +0.336 0.439 lZ 
p~ Z8 bar 

00 
• 
N 



Table 8. 1 

· Stability Limits and Resonance Frequencies of Two .Eindho·.·en- Cases 
with and without Modification of Empirical Correlations . 

Case APRIKOS HYDRO RAMONA Remarks kW Hz kW Hz kW Hz 

E1 79 ~40 80 . 43 92 .29 Equalized correlations . 
138 89 . so 110 . 33 Original " 

E3 108 .90 91 .70 85 • 67. Equalized correlations 
104 . 91 113 • 94 1()0 • 82 Original n 
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ABSTRACT 

STABILITY PROBLEMS OF BOILING WATER REACTORS 

A. Kirchenmayer, Ho E. Scholz 

ALLGEMEINE ELEKTRICITATS-GESELLSCHAFT 
AEG - TELEFUNKEN 

Frankfurt, Germany 

In order to guarantee a stable reactor operation the recentdesigns 
of large BWR's provide a considerable portion· ofc the.: core prcssnre 
drop caused by orificingo Because there are still' uncertaint.ieS' in 
the calculation of the stability limits the orificing leads to an 
increased demand in recirculation poHero Savings are. expected :by· 
a better understanding of the involved phenomena.· There:f'or:~~·an; in
tensive research and development program is justified. 

1 

There are several theoretical models which a..re used to calculate the 
two-phase flo~>l stability. They are qualitatively compared in thfs 
paper. More details are given about the theoretical and experimental 
studies performed under two EURATOM/AEG contracts coitcernin~: :stability 
problems. Frequency response measurements are compa·red with·· the· 
theoretical analysis. The results are satisfyi'ng. 

; . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High povrer densities affect positively the economics of nuclea;r 
reactors. Therefore it can be assumed that ;... similar to. the pa.s:t; -
there will be a permanent tendency to increase this important 
quantity. 

From the point of view of hydrodynamics there ar~ tw-o pheno.mena which 
define the upper limit of the power density: The onset o:f ,film boi
ling resulting in burn out and the instability. The reactor design 
has to guarantee a considerable safety margin below pm<Ter densities, 
at t\'hich such phenomena might occur. On the other hand it .is not 
yet possible to define exactly the.se. critical values. V,eJfy oftem 
limitations are used which are too safe and lead therefO're ;to 
economic penalties. 

Previously for instance, critical heat flux values were used which 
have been found in single rod . experiments. Getting new-.fesults 
by mul tirod cluster tests including real cluster .flo'" mixing and 
spacer effects, higher critical heat flux values were accepted for 
design purposes. These more realistic critical.heeit flux: data are 
an essential contribution to the recen~ power density increase from 
35 to 50 kW/1 in BWR design. 



It bas been shown by theoretical and experimental studies that the 
problems of the two-phase flow stability are just a question of the 
driving power of the recirculation pumps. By using strong orifices 
it is possible to guarantee a stable reactor operation at all power 
levels. Concerning the different parameters which influence the 
stability, it has been found that the void coefficient of th' total 
pressure drop plays a very important role /1, 2/. Using rather con
servative assumptions concerning the different transfer functions 
which describe the system, one can prove that no stability problems 
will occur if the single-to two-phase pressure drop ratio is larger 
than about 0.5. This value is based on typical operational condi
tions of the hot channel of an advanced BWR~ The real limit to be 
applied can be much lower depending on several parameters. 

The economical consequences of the stabilizing orifices are con
sidered at a 700 MWe power plant. Such a plant has an energy demand 
for its own purpose of approximately 4.5 ~' the power required by 

2 

the recirculation pumps is approximately 0.5 ~ of the gross power out
put. The use of a more precise stability analysis would certainly 
decrease the total loop pressure drop and would lead to cost reduc
tions which can be estimated as follows: A decreased pressure drop 
of about 0.1 kp/cm2 corresponds to a decreased power for recircula
tion of approximately 0.025 % of the plant gross power, which - on 
the other hand - is equivalent to a capital cost saving of about 
$ 6o.ooo. Regarding the recent tough reactor competition it is ob
vious that such an amount is of some importance. 

The real values of single- to two-phase pressure drop ratios of 
some reactors, now in operation or under construction, show· that a 
saving in the recirculation power at constant two-phase pressure drop 
could be possible (Table 1~. 

Table 1 

Reactor 

KRB 

Garigliano 

Nine Mile Point 

KWL 

Oyster Creek 

(Germany) 

(Italy) 

(USA) 

(Germany) 

(USA) 

~Psino1e _r~ 
~ptwo phase 

0,54 

0,59 

1,05 

1,33 

1,82 

B. 
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We should mention however, that there can be other reasons than 
stability problems which claim for a rather strong orificing. The 
core power distribution changes, depending on the control rod pattern 
and the fuel burn up. Because of this reason the position of the 
hot channel is not constant. For reactor design purposes it is 
necessary to take these variations into account and to make the 
coolant flow distribution in the core to some degree independent from 
these effects. Therefore, some orificing must be provided, too. It 
is possible that this increasecl single•phase pressure drop caused by 
orificing will be sufficient also for a stable reactor operation. 

• The modern BWR design uses the flow control. Because of the rela-
tively large negative void coefficient of the reactivity, a clecrease 
of the recirculation flow will consequently result in a reactivity 
decrease similar to the effects achieved by the insertion of control 
rods. This kind of a'reactor control is convenient but it leads to 
stability problems. At lower power levels - applying flow control -

the void content in the core increases, and consequently 
the tendency to instabilities increases; 

the coolant transit time through the core increases by the 
low mass flow rate. Therefore, the transit time can reach 
the same magnitude as the fuel time constant, which will 
lead to a less stable operation due to the nuclear feedback. 

2. THE PROBLEM 

The main problem concerning instabilities of high power Boiling 
Water Reactors with forced circulation is the theoretical prediction 
of the reactor behaviour at high frequencies of about 1 cps. This 
particular frequency is the resonance frequency of certain instabi
lities. It can be shown by theoretical investigations that the period 
of this frequency is mainly related to the transit time of the water 
through the fuel bundle. In natural circulation systems also much 
lower resonance frequencies have been observed. Theoretical conside
rations indicate that the transit time through the outer loop leads 
to these large periodso Furthermore, the pressure coefficient of 
reactivity causes in a BWR a positive feedback. This, however, can 
be compensated withqut difficulties by the reactor control, because 
these phenomena are rather slow. 

Instabilities at high frequencies of about 1 cps are caused by two 
kinds of feedbacks: 

Feedback caused by reactivity effects 
(reactivity-- powel~ -- heat flux--. void--. reactivity) 

Feedbaclc Ci'lllsed by hydrodynamic effects 
(mass flmt rate.....,.. void -driving forceR minus flO\" 
resistances - mF.:.ss flo;.; rate) o 



Concerning usual Boiling Water Reactors, the feedback caused by 
reactivity effects at high frequencies is relatively small. This is 
·because of the large heat capacity and the lol'i' heat conductivity 
of the approximately 1~ mm O.D. UO~ filled fuel rodso Variations 
of the heat flux to the water will be damped consequently. However, 
as mentioned above, during lmi _:JO\ver operation and flo\>' control this 
feedback becomes important at lol>'Cr frequencies. 

·Having full power operation, stability problems will only rise by 
hydrodynamic effects. In this case the analysis considers mainly 
the hot channelo Because of the large number of parallel channels 
having the same constant pressure dro::;J, the channel of the highest 
power is less stable concerning periodical flow oscillations. It is 
the purpose of the stability analysis to prevent such fluctuations. 
In case one is able to handle this problem, the theoretical analysis 
of the whole plant will be more or less a routine calculation. 

Space dependend Xenon oscillations are not effective in BWR's be
cause of the large power coefficient of the reactivity. 

J. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

It will not be possible to answer all the questions, which are 
connected to the dynamic behaviour of the Boiling Water Reactor, by 
experimental studies. The following reasons plead for an analytical 
model: 

It is necessary to consider different operational conditions 
(variable power distributions caused by burn up and control 
rod patterns) and to take into account different additional 
loop components (internal steam separators, recirculation 
pumps, etc.) 

The effects of different design paramP~ers will be more 
easily understood. 

Analogous to all studies dealing with critical heat flux problems, it 
is - as a first step - not necessary to uhderstand the two-phase flow 
p~en~mena completely. It is considered to be sufficient if there is 
a model describing the reactor dynamics, which will 

give useful results at typical BWR conditions (s.a. geometry, 
power distribution, pressure, flow rate, void fraction), 

be rather uncomplicated and precise enough to predict the 
reactor's transients and the stability behaviour, 

not need to many experimental input data. 
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Such a model can be developed and satisfactorily checked only if 
there are results. of a large .number of specif'..i:c f;:,ll:p.e.J;i~t.!l';'ava:~lable. 
To do the tbooretical work there are two different approaches to the 
solution possible, whit::h indeed were carried. ou.t.:. 

' ~ .J 

1. Numerical solution of tl)e partial diffe,r~ntia:l equations 
of the two-phase flow (or a ~Jimila,r proc~d;ure. ~sing ana
logue computers), 

2. Introduction of convenient as,surnp_t~ons ,(mai~l'; about the 
steam bubble velocity} and apalytical solut·ion of this 
problem. 

. . 
W'i thout doubts, by using. a numeric.al soluti.p11 of, .. :the parti.al, di;!'fe-
rential equations only·a few restrictions are to be made. By this 
method it is possible to. find an -exact .solut~qp. . . ot,,tlut b~,¥c,.Q.i;~~e
rential equations (conservation qt 111ass, energ;;r .Jtnd. :rll_omen:tuml. pn
fortunately, the two-phase flow is _not CC)~ple,~~~Y.~lie;sc;r,~'bec:f b.Y. t;hese 
basic equations. Further assumptions or more. or.,.le.&;s pr,qyed,tb.eories 
have to be made about , , ; i 

the relative movement of t.he two f!rha,se.!!J+ , L 

• • - ,-' _., ~- ' ' j-' 

the distribution of thermal energy to each of· the t~to 
phase so 

This problem becomes more complicated because all the assumptions 
have to be valid under dynamic conditions~· :The~ef'ore,- ·in the case of 
a practical stability analysis it see"ms to be 'rather doubtful whether 
long computer times can be justified which are necessary to obtain 
the numerical solutions of the .diff.er~ntial .equatl,ons.: . ~or"-. 'U,lan 
that, using this procedure it is very difficult to. get .a, gen~ar~l· 

'" .- . . ,.- .. "-<· • --- }, . ..) ' • 

impression about the influence. of tl)e various param~t.~s. •.. Th.er,e are 
some examples given in the literature /'),'it/, 1tller~ tb'i~;·~J;PJ:."():a$ 
\1TO.S used; . good results compared \d th experi~~:~-ents are r'EfP.f>:.:t:":t;e£1.• , . 

For stability analysis only, and not for calculations of transients 
wi tb large. deviations from the steady state CoJl;cli tions,,.;. u.setul .. · 
simplifications can be made. re~ucing the compute1C. time .. ,. :Ite~ching an 
unstable condition, the oscillatio11:s start wi;th sm<'!-1}. ampl;itt.We,:;. It 
is therefore sufficient to r~.strict tne analysi·s to ,sm,a\~ devi~tions 

from steady state conditions,. v;h~ch .allow '". 

the use of linear equations, 

the application of Laplace transformation with the well 
knO\'m, practical methods to define the as,'m_t~totic behaviour. 

Examples usinu this method are given in /5, 6/. 



The second method is based on the following considerations: 

It is not necessary to find n s~ace-time-dependent solu
tion, because only integral values (i. e. reactivity, 
flow rate, total pressure dro:--:, me!'.n void fraction) 
arc to be calculated. 
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Since - as mentioned - therf~ <trc alt,·ays certain assumptions 
abotit the ~~o-~hase flow to b~ made, one should try to ~o 
it in a way that an analytical solution can be obtained. 

This results in a model, which yields after the spatial integration 
an analf'Llcal solution for only time dependent integral values. 

S"ince the beginning of BWR stability analysis /7/, many publications 
\v-erc made using several approaches on this or .t sh:dlar basis /8 to 
17/. A s.hort comparison of the different .::tp-:Jroaches is given in /2/ 
Ftirthcrmoro, it has been shm·rn in /2/ that an analytical solution is 
still possible using the follmdng simplifications: 

'. 

The steam velocity can be separated into space and time 
dependent functions. 

The space dependency of the pressure as a result of the 
acceleration of the fluid is neglegiblea 

It can be assumed that.there is thermodynamic equilibrium 
_,in each level of the channel. 

The s-ubcooled boiling can be introduced; it was disregarded to do so, 
bl~catise of uncertainties concerning the validity of the kno·"rn 
ctirreile.tions under dynamic conditionS;, The model considers ·the 
space dependency of the po\Y"er, of the steam velocity, of the void 
cocifi~ien~ of the reactivity, and of the local voi~ coefficient of 
the two-phase pressure drop. 

Thfr.ahalyticttl solution is al~·:nys derived for one channel section. 
TncrtH'tsing the number of the sections, the restrict ions for the total 
channel caused by sim~lifications in the single section diminish 
consequc'ntly. Originally it w·as assumed in the model that three 
sections will be sufficient to describe the system: The region of 
subcooled hailing, the boiling region and the region above .the core. 

8 . . . 
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'.1. EXPERIMEN1'AL INVESTIGATIONS 

Only appropriate experiments can be nscd t{) test a model. The. one 
just described has been !>reviou:;l.:r cncckcd c.:'llculRti11g t:he transfer 
functions of .the EBW'R. The theorJ agrees very well 'lith the experi
ments as sh0\4'n in /11/ and Fig. 1. All constant·s used for ;the· 
calculations correspon,d to the :-u:>Il s1H~d · sl:.e..:piy .state con<l.ii.i,0ns 
of the reactor. 

A more detailed verification of the ~odel is the obJective of.an 
EURATOM research program, presently carried out by AEG. The .Plain 
tasks are to verify the model by frequency response measurements 

heat flux - local void fra,ction 

water inlet velocity - local void fraction. 

·To perform the ezP,.erimentul investigations, ft completely new test 
facility has been constructed (Fig. 2) simulating the most important 
parts of a react~r: The cooling channel and the reactor loop. It 
is possible to-change many of the loo, components to vary the test 
conditions for different reactor geometries and systems. A schema
tic repres_en_tation of the flmr diagram is given on Figure .3, and 
more details in /18/. 

7 

Tests can be carried out in annular and ~-rod cluster geometry test 
sections of 250 em length. The heating power and the mass flow rate 
can· be oscillated up to 10 cps. The ·high speed flow •control valve 
can also be used to simulate the influence of parallel core channels. 

The experimental program include~ the measurements of 

dynamic constants ~eeded for .the model 

transfer functions power to local void fraction 

transfer functions flow rate to local void fraction. 

Up to no;or, nearly all power to void transfer function measurements 
have been carried out using both, the annular and the ~-rod cluster 
test sections. The mass flow rate oscillation system has been in
stalled and works satisfactorily, measurements will be performed nexto 
Typical results of frequency response measurements are given on 
Figures 4 and 5• 



The theoretical transfer functions which are also given in the 
figures, show a good agreement vli th experiments for frequencies 
up. to the critical frequency.of 1 cps. At higher frequencies the 

.: :error of· t'he· measurement increases probably too much. The hi!Jh 
~time eonste:nt of the heated rods leads at frequencies higher than 
1 cp·St to·a v:ery strong decrease of the heat flux variations which 
cot'lse.qrierttly result in very small void fraction variations. It is 
expected, that such errors •rill not occur during flol·l os.cillation 
tests. Nora evaluations of the meAsurements are on the vray. A1.1 
results ·and 'details of. the \l"ork done under the EURATOM contracts 
a::re gi.ven im-/18/. 

;,.·.·· 

The results obtained so far confirm the applicability of the 
tested model for stability problem~ of Boiling Water Reactors. 

·I!_ 

. ' 

. ' , ; --~ .. ,' 

8. 

8 
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FLOt-T EXCURSIONS AND OSCILLATIONS 
IN BOILIHGT THO-PHASE FLO\-/ SYSTEHS 

WI H HEAT ADDITION 

Novak Zuber 
Department of l-1echanical Engineering 

New York University 
University Heights 

NelV' York, N. Y. 10453 

ABSTRACT 

The various mechanisms that can induce flmV' excursions 
and/or oscillations in boiling mixtures are enumerated 
and discussed., An example is given vThich sho'YTs hm-1 
variations of compressibility, of flm·l regime and of 
the rate of evaporation induce variations in the bari
centric velocity of the.rnixture. 

The highlights are discussed of a formulation concerned 
lV'ith the dynamics of two-phase mixtures. This formu-
lation, ~·Thich is' applicable to some thermal non- . 
equilibrium 'blo-phase flm.rs, takes into account the 
effects of the relative velocity betv1een the phases and 
is expressed in terras of the baricenter of the ~ture. 
The effects of the transport of momentum and of energy 
by drift are discussed as ,.,ell as the significance of 
the difference bebTeen the velocities of the center of 
mass and of the center of volume. 

The results are summarized of a stability analysis based 
upon this formulation. For the particular process con
sidered, the characteristic equation is a fifth order 
exponential polynomial with b1o time delays. The effects 
of the relative velocity beb1een the phases are sho~vri. 
The characteristic equation can be used to determine: 
l) the region of stable and unstable operation and 2) 
the effects t-Thich various par arne ters may have on either 
promoting or on preventing the appearance of flow ex-
cursions and/or oscillations. · 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Significance of the Problem . 

Thermally driven excursions and oscillations have been ob
served in nro-phase flow systems and components of interest 
to both the space effort and to the public sector of the 
economy. The appearance of thermal-hydraulic instabilities 
is highly undesirable because oscillations not only degrade 
and limit the perforrn.ance of a plant but can induce mal
functions which may result in the destruction of the 
entire apparatus. 

Examples of aero-space propulsion systems and components 
where sustained and coordinated oscillations induce mal
functions that can lead to their destruction include liquid 
roc1~t engines, liquid metal space power plants, cryogenic 
heat exchangers and nuclear rockets. Commercial systems 
whose performance is ve~J often limited by the appearance 
of thermally induced oscillations are nuclear reactors, 
distillation units, boilers, evaporators and chemical 
reactors. 

For an optimum design and the safe operation of the systems 
noted above, it is mandatory both to understand the con
ditions that can cause the onset of flow instabilities 
and to have available design methods to prevent ·them. 

1.2 Previous Work 

There have been numerous analytical investigatio~~ directed 
at determining the mechanism of oscillation and obtaining 
criteria for predicting them. ln general, two approaches 
have been follot-red. The first is based on postulated 
models, the second on the conservation laws for the two
phase mixture. 

With fe~v exceptions, most of ·the analyses t..rhich belong to 
the first group* attempt to formulate transfer functions 

- - - - - - ~ - - -------------------
* The references are too numerous to list here. As an 

example of this type of approach, we may cite Ref. l 11 • 
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based on a phenomological model of the process. · Since 
the formulations are always expressed in terms of several 
coefficients or correlation functions, which must be 
determined from experiments, it is not surprising that 
the results of these analyses are restricted in their 
applications. The agreement t'7hich is ahrays claimed 
beb1een predicted results and experimental data, is 
usually restricted to spme particular experimental con
ditions for which the coefficients or functions (used in 

. the analysis) are valid. Nore often thi:m not, the values· 
of the coefficients and/or the functions change td. th 
operating conditions and/or with the system ·design. A net-T 
set of experiments and new assumptions in the analysis are 
therefore required for each instance. Accordingly the 
results of these studies are of limited value.· Indeed, 
from the point of vie~., of achieving fundamental· under
standing, they are not co~~ensurate with either the effort 
or the expenditures which have been spent along these lines. 

Two models, a homogeneous flow and a separated or "slip" 
flow model, have been used in the analyses based on the 
conservation equations of t~e mixture. In the homogeneous 
model it is assumed that both phases have the same velocity, 
while the "slip" flow model allows for a relative velocity 
between the phases. · 

The shortcomings of traditional formulations based on the 
"slip" flm·r model are discussed in more detail in Ref. ( 2] • 
It was noted there that traditional formulations are: 
a) incomplete and incorrect trhen applied to tt·ro-phase 
mixture in thernal non-equilibrium, and b) inadequate to 
analyze dynamic characteristics of b-1o-phase mixture, since 
they are not formulated with respect to the baricenter of 
the mixture. 

Here one additional comment should be tna.de '\"·lith respect 
to past theoretical approaches based on the conservation 
laws of the m:ixture a.nd on the "slip" flow model. t.J'ith few 
exceptions, in all of these analyses the governing set of 
partial differential equations was ah-1ays solved by numer
ical methods using high speed computers. Far from under
estimating the pm-1er and usefulness of modern computers, 
we should remember hO\\.rever some of the shortcomings of 
investigations based exclusively on numerical methods. 
First, the simultaneous solution of three partial differ
ential equations (which describe the conservation lalts for 
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the mixture) requires utmost care in the programming. 
This is particularly true ~vhenever the method is applied 
to a different system. Second, in the absence of a func
tional relation, the numerical approach does not readily 
lend itself to a physical interpretation and understanding 
of the phenomenon, to an evaluation of the effects of 
various parameters and to an analysis of similar problems. 
These bvo comments are especially relevent if we recall 
that a recent doctoral dissertation and several paoers 

.have presented a stability analysis of natural circulation 
loops, ~·Thich was conducted exclusivel,y by means of a com
puter. Subsequent investigations, by other researchers, 
revealed that the predicted flow oscillations were actually 
oscillations induced by the computer! 

In contrast to the separated, i.e., "slip" flmv model, the 
three conservation equations (continuity, energy and mo
mentum) for the homogeneous flow model have been integrated 
in Refs. ( 3 - 8] to yield characteristic equations for 
distributed parameter systems.* 

The problem was evidently first formulated in Ref.[ 3] • 
The analysis of Refs.(5, 6] takes into account the effects 
of a variable inlet flow and of a variable heat transfer 
coefficient but .neglects the effects of space lag variations. 
The characteristic equation of Ref. ( 5 1 is a fifth order 
exponential polynomial with two time delays: one for the 
non-boiling, the other for the boiling region. A stability 
map obtained from this equation was effective in correlating 
experimental data obtained vlith ,..,ater at high pressures. 

3 

Of particular in~erest is the excellent study of ~efs. [ 6 , 7 ] • 
Like. in Ref. ( 5 1 , the characteristic equation of 
Refs. (6, 7] is a. fifth order e},.rponential polynomial ~·lith 
tv1o time delays. The coefficients in these b,;ro polynomials 
differ h<Y..;rever because the analysis of Refs. ( 6, 7 J 
acc01mts for the variations of the inlet floH and of the 
space lag but neglects the effects of a variable heat 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* We note that the energy and contim1ity equations for 

the homogeneous flotv nodel have been integrated also 
in Ref. [ 9 J. Honever, since the mor:1entu.'11 equation ~v-as 
not integrated, the characteristic equation of Ref. ( 9 ] 
describes a lumped parameter system. 
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transfer coefficient. Satisfactory agreement was reported 
beb1een predicted values and experimental data. 

The method of Ref. [ 6 _) l-Tas used in Ref·. ( 8 ] to analyze 
flow instabilities in the near-critical and super-critical 
thermodynamic region. It "tvas sho~;m in Ref. t 8 J th.-.1. t some 
flo"t-T instabilities in boiling mixtures and in single pnase 
flou at SU?er-critical pressures are generated by the 
sa.rne mechanism and are furtherrrtore similar to "chugging" 
·combustion instabilities. The common denominator be~ween 
these seeningly different phenomena is the large variation 
of density and the delay effects associated with propagation 
of density and flow variations through the system. This 
similarity suggested several active and passive methods 
for stabilizing the flmv. In order to obtain simple 
"rule of thumb" stability criteria, some approximations 
were used in Ref. [. 8 ) to reduce the characteristic equation 
from a fifth to a third order exponential polynomial Hith 
~10 time delays. One criterion so derived, is similar 
to the semi-empirical relation derived previously in 
Ref. t 10 1 using dimensional arguments. It is sho,..vn in 
Ref. ( 11 J that this simple criterion is effective in 
correlating experimental data for friction dominated flows 
of cryogenic fl~ids at high pressures. 

As noted above~ the analyses of Refs. l 3 - 9 1 neglect 
the effects of the relative velocity between the phases 
and-of the~al non-equilibrium. Consequently, the results 
of these studies can be applied only to fluids and operating 
conditions for tvhich the effects of these tv;o parameters 
are small. For "t-Tater, such conditions are attained at 
high mass flovl rates and at high pressures. For alk.a_li 
metals, presently available experimental data indicate 
that these conditions will be very seldom if ever satis
fied. Consequently, in order to obtain more general 
relations, it becomes necessary to remove th~ restrictive 
assumptions and shortcomings of Refs.C 3 - 8 1 . The 
results of an analysis directed at obtaining such relations 
are pre sen ted in Refs. ( 12 - 15 J • 

1.3 Puroose of the Paoer 

This paper, "tvhich sut!liilB.rizes some of the results of 
Refs. ( 12 - 14 J , has three objectives. First, to 
discuss and describe the various mechanisms which can 
induce flow excursions and./or oscillations in boiling 
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mixtures. Second, to discuss the highlights of a formu
lation 'Hhich 1) ta,-.es into account the relative velocity 
betv1een the phases, 2) is expressed in terms of the 
baricenter of the mixtures, and 3) is applicable furthermore 
to mixtures in thermal non-equilibrium. The. third ob
jective of this paper is to summarize and discuss the con
clusions of an analysis vthere this formulation is used to 
obtain a characteristic equation for predicting the onset 
of excursions and oscillations induced by a particular 
·coordinating process. 

5 
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2. 1-fECHANISHS OF OSCILLATIONS AND EXCURSIONS 

Before analyzing the various mechanisms that ·can induce 
excursions and oscillations in a tr.vo-phase flmv system 
with heat addition, it is instructive to note first a 
general characteristic of oscillatory systems .• 

A necessary condition for maintaining oscillations is 
that enough energy is supplied to the system at a proper 
frequency and phase relation in order to overcome the 
losses due to various damping effects which are,aluays 
present in real systems. When the rate of energy sup" 
plied is controlled by an external source and.is inde
pendent of the fluctuations inside the system, the 
oscillations will build up when the energy is released 
at ·a characteristic frequency giving rise to the 
resonance phenomenon. Hmrever, 'tvhen the system contains 
itself an energy source, 1;-rith a property that the energy 
release depends upon a fluctuation inside the system, 
then an accidental disturbance in the system may interact 
with the source resulting in oscillation of increasing 
amplitude. For this to take place it is necessary that 
the energy from·the source be fed to the disturbance 
during part of the cycle. 

Following Ref. ( 8 1 vre use the framework devised for · 
.studies of combustion instabilities (see for example 
Ref. t 16 ] ) • As in cot1bustion, we consider only or
ganized oscillations, since the integrated effect of 
random fluctuation does not pose a.problem. In the case 
of organized oscillations we. distinguish coordinating 
and transformation processes. The first provide the 
disturbance (or excitation) for the transformation 
process, ~mereas the latter provides the exciting force 
for maintaining the oscillation of the coordinating 
process. 

Clearly, in boiling mixtures·, the transformation process 
is evaporation (or condensation). The energy release or 
storage depends on the rate of evaporation inside the 
duct. Fluctuations of the evaporation rate can be lool~d 
upon as fluctuations of vapor sources distributed in the 
two-phase region. Any disturbance that can interact with 
vapor source and affect the rate of evaporation can act 

•. 



as a coordinating process. In boiling such processes 
are variations of inlet flo~,,, of the heat transfer 
coefficient, of pressure and of thermal non-equilibrium. 
These processes interact not only with the rate of eva
poration in the two-phase region but also affect the 
vaporization at the boundaries ~There boiling starts and/or 
terminates. 

It is ·evident that variations in the rate of. vapor for
mation and/or of th~ boundaries of the boiling region 
will induce perturbations of density, enthalphy, pressure 
and flm·1 in the boiling region. The finite rates of pro
pagation of these disturbances Hill introduce tirre lags 
and space lags. If the total effect of the various time 
lags and phase shifts is such that the energy from the 
variable source is fed to the disturbance at a proper 
frequency and phase relation required to overcome the 
losses due to various damping effects, then the boiling 
mixture will undergo oscillations. 

This qualitative discussion of the intaraction between 
the coordinating processes and the transforwAtion, .i.e., 
evaporation process, can be illustrated in a more quanti
tative way by considering for example the baricentric 
velocity of the boiling mixture derived in Ref. (.13 J 
and given by ' 

} 

'\}'"' ( ~,t) - +}{{ 
Xlt) 

~ L\ ~ "1r 
~,..,.. 

wheref\.1-ir is the inlet liquid velocity. The three terms 
under the integral account for the effect of the net rate 
of vaporization per unit volume, and the ~1o compressi
bilities of the vapor and of the liquid respectively. 
The last term expresses the effect of the relative. vel
ocity between the ~TO phases. The space lag ~~t) 
represents the boundary where boiling initiates. Since 

7 
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these various terms are functions of the heat transfer 
coefficient, of the inlet liquid velocity, of pressure 
and of thermal non-equilibrium, the_ variation of any 
of these parameters will result in a variation of the 
baricentric velocity of the mixture. Similar con
clusions can be arrived at by examining the relation for 
the density and the enthalpy of the mixture (Ref. t 13 J ) • 

Of particular interest is to note here the effect of a 
flow regime which .-is accounted for by the last term in 
·Eq. (1). Since the value of the volumetric vapor con
centration cl.. , and of the vapor drift velocity V~i , 
change 'tvith a change of flow regit:'.e, Eq. (1) indicates 
that excursion and oscillations can be induced by · · 
transitions of flow regimes even in an adiabatic system. 
This conclusion is indeed in agreement with previous 
experiments performed with adiabatic, t't·1o component 
(air-water) mixtures where oscillations were observed 
at the transition from the "ideal" or "laminar" bubbly 
to the churn turbulent regime (Refs. [ 17, 18 J ). 

It can be e:>::pected that each coordinating process may 
have a dominant effect over some range of operating 
conditions. It can be also expected that the resulting 
oscillations are characterized by a certain frequency 
range and by particular wave forms. Indeed, several 
frequency ranges and wave shapes have been reported and 
described recently in Refs.ll9, 20; 21 ] • 

In l-lhat fo llous vle . shall present a summary of the inves
tigations reported ill: Refs. t 12 - 15 l ~ In particular, 
we shall sumr:larize.both the formulation (applicable to 
some non-equilibrium flOl-Ts) and the result of a stability 
analysis concerned ltith the effects of space lag and 
8Pace lag variations induced by inlet velocity disturbance 
acting as the coordinating process. ·The effects of other 
coordinatin~ processes are considered elsewhere • 

• 



3. VELOCITY FIELDS 

In two-phase flo,.., there is alvtays some relative notion 
of one phase '>vi th respect to the other. A two-phase flo10-1 
problem should be formulated in terms of b·To velocity 
fields. Hotvever, there are several velocity fields v;hich 
are useful in analyzing various aspects of a tuo-phase 
flo\v problem. 

In this paper we are interested in analyzing the dynamic 
aspects of a bvo~phase mixture. Consequently, we shall 
formulate the problem in terms of the velocity of the 
center of mass of the mixture, defined by 

+ (2) 

where the mixture density is given by 

(3) 

Since we must account also for the effects of the vapor 
volumetric concentration, \-le shall consider the velocity 
of the center of volume of the mixture, defined by 

I 

J - (4) 
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. 
In two-phase flow the velocities t.r..., and J are not equal. 
This unique characteristic of two-phase flow is due to 
the relative velocity between the_phases which is defined 
here by 

.• 

(5) 

• 
The relation bett<7een '\)"".,.. and i ·can be easily obtained 
from continuity considerations, Ref. [.12, 28 1 , :thus 

where the drift velocities of th~ vapor and of the liquid 
·with respect to the center of volume are defined· resp'ec
tively by 

(7) 

. ' 

and 

(8) 
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from which it follows that 

(9) 

We note that when the effect of the relative velocity is 
neglected as it is in the homogeneous flow model, then 
the tv:ro drift velocities are zero, thus 

v:. 
fi = 0 (10) 

and Eqs. 6, 7, and 8 show that the velocities of the bvo 
phases and the velocities of the centers of mass and of 
volume are equal, thus 

I 

J 
(11) 

·-

which characterizes homogeneous flm·:r. 

However, when the effect of.the relative velocity is taken 
into account, then Eq. 6 shows that the cmter of r-~ss 
and the center of volume of the mixture move with different 
velocities. For example, it can be expected that ~n an
nular flow the center of mass will move with a velocity 
close to that of the liquid (t·Thich accounts for rnost of 
the mass), whereas the velocity of the center of volume 
will move with a velocity that is closer to the.t of the 
vapor (¥Thich accounts for most of the volume). 

It can be expected also that this difference betv1een the 
velocities of the center of mass and of the center of 
volume ~·Till affect the dynamic characteristics. of a bvo
phase mixture. This is indeed the case as shol'm below. 

ll 
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4. FORJ.nJLATION 

We shall consider here a mixture in thermal non-equilibrium 
where the variations of the density and of the enthalpy 
of a particular phase can be neglected. For example, 
this model can describe the flow of a superheated vapor 
w·ith entrained droplets uhich are at saturation temper
ature. t;.Te note that such a thermal non-equilibrium flow 
is characteristic of alkali metals. The mcdel can describe 
also a superheated liquid "'1i th vapor bubbles at saturation 
temperature, or subcooled boiling 1;\'l1ere the denzity and 
the enthalpy of the vapor are taken at saturation. The 
applicability of the model to other flou regimes such as 
slug flo't·T·, annular flow·, jet flow, etc. is self-evident. 

A mixture, such as the one considered here, can be des
cribed in terms of four field equations, expressed in 
terms of the baricenter of the mixture, and of seven 
constitutive ~quat~ons. The derivation of the four field 
equations listed below is given in Ref. ( 12 l , together 
with the appropriate list of references. Here ive note 
that these equations can be derived from von Karrnan' s 
analysis applicable to one component mixtures, Ref. L 22 ] , 
or, more directly, from the standard seParated tv1o-phase 
floliT. equation using the fundamental identity of Truesdel:,l 
(Ref.· ( 23 1 ) • . ; · 

In what follows we shall assume that the liquid phase is 
in thermal non-equilibrium, whereas the vapor is incom
pressible and at saturation temperature. 

In their one-dimensional form, the four field equations 
are: 

The equation of continuity of the vapor phase: 

) (..t. f1} 
+ 

0 [ ol. f, ( j + ~j)] - r: --· - a-')t ~~ 
(12) 

. ·.· .· 
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;J \ ..... 
' ., 

where we have used Eq. 7 to express the vapor velocity 
in terms of J and \Iii • 
The equation of continuity of the miXture: 

::::: 0 

The equation of motion of the. mixture: 

r .. J + ll;. _P_V,.._ ] · = 
()~ 

The energy equation of the mixture: 

f,., r-a~~ + v. ) Lit! 1 
\1t . ~., 

- -t L1 r r - ~ f e'"- ~ .... 
Ac.. ~~ \-... 

\ 

(13} 

(14} 

where we have neglected the effects of the kinetic and 
of the potential energy. 

The seven constitutive equations that are needed to com
pletely describe the system are: · 

The therrt1al constitutive equation of state for the. licm.id: 

(16) 

13 
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which relates the density of the liquid to tl~ local 
enthalpy of the liquid and to the pressure. 

The thermal constitutive equation of state for the ~ixture: 

(17) 

which reL-=Ltes ~- to the volumetric concentration .( (~(t) 
and_to the two densities -~f-\~1 t) and ft{PJ. 
The caloric constitutive equation of state for the mixture: 

+ (18) 

which expresses· the enthalpy of the mixture in terms of 
co~~~tration and enthalpies of both phases • 

The-kinematic constitutive eq~tion: 

(19) 

which specifies the vapor drift velocity in t~rms of the 
mass flow rate G , concentration and pressure. 

The constitutive equation of net vaporization: 

(20) 

• . 

. . 
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which specifies the net rate of vapor mass formation per 
unit volume as function of local liquid enthalpy, con
centration and pressure. 

The mechanical constitutive equation: 

r 
). 

(21) 

which expresses the shear stress in terms of the local 
mixture density and baricentric velocity. 

The energetic constitutive equation: 

(22) 

which specifie-s the heat transfer co2fficient as a function 
of tnass flm·T rate, concentration, liquid enthalpy. and 
pressure. 

With the vapor density <'t and enthalpy i,_ assumed 
constant and evaluated at their respective saturation 
values, it can be seen that the mixture in thermal non
equilibrium is described in terms of b1elve variables: 

o(l i I V,i I 'i J r.,., 1 1T'" I ~ f f. I 1: I . L ,.._ I h I £ f 
These twelve variables are specified by twelve indeoendent 
equations: four field equations, seven constitutJ.ve 
equat.ions and Eq. 6 'I'·Thich relates / and tr,., • 

·I 

Several important remarks which are amplified in Ref. ( 12. j 
should be made here. 

! ' 

a) t~e note that only one mixture dens i.ty is required 
to properly formulate the b·To-phase flm·T system. This 
is contrary to the results reported by the authors of 
Ref. ( 241 , who find it necessary to define four specific 
volumes in order to adequately describe the system. This 

I 
I 
t 

I 
I . . I 
l 

. . 
lS 
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erroneous conclusion, as discussed in Ref. [ 2 1 , stems 
from the fact that the tradition..'ll two-phase flo1;>1 formu
lations based on the" slip" flotot model, are not expressed 
in terms of the baricentric. 

b) The vapor drift velocity \lu' in Eq. 12 could 
have been taken with respect. to~~ instead of I . The 
reason for expressing it here td th respect to the center 
of volume stems from the fact that in boiling mL~ture, 
this definition of the drift velocity results in simple 
expressions l·Thich, for a given flo'I:·T regil.TIE!, are either 
constant or function of eA. only, Ref. t 25 1 • The 
exception is annular flm1 where v

1
j ~ fG , Refs. ( 26, 27] • 

c) In a vapor-liquid mixture the specification of 
by the kinematic constitutive equation, can be looked 
upon as being analogous to specifying the axial diffusion 
coefficient in a single component mixture. Note that the 
latter is specified by an appropriate constitutive equation 
for mass diffusion. 

d) The vapor SClurce term r;. ·in Eq. 12 plays the same 
role as the source term·in the continuity equation of a 
given species undergoing chemical reaction. Wheras the 
latter is specified by an appropriate constitutive equation 
of chemical reaction, in a boiling mixture r~ is specifi~d 
by a constitutive equation of net vaporization appropriate 
to a: particular flow regime. Th.e primary role which such 
an equation plays in determining the degree of therr.ial 
non-equilibrium :t.s discussed in rn9~ detail (Ref. (. 2] ) • 

e) The pressure drop given by the second term on the 
ri~hthand side of Eq. 14 is a momentum transfer (by vapor 
drl.ft t·Tith respect to the baricm ter of the mixture 
(Ref. [.28 'J ) • It is this term, which is due to the 
effect of the relative velocity between the phases, that· 
does not appear in the homogeneous flow model. Indeed 
it was the determination of this term tl1at motivated the 
investigations of the steady state and transient void 
fraction reported in Ref.L 25, 27, 29 J. These ref-
erences provide a method for determining the vapor drift 
velocity v,l ' either from analysis or from the velocity-. 
flux plant {Ref. l25 J ) • · 
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This momentum transfer by drift can be expressed in 
various forms (Ref. r 28 1 ) , some of them being: 

'}. 

~ .. - ~,.,. f f. ~1 vl i 
e .... -~'t f~ 

~ ( 1- c() "f- ~tJ 
f""" 

~ c ~-<.{> rf (2 ( v,i-Yfd'- = 
f.,.. 

'1T.l 
r 

(23) 

It is similar to a Reynold's stress or to the d!ffusion 
stress tensor in the theory of mixtures (Refs. L22, 23] ). 
Instead of expressing this stress in term.s of a drift· 
velocity tvith respect to the center of mass, as it is 
usually done in analys~s of single phase mixtures, it is 
advantageous in boiling to exp~ess it relative to the 
center of volume for reasons given in item (b) above. 

f) The second term on the righthand side of Eq. 15 
is energy transport by drift trith respect to the baricenter. 
It can be expres~ed also as 

-

~t-- ~...., ~t f~ 
e'bt a< 

It is similar to the energy transport by diffusion. in 
single phase mixture. 

An analysis of the th~rmal non-equilibrium problem will 
be presented else~.rhere. Here we shall summarize the 
results of a stability analysis applicable to boiling 
mixtures in thermal equilibrium. 

' 
~.;·· 

...... 
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.5. SOLUTION AND DISCTJSSION 

It is shmm in Ref. [ 13 ) that for a mixture in thermal 
equilibri~~ the governing set of equations reduces to 
three field equations, three constitutive :equations and 
an equation that defines the velocity of kinematic 't'l7aves. 
These seven independent equations define the seven 
variables of the system: 

~~. 1T'.., • C...: , v,;· , ?, L: ' """ 
Perturbing the inlet velocity of the liquid by 

(2.5) 

where 

(26) 
.. __ . -..... 

results in a perturbation of the kine~~tic wave.velocity 
which, for the case of a constant drift velocity*, is 
given by: 

* 

-- (27) 

We emphasize that a constant drift velocity is char
acteristic of r.\ost two-phase flm-1 regir.es (Ref. C 25, 271 ). 
Furthermore as '5:q. 6 and Eq. 4 shO't-1, a constant drift 
velocity does not imply either a constant relative 
velocity Vr- , --::O'r a constant slip 7;atio "if V"t- . • 

J 
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where the variation of the space lag is 

(28) 

and the ti.rne lag ·1::"· in the. non-boiling region is gi. ven 
by 

(29) 

For this particular problem, i.e., a mixture in thermal 
equilibrium the characteristic frequency of evaporation 
is: 

. .n.: - _q. __ ~ (L \ 
(.30.) ;J 

' ;./ 

Linearizing the governing set of equations, integrating 
them along the duct, subtracting the steady state· values 
results in the perturbed equation given by: 

'; . -~' . ..• . ... ~. , ' 
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' 14 ... -t 11"" + }t .. -1J· "" 1 e ~ y r II" 
In this equation ~t and M~ are the inertia of the 
liquid and of thP- m1Xture given by 

---

and 

. 

(32) 

(33) 

where ./X. .. ) is the space lag, i.e., the length of the non- . 
boiling section of the heated duct 

• -A .. rf- Vi~ A ts Ac.. · 
r '} ~ 

(34) 

. . ' ~. ·. 
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and (e ... ') is the axially averaged steady state density 
of the mixture given by 

(.f ... ) -

l 

f f-...(}) d3 
L-~ 

A 

- ~r- e.d,\) l,, e.d~) 
..n (1-A} t.dt\) · 

(35) 

In Eq. 35, the terms c~ (f.) and cl( CL) are the velocities 
of the.· kinematic waves at the point 't"1he.re boiling commences 
and at the end of the heated duct, thus · 

and 

·--

c.~ whereas ... is the ratio 

The til!l.e delay "Ce- t:b is the transit time in the 
boiling region. 

(36) 

(37) 

The pressure term A l'&.J and d r~'- are the pressure 
drops across the inlet orifice and due to friction in· 
the non-boiling region, ~·There.a·s the. term I"P/1trj 
accounts for the pump characteristics. · 

. ,--' 

.. 
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The term J: and -;} in Eq. 31 stem from the integration 
of the various terms in the momentum equation and. are. 
given in the Appendix. · · 

Several remarles and conclusions should be made ~·Tith 
respect to Zq. 31; these are amplif-ied in Refs. ( 13,· 141 • · 

a) By examining Eq • .31 and the expressions for the 
various coefficients .::r. and J- give~ in the Appendix, 
it can be seen that the characteristic equation is a 
fifth order exoonential polynomial ~1ith tt-10 time delays, 
i.e.·' '1:'£. and· '"Cc -1: •. 

b) The various terms \vhich contain v,i are due to the 
relative velocity between the phases and do not appear 
therefore in the formUlations based on the homogeneous 
flow model. It can be seen that in addition to modifying 
th~ inertia term in E!q. 31 and to introducing the coef
ficients rd""' and J,~o~ .. · 'tl7hich account for the effect of 
the drift stress, the effect of the relative velocity is 
reflected throughout Eq. 31 since each coefficient in 
that equation has terms which depend on V1 i .. Whether 
or not the effect of the relative velocity is~~mportant 

· when compared to effects of other parat!'.e ters ·tie-pend's 
on the operating' conditions. Eq. 31 can be used .·to 
determine these condi tiona. ' 

c) -I~ t;e set Vd equal to zero ~n Eq. 31 an4.: i:l} the 
coeffJ.cJ.ents 'I and "} , then tne characterJ.st'l:c · equ
ation reduces to the characteristic equation for a homo
geneous flow ma:l el derived .Previously in Ref. [.6, 71 • 

d) . It can be seen by examining the coefficients r and l
that each pressure drop is divided by a differ~nt velocity, 
i.e., by log mean, mean, average and exit velocities. 
These different values ':·Thich stem from the integration 
of the nomentum equation are characteristic of a analysis· 
based on distributed parameters. 

e) The analysis indicates that it is most important to 
determine the appropriate expression for the frictional 
pressure drop in tv:o-phase flot·T. · Although· the various 
expressions in use may predict steady state pressure 
drops that do not differ very·much one from the other, 
this is not the case when these expressions are used in 
dynamic and stabi li tr. problems •. • . . · 

. ,_,._, . ' '.~:· ,;. '·. 

.··.··.··...:.· ., ,-·· 
·"~ ' , . . ·"':. .. ~ 

··:·• •'.' . 
• • ! :· •.• ..... . . . · •. 

'.·.; 



For example, the coefficients If.,.... and Jf... , 'tvhich are 
obtained by integrating the frictional pressure drop term 
given by Eq. 21, have singularities at ~· 2Aand .1=-.A 
It is sho..,m in Ref. C 131 , that using a t't·To-phase multiplier 
(as it is often done in steady state analyses) instead 
of Eq. 21, changes not only the values of the coefficients 

J:E-"" and 'Jt-... but shifts the singularity from s = 2..n. 
to !>•3.tl. • Other shifts can be obtained (Ref. rl3l ) 
by using other steady state correlations available in 
the literature •. Consequently, it is important to determine 
which if any of these expressions should be used for 
dynamic studies. ·· 

We note that this conclusion is contrary to the results· 
and conclusions reported in the literature which were· 
obtained by solving the conservation equations for the 
"slip" flO'tV' model by means of computers. 

f) The characteristic equation, i.e., Eq. 31 can be used 
to determine 1) the conditions leading to flo"t-7 excursions 
and flo'tv oscillations and 2) the design crit~ria and 
operational r::ethods for preventing the onset of insta
bilities. 

h) The conditions for flow excursions are obtained from 
Eq. 31 by letting c.J•O and S= ~. Letting furthermore 
V~i= o , results. in the "t-Tell-lc.nown Ledinegg e:ccursive 

instability. . 

i) The conditions for flo't·l oscillations are obtained 
from Eq. 31 by ·letting Cl-=- o and s • l.."' • The threshold 
conditions can be expressed either as stability ~aps or 
stability criteria. Furthermore, the assumption that one 
or the other parameter is dominant results in simple 
"rule of thun1b" stability criteria. · · 

Stability maps, criteria·and stabiliza~on methods are 
discussed in more detail in Ref. t 14 "J • 

. . . 
.'; , .. · '•'" .\ ''·' 

.. 
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APPENDIX 

Acceleration Pressure Droe 
" 

./The coefficients .Z:'-..: and ]A., stem from the integration 
of the acceleration pressure drop along the ~uct • 

Defining by A 1, the steady state acceleration pressure 
drop · 

dl>A :. (;. [ tr.,._ (~)- ~~ ] 

and the log mean velocity of ldnernatic waves by 

C..cUl-C.cC~} 

•Jh (!.tt(.f) 

el( l"-) 

then.. .. the two coefficients .!"'"" .and ,,..... can be expressed 
·as 

'.._...._" 

Iaw :. A~"" C.tC (/\) 

C.c,... vlf 

-~· ., '~.... ,; ' .. ; ~ •'' . . ·.: . {. . -. ,• .. 
. - ..... •·. : ··;.· ... ·l:· .. ~' ·. ·, . " 

..... ' 

:: . 
' ... ·: ,\ 

. -~ .. 

. ... ·~ ... ' .' . . . ...... ·.~~.~ . 
... _. ... • :·.; ... ·.: ·.· . 



Gravitational Pressure Drop 

Defining by il,, the steady state gravitational 
pressure drop 

•, 

-
and by 

C..c ... =- 1.,. e.dll .= 
c ( (i} c.l( (A) 

C.tl..,;, I t!~t {A) 

C.dA\ C.cUl 
a mean velocity of kinematic waves, then the coefficients 
.I~ ... and 1~-. are given by 

-
12 ... ~ ."f>, ... .n .... 

•(! I( .... s-.n. 
.. __ -----

··- -s(r.-r,l1 . 
e .ct 

.s-.n. s 

· .. ·.f .... 
·' . . ~-. 

,!; . > 
. I 

"' 

A· 
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· Frictional Pressure DroE 

-
Defining by lP,.."' the steady state frictional pressure 
drop in the two-phase region · 

and the average velocity of the kinematic wave by 

-. 

C. K (./) .f .CK (A\ 

2. 

then the coefficients It-~ and 1 r"""' become 

-

... 

J 
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. The Drift Pressure Drop 

' The bto coefficients 'tvhich originate from the integration 
. of the drift stress are 

""":'"----. 
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The Exit Pressure Drop 

Definipg by .1'1 eo.,. the steady state pressure drop across 
the exit orifice, thus · 

then the 'b1o coefficients can be expressed as 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A... = cross sectional area 

. C.~ = velocity o~ kinematic waves 

~ = heat transfer coefficient 

-~. 

G = mass flo-v1 rate 
• 
L = enthalpy 

j --
1. = 
q. = 
t = 

1'\1' = 
'\)..,. = 

'Vr = 
.v,, = 
vfi = 

' 

heat of vaporization 

inlet subcooled enthalpy 

velocity of center of volume 

length of the heated duct 

heat flux 

time' 

velocity 

velocity of the center of mass 

relative velocity 

vapor drift velocity 

liquid drift velocity 

,----~" .,, ... ...... 

W-1 
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Greelt Letters 

~ - void fraction -
A - space lag -
1 - vapor source -
~. = density 

· Af = ~t- -~\ 
't~:. = time lag in non-boiling region 

t't-'li. = time lag· in boiling region 

'-.) - angular frequency -
..n. = characteristic frequency of vaporization 

1 - heated perimeter -
Subscri:ets 

., 
~ ~- -

e = exit 

f- - liquid. ·~ 
'J 

.. ~ = vapor. 
• inlet " = .., = mixture 

if = inlet liquid 

f+ = friction liquic;i 

fMt - friction mixture -
",., = accele~ation mixture 

~~ = drift mixture 

-e""" - exit mixture -

.. 
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ABSTRACT 

Traditional formulations of two-phase flow, based on the 11slip11 

flow model, are reviewed and their advantages and limitations 
are discussed. It is shown that traditional formulations are: 

a) Incomplete and incorrect when applied to two-phase mixtures 
in thermal non-equilibrium, and 

b) Inadequate for analyzing propagation phenomena and dynamic 
characteristics of boiling mixtures. 

The important characteristics of mixtures in thermal non-equi
librium are analyzed. It is shown that the constitutive equa
tion of net vaporization plays the primary role in determining 
the degree of thermal non-equilibrium. 

Advances in two-phase flow technology are denoted and discussed. 
These advances are indispensible· if~ealistrc aqd reliable meth
ods are desired for establishing safeguards criteria applicable 
to liquid metal fast breeder reactors as well as for predicting 
the dynamic characteristics and operating limits of Rankine cy
cle space power plants. 

? . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Problem .. 
. -

~here are two cardinal problems that must be considered when analyzing 
the dynamics of a vapor-liquid mixture and evaluating its effects on 
the performance of a system. · 

The first problem is concerned with determining the net rate of vapor 
mass formation per unit volume r , under the condition of both thermal 
equilibrium and thermal nort-equi¥ibrium. 

'Xhe second problem is concerned with determining the effects of in
creased rate of vapor formation on the thermo-hydraulic behavior of 
the system. In particular, the question arises whether the density, 
velocity, pressure and thermal fields will interact in such a way as 
to.give rise to a) excursions in both flow and temperature, b) oscil
lations in flow, temperature, density and pressure and c) choking flows. 

Since the appearance of any of these phenomena can mark the operating 
limits of the system there have been numerous investigations concerned 
with analyzing the onset of excursion and oscillatory phenomena in 
vapor-liquid mixtures. In the past, most of the effort has been fo
.cused on water as the working medium, because the stimulus came from 
the developments of the BWR and PWR technologies. More recently, 
developments of Rankine cycle space power plants and of liquid metal 

·fast .breedet: reactors* broadened this effort to include alkali metals. 

Experimental data presently available, Ref. [1, 2, 3, 4, s] show that . 
both void generation and two-phase flow of alkali metals have characte.r
istics significantly different from those-of water. The outstanding 

-distinction being the state of high therm~l non-equilibrium required 
:tor incip~ent. nucleation and its persistence·throughout the two-phase - · 

flow region. 

* 
We note .that although boiling of sodium will not occur during normal 
operation of liquid metal fast breeder reactors,·it is necessary for 
safety eva.luation, to consider abnormal operation and possible acci
dents caused by the process of boiling and vapor generation in the 
core coolant channels. 

l 



In view of these diffet~nces ;t b~~Q'P*Ifl necelt'sS4ll:y first to reexamine 
the 11lethods which have .!'!en d(.y'e,l· . and ~~~'E!d lie~e.tofore to analyze 
dynamic characteristic::s of wa:ter . . ·: "s:i•f~ms in two-phase flow 

- and second to determine c.o wh.jt e~~,ti~ 'tart these methods be applied 
to alkali metals in two-~>hase flpw· ... · ... , · ·· 

1.2 Purpose of the Pap~r 

This paper has three purposes. Firat, to review traditional formula
tions based on the "slip" .flow model and diScuss their advantages and 
limitations. It will be shown that traditional formulations are: 

a) Incomplete and incorrect wheri applied to.two-phase mixtures 
in thermal non-equilibrium, and 

b) Inadequate for analyzing propagation phenomena and dynamic 
characteristics of boiling mixtures. 

The second purpose is to analyze the important characteristics of and 
differences between two-phase mixtures in thermal equilibrium and 
thermal non-equilibrium. The final purposeof this paper is to denote 

·and discuss the advances that are required if realistic and reliable 
methods are desired for establishing LMFBR safeguards criteria as well 
as for predicting the dynamic <:hatacteriStics and operating limits of 
Rankine cycle spaee power plants. · 

-... _ ... __ 

.-

:' 
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, 2. TRADITIONAL SLIP FLOW MODEL 

2.1 Previous Studies and Applications 

.Safeguards evaluation and thermal-hydraulic core design of light water 
nuclear power plants have been a primary motivation for extensive in
vestigations of steady and transient two-phase flow in boiling coolant 
channels. The various theoretical models which have been traditionally 
used to analyze two-phase flow in water cooled nuclear plants or flow 
loop simulators are descr~bed in Ref. [6] and recapitulated in the fol-
lowing section. ' 

thermal equilibrium between the liquid and vapor phases is implicitly 
assumed in these analyses as a local condition or at the mean system 
pressure level. The latter assumption is predicated on the smalt frac
tional pressure variations which occur in the flow loops of both PWR 
and BWR power plants. 

A major exception to this rule· is the loss of coolant accia~n:~ where 
critical two-phase flow occurs during system blow-down. It ~nould be -
noted also that predictions of critical flow using the therm~i-equi
librium models have been notoriously poor when compared with experi-
mental measurements, Ref. [7 J . . .. 

.. The early investigal;ions of two-phase flow in reactor coolant·Channels - .• .. 
were performed for·rel<!,tive_ly high system pressures and low steam 
quality conditions. Al~o~igh bulk coolant flow rates and low lev~ls 
of wall superheating_cha~tterize these early experimental measurement 
of boiling two-phase flow. .Each of the above factors ameliorate the · 

. effects of. _thermal~non-equilibrium- and. qualitatively explain the sue- . 
cess. of the4i[q~L~_i.b-rium ~o..;.phase flow models in predicting the steady 

.. and tr~bel::laV1'-or=ot=Dt5ilin-g ,lY'ater -coolant channels. 
- -~ ---- -~=.---::--: ~- --

· Discrepencies betw~en the· thermal~equilibrium two-phase flow model and--· 
boiling water loop tests- first became evident in the pressure drop . r i · tests reported in Ref: l ·s-! . It was noted in these tests that "local·· 
·boiling'' significantly· increased· the coolant channel pressure gradient 
upstream of the region of positive bulk quality. These results were 
latter· enforced by low flow boiling·tests for BWR's. Besides an in- · 
crease pf frictional pressure gradient, local steam vapor fractions 
as high as 30% were measured in the region.of subcooled boiling. Pat
ently a non-equilibrium two-phase flow exists in the subcooled boiling 
region where in general both evaporation and condensation are taking 

. phc.e •. Although these non-equilibrium effects for steady flow condi- .. 
· tions can be accomodated within. the frameyork of the traditional 

3 
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equilibrium models, Refs. [9, 10], the prediction of transient sub
cooled boiling effects will require a rational non-equilibrium two-
phase flow mod·el in order to realistically describe flow excursions 
and oscillations in a boiling coolant channel which is subjected to 
large power and inlet flow transients. An extreme illustration of 
these transient conditions concern~ _expulsive type flows common to 
household percolators. 

Implied by the above discussion is the .fact that thermal-hydraulic 
plant design requirements for both PWR and BWR power plants have 
fortuitously re$ulted in nominal operating conditions whereby steady 
and transient boiling phenomena can be adequately described with 
some exceptions by a relatively simple thermal equilibrium two-phase 
rlow model. 

Up-rating requirements for these power plants demand however a ~ 
careful evaluation of the traditional thermal-hydraulic models from 
both the design point of view and safeguards analysis. In this re
gard conclusive evidence was recently given during the second core 
operation of the HBWR, which contrary to ·predictions proved to be 

·unstable under certain operating conditions Ref. [uj . Similarly, 
simulated accident studies involving critical flows and hot channel 
burnout, Refs. [7, 12] have pointed out the need for improved two
phase flow analyses . 

. The above noted deficiencies in the "traditional" equilibrium two
phase flow analysis for water cooled reactors are further amplified 
in the case of alkali coolants, where high levels of superheating 
have been measured for incipient nucleation conditions, and through
out the two-phase flow region, Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5 J. Therefore 
application of the traditional "slip" flow model, Ref. [13l, to re-

. . ~ 

actor coolants having high thermal conductiv~ty and a large liquid-
_vapor density ratio at nominal ,_opera.ting conditions .should be con-
sidered suspect. -

The formulation and specific limitations of the "traditional" two
phase flow models are outlined and discussed. in the following 
sections. 

..... '. 
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2.2 Formulation 

It has been customary up to date to formulate boiling two-phase 
·---'-----problems· in-- terms of three field equations and three constitutive·· 

equations; see for example Refs. [7, 13] • For the "slip" flow 
model, these three field equations are conservation equations for 

-- -:----i:he- mixture : 

l) The continuity equation for the mixture 

(1) 

where the total mass flow rate G is given by 

(2) 

2) The momentum equation for the mixture 

~;+ ~Z [ (1-a)pA v/ +a p8 v
8

2 J + ~ + g [<1-a)pA + ap8] 
. --

..... . 

+ o-r = - oz . 0 

:.using '"'the-- definition of the- _quaiity 

X ,. 
a p v 

g g 
G. 

. . 

(3) 

(4) 

the momentum equation can be expressed in terms of the mass flow 
rate and quality, thus 

s 
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..... ------------· ---~------· -· -

rd 2 2]"" . [ l oG + .2_ G2 . (1-x) + _as_ \ + .Q.e + g (l-Cl)p + ap 
. _________ _Qj: ___ Q2:.-{ _p.,(l-q) ____ __j;)

8
c:t._.f __ oz __ ·. ___ J. . .. g_-----

oT - ---+ - = 0 oz 

The energy equation for the mixture 

I . 

0 
[ apg i + (1-a)p.t it J + ~z [ G [xi8 + (l-x)it] J ot g 

(6) 

where i and i are the enthalpies of the vapor and of the liquid, 7 
is the fatio of the channel perimeter to cross sectional area and 
q(z,t) is the heat flux at the wall. 

The additional equations used in traditional formulations which cor
respond to constitutive equations are: 

'1) The constitutive equation for void fraction 

which e_xpresses a in terms of the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation, 
'thus 

a- =- f (X ·) 
1 tt 

(7} 

where Xtt is the Lockhart-Martinelli two-phase flow parameter given by:_ 

.. [ . 
1 0.9 [ ]0.5 [ -JO.l ·1-x~ Pa · ~.t · = - --1:1 -

X P,t ~ g ' 
(8) 

where ~ and ~ are the Viscosities of the liquid ·and of the vapor 
respectively. g 
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Instead of Eq. (7), some authors use an equation which defines the 
flip ratio, i.e., s = vg/vl as function of a or of quality. 

2) The mechanical constitutive equation 

which expresses the frictional pressure drop in terms of the Lockhart
Martinelli correlation, thus 

= 
I 

(9) 

. 
l) The energetic constitutive equation 

which relates the heat flux at the wall q (z,t) to the heat transfer 
coefficient h (G,T ) and to the temperature of the heater surface 

c Tw(z,t) and of the bulk coolant Tc(z,t), thus 

q (z,t) = h (G,T) 
c ~ T (z, t) - Tc (z, t) J 

L~ 
(10) 

For the purpose of this discussion, we can assume that the ·tempera
tures and the heat t~ansfer coefficient are kriown so that the heat 
flux q (z,t) is a .Speci~ie~-fl1nction of space and time. 

·This set-of governing_eqcrations has been used as discussed above to 
analyze both the onset of thermal-hydraulic excursions and oscil· . 
lations as well as_the condition for choked flow. The limitations 
and sho~comi_!!:~ .:0£--~ad~tional appJ"oach are discussed below. 

2.3 Limitations-and Shortcomings 

2.3.1 Thermal Non-Eguiffbrium 

.Let us examine now the set given by the three conservation equations 
for the mixture, i.e., Eqs. (1), (5) and (6) and by the three con
stitutive equations, i.e. Eqs. (7), (9) and (10). It can be seen 
that this set of six equa.tions has ten variables: a, p , pl, G, X, 
p, T, i , il' q. Consequently, unless some additional8equations are 
includeH or some assumptions are made concerning some of the vari
ables the standard formulation is incomplete. 

.. 

:_ 

) 7 
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If it is assumed that the ~wo-phases are incompressible, i.e., that 
p = const. p • const. and, furthermore, if it is assumed that the 
tio-phase mixture is in thermodynamic equilibrium, both enthalpies 

-------1:--and- ij-are--at'-the-l<>cat-sa·tU.ral:ion:-c·ondition, then. the number of 
v§riables is reduced to six, i~e., a, G, X, p, T, q which can be 

---·--· .. ·- _____ ~o_ly_~-~--b~- ~he ~o~_e_~l}!_~g set of six equations~ 

However, for systems in thermodynamic non-equilibrium either i or i.e 
or both are variable requiring therefore additional relations for a 
complete definition of the problem. · This is particularly true of 
liquid metal systems where experiments show large superheating, Refs. 
[1 - s] . . ; · 
Since, in Ref •. [13] the traditional formulation is applied to a study 

---of ·transient boiling in -sodium, it is only appropriate to note here 
· that the analysis and results are applicable only to mixtures in 

thermodynamic equilibrium. Although the assumptJon of thermodynamic 
· .. equilibrium is not stated explicitly in Ref. [ 13_: , it is introduced 

in the process of reducing the energy equation~ §pecifically, in 
the reduction of Eq. (20) to Eq. (22) of Ref. I 13 , both the temporal 
and spatial variations of the vapor and of theJ.rquid enthalpy, i.e.,. 

(1-a) 
oi.e oi 

G(l-x) oz and Gx ;;! 

were omitted. Omission of.these four terms, implies constant values 
·for both enthalpies which is tantamount to assuming thermodynamic 
equilibrium. 

~We can now point to the basic deficien~y of the traditional formu
.:.lation: it cannot take into acc.ount J;he effect of thermodynamic non
-:-eguilibrium • 

. . In order to determine what additional· re.htions are required to analyze 
a thermal non-equilibrium problem and appreciate its basic character-

. is tics, it is advantageous to recall the. formulation of a more familiar 
probl,em, namely the problem of single phase !!!:£ component chemically 
reacting flow. · 

.. 

It is well known Ref. [14= that in a~alyses of multi component systems, 
the number of continuity equations, is ~qual to the number of components. 
·It is customary to add these n equations in one continuity equation for 

--the.mixture and to express. the.remaining n:..l equations in diffusion 
equations. Consequently, a single phase, two component chemically re
acting system is formulated in terms of four field equations: two con
tinuity equations (onecfor the mixture, _tpe other for a constituent), 
and the momentum and energy equatiOns for the mixture. In addition to 
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these four field equations, six constitutive equations are required to 
··completely define the problem. 

----I-f,-i:ftstead of--a- single· phase ,-two-component---chemically -reac-ting~ys tem, 
we consider now a single component, two-phase flow system in thermo

_dynamic non-equilibrium we could expect that a similar number of equa-
---t"ti:ons·will· be--required to-describe,- completely;··the ·latter system. In

deed, if we consider that several flow regimes are possible in two-phase 
flow, i.e., bubbly, slug, annular and droplet as compared to only two, 
i.e., laminar and turbulent in single phase flow, it could be expected 

·-that a formulation of a two-phase non-equilibrium flow will be somewhat 
more complex than that of• a single. phase, two component chemically re:_ 

··-·-·acting'flow.- This is ind~ed the case as the results of Refs. [15, 16j 
~h~. . . 

In Ref. [ 15 J the problem is formula ted in terms of the center of mas·s 
while still taking into account the effect of the relative velocities 
of the two phases. It is shown there that~ field equations and 
six constitutive equations are required to define the two-phase system 
if it is assumed that the vapor and the liquid phase are incompressible 
and that one phase, say, the vapor, is in thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., 
at saturation. The other phase, i.e., the liquid, can be either super
heated or subcooled*. 

The four field equations· in Ref. [15] are: two continuity equations, 
one for the vapor phase, the other for the mixture, the equation of 
motion of the mixture and the energy equation of the mixture, whereas, 
the s_ix con_stitutive equations are: the thermal equation of .state, the 
caloric equation of state, the constitutive equation of net evaporation, 
r ' the kinematic constitutive equation (which takes into account the 
effect of the relative velocity between the two phases), the mechanical 
constitutive equations and 'finally the energetic constitutive equation • 

~ - -
:. The aaditional continuity equation; I.e.,· that of the vapor which is 

used in Ref. [15 J, is given by· 

* 

o(p a) 
g 

ot + 
o(a p v ) 

g g 
oz = (11) 

We note that the same set of equations describes also the case of non
equilibrium droplet flow where the liquid is at saturation temperature 
but ·the vapor is either superheated-or subcooled. · · 

9 
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where r is the net rate of vapor mass formation per unit volume . 
. __ ·"--~--.'l;_b_:i,_s_'{a~oz:..source -term has the_sJ~me meaning as the source term in 

the continuity equations of chemical kinetics. Ina vapor-liquid 
.. "-system r ·is specified by ,the appropriate constitutive- equation .• 

of net vlporization (or of net condensation), whereas in chemically 
reacting systems the source term is specified by the appropriate 

- ----Constitutive equation of-chemical--reaction. 

It will be shown in Section 4 that in vapor-liquid systems, the 
net vaporization term r , plays the dominant role in determining 
the degree of thermal n~n-equilibrium of the mixture. 

i . 

· ------He-re ·we note that the significance ·of· omitting the second continu
~ty equation from the traditional formulation of two-phase flow is 

·. 

. that __ the degree o£ _thermal non-equilibrium cannot then be determined 
for el,ther pha~Je. Alone, the three conservation equations for the 
mixture cannot account for the effect of thermodynamic non-equilib
rium. Clearly, alone, these three equa~ions form an incomplete set 
which cannot describe the dynamics of a two-phase mixture in thermo
dynamic non-equilibrium. 

2.3.2 Propagat;on Phenomena 

We shall discuss now why the traditional formulation is inadequate 
for analyzing properly, propagation phenomena in vapor-liquid mix
tures. 

By examining the traditional governing set of equations, i.e., Eq. 
(1) .through Eq. (6), it can be seen that this set is not formulated 
in_ terms of the center of gravity of the mixture. The importance 
of formulating a two-phase -flow problem with respect to the bari-

~center of the mixture becomes evident if ~e recall the well-known 
.. :if act from- mechanics that the. dynamic behavior of a multi-particle 
;,or component system gives meaningful solution only if the dynamic 

response of the center of mass is considered. Consequently, the 
traditional-formulations cannot be used to predict, properly, the 
propagat_ion rates of various_ disturbances (such as pressure, dens.:. 

· ity, etc.) thr9ugh a two-phase system when the effect of the vapor 
-· .slip .ls important. We note that experimental data presently avail-

.·._ .able indicated that the effect of slip is important in liquid metal 
systems. Consequently, it is very unlikely that the traditional 
formulation could be used to analyze and predict realistically prop-_ 
agation phenomena in, and the stability of-alkali metal oncethrough 
boilers. 
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The shortcomings of traditional formulation, i.e., of the governing 
set given by Eqs. 1, 3 and 6, when applied to propagation phenomena 
in two phase boiling mixtures, is best illustrated in the treatment 
of choked flow. 

~ince the relative velocity between the phases introduces another 
degree of freedom, various authors use various methods to obtain 
an expression for choked flow. 

Some authors maximize the momentu.nt equation with respect to the slip, 
others, for example Refs. [17,_18j , maximize the energy e,.guation 
with respect to the slip. · Some authors, for example Ref. l.7] , max
imize the entropy, others, for example Ref. [19] , assume ~sentropic 
flow to obtain the critical flow rate. 

In view of the different methods which were used and the different 
results that were obtained, the following comment, reproduced from 
page 56 in Ref. [1] is not surprising • 

"Because the conservation eguation should be consistent, critical 
flow rates calculated by either of the three. approaches should be 
equal. But the critical flow expressions are not egual, which in
dicates a serious deficiency in the separated model when applied 
to liguid-vapor critical flow." 

_______ . __ W~ can cite two reas_ons .for th~s. inconsistency and.deficiency: 

First,. neither the· entropy.:. eqljat_ion nor the entropy production equa
tion that have been-used_in these analyses were properly formulated. 
Consequently, the relations which were obtained by either maximizing 

.. the. entropy product_ion rate or by assuming an isentropic flow process 
are ~eficiefiT. --It3.s:ey:i(l'ent that, with the effects of the relative 

. velocity- acgonnred fa-C;-tl'ii=eneropy and the entropy production rate 
·will depena~on-ene=G1~s~~ve processes·at the interface between 
.the phases. It is :-eviaent -also ·:that these proeesses -will depend ·on 
the transport properties of both phases as well as on the geometry 

·of the interface. Different relations are to be expected therefore 
for·the various flow regimes. However, these effects are not con
sidered in any of the various analyses of choked flow*. The lack 

.. ·- -- ···· ·· of· agreeme_nt between the .various· analyses based on entropy consider:
ation is therefore not surprising.-· 

* 
. The entr~py and entropy production rate are considered further in 
llef. [16J . · 

·-
~~ 
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Second, ~ of the analyses, based on a separated flow model, is 
formulated in terms of the center of mass. Consequently, various 
authors (see, for example, Ref.[7J and Ref. [6]) find it necessary 
to define four (!) mixture specif1c volumes, i.e., an area averag~ 
specific volume, a momentum average specific volume, a kinetic en
~rgy average specific volume, and finally a velocity weighted spe
cific volume. Each of these four specific volumes exhibits a 
different functional dependence on the slip ratio. Consequently, 
it is not surprising that the results obtained by maximizing the 
momentum equation with respect to the slip will be different from 
those obtained by maximizing the energy equation. 

; 

In view of the foregoing discussion it would appear that the ap
~lication of traditional formulation to LMFBR safeguards evalua· 
tion or to dynamic analyses of Rankine cycle space power system, 
will yield unreliable and unrealistic results. 

-· 



3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM FLOW 

In order to discuss both the problem of thermal equilibrium and non
equilibrium, it is instructive to consider the continuity equation 
for the vapor, i.e., Eq. (11) and the energy equation for the mixture 
expressed as 

[
oi 

apg ~ + 

·+ ,r Aifg 
:··;2.>1;~ 

:~· 

= 

v 
g 

oi l 
_gl 
oz l 

..... 

(12) 

where the effects of kinetic and potential energies have been neglected • 

. The significance of the various terms in Eq. (12) is as follows: The 
first two term.s on the left-hand side account for the thermodynamic 
non•equilibrium of the liquid and of the vapor respectively. The third 
term is the energy required to generate a mass, r of vapor per unit 
time per unit volume. The first term on the righ~-hand side of Eq. (12) 
represents the power input per unit volume. The second term accounts 
for the effects of system pressure variations on the energy content . 

. :tn_practice, the right-hand.side ofEq. (12) is.known.whereas the three 
terms on the left-hand side are not. In other words, for a given en
.ergy input to the mixture, i.e., for a given value of the right-hand 
side, we do not know how much of that energy is used to superheat the 

... ·liquid, to superheat the vapor or to generate an .unknown amount, r 
of vapor. g 

.-. 

_ ··-··- :_ __ F.Qr --~ .. mixture in thermodynamic. equilibrium, the two enthalpies remain. 
constant at the local saturation pressure, whereas the entire energy 

13 

~ .. :,. ... :._;: .... ~t~.ane.ferred to the mixture is used, immediately, i .. e., without any .. ---*' .:.. __ .... ·: 

time_ delay to vaporize the liquid. Furthermore, since if and i re-
-·-- main constant, the rate of vapor formation r can be computed d~rectly 

from Eq •. (12), thus .. g 

= (13) 

.::----" --- --. ---... -- ... ~_ .. 
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if we neglect the effect of pressure variation. Substituting this 
value in Eq. (11) results in the standard expres·sion ·for the gradient 
of the equilibrium quality x , in steady state thus: eq 

~1) Since if and i are constant and there is no time delay in trans-
~- ferring the en~rgy from the heated surface to the liquid vapor 

interface where it is used to vaporize the liquid, there is~ 
storage of energy in a thermodynamically unstable state, i.e., 
in the superheated liquid. 

(2) Since there is no time lag in transferring the energy from the 
heated solid wall to the vapor-liquid interface where vaporiz
ation takes place, no information or specification of the heat 
transfer process from the wall to the vapor-liquid interface is 
required. 

(3) Since the heat transfer process need not be considered, no con
siderations of _the flow regimes are required.· .. 

Clearly, if the mechafii~m~f heat transfer from the heated solid sur-
. face to the vapor 1-J.quid--ihterface had to be considered, then this 
could be done only in conjunction with information on the flow regime·. 
This is ind~ed the~characteristic of-non-equilibrium flows and is 
d.iscuss~d bel..o~ _-=-

~~--------.~-----=-----
~~ ....... --- -~~ -~ .... 
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4 •. CHARACTERISTICS OF THERMAL NON· EQUILIBRIUM .FLOW 

4.1 Superheated Liquid Only 

Let us consider a flowing superheated liquid in absence of a vapor 
·phase. Eq. (12) shows tha't in absence of a vapor phase, i.e., when 
a = 0 and r = 0, the entire energy input to the system (due to heat 
addition an§/or pressure.variations) is used to increase the enthalpy 
of t.he liquid. Any enthiiilpy increase above the -entha~py a.t. SC~~·tura
tion will result in storing the energy in a thermodynamic uns~able 
state, i.e., in the form of superheated liquid. 

tt h evident that,.if,~t a.s.ubsequent time, vapor bubbles are 
nucleated, then their rate of growth will d~pend on.the ~mount of 
liquid superheat. 

--~--

4.2 Non ... Egllilibrium Bubbly Flow- Superheated Liguidwith Vaaor Bubbles 

Cons~de~ now a ease of a superheated liquid ~i.th Y<lPOr )~bbles present, 
whiie th.e vap.or enthalpy remains cons.tant and a.t:. s.;~~u~ation. For this 
case a;. 0, r ;. 0 and i = constant, and Eq. (12). inciicates that part 
of the energygtransferre§ to the mixture is used to increase the entha
lpy of th.e liq~id ,if' whereas the other, i.e., :r :.¢-if .t; ~s u~~d for · 

·vapor generation., . . . • . . . · · g. . g 

. It is. _evident tbat, _in this: case, ,the degree of .therl'!lodyn~mic:.non-
•• equiJibrium depends on the. m,gss. rate. of vapor fqt;1Il~ti9n :r. ., , :For small 

. values of r , _the problem w.ill .approach the cas.e di.scu~se! ctb.f?ve, 
whereas, whin I:' is. large,. _the problem will. approacq the c~~e of therm-
al equilibrium.g · ... 

It- should be stressed here that the :degree of· thermodynamic non-equi"' 
-~-~ :.lJ;bri.um depends on r ... Consequently, any parameter or variable that 

affects r will affeet the degree of non-equilibrium. 
g 

For vapor bubbles in a superheated liquid r will depend on (a) the 
- ~~ -- u-rate at which bubbles will nucleate, and {b~ the rate at which. bubbles ·- ......... . 

.. will 'grow.. The latter rate depends on the. rate at which the energy is 
_ _ :.: transferred from the superheated liquid to· th~ vapor liquid int_erface. ~-·· ·: ' ..-·..:. 

Note, ·that this heat transfer depends on (a) the geometry of the in• 
.... terface, {b) the transport properties of the liquid and (c) 'the thermal 

-:and flow fields in the liquid· in the vicinity of the vapor-liquid in- · 
terface. 
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4.3 Non-Equilibrium Droplet Flow - Superheated Vapor with Liquid Drops 

Another non-equilibrium flow, observed with liquid metals, consists of 
· a ·superheated vapor with entrained liquid drops. Assuming that the 

enthalpy of the liquid remains constant, then Eq. (12) shows that part 
of the energy is used to increase .the enthalpy of the vapor, i.e., to 

·- -·-i:superheat -it, -whereas ·the· other -is -used for vaporization. ·Again, the 
amount of non-equilibrium depends on r . g 

For this non-equilibrium flow, the rate of vapor formation depends on 
the droplet number density and on their rate of evaporation. Here, 
'too, the rate of evaporatfon depends on the rate of heat transfer to 

-·the- vapor-liquid interface. · However,· this heat transfer depends now 
Qn the (a) transport properties of the vapor, and (b) thermal and flow 
fields in the .. vapor phase adjacent to the vapor-li,quid .interface. 

• 1' •• 

. · .~ 

It is evident from the foregoing that for a non-equill.brium droplet 
flow, the functional expression for r w.ill be quite -different from 
that corresponding to the non-equilibfium bubble flow • 

·}h~:: ...;4~·...:4:...-..;.N;:.;:o;.::;n:..-..;;;E;.;:ga..::u::.:i:.:l:.:i:.:b;.:r:..::i:.:um:;;;.;:.....;.A.:::n:;;;n::.:u::.:l:.:a;;.;;r;.....;:a;;.;;n;;.;d:;....;;N:;.;o:.:n.::..·..;;E::.:g:l..:u::.:i:.:l:.:i:.:b:.:r;..:i:.:u:::.m::....;;J:..;e:..;t:...,.:.F 
Two additional non-equilibrium flows: an annular and a·jet flow may 
be important in flashing problems. Both are·characterized by axial 
symmetry, they differ however by the distribution of the phases. 

· Accor.~ing t~ convention, in annular flow the liquid adjacent to the 
heating surface, surrounds a vapor core. If the vapor is in thermal 
equilibrium corresponding to the local saturation, then the rate of 
vapor formation will be governed by the transport properties of the 
liquid phase, the flow of the liquid and the motion of the interface. 
~ -

. :In-the- jet flow,. a liquid je.t is surrounded by a vapor annulus adja-
. · _:cent to the solid surface •.... S.uch.a geometry is characteristic of 

adiabatic flashing flows through nozzles, or of cryogenic fluids 
flowing through heated ducts. Although both cases have the same 
geometry the expressions for. r will differ •. For example, in. adia
batic flashing flOWS through agnozzle r "Will· depend on the trans
-port prope~ties of the superheated liqu!d and on the motions of the 
interface. Whereas for cryogenic fluids, the·rate of vapor formation 
will.depend on the transport properties·and flow of the vapor as well 
as on the motion.of the interface. 
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It is evident that the problem can be considerably more complicated 
---~-·...:. . .if both phases are in thermal non-equilibrium. 

.. 
4.5 Distinctive Properties 

·------The preceeding examples-illustrate· the- important characteristics of 
thermal non-equilibrium flows which are summerized below: 

-1. In non-equilibrium flows, part of the energy is stored in a 
thermodynamic unstable state, the other is used for vaporization. 

i 

2. Under- transient conditions, the -mass rate of vapor formation r , 
determines the degree of non-equilibrium. g 

3. In non-equilibrium flows, ·r , depends on the geometry of the 
interface, on the mechanismgof heat transfer. in the vicinity 
of the interface and depending on flow regime, it may depend 
also on nucleation. 

4. Since r depends on the mechanism of heat transfer, it will 
depend Bn the transport properties and on the thermal and flow 
fields of the·continuous phase adjacent to the vapor-liquid 
interface. 

5._ In view of 3 and 4 above, different expressions for r are to 
be expected for different flo'Yl regimes. g ' 

6. An expression for r , in terms of the appropriate parameters, 
~an be considered a§ the constitutive equation of evaporation 

_ ... __ ... _ .. .appropriate to a particular flow regime of a non-equilibrium 
evaporation process·. · 

~;-Similarly, non-equilibrium condensing processes will depend on 
a constitutive eguation of condensation. · 

-8. In systems that are in thermodynamic non-equilibrium, for given 
values of q, G and subcooling or superheating, different values 

. of a can be obtained depending on the constitutive equation of 
evaporation. The reason is indicated by Eqs. (11, 12).which 
show that both a and the degree of thermal non-equilibrium de
pend on the net rate of vapor generation, which depends in turn 
on the constitutive equation of evaporation. 



·, 

It can be concluded from the foregoing that the. net vapor generation 
term r , is. the basic parameter that determines the degree of thermo
dynami~ non-equilibrium. Consequently, a correct interpretation ··of 
experimental data as weil as any realistic and reliable safety analy
sis or dynamic analysis applicable to non-equilibrium flows, depends 
on the correct formulation and understanding of the constitutive 
equation of evaporation and condensation. 

; . 
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5. $0ME EARLY MODELS FOR CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

In this section we shall discuss the constitutive equations of evapor
ation and/or condensation that are presently available and denote the 
advances which are required in order to gain a firm understanding of 
thermal non-equilibrium two-phase flow. 

We note that most of the constitutive equations discussed below were 
not identified as such by the various authors. However, they can be 
all classified as constitu~ive equations of net vaporization, and/or 
condensation appropriate to a particular flow regime or process. The 
reason for such a classifi~ation is that the various models can be 
tnen brought all together within a generalized, one-dimensional, non
equilibrium analysis. 

In the case of steady liquid vapor flows, the cont.inuity equation of 
the vapor, i.e., Eq. (11) reduces to 

'V. (a p v ) 
. g g 

= 'V.G = g 
(15) 

Note that net rate of vaporization r , is the rate of vapor mass for
mation less the rate of vapor condeniation per unit volume of the flow 
field. 

Similarly, the steady state continuity equation for the liquid mass is 

- (16) 

.-
. and conservation of mass requires that 

= 0 (17) 

Thus, in a two-phase flow field the B!£ source density of either the 
vapor phase r, or of the liquid phase rJ' must be specified by a 
constitutive ~quation appropriate to a p~rticular flow regime or pro
cess. The regimes and processes for which such equations are avail
able are examined below. 

· ... 
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.5.1 Adiabatic Two-Phase Flows 

Non-equilibrium condensation phenomena in adiabatic nozzle flow wa~ 
---.....;..-----:.first"·successfiiliy analyzei:Cby Oswatitsch,:Ref:-:[2o] twenfy-five years 

ago. Included in this two-phase flow analysis was the development of 
_______ ..:_:___· -~.::.__ cpn_s_t;_:i,t_u1;;!.YEL~qu~ ~~c;>g,_ J()! __ a c(?_nde_n§ :f,p._g __ l_iql!it:l_phase_ in. therma 1 non

equilibrium with its vapor. The liquid phase source density rJ was 
given by the expression -

z 
= I 

. 

dm(z' ,z) 
dz J (z') A (z ') dz' , (18) 

where the mass of a droplet formed at the axial position z' equals 
-----·--m(z' ,z) at· point z, ~nd· J(z') A(z ') dz' droplets are generated per 

,~it time at z'. 

The droplet growth and transport function m(z',z) was based upon a 
thermally controlled mass transfer of vapor condensing on liquid 
droplets having an initial critical size. The critical size and 
formation frequency per unit volume of flow, J(z') was based upon 
the nucleation theory of Becker and Doring,Ref. [ 21] • 

. Non•eC!f!ilibrium flashing adiabatic flow,§. were recently analyzed in 
Refs •. L2~, 23] . The analysis of Ref. L22] is similar to that of 

-· "" •.. Ref.-[ 20 J with the exception that the problem is formula ted in terms· - • 
of a frame moving with .a particle whereas the-formulation of Ref. 
[2~l as Eq. (18) shows, is expressed in term~ of a fixed fra~ of 
refirence. Both the formulation of Ref. [22~ and of Ref. [23J are 
given in terms of a model for bubble growth in an uniformly super-

··· -·· - ·heated liquid environment. They differ however in the evaluation 
.. -ef the bubble population density._ Wh~reas_.in Ref. [22] this den-

-'·-"''"~ '~i~ b .. de_tertnined by the rate ca. nucleation, the- analysis of Ref. 
(23J assumes that all nucleation sites are already present at the 
start of the flow. Both analyses are promising,however they still 
need a definitive verification by experiments. We note also that 
since both formulations are based on the homog~neous flow model, 

.... 

,. · · ·-·they will have to be modified· when the effects of the relative ve
locit;y i.e., slip become important. 

A constitutive equation of evaporation for adirba~ic flashing flow 
is also implied in the analysis of Silver Ref.~24j . It is based 

_ on.a liquid core surrounded by vapor with flashing occuring only 
at the jet interface. The rate of vapor formation is obtained by 

· '···considering the rate at which heat is conducted to the interface • 

.· 



We note here that in a £!2 or three dimensional analysis of separated 
flow regimes 'such as the annular or the jet flow where each phase can 
be considered separately, i.e., as a single phase,problem, the vapor 
source (or sink) term r will not appear explicitely in the continuity 
equation for the vapor But will appear as a boundary or "jm" condi
t~on at the vapor-liquid interface. This again, is similar to chemical 
reactors where the distinction is made .between a homogeneous and a 
heterogeneous (or surface) reaction, Ref. [14 -, • In the one-dimensional 
approximation however, the vapor source term will appear in the contin-
uity equation of the vapor. · 

i ' 

5.2 Diabatic Two-Phase Flows 

The bubbly flow regime of forced convection subcooled boiling can be 
described by extending the above non-equilibrium adiabatic flow models, 
Refs. [10, 25] • The usual conservation equations for energy, momentum 
and mass must again be combined with a constitutive equation which gives 
in this case the net source density for evaporation and condensation. 

__ Following the analysis of Ref. [25], con.sider a heated channel where __ · __ 
bubbles. first nucleate at the point z .• One observes that the vapor 
bubbles that arrive at point z > z a~ timet. must start at timet- t', 
where t 1 is given implicitly as 0 

z - z' • 

-----·-

t. 
I-~ 
t-t.' 

(19) 

There are then, J (z,z,;t,t') ~dz' bubbles 
and t per u~it tiffle ,_ where the function J 
vapor_ bubblei-nucleat~ uni:t area pe~ 

potentially available at z 
represents the number of 
unit time. 

- - - ~-----=... 

' ~-- -· . - .. - -
--~ ·.~be- prtiEaoi:tlfj.~hii~~l:ntbb-l:e will reach z ·may be 

terms of . tqe Heav~s :fc;le o-pera tor u-~z; z, z 1 ) where · ' 

. ·- {1 ., . 
z ') '. = :.;. 

0 

Az ~ z - z' 

Az < z - z' 

written in 

(20)_ 

-·and A defines the mean free path along the flow stream. The vapor 
bubbli mean free path is implicitly-given as 

21 



t' + t 
A - f c v (,-) d,-

z t' g 

where t is the mean bubble lifetime. c 

Finally let M(z,z';t,t') equal the mass of a bubble born at the space 
point z' and time t-t' when it arrives at the point z and time t. 
Combining terms and integrating all the downstream contributions, one 
obtains an expression for the vapor flux density at z and t of the 
form ; ' . 

z 
G (z, t) '"' f g J (z.z';t,t') M(z,z 1 ;t,t 1 ) U(A ,z.z')~ dz' g • . z • ~ 

zo -
(21) 

!he axial gradient of the vapor flux density, G equals r for a 
. g g steady flow process. 

. ,_I 

Since both the bubble growth-collapse law, M(z,z';t,t') Ref.r26l, 
and the bubble nucleation rate J (z,z';t,t') depend on the b.ilk fiquid 
temperature and wall superheat, git is necessary to solve Eq. (21) 
simultaneously with the energy equation to obtain an integro•differ
ential equation such as givenhin Ref. r 2 7] , which specifies the axial 
temperature distribution of t e liquid; so that . 

We note here that a general solution of the subcooled bubbly flow out-
...... lined above has not been_ obtained yet because the appropriate express

ions for the rates of.bubble nucleation, of bubble growth and collaps~ 
are not known with sufficient accuracy ... -Consequently, a general ex- . 
pression for r is not presently available .which could be used to 
analyze -tlme d~pendent phenomena in subcooled boiling. We note however; • ·· 
that steady state void fraction .in subeooled boiling canrPe predicted 

. with sufficient accuracy using the approximation of Ref. L 10]. • . . 

·-
~s·=··=T=ei 7.!TP'!j'"!!i2£:0se.t"!\~?'V£~-~·!t='!· "t..:-~· ... ~'':-.. :~--·--~~......;.~~4--~ ·c~s~ 

··~ . 
=--~-~~~~ 



Neither an.analysis nor a formulation exist for non-equilibrium 
annular and jet flows with heat addition. 

However, in the case of diabatic droplet flow in 
equilibrium, j good initial effort has been made 

. Refs. [28:. 29 • 

thermal non-
as presented in 

It appears from the foregoing that although some promising initial 
advances have been made for certain adiabatic flow regimes, in 
general, a considerable analylical and experimental effort will be 

'required to obtain the copstitutive equations of evaporation and/or 
condensation for the fuli range of non-equilibrium two-phase flow. 
The generalized one-dimensional, non-equilibrium analysis outlined 

:herein would draw together these various models in a rational 
analytical framework • 

.. ____ _.: 

-- ..::. _, 

- - - --=---=--=---
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.. .. .... 

· 6 . CONCLUSIONS 

The preceeding state of the art review of two-phase flow technology 
has shown that the "traditional" two-phase flow models are: 

l. Incomplete and incorrect for treating flow systems which are in 
thermal non-equilibrium, and 

2. Inadequate for analyzing propagation phenomena and dynamic char
acteristics of boiling mixtures. 

' 
Also it is pointed out that non-equilibrium two-phase flows are im-.. 
-portant in: 

l. Transient subcooled forced convection boiling, and for large 
power and flow excursions in water coolant channels. 

2. Critical flows. 

3. The flow of boiling alkali metals. 

The degree of thermal non-equilibrium is primarily determined by the 
constitutive equation for vaporization and of condensation. This 
constitutive equation depends upon a) flow regime, b) interface mass 

-~ -- .. ~transpor.t propertie_s ,-.and· c) g1:adieuts of. the. driving potentials for .. ~ 
. mass transfer. - · 

- - . -
:...::.. .. lo.. • •• --:. ·-· ..... 

Finally-a general framework for formulating two-phase non-equilibrium 
flows is indicated. The formalism is founded on previous successful. 

- treatments_of _non-..:equilibrium two-phase flows, Refs. r20, 29] , where 
a constitutiye~e~uat~r the particular two-phase llow process was 

.. .combin~flt ~e ~Tcon:serJ.ta.tj.on e-quations for the mixture .and · 
· ,. thtP€c>ttt:fncrf-cy~~a.'eiO_~":ff'r ·fhe-c;onstituent phase.· 

The determination and experimental corroboration of the constitutive 
···equations for the practi<::al range of two-phase flow processes. is· a 

....... _·pr.imary requirement for advancing.the two-phase flow technology .. ,. -
thes.e advances are a necessary component of realistic and reliable 

A--··---~-··· ·· ~ methods f.or establishing safeguards criteria· applicable to liquid · · · ---~· 
"~· .. ----··--- .. ll'let'al cooled fast breeder reactors· as well as for·predicting·the 

dynamic characteristics and operating limits of liquid metal Rankine ..... 
cycle space power plants.· 

...... , 

·-s' ..... , "!!! -·--li-4¥e~-~- 'W"V· ~~~,--.,..-..,..:-=~·-...-.~-:..~..;.=,r;:._._ ... """"'··-== ~:.;;::;:::::s:_,~~ 
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A 

NOMENCLATURE 

Cross-sectional flow area (L2) 

Specific.heat (L2tT2-e) 

Mass flow rate (M/TL2) 

Coefficient of heat transfer <i-~.9) 
Enthalpy (H/M) 

.61 · Latent heat of vapotization {H/M) fg . 
~ Nucleation density rate (l/L29) 

M Mass growth-collapse function (M) 
2 p Pressure (M/T L) 

q 

T 

v 

Heat flux density (H/TL2) 

Temperature (~) 

Velocity (L/T) 

vJi · Liquid inlet velocity (L/T) 

x . Vapor quality 

z Axial distance _along heated section (L) 

a Vapor. volume-t"i:-ic conc;entration 

1 ·-·-Ratio of flo~ c-h~nn~1 ~~rimeter. to flow area (l/L) 

r. Rate of mass formation per unit volume (M/TL 3) 
··~ . 

1J. Viscos.it¥._ (M_{'J.!-) . '. 
- -

• ~ ,. . .r.-:~~r~:- :....:.; ---:-. ...:_ -
· M'as.s ci=;ns-itY:- (M/L >- -- . -p 

T Wall shear. s~~ess ~(MtrL). 
' . Sub"scripts: 

c At the centerline 

J Liquid 

g Vapor 

w At the wall 

i At the inlet of the heated section· 
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